
Forest Servir? type of heltogrnph, one-mirror
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'« ri-vn is entirely separate. Oil th<- other hunt! a .-ingle operator is in a much 
I » tier | ii is i l,ion lu control the ailjustiuciit I * *r >uii til' • t i < I dui'intr -ignalliug when using 
th. British type than when using the American. Thi- i- I» can*- !.. van luw both hands 
on the two adjusting sen -w- constantly. as one of them is used as the key to elevate 
the mirror. This is important as the adjustment for sun motion is needed at extremely 
short intervals and is often a serious handicap to one man when using the America!. 
Army heliograph. The fact that an extra screen and tripod is required for the 
American instrument is of little importance in station iis.- and i- more than off-.1 
hy the disadvantage of the greater number of small parts in the British models. The 
latter also are more subject to difficulties in signalling caused hy vibration in high 
winds. This is serious, In-eaiise most lookout stations are h rated when winds of con
siderable violence Wow more or le» constantly. It is believed that for the best possible 
results under all conditions a combination of the British t.\ |h- of instrument with the 
American form of screen will give the greatest satisfaction. The screen should !.. 
used only when vibration or other troubles render it necessary. It is to he noted, how 
ever, that this is a rather eX|»eu»ive equipment and would cost about twiei as much 
a- the Forest Service instrument alone, this last W ing considerably the lowest pri.-ed 
heliograph on the market.

Heliographs cannot lie successfully employed on lookout towers. The reason is 
that marly all such towers vibrate excessively both a» a result of wind and from the 
movements of the o|N-rator on the platform. This vibration makes it impracticable 
to keep a heliograph in adjustment. A platform on top of a lookout cabin or ranger 
station if rigidly braced may lie sufficiently free from vibration to Is success fully 
oeeupied lor heliograph communication.

J P] LFOFND
f I ------ 6ovndory of California Notional forest

Telephone /'nos. >n operation (Season isa)
--------Ma, n Lines, of Heliograph Communication

?Hehcgraph Centro/ Control Station»
Heliograph Substotions 
forest Soper essors, Heodguarters 

m District Rangers Headquarters

FIS- I Map of California National Ko rest, showing heliograph nyy >m

Heliograph stations on mountain lookouts will generally he the most important in 
the forest, and this use of the station should always lie considered when equipping 
a forest with a lookout tire-detection system. Direct, communication Ik-tween as many 
station- ns possible should Ik- aimed at. and in addition one or more such stations 
should he arranged to communicate with important headquarters on the lower levels 
which tm.y lie joined to the telephone system. An example of this kind is shown in 
Fig. 104.
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Section 103—Heliographs on Patrol Routes
Hi. ii*r ..I heliograph* I.x patrolmen -r other moving unit* of a t rot-protect i : 

1..r.v l«ring* up the fu.-ti.m of light weight and ready portability. a* |>n .... .*!> men 
’oiie.l. Siieh U-, i- only practicable on a for.-t *H|ui|*|h*<1 with a ficrmnnetit lookout

*x- ti in t<‘i" tir» ilete. tion, and then only under topographie condition* which make it
reudilv |h.**ih|e tor patrolmen to find .a*,U and quickly from which thev can
o|a*n wnwmiiMuth.n with lookout Nation*. This i* not often practicable in „ h*nvm
tiinhered region ot lift), relict, hut i* ea-il> a.....moli-hed in any rolling, hillv or
mountainous countn.

Kor patrol purp..*. *, the «ioduin or 1 .r.-» Service la I ..graph i* th. only practical 
type. It* weight and -iz. make it an entirely practicable equipment f .r any kind of 
patr.d and it* range i- -utt. .out tor in..*t lor. -i- when it might he employed. A use 
lor this instrument will > \i*t wherever the standard* of protection employed make it
it»l..... 'hie to s.*eiir. rapid enough communication l.y message carried t.> the nearest
telephone station. Of .ill -. . tile degree of development of the telephone system will
exercise a very e.m*iilernbl. .. ................ .. this time inter'nl. lmt as long as it remain*
necessary to establish » physical com..... with n telephone wire in order to use the
line and as long as maintenance charge* remain as they are, very large areas in all 
tore*! regions must nenwarily remain without immediate telephone service. t on 
di * ion* tnay vary all the way from a protection staff which de|N>nds entirely on the 
heliograph for intercommunication between all units to a staff which uses the helio
graph merely a* an emergency auxiliary, placing it- dependence primarily on a tele 
phone system. The difference will re*ult from the protection standard* employed, 
that is the maximum o| average annual damage to which the protection >\*tem i- 
designed to restrict the forest fire loss.

< HAITI;n XIX
VSK OK TilK OoliXVIX HKLlOGRAPH 

Section 104—Parts of the Instrument

List oh 1‘ahts

The complete instrument consista of a sole-leather case with shoulder-*! rnp eon 
taining: (a) One sun mirror, (b) one station mirror, (c) one screen, (d) on. lighting 
rod. (i) two mirror bars; the above in two padded wooden packing block*; and (ft 
one tripod with leather cup for points.

The heliograph and «a*, i* 101 l.\ :.J by iti. outside dimension* and weighs I 
(Niunds It ounces. The trip.nl folded is Ü in. in diameter hy if.'lè in. long and weigh* 7 
1 founds .3 ounces.

(a *nd h) Mirror*. Two plan, mit roe. each J| in. square are employai. The*, 
are very carefully constructed so a* to have hot It surface* parallel, an- backed with pun 
silver, and varnished. Laeli is mounted in a black metal Irani.* and swing* in n y»>k« 
on pivot* at the sid.-s. A slow-niotion adjusting *. r. w i- provided by mean* of which 
the mirrors wlu-n set up may bo rotated on the line between these pivots as au axis.
This axis pa-sea through the mitre of the mirror. In th....... itr. of each mirror then
is an unsilv. red *pot V., in. in .liana t. r. On the lower side of the yoke there is a 
tapered stud which tits into a hole at tin end of the mirror bar when the instrument 
is set up. I...th mirrors an- exactly alike and may he used inter.-hang.‘ably, except 
that when both an employed at one time it is necessary to paste a email white paper 
disk in the centre of one of the mirrors on which to hold the “shadow spot," The
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mirror thus e«iui|»|>< «1 i> then known as the “station mirror" and r< fleets tin light to 
the distant station. The other refleets tin light from tin sun to the station mirror 
and i- kimwn as tin- ‘Vim mirror.” All metal ports are I ra»s or aluminium bronze and 
are finished in dull hiaek.

U-) »r<r#i. The sereen consist* c I' a metal frame 4^ in. square. Within this 
frame, swung on pivot», the lines lie tween which an horizontal, are four thin mot a I 
leaves or vain «. At one side of tin n en i- a movable har eoim. etui by h x< r- to the 
vam s in Mieh a way that when it is pressed downward the vanes rotate on their hori
zontal a Vs through an angle of Smi and thus open the -en > n. On releasing the har, 
a spring va uses it to fly hack to its original position and with it the vanes, thus closing 
the screen. On the bottom of tin screen frame i- an angle foot by which it is attached 
to the head of the tripod. Near tin bottom of the sliding-bar i« a small projecting 
lug with a Inde in it through which is passed a airing by which the screen or shutter i- 
opened and closed while being used lor signalling An adjusting screw near the top of 
the retractile spring enables it to be tightened if it becomes weakened through use

1,1 ) Sighting-rod. This is a round metal bar •>' in. I mg, flattein-d and poiut«*d 
at one end. To this flattened portion a small metal vane is pivoted which carries a 
white target at tin- top for use in adjusting. This sighting rod fits in a round lade in 
one of the mirror ban- in which it is la kl by a -< t-screw.

(e) Mirror Hors. Two are required. They are similar in construction except 
that the one used with the sun mirror has a hole mar the tripod attachment for the 
insertion of the sighting-bar, and a setsserew’ for holding it in place. This bar i- also 
equipped with a tangent adjusting screw at the end. by means of which the mirror 
mounted on it may lie rotated on its vertical axis. The bar» art1 » in. long, rectangular 
in erose-eeetioil and enlarged at the end that tits on the tripod to a circle 2 in. in 
diameter. At the other end, both have a round, tapered hole in which the studs on 
the fra lia - tif the mirrors fit. A pivoted catch on the underside of each har holds 
the mirrors when in place. The slow-motion adjusting screw provided on one of 
the bars together with the eimilar screw on the mirror enable the operator to rotati 
the sun mirror simultaneously on both its vertical and its horizontal axes. These axes 
intersect at the centre of the mirror at the point where the unsilvefed spot is located, 
and by means of the two adjusting screws the mirrors may be made to follow the sun 
while the instrument is in use.

(/) Tripod.—A light but strong tripod with a flat, circular, brass head-plate i- 
provided. The cross-section of the legs is one-third of a circle, so that when folded 
the tripod forms a neat cylindrical package. In the centre of the lirais head is a 
round hole in which is fitted a holt having a three-wing nut at the lower end. The 
upper end is provided with a lug. This lug fits in holes in the mirror bars and over 
the angle foot of the screen, and by tightening the winged nut the various parts may 
lie attached firmly to the head of the tripod. A cylindrical sole-leather cup with strap 
and buckle fits over the points of the tripod legs when folded for transportation.

Section 105—Using the Godwin Heliograph

1 Skttimi Vi*

Set the tripod firmly on the ground with one leg toward the distant station and 
tlie metal head as level as possible. A station heliograph on hard ground, rock, or a 
wooden platform may have the leg* set in pail», boxes, etc. filled with earth. To pre
vent vibration in heavy wind, suspend a hag tilled with sand or earth beneath the 
tripod so that it touches the ground just enough to keep it from swaying (Fig. 105). 
In the Godwin type this cannot be done until setting up is completed as the weight 
must he attached to the tripod head-bolt. Other types are provided with special 
anchoring hooks for this purpose.
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Jlu |hi>ii "ii "I il,i - ,n must U- thv iruiili fur determining whether one nr two 
iirri-.rs should lu- u.i*d. Win h tiw -nu i> in front of tin operator (that is, in front 
• ■t a plum through In- |M»itiu# at right angles to tin- Inn juining tin station*) the *un 

s ' n ipiirod; with th« -tin in tin- n nr uf this plain both u irr i - should In 
i-i tl. M In n "in inirr<-r ,- ina-d th»‘ ra,\> nf tin- sun an r. ilcnti'd iv un tin sun mirror 

direct t" tin di'taM station ; with two mirrors, tin- ra>- an n tl eted from tin- -un 
mirror i,, tin- station miir r. thence to tin* ili-t.iut ohsorxvr. t an «in old lie taken to 
note in which din et ion tin -un i. moving so that it may not ho neecs-.irv to chtnitr* 
from oin mirror to two whih signalling.

IvMi’i.ov mi n i With (hi Mhmh>ii

K.in tin winv.-d H -low tin !uw.r .ml of tin* threaded .hank of tin h. ,,.1- 
holt. I ush tin* ho.i up thro i^h il.i 11 -d In ad and slip ovor tin* lug the main minor 
har t iIn , with hoh !• *r -:ght.i.:: hart, taking car.* that tin si.h of tin* bar hearing 
tlio ma lu i mini' i s up and that i lie har points dinetly away from tin- distant station 
and hack t- ward thr operator. I urn tin lug on thi* In ad-bolt at right ang'i - to tin 
long axis of the tnirr. r har and -lip under it tla- angh foot of t|*. .i-mmi, s.. that aw

\

Fig IO.’i Forest ranger sending message by heliograph

you stand facing the instrument and the distant station the spring of the shutter is on 
the right. To accomplish this, the angle foot of the screen must, of course, be inserted 
from the side toward the distant station. The screen should Ik- at right angles to the 
mirror bar. flump both bar and screen firmly in place by tightening up the winged
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Place the sight ing-rod in the hole in the mirror liar and hold it temporarily in 
place with the eet-ecrew provided for that purpose. The pivoted Mine bearing tin 
white target should face toward the operator. Turn this vane down to the left. I'ull 
down the shutter key and We<ige the shutter open by some simple catch. A vv ight 
suspended on the end of a string tied to the pin on the sliding-har of the screen will do.

Place one of the ini irons in the hole at the end of the bar and clamp in place b\ 
the cateh underneath the bar for that purpose. Turn the mirror so that it stand» in 
a plane parallel to the plane of the screen at right angles to the mirror bar.

Now sight through the hole in the centre of the mirror and over the point of 
the sighting-bar in the same manner that the peep sight and the front sight of a rifle 
are used, aiming at the distant station. These three points must la* brought accurately 
into line by adjusting the position of the sighting-lmr and the mirror. 1" do this 
loosen the winged nut on the head holt slightly and turn the mirror bar to the left 
or right. At the same time raise or lower the point of the sighting-bar. It requires 
some practice to perform this operation quickly. (’are must la1 taken not to loosen 
the head-holt too much and disturb the attachment of the mirror bar and screen.

When these three points have been brought into perfect alignment,, clamp head- 
holt and sighting-bar firmly, close the screen, turn the white target of the sighting bar 
to a vertical position and then, by means of the tangent adjusting screws on the mirror, 
turn it on both its vertical and its horizontal axes until the small shadow spot east by 
the unsilvered spot in the mirror falls exactly in the centre of the white target. A sheet 
of paper, held so as to intercept the reflected beam of light from the mirror about ti in. 
in front of it. will assist in locating the shadow spot and in bringing it on to the target 
in this operation. The heliograph is now aligned and adjusted for signalling to the 
distant station hut it is extremely important to note that the shadow spot must not he 
allowed to move off the centre of the target on the sighting-rod during operation.

3—Employment with Two Munions

When the sun is in the rear of the operator the second mirror and supplemental 
mirror bar must lie employed. Place the main mirror bar on the tripod head first, and 
follow it with the supplemental mirror bar and the screen. Turn the supplemental 
bar into the position occupied by the main liar when using one mirror only, and place 
the screen at right angles to its long axis. In placing the screen, it should be put on 
in the reverse position with the sliding-har and key on the left side, as the operator 
stands facing the distant station. Turn the main mirror far out in front of the screen 
(toward the distant station) and slightly to one side. In this position the two bars 
should form a wide obtuse angle. Place the two mirrors in position at the ends of the 
bars, and clamp. The purpose of the front, or sun mirror is to reflect the sunlight on 
to the station mirror from which it is reflected to the distant station. The front mirror 
is preferably swung out to the left and the operator takes up a position behind it 
where he is in easy reach of the adjusting screws and can readily watch the shadow 
spot oil the white disk in the centre of the station mirror. When operating from this 
position, however, care must be taken not to permit the hand to cut off the light reflected 
from the sun mirror to the station mirror. A string or wire about 3 in. long with a 
f-in. ring on the end, suspended from the lug on the sliding-bar of the screen will be 
found to he the lient equipment for operating a screen of this type.

Alignment with two mirrors is accomplished as follows : After setting up and 
placing mirrors as indicated with the station mirror approximately facing the distant 
station, the sun mirror facing the sun, and the screen wedged open, stoop down with 
the head near and in the rear of the station mirror and look over its top into the sun 
mirror. Turn the sun mirror by means of its adjusting screws until the whole of tin 
station mirror is seen reflected in the sun mirror and the unsilvered spot and reflection 
of the paper disk accurately cover each other. Still looking into the sun mirror, adjust 
the station mirror until the reflection of the distant station is brought exactly in Hue
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with the top of the reflection of the dink and the top of the unsilvered spot of the Mill 
mirror; after this the station minor mu*t not be touched. Now >tep behind tin -un 
mirror and adjust it by means of the tangent screws so that the shadow amt falls on 
the centre of the |ai|ier disk on the station mirror. Tin- flash will then lie visible at the 
distant station.

An alternate method of alignment is ns follows : Stoop d<>wn behind the sun 
mirror and while looking through the small hole in this mirror turn the station 
mirror on its vertical and horizontal axes until the pa|ier disk ou the station mirror 
aoeurutely covers the distant station. Standing behind the sun mirror, turn it on it* 
vertical and horizontal axes by means of the tangent adjusting aeiewa until the shadow 
~pot falls on the centre of the paper disk on the station mirror.

In operating the heliograph from a position behind the sun mirror the operator is 
not as favourably placed for watching the distant station as when standing behind the 
station mirror, but he is able to maintain his adjustment more iierfectly and conven
iently and on this account will generally secure more satisfactory results.

CHAPTER XX
SltiNAl.UXti WITH THE HKi.lOGKAI’H

Section 106—Selecting a Station

Permanent stations will nearly always be selected with objects in view that take 
precedence over the requirements of the signalling apparatus. Such stations may. 
however, la- improved artificially, if not entirely suitable.

Semi-permanent and temporary stations are occupied for signalling purposes 
primarily and should be selected with this end in view. Stations should be «elected eo 
that they are in full view of the station or stations it is deeired to communicate with. 
They should be located at as great an altitude as possible, especially when there is 
difficulty about haze, smoke, duet, or undulations of the atmosphere notieeable on hot 
summer day». A dark background is preferable for heliograph stations, so that it is 
not always desirable to locate on the top of a conical peak which would probably ensure 
a sky background. Select a station on the slope. Heliograph stations should be pro
tected from the wind. This may be accomplished by setting up in the lee of a clump 
of trees, a rock, or it building, hut care must lie taken to ensure that by so doing the 
shadow will not fall on the instrument at any period during the day.

Section 107—Position of Operator

In operating the Godwin heliograph the operator stands directly behind the sun 
mirror with the right hand holding the string by which the screen is opened and the 
left on the tange t screws of the mirror. Both screws muet he manipulated with one 
hand and the rate and direction of movement depends upon the locality and the time 
of day. By means of them the mirror must be made to follow the sun continuously ; 
this being accomplish»*! by kipping the shadow spot on the centre of the target of the 
sighting-rod or disk of the station mirror, as previously explained

In using the British Army type of heliograph the position of the operator is the 
sam»1, but with these instruments tlie k»‘,v held in the right hand is also one of the 
adjusting screws. The left hand holds the other. The operator is thus able to use 
both hands for a<ljusting while signalling. The shadow spot, however, falls on tin- 
centre of the target only munn-ntarily while a flash is directed at the distant station, 
and not continuously as in the Godwin type.

In iwing the American Army type, the screen must somi-times he placed so far 
from the mirror that it is difficult to reach both screen and adjusting screws at the
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•ami1 tinitThi» muet be carefully guarded against in -i tting up tin- instrument, - 
otherwise it becomes nearly impossible for one until to maintain proper ailju-tjwni 
during operation.

When receiving a message tin operator must he caivinl to remain in p< -iti n at 
his instrument so that lie may interrupt the sending station if licce—ary. II must 
also keep his heliograph in adjustment constantly both when sending and receiving.

Section 108—Maintenance of Adjustment
The importance of careful attention to adjustment arises from the fact that tin 

light from a heliograph mirror is projected in the form of a cone, the lateral range 
of which theoretically hears the same proportion to the distance between station- a- 
the diameter of the sun hears to its distance from the earth; that is approximati f 
1:107. Thus with the mirror aligned correctly on the distant station, the light will 
lie visible mi either side of the station up to one-lutlf of the distance between station* 
divided by 1<*7; for example, if the stations are six miles apart, the flash theoretical lx 
will he visible about 60 yards on either side of the station. In practice, owing to 
imperfections of mirrors, the lateral range is somewhat greater and the intensity of 
the light is less at the outer edge of *hv cone than at its axis. This fact togetl cr with 
the very small lateral distance in wnieh the light is visible, makes it essential that 
for the la-st results tin alignment la- made carefully so as to have the axis of the cone 
of light strike the distant station, and the adjustment maintained constantly. Perfect 
adjustment is secured only by keeping the shadow spot uninterruptedly in tin ceiitri 
of the paper disk, and, us this spot continually changes position with the apparent 
movement of the sun, when two men arc* at a station, one should be in constant attend
ance on the tangent adjusting screw-. When working alone, operators must watch 
their adjustment very closely to ensure that the light reaches the distant station. A 
little practice will soon show how far the spit may move from the exact centre of tin
paper disk before the flush ......unes invisible at the other station. l-xtra care bestowed
upon preliminary adjustment i> repaid by increased brilliancy of flash. Remember, 
the distant observer is unquestionably the better judge as to the character of the flash 
received; and it, therefore, adjustment is called for when the shadow spot is at tin 
centre of the disk, the alignment is probably at fault and should he looked after at

Section 109—Opening Communication
In forest protection the locations of all permanent heliograph stations will h< 

known to all members of the force. To attract the attention of a station once li e helio 
graph is aligned on it, send a succession of flashes until answered. The heliograph flash 
is strikingly noticeable, hut attempts to attract attention, to lie successful, must lie 
persistent. They should never he abandoned until every device has been exhausted. 
When acknowledged, each station will then turn on a steady flash u id adjust. When 
the adjustment is satisfactory to the station called, it will cut off its flash and the ill 
ing station will proceed with its message.

The exact location of semi-permanent stations, especially when placed at a low 
level, is sometimes difficult. The compass liearings of all such stations from the helio 
graph stand should always In1 taken by each permanent station operator. A still better 
method is to set two stakes about twenty yards apart with the tops directly in line with 
the distant station, marking on the far stake the name of the station that it indicates. 
Where stations are so located that smoke from forest fires is likely to obscure them, a 
whole series of such guide-line poste should he permanently erected showing the line to 
each station within the range of communication. With such stakes accurately aliened 
it is then possible to call any station within range even though the station may he 
temporarily obscured by smoke. To call under these circumstances, loosen the catch on 
the underside of the mirror bar and rotate one of the mirrors by hand until the flash i-
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mh ii ! |*i»— directly aeros» the top» ..f tin- two range stakes. Move -l-.wlv hack md
forth in t ii* azimuth in which the état km i» known tu lie until the eall is a* knowkskred. 
J lien inl.iust ou the Hash t'r- tu lin distant station and proiteed with tlie ine»»agc.

Section 110—Working at Short Ranges

At ranges up t* • about 1'» miles, it will U* fi-und that the flash from the he * 'graph 
is extremely tiring v. the eyes. For short ranges with 4-in. or larger mirror**. eover a 
part id' the station mirror with a pasteboard disk having a h do in the eentre -in. in 
diameter, or wear 'tanked gla—i•>. lookout men will general y lie eqiti|qied with 
coloured glasses and should wear them when reading heliograph signals. The heliograph 
is snore rapid and. at any hut very short ranges, i- more easily read than the flag, hut it 
has vtwious disadvantages that will not ordinarily cause it m Is* preferred t>> the flag at 
ranges under five miles unies- it is neei —ary to signal through har.e .*r -m.k. For v« r>
short ranges, the t!.. d- - libi-d in ehapter XXII will Im> found preferable to the li. • 
graph and more generally available.

Section 111—Working through Haze and Smoke

A remarkable and extremely valuable property of the heliograph flash in for. : 
protection is it' ability to penetrate siiadte. This inereases with inerease in size of tie 
mirror. \\ ith the standard American Arm> I * -in. mirror the author has r. ad’ -igmil- 
with the nalu-d eye at a distance ..) |miles, when even the outlines of the mountain 
peak on which the -. tiding heliograph was located could not he distinguished because 
"f smoke from forest tire- At the same time this station was in continuous ominunica 
t-ion with another. .‘IP mih - distant, although neither was for day- able tu * v tin 
mountain on which the other was located. This projierty. . f course, has its limita 
tiens and very dense smoke will in ke In 'i..graph v 'immmieation imp s»il>le h r prob
ably not till long after location of tins by lookout men h is become fully a» imprac

Section 112—Heliograph Code*

Four different codes have been u-cd for heliograph sigmillim;. Tie se at. 
(1) American Morse Code. i 2) Internntional Morse Code, (.3) My.*r Code, f4) Alpha 
betieal Square ( 'ode.

1—American Morsf Code

I his code is only used f..r telegraphic communication in the Flitted States and 
Canada. It is distinguished from the International Morse code by the “space" or 
“pause" used between the elements of certain letter». It is not now used for visual 
signalling although it may Im* so employed if desired, but lms no advantages over other

2—International Morse Code

This is the telegraph code used generally throughout the world except in tin 
Vnited States and Canadian telegraph service». It i« also called the Continental <■-.d- 
and is the codv most commonly employed f..r heliograph signals. All lett. r» consist ..t 
combinations of dots and dashes. With the heliograph these are made bv short and 
long flashes.

The dash is represented by a flash of about two second»’ duration.
The dot is represented by a flash one-third ns long.
The interval between flashes should be one-half second.
The interval between letters, one second.
The interval between words, two seconds.
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A
B
«
1>
E - 
V - 

u 
11
I
4---
K —

M

ISTFKXATIOXAL MORM-. XI.I'll Aim

X
<)
V -
Q
It

T —

W - 
X

1
NUMERALS

I
5

SHORT NUMERALS

3 - ----------- l----------------

4 -------  tt--------
5 - o —
The short immoral* arc only uswl in telegraphy in tin* repetition of figure

PVNCTI \TK>\

Period 
Comma 
Interrogation 
Hyphen or dash 
Parenthesis 
Quotation mm

Kxrlaniatioii 
\|. • tropllr
Svmienlon 

( *ol m

CONVIA TIONA1, SKA XI.S

End of word.....................................
End of n-nti-mv.............................
End of message.............................
Acknowledgment, or I understand

Repeat after (won!)......................
Send faster.. .. ..........................
Send slower..................................
Cease sending..............................
Wait a moment.............................
Move to your right.......................
Move to your left............................
Move up .. .. ..............................
Move down.............................. *.

Interval 12 seconds). 
Doiihle interval (period). 
Triple interval (cross), 
i:

Interrogatory ( word).

Q R Q 
Q It s 
Q It T

M It 
M I.
M V 
M D
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it will often In found very advantageous to itut« t.n- the sig
nal- given flliuw, tin- following :

H.ml of won|........................................... 1 - xti\i loitg Ha-li («Unit three filing the
Uwtgth of a da>h).

Fml of MMitom v............................ 2 , xtrn long fla-hc.
Kml of me-age........................... y extra long Aasàes.

Altliougl. tin. «low. up tin- trail-mi..ion it i- „ gr, ,t help t,. traino<i
o|Nralor*. ami i- |.,irtie.ilarl> valual.lv wlan «Hiding .-.ni,- nw^mgv. whw it i« 
impossible to make out the proper .-|aiviiig from tin •ontvxt.

Thi« inmIv i* u-.d tor signalling with tin heliograph l.y tin- British and Canadian 
military font - and will probably U tin m.e Is *t adapted for u.v in Canada in forint-
pi-oiivt<on communication. It i- adapted not only to visual hut also to eleetne tele-
gruphiv signalling and radio work.

8 VI\km Cot a

I his node was lornn-rlx it.i-d by the I nit.-d States Army for \ i.ual signalling and 
i- .till employed in certain districts hy t|u United State. I ,,n .t Sendee, hi this....li
the re are thr..... lenient., generally designated, I. 2, and il. All letter- are made up of
eombinations of 1 and 2; 1 la-ing a short flash ; 2, two short flashes in iptiek sueees- 
-ion. 3 is a long flash, like a dash of the International Morse voile, and i. used to
indicate certain pauses and in conventional signals. 1 hi * code has eertain adx.
for heliograph work, although it has now lain pretty g. -lierail\ abandoned in
of the mon- generally useful International Morse code

MY KM toot VI.I'll Mil T

A............................ 22 <) . . . .
It................................ . 2112 r .. ...................... 1212
C................................ 121 y ...................... 1211
i>................................ |(
K................................ 12 H ... . ...................... 21 f
V.......................... t .. ..
<!................... 2211 r .. . 112
a................................ 122 v .. .. ...................... 1222

1 w
i................................. 112* x .. .. •>!•)•)
K .. 2121 Y .. ..
1..................................... 221 z .
M................................ 1221
K................................ 11

M M KKAI.S

1.................................. 1111 ♦t............
2..................................
3.................................. 1112 8............ ....................... 2111
4.................................. 2221 9............ ....................... 1221
.%.................................. 1122 0............

Atmitf vixTioxs

A................................. After T .. .. ..................... The
It................................ . Before r .. ..
C................................. ('an Vr . . ..
a............................... Have w .. .. ..................... Word
X .. Not Wi . . With
K................................ V .. ..

79211 If
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« iiWKVI'lnx XI. MtA XI s

hod of word. .S.
hi id of H sentence. .33,
Mini of a message. .333. 
X-Ixliowlvilglllrllt.

or 1 iiml«t#land. .85 82 3.

Kopen I last word. . 121 1-1 33.
Repeat last message. .121 121 121 333. 
Wait a m unviit. .1111 3.
Signal faster. .2212 3.
( ease signalling. .22 22 22 333.

4 Al.HM4Hf.TH XI S«/l XHI t ola

Tliis voilv is constructed ai’voiiliiig to a vcr.x simple rule which may be easily 
mueintw'red, so that it is po-.ible to improvise tin* entire code at any time. Aside 
from this it would not appear to have any marked advantage over other codes. The 
code is made hy arranging the letters of the alphahet in five vertical columns of five 
letters each, K being omitted and < ' substituted for K wherever it occurs. Kach letter 
is then represented by a iiiiiiiInt of two places, the first figure being the manlier of 
the column in which the letter occurs. from the left toward tin right, and
the -eeoiid its place ill this column counting from the top downward. This arrangi1- 
nieiil is as follows

■ * a 4

1 • f i *1 V

- 1. * H. r XX

:< - h « X

4 .1 ‘ ’*■ I y

» - i P u z

The alphabet follows :
v 1

x Ù 3
y :» 4 
r. 35

1 1 f 2 1 1 3 1 M 1 1
b 1 2 g 2 2 ih 3 2 r 1 1

1 3 h 2 .1 n 3^3 « 1 3
d 1 1 i 2 4 o 3 4 t 1 4
e i :» j 2 3 p 3 r» u t r.

I'aeh letter is bx sending short tlashes only, to the number of each ( f the
two elements of the letter, with a short pause amounting to one bent of time between 
these elements. A pause of two beats ot time is allowed lietwecn the letters, and 
Itetween words there is either a pause of three ltents or the long flash may be used, ii' 
with the Myer code. The latter is to be preferred with poorly trained operators. 
Thus the letter M (3-2) would be represented by three short Hashes, a pause of one 
heat of time, and then two short flashes. Kxperiment has shown that a message may

0893
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U- Mill with I hi- .-..I. quite as rapidlx a- with thv Mx.r <-,nl«- am! .mix » |j|||,>
l' " ri,|,",|x ,lim li't. rnHli...,al M r-.........I. The fart that .... », |. ... ,

of 'Wll> "'"'-'s im.l that only dots arr M-nt ami .... dashes. makr- it an easier 
, " ' 1,1 ■"'• IIumI.N an.I i,. r. ad. Thv further fart that it is mad. according t.,
a -im|>l«* rule a- alr.a.lx explained. i- an advantage in fore-l protection work. where 
tin u-v of thv lediograpli is confined to a limited portion of thv war ami where 
o|H.rat..r. xx.ll generally not In- aide to keep i„ pra.ti.N-, In thv district whvr. this 
v.mI. i- . '111*1 'Xni I• *r lor. -i proi. vtion comumni.-uti >ti thv following nuni. r.,U and 
voiiwntional -igtmla haw hrvu adopted

M xi i h u s

It.....................................

1 ’ .. .. II .
II............... 1.................. H
K...................... J.......................................................»
1 ................................ M.......................................................w

i >SX 1 Minx VI -ION XI K

find of Weld...........................
Klld of -elltenee or IllVssag. Mail a moment.............................. til
1 Ulldei’-tand.................................
lxvpeat last word...................... t vase signalling.............................6 ,'f
Itl’peat la-1 III! - age . . . . 4 41 1 w ish to use me—ag. cod. . . li |

Section 113 Instructions to Operators
In -ending with tin heliograph il is of the utmost importuner that uniformil.x 

in meeliimieal movements o| the screen Im* eultix iiI.nI, as lark of rhythm in the signals 
of the sender entails uniieeessarx and vexatious eoiievntration of attention on the 
part of thv receiver.

I lu- first |> - lion i> to tm n a -lea.lx flash mi the reviving station. I’ll.- signals 
are made l»\ loin; and short Hashes. I -e a short Hash for dot and a long -teni’.’x flash 
for a da-h. I'lie elements of a letter should I e slightly longer than in sound signals.

To cull ii shitiim. Send a rapid sueees-ion of short Hashes until aeknoxx I.Nlged. 
I‘ill’ll station will then Ini’ll oil a steady lla-li oil adjust. Win i | he adjustment is 
satisfaction to the vailed station it will .-ut off its Hash and the .-ailing station xxill 
proofed with its message.

irijltJtlIili'llt. If ‘lie revvixer sees that the sender's mirror needs adjustment, he 
will turn on a steady Hush until answered hx a steady Hash. When the adjustment 
is satisfactory the reviver will rut off his Hash and the sender will resume his 
message.

To hri'ttk nr slt>i> the «itftvil* from 1hc scniUnfl stain>n. Make a rapid sueevssion 
of short Hashes without puti-e until the < ml. r -t -p- sending.

To start tin scmtimi slafiim after lirnilUtjf. Turn ou a long Hash and he will 
<■ .mmviiee at the heginning <>f last word.

To ocbn oiric it in riccipt nf n mcssinic. Signal fnllownl hx the name
of the I’eeei'er.

If the -. nd. r discovers tint h<- li is made an error li should make a rapid succe
sion of short Hashes after which lie Iwgina xxitli the word in which the error occurred.

To lessen liability of error, numerals which occur in thv hodv of a message 
should lie s|wiled out in full.

70211- 12»
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A record of thv time of re«*eipt and transmission of every official message should 
lie kept.

In reet-iving messages nothing should lie taken for grantinl and nothing eon- 
sidered as seen until it bus been positively and clearly in view. Do not antieipate 
what will follow from signals already given. Watch the eommunieating station until 
the last signals are made and he very certain that the signal for the end of a message 
has been given.

Attempts to attract the attention of a station to he successful roust he jieraiatent. 
They should never he abandoned until every device has been exhausted.

Section 114—Care of Instruments
(1) When riding always cirry the heliograph slung across the shoulders and not 

attached to the saddle. On a pack-hor-u it should be rolled in the bedding.
(2) Never leave the heliograph on its stand when the work with it is finished. 

Dismount and replace in its caw.
(,‘i) Avoid holding the instrument by the V arms or mirror frame.
(4) If the heliograph get- wet. rub the metal portions over with an oily rag 

before putting it away or at the first opportunity.
(8) Always keep the heliograph clean and tree from rust ami dust. (Irit and 

dust in the tangent screws or sockets of the mirror bars will soon destroy the best 
instrument.

(«) Occasionally oil the working parts (screen, sliding-1 ur, vanes, tangent 
screws, bearings, elo). but never leave superfluous oil on any part, a- it collects dust. 
Never allow oil to drop on the mirror.

(7) Make adjustments of the bearings, etc., only when noce—ary. He careful 
not to damage nr burr the heads of screws, and see that the threads are not crossed 
or otherwise mutilated.

(H) Before commencing any minor repairs, consider by which means the fewest 
screw- and parts need he removed. Avoid stripping the heliograph on ground where 
the parts would he easily lost, such as in long gra-. e'e. If possible spread a blanket 
or pack rover on which to work.

Section 115—Training Operators
The following, taken from Systematic hire Protection in the California 

Forests ", corresponds with the author’s experience, and i* quoted as a suggestion 
to those who may undertake to employ the heliograph in forest protection:

It has been proven by experience that the average mountain man selected for 
lookout service is quite capable of learning and becoming proficient in the use of the 
heliograph. The first step in installing this system on a forest should he to secure 
the «erviees of an experienced instructor to train the new men.

‘'In heliograph work, practice is absolutely essential to fast and intelligible 
signalling. A common fault is the failure to keep the mirror in perfect adjustment 
while operating. This fault is extremely annoying to the receiving station and 
must he eliminated. The actual spelling out of words is not the difficult part ; the 
trouble comes in at the ends of words, ends of sentences, ends of messages, getting 
started, failure to observe the conventional methods of calling, breaking signals, 
starting again, acknowledgment of milages, etc. It is only through constant drill
ing. as in the ease of telegraph «iterating, that the heliograph man learns these 
rrieki of the trade.

“ The average speed attained by the best Forest Service operators has been 
found t i be about four words a minute. The average fire message need not exceed 
twenty words, so it will be seen that after the discovery of a fire an expert heliograph 
man can get the news to his receiving station in five minutes. Twice this length of 
time slamld be a safe figure for an ordinary operator.”
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Heliographs have only mice lm-n employni in 1'-rest proti-eiimi in t anada. There 
is no reason, however. w h.\ they would not l-.- extreme ly useful Suitable atmospheric 
condition# }>r<-\atl throughout the wi-steru forest regions, ««specially in AHn-rta and 
the interior of British ('olumhia and during mo.-t of the -uinmcr throughout the 
east and north

One ameliorating eireumsiane - in eonneetion w ith the ini|H.*»ihility of ueing the 
In-liogra|di except in full -unlight lies in the fact that w ith rain -r o- erea-t sky 
the need for using it in eonneeti-ui with forest protection is likely t,. U> ver> mueh 
reduced. Successful utilization of this instrument, of course requin- the cinphip 
in.-ut of interested and intelligent, men and a higher dear* ■ of or. ni/.iiu-n nod 
discipline in the protection staff than has heretofore la eu thought iu-«,«--ar\.

The learning of the alphabet call he taken up indoors h> using an inexpensive 
telegraph key and 'ounder installed with a telephone dry cell. I’raetiee should hi 
continued until tin- letter-, numerals, and conventional signals an thoroughly 
mastered.

The operators should then he practised on the heliograph itself and taught to s«»t 
Up ipiieklx and align accurately. Men can practise singly in maintaining alignment 
and also in cultivating rhythmic sending hy directing the heam toward an ordinary 
mirror set up at a distance of ulmut l*Mt ft,, and placed so that the flash is réfléchi! 
hack to the sender.

When tin alphabet ha- been thoroughlv learned and ;i u »od sending -peed devel 
oped, a practice range equipped with telephones should lie installed. The di-lance 
between said stations may be as long as conditions warrant but should, if possible, 
ho at least half a mile. If an existing telephone line can not he tapped, a temporary 
line may be built with emergency wire if available. On this range with two in-tru 
met its a number of men m iy he taught to receive Bit -sages, to send messages, and, 
especially, tla y may he given practice in the various “tricks” of tending and receiving 
that generally prove most difficult for beginners. The telephone serves to keep the 
instructor in touch with both set* of na n and enables him to correct mistake- of 
sending with the least difficulty.

Tor use at night or mi dull «lay- when the heliograph eann.»t In- operated a couple 
of signnl-hintern-s will he found highly convenient for instructional and practice 
purposes.

Section 116—Meliographing by Moonlight and Artificial Light

The heliograph ha- been used In send Wie-sage* hy moonlight hut the range i- 
oxtrcinely limited. It cannot Im depended upon at an> ordinary forest range.

Artificial light may also he employed, the range depending on the strength of tin 
light. Only short ranges as a rule may he attained. When using an artificial light 
with the fixed-Hash heliographs it will generally !» found more satisfactory t<. enipl«.,\ 
the screen only, rather than attempt to reflect the light front the mirror.
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Section 117—Signalling-lanterns
Although tint variety uf lanterne available for night signalling i- very great, the 

•i1 *tna 1 use of >uch equipment in femt-proteetiue eonimunieation lias been extremely 
limited. .Signal-lanterns are of tw.- prinvipal ty|>e>. those which form code letter» 
by the display of two colour* in the proper sequence, and those which form code letters 
l*y flashes of one colour only, showing dots and dashes as with the heliograph. The 
range of the first class is entirely too short to be of any use in forest protection. The 
second claw offers greater possibilities.

Tlash lanterns lor signalling purpose* are available, using us the source of light 
aeotvleih gas, oil, gasolene, limelight, and both incandescent and electric are lamps. 
Two principal types arc employed; those which burn continuously and operate with a 
screen like a fixed-tinsli heliograph, and those which operate with a key and burn 
intermittently only. The oil, gasolene, limelight, and arc lampe are of the first type. 
The acetylene and incandescent lampe are of the second type.

1 -Type» or Skjnal-i.antkhns

Signal-lanterns of various forms are employed principally fur military and naval 
communication purposes. The ordinary electric searchlight makes an excellent signal- 
lantern and can Is used either behind a screen for the sending of Morse signals, or 
the beam can lie need to send wigwag signals even between stations that are not them
selves intervisible. It is not. however, a practical lamp for forest communication 
because of the large amount of power required for its operation, not to mention its 
great weight and lack of portability.

Among readily portable signal-lanterns two principle types are available. These 
are the acetylene lantern, and the electric signal-lantern using dry cells as a 
source of power. Both have to a limited extent been employed in forest protection 
communication.

(fl) An fftlrnr I,ami*. The acetylene signal-lantern is used extensively I y thy 
American Arm.\ Signal Corps, and the most ivad'ily procurable lanterns of this 
type are those adopted by that Service. Two sizes, the field lantern and the station 
lantern, arc employed. For lookout use the station lantern, which is the larger, is 
preferable as it is as readily portable as the requirements of this service demand 
and has h.v far the longer range.

This lantern is built in the form of a small searchlight with a fi-im, nplanatic 
lens mirror and 3-in. focus. It is mounted on a suitable tripod and equipped with 
a special gas-generator, a sighting-tube, and a small reading-lamp, the whole equip
ment weighing about 20 pounds. The generator is hung to the legs of the tripod 
beneath the lantern and is charged with 1 p »und of calcium carbide and 1 gallon of 
water. This charge is sufficient for about 5 hours' signalling, and reel urging 
require* only a few minutes.

The sighting-tube in the form of a small telescope is attached to one side of the 
lantern. It is provided with cross-hairs and is usi-d t > direct the beam of light on 
the distant station. Once the lantern is properly aligned, it requires no furl l 
adjustment, in which respect it is much siqierior to the heliograph.

The supplementary reading-lamp is required with all forms of signal-lai terns, 
ns the intermittent thisln*s of the signals do not afford light enough for rending or 
recording messages. It is nil acetylene lamp also, smiting gas from the generator 
that supplies the signal-lantern.

MS
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This form of hint* rn may In- usi-d with a screen similar to the holivgreph screen, 
hut to do so the light must burn continuously during signalling. This more than 
doubles the consumption of carbide, sinœ one eharge of the geiwiutor will furni-h 
ua» for only 2 hours’ continuous light. Tie speed of operation with a screen is eiuht 
to fourteen v\‘ r<K per minute.

l-'ig. 1 iiü \i i't\ I i. slgnul-liintsm with tripod

As usually employed, the screen is disguised with and a ...... ial form of key
is used which controls the supply of gn* to the burners. A small amount of gu* 
is admitted ixmtinuouely. Depriving the key eauses a full How of gas to be admitted 
to the burner, giving a bright flash lasting as long as the key is held down. The 
response to tin key i< instantaneous Operated in this manner. le~s carbide U used 
but the speed is slightly redueed, ln-ing about five to ten words per minute. Smoke, 
fog, rain, and also bright moonlight are the principal impediments to the u»e of this 
lantern. The range under ordinary conditions of operation does not exceed .‘k> miles 
when viewed with a telescope, and about half this when observe! with the naked eye.

(h) Electric Lamp*,—For comparatively short-distance work the electric signal- 
lamps, such as are used by the British Army, are very convenient. Such a lamp is 
the Stevens-Lyon lamp, manufactured in London. This lamp weighs 10) pounds
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viiin|ilvt«- mill hi i.v In- mounted i n a heliograph t ri|M It ran la- ra-i'x rvad wit limit 
a t• 'lin* at 11 mil'I li • > Hirvv of |h.\mt in electric lamp* sm-h a> tlii- is tin 
dry <•< II In »>rd« r t.» mliiw battery eonsiiniptimi, all sign il-lumps ,,| this Hiaravlvr 
opmate with a k«\v or switch, h.v mean* of which tin vin uit i* made and broken in 
'iirli a way a' lu furiii tin- letters i»t the Mur-e eoib\ In tin- Sh-ven- I.you lamp 
this lu a i' pla«*id mi tin- tup 111 tin lamp and is *hap. d like tin- ..r.tiimrv MiHm- 
lu \ used in telegraphy. A sigh tin* tilin’ and a «mall nil r< idiim-lamp am a Un 
pr- vidi-d and sene tli«* purpose almnly deserilwd. This is a v.ry .•uinpai-t. easily 
purtahh- and insily operated lamp, and within tin- limits of it* range might oft «hi I» 
pn li-m-d In tin* an’tyh’im lamps.

l-nr ii*i’ with it thr ini H ty|u- uf dry n il i* imnK up w ith thr excitant in tin* 
Turin uf a dry |k.ud« r iii'tead of tin- paste U'i’d in tlm ordinary dry ••«•II. t Vila of 
this typv am nutdr rrady for hm> by adding water thmugh a till., phn’ed in tin* cover 
for tin- purp.se. Tln'.v turn- th groat advantagr of not «lotrri «rating r\m when 
k«*pt stum! for lung periods. Suvh «•oils, Ivwi-vor, arc Hot muddy pr< «curable and 
as a rule ran la- obtained on * pei-inl ordrr only.

Fig. 107 Fiwher high-power rlctri. Hlgnalling lump

l<i lisrlin II ii/li-iHitrn- l.ani/i. Thr must promising signal-lamp thus far pi 
durrd is the Fischer triangulation lamp Used by the 1'nited States Coast and 
Oeodi’tir Survey as a night signal on its triangulation stations. This lump employs 
nn II in. n fleet or and, not ns yet fully prrfe.’ted as to details, it is believed
it ran be produced to weigh about 24 p ■ and to eust under *.*i0, without the dry 
veils. Eighteen e< Us are employed to furnish the current and th«-s<1 will give about 
9 hours’ enntii es service. As used intermittently in signalling they will last a 
considerably long, r period, de|H’tiding mi the amount of such use.

Ties l imp has the usual sighting tithe, reading-lamp, and awiteh-key. Its di* 
ttngiiishing feature is a specially designed, gas-tilled hull» having a highly eoneen- 
trnted filament which, with a <1 volt, 2.Vamp<-re eurr<‘ut, gives gSttjiKNI apparent 
candle power at 1<H> ft. Tim range of this lamp under ordinary conditions is 50 to

12
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*' I' !*'*"!"- l*‘ii u empl -v.-d. wl.il. miilvr exceptionally fiivunrnl.li- <-.,m|i 
tiulis ul Mlm.u|.||«Tv il Ini' I MM II -r.il with til. naked . y <• at KHi mil.*. Hu a «lull day 
it nui In- ii'«-«I in. !•> |n or i:. mil.-'. As will .itIn r ehstrl.- lamps. t|M .|N-ed .if 
sending is w»m« ulint re.lu.-. <1 I».- ail'.- tin- tiluiii.-iit require* an appns-iahl. time to 
*" lf "I1 .'""i '•'"I off. AIm.ut tix .• v .nU |w inimité .-an he sent «-'li.-imi ■>

J his hni.|. with 1 h. large iiiiinlii-r «il .Iv> eells required f..r it.' nperatiuii is u>.t a 
r.a.lilv port al.!e equipment uid would only U -h table f • r permanent dations. Iliffi 
.-nil n"ee."ihijit,v Would indicate a tm-.-ssity f.r . ni|.l.• ' ig . itli.-r wet hall. ri. - ..»• the 
inert type ut dry .-ell. in prcl.T.-nce to the urdi.iiiiv ivp«

- I *t in I'uitusr pR.mi i'i.ix

I Ini' Inr the only H», made of signal lanterns t r forest eoiiiuiiini.-athi pnrp..-. - 
has bn .hi an exp. rinient.il basis by the l'mt.,1 State* K-.r.-t S. i x . n the ,t;li 
<d W a*bingt<w. Certain advantageous n*.. for a i . fti. ..-nt lamp for I... . m. 
however. ap|»areiit. The ease with whieh lamp' moy Is- tis.-.l by ..nr man. requiring, 
a* they do. in. adjustment after oner la-ing pr..|N-ily aligned, makes them e*|N-ciallx
xalmil.le lor training operators ..........ml and r.-eeive fla-li signals, and f..r „"M, il.
trained men to keep in pra.-ti.v. Of e..nr*.-, the signal lantern a- a me*#, of lookout 
communication i« >uhjc.-t t.. nearly the same general limitât ions as i< the heliograph, 
and it e.-ranot !.. eoii'idend a. tin prim- pal communication ispiipnieiit on important 
Stations in preterm.•<■ to the telephone. ®or ean it he depended upon to replaee the 
heliograph. Practically all tires nr. .lete.-ted during the day and wher. visual minis 
an- depended upon for communication the priueipal methods must he available for 
daylight operation.

Signal lanterns, however, ean In- operated from lower-, while l.eli..graphs ......... ..
and. owing to the more uniform condition* that prevail at night, th. v are tin moat 
r. lialde of all means of visual signalling.

Although, as stated, tin in ,.f signal lanterns in forest pr-.t.-eti..n i* as y. t v. ry 
limited U would seem that a lantern with -utfieient range would find tin- following 
applieation :

1 To serve about the ......... purfM.'. - ill night that the heliograph and flag - rve
during the day. that i~. to afford vommunieat ion on lookout stations In-fore tin- i natal- 
lntion of the telephone, during temporary interruption* of telephone servie*». ..r 
intermediate temporary stations whieli ar. not of sufli.-ie.it inqiortatt.v to justify 
tla* prevision of teh»phou......niipmeHt, »»r station* being neeumed ex|N-rimenta1ly.

- 111 **erv. as a spe.-iallv eonvenient instrument for training and practice in the
sending and receiving of flash signal*.

Ü To Ilia! . possible tile 'peedv report of tires deteeti-d just before 'unset. These 
are parlii-iilarly numerous in regions where much land clearing is going on.

4 To make possible the speedy report of aueli tire* as are .let. t«-.I at night. Xight 
detection is, however, rare.

•”» ffn a dull day when the heliograph cannot he employed the lantern m i> !.. 
iis.s| for short-range e .mtnimication. With the Fischer lamp, daylight signals may 
be sent about 10 miles.

<» To report at night, fires that were detected during the day but could not In- 
reported immediately because la.-k of sunlight prevented the fi|M-ration of tin- lielj.. 
graph. Also, messages not urgent in ebarneter, such as order* for supplies, ]>cr*onal 
messages, etc., may be sent at night.

The signal-lantern is inferior t<> the b.-liogripb in the following r. sped - :
1 It* daylight o|M-ration is very uncertain and very limited in range.
2 It ean not be used for communication with a moving patrol because of tin 

practical impossibility of picking up stations at night unless their position has been 
determined and sighted U|sm before nightfall.
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! It is slower in u|MTiitii'ii. This, however, if pr«thtildy mort* than offset with 
poorly trained o|**rators hy tin* fart that oiiw alignrd tin* laiitrru nrvd- no further 
adjustment.

I At mountain lookouts and other stations difficult of aeevsa, the providing of 
suflh'ient rhrtrir n il* or other sourer of light may he ineonveniont.

The signal-lai iter*, therefore, ran he sueee**fully used only as an udjunet to 
the heliograph in situations where tin* latter is tin* prineipal or only means of com- 
iiin11i<*ntit>11, and only for the purpose of communication hetween lookout stations or 
I rom a look, ut to a lowland headquarters on the telephone >y*tem. For this purpose 
a lamp with a great range, a moderate weight, and a reasonable first cost and power 
elmrg. i* e**i ntial. These re<|uireiuents would «o*ui to he met hest h.\ the 1* isober 
triangulation lamp of the Failed State* ( 'oast and < ieodelie Survey.

< HAPTKK XXII
FLAG

Section 118—General Remarks

Tin* Hag as a means of eommuuicatiou is far less applicable to forest protection 
than to military operations. It- principal value lit* in the extreme simplicity and 
oheapne-s of the equipment ri*quired, and in the fact that it may be readily impro
vised and can therefore always Ik* available. It is, further, a convenient *ignalling 
device with which to instinc t new men and keep trained men in praetiee. The range 
..ver which it may he used is §o limited, however, that in most forest work the place 
it might oeeupy will he taken hy either an emergency telephone line or a messenget

The flag is a day signalling device like the heliograph, hut unlike the latter it
ran he employed on dull day* as direct sunlight is not i —• ntini. Dust and smoke, 
however, very greatly limit the range of flag signals, and may art as a serious obstacle 
to their employment.

Section 119—Equipment Required

Flags should Ik* of lim n or cotton «doth or s >m * similar smooth material. Gala 
tea and near -ilk serve admirably. The colours used depend on the background

1 iust which the signal- are being made. Dark blue is best for a light background;
w hite w ith a blue or n*d -trip or square in tin eentr* . for a dark background. Si/. * 
u*ed depend on the distance, an«l run from J ft. square to fi-ft. square, which hitler 
is about the largest practicable sine. For forest use, it is unnecessary to providi 
pole*, but one edge of the flag should be provided with tapes at interval* of VJ in. by 
which tin* flag can be attached quickly to a light pole, cut as required. For tern 
i r ’ * *ta*ioti«, flags are preferably made of some mercerized cotton cloth in order 
to reduce weight and bulk. Two 1-ft. flags of this material can he rolled into a 
package the -izi of an ordinary dry cell and will weigh VJ ounces.

Section 120—Range and Speed

In military operations, flags are generally read with field-glasses or telescopes. 
This is seldom practicable in the e •lumunieation work required in forest protection. 
The distance at which flags of a given size can he read depends on the nature and 
colour of the background, the state of the atmosphere, and the power of the telescope 
employed. The greatest distances are possible on days with a clear atmosphere hut 
the sky lightly overcast with clouds. Lack of sunlight do«*s not prevent the use of 
flags as it dm** the heliograph. Smoke and fog, however, are more or less complete
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'tnvihuis, ii mliug h. ihi-ir d -n-ity. On tin a\i-ragi, wigwag signals with a - ft. 
Hag max In- read with tli • nalv d eyt- at a di-tanw of 2;. milvs, with a 4-ft. flag at 4
mil« -, with a ti It flag at T mil»-, and with -i\ pixxvr hit.... . at 4 mile*. 7 mil* '.
ami lit mill x n>#|n i'tivi'lv. More jmxxvrful glas-e- up i \<<ptioiutlly clear atm- spin r* 
will « Mi-mi tin-.I' ili-taïu-e- - imwhat, it U*ing gi-nerall.x |m«^ihh t<> pvad a H-ft, Hag 

i It* mile* \. i»li 1 hr luikvd eye in \\ i—ti ru < amnia S. maplim-e 'ignalli :ig v. i• li tliv 
-ft. Hag' van In- trail .nk a In-nit 1 tn 2 mill >.

I h- '|i i-d uf nviiding with flaws is grvatvst with tin* «mall flaw, using tin* «una 
I‘hum al|ihalu i. a ml least with t In* xei-y I urge flag, using wigwag Thr fnruivr method 
••an In* 1'inratril at tin \ < fnurir-n words per minutv. thr lattvi- at mi'y fair to -i \ 
words dcf tending on thr <izr of thr flags employed.

Section 121—Use in Forest Protection

Kxci-pt for instructional and practice purpo- -, as ah> i lv iinle-ated, thr employ 
inrnt of Hags in forest signalling is likely to hr limited. Tin- condition* undvr wlii- li 
they are most likely to prove useful an* tin- fol'uxviug :

• «) ir va** I in li’irrirrs. Pack outfits on opposite «i le- of large rivers in
flood, and partir' unprox idrd with vannes 0tt opposite side- of lake-, often find a means 
"f communication very di-sirahlr.

il») Lookout SInlion to Hf'aihfueiiirs. When tin distance i< short and no other 
means of eoninnmivation is availahle. flags may sometimes he employed lietxvrrn 
pvrm.uieiit lookout station' and district ranger or “smoke ehaser station* at lower 
lexe’s. This is seldom likely to ovvnr as it assumes that neither the telephone lior 
heliograph is availahle.

• ) Patrolman i > Look oui Stations The extreme portability of the Hag makes 
this use readily practicable and i may often he valuahle. An urgent message ran 
thus he sent from a point to 1<> miles from the lookout station which might otherwise 
have to he conveyed by mi 'senger. In a mountain country with the lookout station 
on a high peak this might invoke much time.

In ease the attention of the lookout man cannot lie -ted with the flag alone, 
-moke puffs or a small lumiKmiimr should he used for th purpO'i. Sm ike puffs un
made by kindling a small, hot An and, after it gets a good start, covering it with green 
gr.i". leave-, or damp, rotten wood, or earth. A blanket or pack cover should In- 
thrown over this and the smoke released in puffs.

A iiiueh better method i- to carry in the outHt a good plane mirror about or 4 
in. s'iuare. Set two stake- so that their tops are accurately in line with the distant 
station and use these as sighting points in directing the flash on the lookout station. 
Keep the flag displayed meanwhile, and when tin lookout man acknowledge- the call 
by raising his flag nr turning on his heliograph proceed with the message.

(</) Hrliogrni'h Slalinn* lo f'swi/w. Heliograph and other long-distance signalling 
stations are necessarily placed mi eh-vated points while eani|>s are as a rule in valleys, 
close to water It quite frequently hnp|n-n« that the heliograph operator receives a 
message for the camp foreman to which a reply is experted. This ordinarily involves 
a trip to camp to deliver the message and a return trip to send the reply. Such 
distances are usually short, hut may In- a mile or more, and if the two pointa are 
intervisible this delay can be avoided by the use of the flag.

(e) Oh Foirsl Sinn us. A great deal of time is often lost in survey work beeauni
tin' nu mbers of a working party are ton far apart lo make themselves heard in giving 
instructions. It is true that much of this is due to i*>or organization or to poorly 
trained assistant*, hut some* of it is unavoidable. This is especially true in open 
country where tin- member* of a party may Ik* a long distance apart. The small flag 
under these circumstances can be of great value in conveying simple instructions over 
very much greater distance* than tin voice will carry.
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Section 122—General Remarks
Flag signals art- tuatle by either the semaphore ««r tin* wigwag s\>irm. The form» r 

is tin- mem rapid but the latter baa by far tin greater range, and is the method he»t 
adapted to fore*t-prot4*etion uses. Several methods of wigwagging are employed but 
all agree in having at least two distinct movements of the Hag. one representing a d<>t 
and the other a da ah of the Morse rode. A third motion is employed in certain con
ventional signals as is the long Hash or " 3 " of the M ver code with the heliograph. 
The wigwag system which employes motions both to right and left is best adapted t< 
the larger flags and therefore to the longer ranges, and should In- employed f>r fori «t 
work, although other more rapid methods for short-range work can In* easily acquired 
subsequently.

Section 123—Selecting a Station

The general principle* stated in Section 1W for the selection of heliograph stations 
also apply to flag stations. With the latter, greater care must he exercised in detennin 
ing the colour of the background, since this has a very great influence on the range at 
which signals may In- read.

To determine the colour of tin- background, first ascertain whether the emu 
munieating station is higher or lower than, or on a level with, your own. If it he 
higher, tlu- haekground for your signals, viewed thence, will he the colour of the field, 
woods, etc. behind, and lower than, your flagman. If it he lower, ymir background will 
he the colour of the ground, etc. behind, and higher than, your flagman. If the sta
tions are of equal elevation, then the background for your signals will 1m- that directly 
behind the flagman.

The colour of the flag must contrast as strongly as possible with that of the hark 
uround. With green or drab, or with earth-eovered haekground. tin white flag should 
Ik- u*ed. The distant station is tin- lie»t judge of haekground. and should it indieati 
the i-olour of flag wanted, that flag should be used.

The following table shows the extent of horizon for different heights above sea 
level; that i*. it shows how far an tdijeet at the sea-level ran Ik- seen.

IMSTAMKS AT YY HP'll AN OBJMCT AT SI'.A I.KYKI. CAN HK HKKX

Height oi

atwive seii-

flK-t

D-stam-v
in

Height of

in feet

I)i"tanee
Height* III'

Installer
in

statute

Height of
1 >islan<i

m 4 .SO ft III 14 300 23
IS ft no 10 IM0 IS MS0 25
30 0 70 II tie If. 500 30
MO 7 Hft 12 300 IS 3ft
40 * m.. II m 30 ww 40

According to the above figures, an observer whose eye is 30 ft. above sea-level ran 
distinguish an object 7 miles distant, providing it is at the sea-level; hut if the object 
is Vself IS ft. above the sqa he can make it out 7 miles + 5 miles 12 miles.

1*8
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Section 124—Wigwag Signalling

fr’lug. torch, lmiui lantern, or the hwm of a searchlight may be employed.

1- Motions

<hie position Mini three motions lire UM-d. The out is with the Hag or
other up|diai.ee held vertieally, the f»ignaliu>n feeing direetly toward the station with 
whieli it is desired to eommunieate.

The first motion (the ‘"«lot" of the International Morse eode or “1" of the M.ver 
«ode) is to the right of the sender, will einhiaee all are of 90 starting from the 
vertical and returning to it, and will he made in » plane at right angles to the line 
connecting the two stations.

The second motion (tin “dash" of the Internationa1 or *‘2” of the M.ver code) is a 
similar motion to the left of the sender.

The third motion (“front” or of th« M.ver eode) is downward direetly in front 
of the sender and instantly returned upward to the first |swition. This is u«ed to iudi 
cate a pause or conclusion.

Fig ins. Initial position

l’—Hanpi.inu tiik Vi.au

Make all motions rapidly. To prevent entangling of the Hag on its stuff, skilful 
liumiliug acquired by practice is necessary. It is ac<*onip!ished by making a scoop of 
the Hag against the wind, the movement describing an elongated figure \ thm 00. The 
motions should be made so as to display in the lateral waves the whrlc surface of the 
Hag toward the point of observation.
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Kits 109 “not" or motion *T
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pivoted
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Section 12ft—lu 1rs for Operators and Conventional Signals
(«) In <all n Shil,i,n. Wav. tin flag through an are of l>it in a plain' at right 

angles to the Une connecting the two stations until aeknowledgwâ lor make the 
'tntion's call letter, if known).

(b) To hr, oh- or «lop tin' ni fi hals from thr > ml mi station. Make tin signal QlM' 
front.

(f) To shirt tin y ml in,i station nfh-r brail,inti. Make the interrogatory signal 
followed hv the la.st Word I'eevive.l e m-rtly. The «ihder will then resting his message, 
la'ginning with the word indicated by the receiver.

(</) To nrkiuurl, </./. thr ra,i/it of n ih< ssui/i Signal H front followed 1)\ the 
name or eall letter of the revolver.

I' aeli word, abbreviation. or eo.iveiit ioiial sign is followed by front.
To lessen the liability of error, numerals which occur in the ho.lv of a message 

must he spelled out in full.
<'nxvtatioxxi. Shams.

I'nd of word..................................... front.
bud of sentence....................front, front.
I-ml of tm "age.. . .front, front, front.
I'.rror............................................A A front.
Interrogatory.......................
Acknowledgment,

or I mi i stand........................1? front
< - i" - vnailing.................... Ql$T front.
Wait a nioiiH'iit................................

Kept at after ( word).... Interrogatory
( word).

Ib-peat last ni« - -. • -........ I nterrogator.v
three times.

Move t* your right..................MIJ front.
Move to your left.....................M.L. front.
Mow ut»...................................... Ml front.
Move down.................................Mil front.
I se your other Hag.....................VF front
Signal faster..............................QlfQ front
Signal slower............................. (^I*S front.
I mishetl (end of work) . .

Section 126 Wigwag Codes
Any of the codes previously deserilied for the heliograph are eipiallv npplieahle 

t" flag or w igwag signalling. Tin “ 1 " of the Myer code is made hy a motion to the 
right, the dot of the International Morse code The “2” i« a similar motion to tin- 
left. The front is the “ 3.”

In using the Alphabetical Sipmre code, the numher of motions to the right will 
indicate tin first figure of each symlml while those to the left indicate the second
figure of the -ymhoU. The front may lie used as with the other codes. This ....le
is beat adapti-d to small flags and short ranges, where tin- motions max he v. rv rapid.

Section 127—Semaphore Signalling
1 With Ft xus

In this system tin letters depend oa th- position of one or both arms in relation 
to the hoily. A point midway between the shoulders may lie taken as the centre of a 
circle, where tin- arms may he considered as being pivoted ho that a complete circle 
may be described by them. This method is rapid but useful only for distances of 
- miles or less, and reiptires two flags. It is. therefore, not so well adapted for f.,r. m 
communication as i« the wigwag. The semaphore alphabet is shown in Fig. 111.

■J With Ftxm Si nmmioih:

An interesting applieatien of the semaphore method may he made with a large 
fixed-semaphore apparatus. This consists of a vertical staff or pole to which an 
pivoted the signal arms. The pole should be high enough so that it is not obscured
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by nearby ubjvH*. It may be erected oa the roof of a cabin and o|H*ratod from inside 
if desired, or if placed on top of a tower it may la* opvrated from the ground. The 
arms are Hat hoards which must he at least M ft. long, and these must increase 1 ft. 
in length for each mile over i$ miles at which the semaphore is to he read. As 10-ft

......ITT

C 3 0 I 4 E 5
l ___J VX*

<i 1’ 1

c 7 H 6 rw I 9 K It
bTlld

a dm

Fis HI The svinanhort* h1|>IihImI. numerals, anil Bpirlal signs

arm.-- would ]>rol)ahly he about the maximum size that could he erected and manipu
lated at a forest patrol or lookout station, the range would he limited to 10 miles. 
The width of the arms should he one-sixth of the length. The arms are moved by 
a system of levers, ropes, and pulleys. The levers are placed at or near the base of 
the pole bearing the arms and may reproduce the jiosition of the arms themselves. 
11 the semaphore is to In- read from only one direction, the apparatus should In* fixed 
so that the arms move in a plane at right angles to the line connecting the two 
stations. If it. must he read from various directions, it is necessary to place the 
arms on a revolving shell or casing surrounding the fixed |mi1c and1 provided with 
roller hearings at the liane; or the sup|iorting jade may In* set on a ball-and-socket 
joint to jiermit of rotation. For signalling by the semaphore method, only two arms 
are required and those are fixed on the same pivot near the top of the upright pole. 
The letters are made by the position of these two arms just as when using flags held 
in tlie hands. In addition to the two movable arms it is necessary to have a third 
shorter fixed arm called the “indicator.” This arm is pi will on the right of the 
sender, the left as viewed by the receiver. The code is the same as used with hand 
flags and is illustrated in Fig. 112.

1
4
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I" "iili 1 li'' M fi h li four anus ami the indicator a ri- required. An
ann |4a -l at au angle .,| 1.*, i., tli. upright post forma a .lot of t|,..... sle ; on. plaeod
liorizontallv or at au angle of '.ai forms ,i dash I In- .signals art* road from the top 
down. ||u> 1i. ut or o| thv M>< i >r Wigvag cd, i. ' | v dropping all arms
to tin- vertical |to-iiion. Althmigli limited in ram:, and. except m tin smaller .Izes, 
slow to op,raie, this apparatus may sometime. In* found useful on lookout stations, 
especially tin'. * s i ii i pi m'd with town, and read from onl\ mu. dit. . . . . turn. Tim con*
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l-’ig 112 Two-arm, tlx«*d m-mapli.in'cchIi»

struvfcion is simple and tlm signals more i-asily road than the flag at a similar dis 
tance. Code message» are readily .et on a fixed semaphore and kept displayed for 
long periods. In fuel, this i- hy far the most, useful application of tin* fixed semn- 
phore to forest profeetioii, and, as about tifiO code messages can he sent using one 
and two letters only, hy building a semaphore with two sets of movable arms on a 
lookout peak any one of the fiât* messages may he set on the semaphore and left dis
played to the view of the entire proteetion staff within rang • of the station. The 
arms should he painted neeording to the colour of the haekground against which 
they are displayed. Yellow or orange with a red strip will generally be found in< it

7H211—in
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Section 128—Purpose of Codes

\l.'"iigv (‘odes mv devised in order that prooonrerted phrases or sentences ina,\ 
le expeditiously transmitted. They are widely employed in various lino of activity 
and van la* made extremely useful in forest-protection communication, especial),\ 
where methods of communication other than the telephone are relied ii| m and the 
ojierutnrs have had only limited training. In these codes, one, two, . r three letters 
of the alphuliet are used to designate each prearranged sentence, and l«y having a 
well arranged copy of the code at each station it is possible to send and receive whole 
sentences or message* j,, the time needed to transmit only these one, two, or three 
letters.

Section 129—Use in Forest Protection

A message code is particularly adaptable to forest tire dele ion work. The Inst 
code used in forest protection was employed by the author, with lookout stations
equipped with heliographs, in 190#. Other- have sit.... Iki-u devised, the latest Iw-ing
that of the I'nifed States Forest Service in District 1, is-ued in May, IHlti. To a 
certain extent it. is necessary t<- devise a code to tit the conditions of operation, and 
the main problem lies in anticipating the messages that it will la* nm—arv for the 
operator to s ml. Thus far. in ig,. codes have U-en employed only for the -<aiding 
of messages from lookout stations. A code of this sort is given in the “ Dominion 
Forestry Branch Message Code" (see note below). This code will Is* employed for 
signal communication on Dominion forest reserves wherever signal eipiipment is 
installed. If it is found necessary to alter or extend it to tit local conditions this 
may readily lie done by following the rules for preparation given in the " Dominion 
Forestry Branch Message Code."

Section 130—Combinations Available

With two letters of the alphabet in each signal and with no repetition of a letter 
in any display, 024 combinations are possible, and each may represent a prearranged 
phrase, sentence, or message. By using the single letters of tlm alphabet and also 
such combinations as A A, B B. etc. 52 additional signals may bp obtained, making 
<170 in all. From these, however, it will lie advisable t<- eliminate tbe various letters 
and combinations used ns conventiomtl signals in the International and other codes, 
but there will still remain well over 050 available combinations.

Six hundred and fifty phrases give a range of possibilities that covers rather 
fully the urgent messages that need to be sent by one lookout man to another, or t«. 
headquarters, and the saving in time is apparent when if is considered for instance 
that by sending simply two code letters the lookout man may he enabled to transmit 
such a message as: “I have sighhsl a tire, the azimuth liearing of which from my 
station is 24 degrees.”

If 05ft signals are not sufficient, by using combinations of three letters in addi
tion t" those composed of one and two, more than tO.fton different signals are made 
available.

Xnlr Tin• ftwenlinij sections tirai %vith roiirg in tjeneral. fhrir pwr/visc anil 
unifie. The particular mde prefiareil far the use of the o flier ns o-f the Theminikin 
Fnreulrn Itranrh is. far ronrrnisnrc, pvhHshnl in the form nf a. small, scjtarafr hunk 
cntitlril “ Va minion Fares! ru Branch Message Coilr."

194
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Section 131—Risk in Fire-fighting

!• igkting tin .s in heavy timber 1» a work attended1 with coimidcrabh- hazard.
Injuries caused by l'a I ling trees arc frequent, lut h — m lift generally tint in 
crews being cut nil' by tin s of the exi-tciice of which in their near vicinity they were 
unaware; or by the sud tien development of «îangernus cniidition- in the tire they arc 
themselves fighting, due to high winds or other causes. Nearly I" » men w« r. thus 
hurried or suffocated in the National Kore-u of Northern Mali'- in t • * I » *. I ■ — -»t 
life among tire tighter» has occurred to a certain extent in nearly every r.gmu win r. 
an nggrosive effort is In ina made in protect the furent» from this • mmy. Tin- i«. 
of course, in addition to the less of lives among settlers and inhabitant- I• »r« -t
communities in regions where forest protection staffs either d-> not exist or have not 
the organization and efficiency required to protect the community and confine l.>s»es 
to the active field force# who must necessarily take certain re

Section 132—Use of Danger Signals

In order to guard tire-line crows as much us possible from the risk attendant upon 
the sudden development of dangerous conditions several protective oigani/ation- 
have eon-id -red it advisable to adopt a simple code of danger signals to be used only 
in ease ,»f great emergency on the fire-line. Such signals must be easily made with 
equipment that can be available at all times, and must be of such a character that 
they can be conveyed simultaneously to all the men working on a fire-line of the 
usual length. To avoid any chance of signals being given improperly or by un
authorized persms, it is preferable t. > have them made by some instrument not likely 
to be in the possession of such persons. The signals that best meet these veipiiiv 
incuts ore revolver shots or whistle blasts. The distance over which shots may In
board in the woods varies with the wind direction, the size of the cartridge, tin inti r 
veiling topography, and the outside noises. In ordinary limiter on level ground, with 
no wind or unusual noises, the report of a •88-ealihre revolver may he heard at a 
distance of \ to 1 mile. Whistle blasts vary with tin- kind of whistle employed and 
also with the wind, topography, and outside noises. The type known as a two-tone 
police whistle may he heard under the conditions d<*scril>ed above at a distance --f 200

Signals of this kind are useful, of course, only to the actual fire-fighting forces. 
Where, as is usually the ease, the forest-protection staff also has the duty of providing 
for the safety of forest communities, the general fon »t intercommunication system 
and the discipline of the staff itself must 1m- relied upon to safeguard these interests.

Section 133—Code of Danger Signals

The following code of danger signals has Iw-en adopted by the forest officers in 
the National Forests of the State of California ami will also 1m- employed by officers 
of the Dominion Forestry Branch. All men going on the fire-line should be instructed 
in these signals and the officer in charge of the fire will carry a revolver or automatic 
pistol or a suitable whistle.
-• - - - - - (A series of any number of single allots or short whistle blasts with 
intervals of not le— than two seconds betweer each) " The fire is in a dangerou* 
condition. K»ch|m> by running down hill."

79211—Vt*
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— (A avril-« of any numbvr of double shots or double whist I v blasts with 
intervals of not lvsa than two seconds between each pair) ‘‘The tire is in a dangerous 
condition. Escape by running up hill.”

----- ( A series of more than two single shots, generally the gun-full or discharge*
as close together as possible.)

—---------------- (A aeries of more than two long whistle blasts with intervals of not
less than 4 seconds between each, repeated until a response is received) *• Assemble 
at this point.”

Section 134—Miscellaneous Uses of Shot and Whistle Signals

The usefulness of shot and whist le-blast signals is not, however, confined to 
warnings on tire-lines, although in the vicinity of tires they should be used for no 
other purpose, in order to avoid any chance of confusion. Roth, however, may hi 
used to advantage by survey parties, cruisers, packers, and others. In hunting strayed 
horses, for instance, it often saves much inconvenience and h>ss of time if the man 
who first locates the stock conveys news of the fact to the others engaged in the hunt 
by shots or whistle blasts. Many other eases are constantly arising in forest work 
where such signals may be used to very great advantage and with much gain in 
efficiency. A striking example is in the work of “ pulling wire ” when building tele
phone lines, and in “ pulling slack” on tree lines. A simple......de of shot signals
should always be arranged by wire-pulling crews so that the man watching the reel 
can signal the pulling crew to stop, start, or come back, as may be necessary.

It is in fact the duty of every leader of a party in the woods to study the con
ditions under which his men arc working and to devise a simple code of audible 
signals by which they may communicate with each other, using as the signal-pro
ducing mechanism the handiest equipment in the outfit. Under mo>t conditions this 
will be a six-shooter or an automatic pistol.

APPENDIX A
OUTFIT FOR TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION CREW

The tools and supplies required for the construction of a telephone line will vary 
somewhat according to whether a tm- line or a pole line is to be built. The -ize of 
the crew will probably vary also. In the following lists, however, a ten-man crew 
including foreman, cook, and teamster has been taken ns the basis for the calcula
tions. Provision is made for having all the tools that may reasonably be needed on 
the job. Makeshift substitutes or special trips for tools not provided at the proper 
time cost much more than the transportation of a few extra tools.

1 -Ti:v-mk\ film for Tm:chunk Consthi i tio\

Pull Line - 
1 foreman.

1 teamster or packer.
4 linemen ( some of the linemen will have 

to assist In digging holes and setting 
poles part of the time).

2 groundmen.
1 utility man.

1 foreman.

I teamster or packer.
3 linemen ( some of the linemen may have 

to be employed part of the time In clear-

3 groundmen.
1 utility man.
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2 Usr «'I 1.ini Si m.n >

Muti riul |N'r mile of Standard <irotttidnd t in-uiti
i « t l,«l< Li if

•!" |Mil«s -’:i ... I ll
32® pounds No n B W «1, H.H. gulvanised- 

Iron tekphori. win 
80 ll-liu'h | mini i'll oak bi ackets.
30 tegular pony, long-distance, glass In

sulators
3« 4-uifli and 30 6-lnch galvanised wire

30 2-lnrli feint -staples
Approximate total xx right, 7.900 pounds.

i h i Tree Lint
I"unds 1 II VV I ; 11.B g.ilxanisi-d-
iron telephone xx ir«

. standard, porcelain, split tree Insulators.
■ 4-lncb or 8-inch mm staple*, 

pounds No 12 B.W.U K H, galvuntzed- 
iron telephone win

Approximate total weight. 350 pounds

Noth Additions naini.tls must t. prm ided fui bno, gin .- and spi ! constru ' -n. 
if any. according to tin conditions in each ind viduaI cas-

3 -List ok Station Si i-im ii s

i Material miuin-d pvr Station)
<<«) standard Indoor I net allai inn

« For trade description of supplies see List 
id' Si Hillard I'.'piipuieni S' mu 44 I

1 1317-H type telephone set.
2 dry cells
40 ft. No 14 H A S gauge, rubber-covered, 

weather-proof, copper wire
10 ft No. lit H A s gauge, rubber-covered 

weather-proof ropper wire
1 standard protector.
2 standard protector micas.
4 standard protector blocks.
1 7-ft. standard, galvanised-I run ground rod. 
I 12-Inch oak bracket
1 standard glass Insulator, 
fi No. 4 J porcelain knobs
11 3-lncb flat-head wood screws
•2 porcelain tubes, « by 2 by »'i* Inches, 
r. l l-lnch blued, round-head screws.
20 l-lnch Hlake Insulated staples
2 7-ampciv tubular line fuses (required only

With 51 -V type protector)
1 astiestos protector mat (required only with 

’ n-K txpe protector).

i»i) Polr-linr Construction •
long-handled, round-po'ntei shovels 

5 7-J't. digging spoons 
I Standard tree-trimmer.
"■ combined digging and tamping bars.
I st indard post hole auger.
1 double bitted axes with handles 

! brush-burning torch (where needed)
4 reversible splicing damps.
5 8-Inch linemen’s idlers 
4 pairs eastern climbers with pads and

4 linemen’s belts with safety straps, 
r. hand-axes. Hudson Hay pattern
2 Buffalo grips with pulleys 
1 Haven clamp.
1 3-inch double pulley block (witli one book). 
1 3-Inch double pulley block (with book and

ex. )
35 ft. g-Inch sash cord.
35 ft. l-lnch sash cord.
1 wire-reel,
1 pole support < for poles 35 feet and over,

4 pike-poles (for poles 30 feet and over, only). 
1 12-Inch monkey wrench.

2 ft tii i s oilcloth binding.
1 howler (required only for receiving vibra

tory signals).
I condenser < required only for receiving 

vibratory signals)
Approximate total weight, 60 pounds.

1 b) Ntatulnrd Outdoor Installation —
1 133II-J type telephone s«-.
4 8-Inch galvanixed-lron lag screws.
-' wooilen cleats, 3 by 4 b.x IS inches 
' 6-Inch wire nails.
1 protector mounting-box.
1 •'•"-R type protector
4 standard protector blorks.
2 standard protector micas
1 S l'.ST baby knife-switch.

2-n •• i blue I round-head screws 
30 feet No 11 B. IS gauge rubber-covered, 

braided and weather-proofed, copper wire
1 7-ft. galvanlsed-tron ground rod.

11 Mil' ll Blake insulated staples
2 dry cells.
Approximate total weight, 115 pounds.

THt «Tlox T<M>I>

in) /’« h-Urn f’o nut ruction fun
1 carborundum grinder
2 double bltti d axe-handles
1 hi-:..... and f inch bit (12-Inch twist. 6-Inch

sha nk).
3 carborundum whetstones. 4-Inch.
•: Pi-Inch flat tiles.
l-12rlnch wood rasp.
Approximate total weight, 380 pounds.

i b) T11 r-linr Construction—
• When an occasional pole will have to be 

II a lit" line, suflit t-nt pttl. -tiling 
tools to handle the work must be Included 
in the outfit.)

s double bitted axes with handles.
1 cross-cut saw ( 2-man).
2 steel felling wedges

1 brush burning torch 
", reversible splicing clamps
1 s Inch linemen's pliers.
3 Kastcrn climbers with pads and straps
2 linemen’s belts with safetx straps.
4 hand-axes. Hudson Bay pattern
3 standard tree-trimmers
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(b) Trn-Httt Construction 4'on 
1 wire-re<-1
1 carborundum grinder.
•i carborundum whetstones, 4-incb 
1 - lo-inch Hat flies.
12 •-lei'll flat tiles 
1 saw -tiling and saw-setting outfli 
1 12-inch wood rasp 
4 doubli bltt-d axe handles 
Approximate total \Mighi Is:, pmiml-

<r) Km ergs ing-Hwr Count ruft ion
( The requirement# vary according to the type 

of construction attempted. Thin liât la 
the maximum for a line hung on trees oi 
hush, and In a pinch moat of the.se tools 
can lie omitted )

1 pair «-inch aide-cutting pliers
1 « mergeney wire-reel.
2 hand-axes
1 crook-stick.
I roll friction tape.

(«•) Hint rtn ncy-hn> Coin Inn lion 4Yin 
I ball cotton twine.
•in 3-inch nails 
1 pair climbers
Approximate total weight, 17 pounds 

f d) Station I unto llation—
1 carpenters' hammer 
1 x-mi-h screw-driver 
1 4-inch screw -driver.
1 brace and "a,-inch bit 112 inch twist. 6- 

inch shank)
1 gasolene blow-torch.
I uuart gasolene.
1 soldering cop|»er 
I pound resin-core solder 

1 mil friction tape
I pair 6-Inch oblique, aide-cutting pliers.
I pair i! inch long-nosed pi lei *
1 monkey-wrench 
1 knife, electricians'
Approximate total weight, lfi poimd-

5 List m Tkxtam

I 1 2-by -14 -ft wall tent with fly I cook tent i 3 7-by-It-ft. wall tents I sleeping tenta) 
1 12-by -14 -ft. wall tent with fly ( mesa tent ) Approximate total weight, ”r.0 pounds

(t— List m l*m>\ isiuxs 

I T«‘ii inch fur ten tiny#—1<mi rations)

Flour, 100 pounds.
t’tired meats. T< pounds Ilf fresh meat is 

available, use Ml pounds cured, 27» pounds

Potatoes. 1(H) pounds.
Hca ns, 2*> pounds
Sugar. 4n pounds I If syrup Is preferred, re- 

due. sugar accordingly ».
T,ard, In pound pails, 1" pounds l If fresh 

meat Is used lue reuse lard to 15 pounds) 
• Imitant flour, 5 pounds.
I'aneake flout, fi pounds
Salt. 3 pounds
Baking powder 3 pounds.
Soda. 1 pound.
Yeast rake, 1 packet
Hut 1er, creamery. 1-pound cartons, 1"

pounds.
I tried fruits, 20 pounds.
Hire, ?> pounds

< 'offer, ground, good grad., 1 pound sealed 
tins, 10 pounds.

Tea. 1 pound.
t’lK'oa. !-pound ran*, 2 pounds, 
i 'Itresr, 5 pounds.
Milk, carnation grade, 48 cans.

Macaroni, 2 pounds 
t'orned-heef 2-pound cans. .ins 
Tomatoes, 2 Vpound vans, solid pack, x cans. 
l‘cas. 2-pound car.*, solid pack. ", , ans 
t'orn, I -pound cans, solid pack. I" cans 
Sauerkraut, :: pounds.
Hulled outs. 10 pounds, 
t'ornnu al, 7. pounds 
Mggs. Ill dozen.
Ketchup. 2 bottles
Vicki, s. sour. 1 kit for 2 gallons»
Mustard, ground. I ox. can 
Vepper, ground, k-o* can 
t'lvnamon. ground. 4-ox can 
Allspice, ground, 4-oz can 
I,, nutn extract. 4-or. I.olll.
X'anlMa extract, 4-oz bottle 
X"Inégal, I -quart bottle 
Soap, laundry. 5 pounds 
Ma I cites, 3 small packages 
t'andics, 2 pounds 
I’oaI oil. 1 gallon.
«'lilorlde of lime, pound cans. 4 cans 
Onions, 10 pounds
Approximate total weight, fir.n pounds

7- Liht uk Km HK\ Kt/i îpmfxt 

fOvw of 10 mon, inclut! I tig foromHii anti to ok)
1 lantern.
2 single-bitted axes
1 sheet-steel cook-stove. No. R, with fi Joints

4 frying pans, assorted sites.
2 granite kettles. 12-quart, with covers
1 granite kettles, fi-qunrt with covers.
2 granite stew-kettles, «-quart, with covers.

1 granite coffee-pot, R-quart.
1 granite tea-|Hit. 7-quart 
- dish pans, 14-quart.
1 granite rice-holler. «-Inch
2 dripping-pans to fit oven of stove 
1 can opener.
1 rolling pin 
4 tin wash basins.
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7 I.im "t Km mi \ K«/i H'Mkxt. Cwm/i«m<//.

I llh wati-r-|i4jl>*, 1 «-quart 
: mi iti|»|M is. I-quart
'J ctcHk-n ret I imed Ida tee
II «hHieii returned < uiie and saucers
à il"Ktn ret tailed dish-uji basins, 2-quart.

1 down retinned dtab-up basin*, 1 quart.
I iloeen porridge bowls 
l returned eyrup pitcher. 1-quart 
1 returned cream pltrtier. 1-quart 
- buteher knives, une I "-inch, une 12-lreh.
I butchers' steel.
1 meut fork, 

returned stirring spoons

I tin milk pans, 6-quart
1 à dozen wood-handled, steel knives md

I i dus. ii te i -spoons 
i d z n t lid. -spuun -

1 à-gallon can. galvanised Iron.

v . > ds 12-ounce duck or light canvas. 36- 
in lu s aide t this Item is intended to be 

used for tops fur table frames built of
light poles. Narrow strips >f .........I like

I itli. 'til-in in I' hg. should lu tal ked to 
the canvas J-ineh apart. The cover thus 
made III he kept clean quite easih and 
may be rolled up into u compact bundle 
and readily packed from one camp to an
other. Two envers are provided for 
mess table H feet long and for cook's 
table •> feet long ) 

pound Ik-ounce tucks 
l" pounds assorted nulls 
I carpenters' hammer.
I carpenters' band-saw 
1 alarm clock.
1" yards unbleached muslin 
I" yards crush towelling 
Approximate total Weight. 325 pounds

V-'TK The lists of I. Ills, provisions, and kitchen outfit an taken from Trail Construction 
on the National Forest.- " Issued by the Viiited States Forest Service

APPENDIX H
1 si 1 1 1. HOOKS OK KFFFKFXt F 

I s< It \« I ur Tn I I-IIOW

” Aim ri- iiit I. !c|i|nqic Kia.-tie. " hx K•-i■ t|•-1.-r II. Miller, published by M •< ir.iw 
Mill Hook l J Wi st Thirlv ninth St.. New York City. I'.S.A. priee, *1.

Kraetienl Telephone ami (in .lc to Telephone Fxehnnge” hy T. S. Baldwin, 
i "hli-lie.l 11.\ Kreilerlek J. Brake A Co. I South Michigan Boulevard. Chieag* 
Ml.. I'.S.A. price. *1.

A.H.( of lilt» Telephone” IIV .lame- K. liomaUS, published hy Thru. Audel 
A < . . ~,j Fifth Am .. New York City, I'.S.A, price #1.

" Telephone I'.ngi liver ing " h.x .laine. F. Homans. published h.x Then. Amlel a t ... 
7- I ll'll Ave„ X. XV York City, I'.S.A. priee, #1.

Modern Aniehotm Telephonx ” hy A. H. Smith, published hy Fred .1. Mrake At 
<‘o., Chiengo, 111., I'.S.A. pri e. *L#.

ï I.IN K CtlNKTUI CTIOV

I low to I’llild Kuril I telephone hi lies. i-siied hy the Northern Kleetfie ('O., 
Montréal, (jucher price, all rents.

*“ Telephone < idistriicthm iin.l Maintenance un the National Forests,” issued by 
the Vnited State- F>treat Service, sold l»> the Huperintoident of Documents, Wash- 
ington, IM I'.S.A. price 15 cents,

telephone I oust met io i Methods and Cost” by Clarence Mayer, published by 
Myron C. Clark I’ub'g Co., 527 South Dearborn St„ Chicago, HI.- price,

*' F.lcctricul Instrument, and Telephones of the Signal Corps,” issued hy the 
I'liited States Army Signal Corps, sold by the Superintendent of Documents, Wash
ington. D.C., I’.S.A.-—priee. «là cents.

** Instructed in Army Telegraphy and Telephony," Vol. 11, issued by the Mènerai 
Staff. War Office. Mreat Hritain, obtainable from the Department of Militia and 
Defence, Ottawa price, 50 cents.
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3 Preparation akd Preservation or Pole*

The following hooks him* hi-on issued bv the Vnited States Forest Service, aim 
nun be procured from the Sii|K*rintvndvnt of Dovuniviits, Washington, V.S.A..
at the priées indicated:—

•’Prolonging the I.ife of Telephone Poles*’ (reprint from the Year Book of tin 
Vnited States Dept, of Agriculture. l'.HH») priée, 5 cents.

“ Reasoning of Telephone and Telegraph Poles,” United States Forest Service 
Circular 103 price, 5 cents.

“ Brush and Tank Pole Treatment.” United States Forest Service Circular PM 
price. 10 cents.

“Test of Rocky Mountain Woods for Telephone Poles” price, 5 cents.
“ Preservative Treatment of Poles,” United States Forest Service Bulletin >4 

price, 15 cents.

V Military Signalling and Telephony

*” Training Manual Signalling” (provisional 1S*15), issued hy the General Stall. 
War Office, Great Britain; obtainable from the Department of Militia and Defence. 
Ottawa price, 25 cents.

“ Signalling ” by F. ,1. Solano, published hy John Murray. Albemarle St., London, 
W., England price, 25 cents.

*“ Manual of Visual Signalling, lft'tf»,*’ issued hy the Signal <Y>rp-. United States 
Army, sold hy the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C., V.S.A. price. 
35 cents.

*“ F.leetrical 1 I'truments and Telephones of the Vnited States Signal Corps.” 
sold h> the Superintendent <d' Documents. Washington, D.C., U.S.A. price, 65 cents.

“ Instructions in Army Telegraphy and Telephony,” Vol. 1, by the General 
Stall. War Office, Great Britain, obtainable from the Department of Militia and 
Defence, Ottawa price, 50 cents.

*“ Field Telephones for Army Use” hy K. ,1. Stevens, published by Crosby. 
Lockwood A- Sons, London, England- price, #1.

I'i«’ld Equipment for Signal Troops,” issued by tin* Signal Corps. Vnited State- 
Army, obtainable from the Army Signal School. Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, V.S.A. 
price, 25 cents.

” The Buzzer ami Other Devices for Induction Telegraphy,” issued by.and obtain
able from the same authorities as the preceding- price, 25 cents.

*“ Signal Book, I niti-d States Army ” 1B16, sold hy the Su|ierintendcut of Docu
ments, Washington, D.C., V.S.A.—price, 2ft cents.

5 Telephone Thoi iu.es

*1 lyde » “ IVlephone Iroubles and llowto Find Thom,'’ published1 by W. II. Hyde 
A: Milwaukee, Wisconsin, V.S.A. price, 25 cents.

Non . Most ol the books on I'elopl'ione Scienci* and Line Construction listed 
herein contain chapters on the location and clearing of trouble.

ii Specialize!i Fihe Protection

*“ Fin Protection in District No. I Mise. Pub. ft 7,” issued by the United State- 
Forest Service, sold by the Superintendent of Documents, Washington. D.C., U.S.A.- 
priev, 15 cents.

*” Nat i. mil I on -t Fire Protection Plans,” is-m-d h.v the United States Forest 
Service, sold hy the SujH-rintendent of Dim-umputs, Washington, D.C., U.'S.A.—prici-.
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7 Pembmch,i

‘ T. 1. |iIim||> (weekly) published by Telephon.x Publisliing <-*41 Xl-'iwiihiovk 
HI . Vhicago, 111., V S A price, $3 j»«-r y«nr.

•• Western Electric N\ w-t” (monthly) died b.x lli«* WY-ti-rn I n ri<* < -- 
(company organ).

' 1 HAOK < XTAl.iMil I > AMI IIaVMMMIK*

" Handbook Ilf lii-uliiti il Win- ami < 'ab,, - " is-ued b.x Phillips I n-ulali <1 Wir
CII. I’.iwlii' kot. H I.. I S A.

" Tin1 Simp'll.x Manual '* i-m-d b.x the 'simplex Win- and Cubh- I , SOI Ik x..!; 
slurp St.. Hiwlnii. Mass., V.S.A.

*“ Wiri■ in VIpptriml < onsiritciion ' *i--md l>\ .lulm A. RiM-bling’s Sun- < . ■ 
Trenton. \ .1.. I S.A.

" I' 1p iricnl Wins and < 'abbs ’’ is.-ued by the American Steel A Win- (%»., Montreal. 
Quebec.

■' Northern Fli-etrie Telepliepe Apparatus and Supplies, Catalogue No. " issued 
by tin Northern Kleetrie V■■.. Montreal, Quebec.

(*) The books and government documents marked with this symbol will be found 
particularly suited to those who have made no previous study of telephone science hut 
desire to secure some elementary knowledge of tin- instruments and of signalling 
methods in general, with the use that may he made of rapid means of communication 
in forest protection.

A gnat deal of useful information n ay Ik- secured from the trade catalogues 
issued by the various manufacturers of telephones and telephone supplies and also b.x 
tin- manufacturers of iron and copper wire. These will always Ik- furnished gladly on 
application, are nearly always profusely illustrated, and often contain much valuable 
data that is available nowhere else.

APPENDIX <
TELEPHONE COSTS

1 !• m'Tokn iNxot.xin i\ thi Kstimxtio*. of Costs oi I'oi.t; xxi» Tki.i: Ti.i i i-iiom; Links
The cost of forest protection telephone line- depends ujhui so many variable 

factor- that general statement* an- of wry little value. Particularly is this true since 
tin beginning of the European War. Materials and equipment have increased enor 
moiisly in price, some him even Imm-oih. unobtainable ami great delays in delivery must 
be expected in nearly all supplie*. Labour lias also 1m»tli increased in price and to a 
certain extent deerea-eil in quality. As in other construction work, estimates of 
supplies must he based oti quotations and freight rates to point of delivery. F.~ti- 
mates of trans|Nirtatioii uxvay from railxxays must be based on daily cost of transport 
equipment, average loud, and average daily trip. Estimates of lalmur must Ik- fused 
on daily xvage scale with proper allowance for board, and u knowledge of what con
stitutes a reasonable day's t.i-k under tin- existing conditions that to a certain extent 
differ with each project. This can only lie done pro|*erl.v by a study of conditions 
along the proposed route, coupled with an accurate knowledge of actual costs on 
similar projects. Classified project costs arc Icing accumulated by tin- Forestry 
Hrnneli but ns yet are not available for the general information of lia- field staff.

5
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lil «.I I ..M lu\> oi INK HoAItJl ol ItAll.W.U roM VI>s|o\KKS K»B 
* ANAhA UHUAItlHM; WIKK cltnsslN'os

N". l'> Wini - Mhki tkh Amixi. on At gnss K vii.w w -

l!.\ »i‘rtiuii 7 -il chapter 22, I (tcorgv Y . lull), section 4 of chapter jo ol' tlie 
Si at h 11 > ol lHIii wit ft ro| »'ii It'< I, and tin* following wa- onartotl a- .-uh-ev| ii«ti j ol -eel ion 
- in ol tlir Kail wav Act :

“ •* An •>nli i of tin' Hoard -hall n r In mpiircd in ca-«> in which wir«> or other 
conductor* l..r tin* trnn-mi*-ion of • lovtri.'iil energ> arv to Im- erected or maintained 

vr or under a rail wav, or over or umler xx Ire.- or other c ml actors for flu* transmission 
ol t'lvi't viral rin ru.v with tlir consent of thv rail wax voinpanv >r I hr roin|niiiv 
owning or controlling such la-i lnmtioni'd wires or conductors in ac<*ordaiiee with an.v 
general regulations, |dans or s|N*cittcnti»H* adopted ..r approved l»> tin Hoard for -neb 
purposes."

N"ii flir abovt applic- to pouatruetion aerosg the railway only. Where thv 
" irrs or othrr conductor* arv to hr rrortvd along thv railway, an ordrr of tin- Hoard 
in necessary.

General Order No 231 of the Board of Railway Commissioners
III tin nnitlrr Ilf srrtion !\>i of fin' Hililu'iif I > /. ils aill' iulnl fill i Inlfdi r ./7 of flu 

\i ls 7 s (h on, n 1, xi • Hon for flu < arryinti of win a and midi s alonti or 
m ross fhr frm l's of mil" ini romfianii H iindrr fin jurist!irfion of fin Hoard.

1 |«on the report and rrroninn ndation of the Electrical Engineer of the Hoard,

I1 is ordi rrd

1 That the condition* and specifications art forth in the schedule hereto annexed, 
un h r the heading. ** Knl- « for Wires .'reefed along or aeroaa Kail wav-,'’ Ik*, and tla- 
same are lierehy. adopted and confirmed as the conditions and H|H>eitieations applicable 
to the erection, placing, or maintaining of electric lines, wires, or cable- along or 
across all railway- -object to the jurisdiction of tie- Hoard, part 1 bring applicable 
where the line or lines, wire or wires, cable or cables, is or are carried along or over 
the railway; part 2 being applicable where the line or line-, wire or wires, cable or 
cables, is or are carried under the railway.

2 That any order of the Hoard granting leave to .root, place, or maintain any 
line or lines, wire or wires, cable or cables, along or across the railway and referring 
to “ Utile# for Wires erected along or a •!•<— Kail ways," shall be deemed as intended 
to be a reference to the conditi >ns and ap citic.itions set out in that part of the said 
schedule which is applicable to the mode, of crossing authorized.

.’I That any order of tin Hoard granting leave to erect, place, or maintain any 
line or lines, wire or wires, cable or cables, along or across any railway subject to the 
jurisdiction of the Hoard, shall, unless otherwise expressed, lie deemed to |>< an order 
for leave to erect, place, and maintain tin same according to tin- conditions and specifi
cations set out in that part of the said schedule applicable thereto, which conditions 
and specifications shall he considered a- embodied in any -uch order without specific 
reference thereto, subject, however, to such change or variation therein or thereof as 
shall be expressed in such order.
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4 That the general un hr of the Board No. 113, dated November ô, 1013, approv- 
ing of " Uules for wires eru»ing railways,*1 and the conditions and apeeifb-atious 
adoptai thereby, be, and the Mime is hereby, rescinded.

H. L. DRAYTON,
May ti, 1018. Chief Commistnomer.

Schedule

Notice to Aiti.icantk

When the interested eoinpany’s oonsent cannot la- procured and an application to 
the Board liecomes necessary, send to the Secretary of the Board (postage free) with 
the application, three copies of a sketch or drawing about h by 10 in. showing:

(a) The location of the poh-s or towers, or the location of the underground con
duit in relation to the track : the dimensions of the poles or towers; and the material 
or materials of which they are made.

(fe) The proposed number of wires, or cables, the distance between them and the 
track and the method of attaching the conductors to the insulators.

(r) The location of all other wire*, adjacent or to Ik» cross»*!, and their support>.
(</) The maximum potential, in volts, In-tween wires, the pot»»ntial li»»tween wires 

and the ground, and the maximum current, in am|H-r»»s, to he transmitte»!.
(e) The kinds and siz«-s of the wire* or eondm-tors in question.
(/) On <-ireuits of Iu.imki volts, or over, the im-thod of protecting the conductors 

from ures at the insulators.
(g) The numlier of insulators supporting the conductors. {See nl»o “ .1 ” in 

Spt < ijirations.)
N.B. Place a distinguishing name, number, date, and signature upon the draw

ing. Mark the exact location of the lines or win * upon tin- drawing, by stating the 
distance in miles from the nearest railway station -N., F... S. or W.—so that this 
point can readily lie blentifie»l.

Stamiahu Co mutions ami Si'kciik xtions rou Wiki: Ch»ismm.s 

PART I—OVER-CROSSINGS 

Conditions

1 The applicant shall, at its or his own i-xpense, erect and place the lines, wires, 
cables, or conductors authorized to be plae»»d along or across the said railway, and shall 
at all times, at its own expense, maintain the same in good order and condition and at 
the height shown on tin- drawing, and in accordance with the specifications hereinafter 
set forth, so that at no time shall any damage lie caused to tin* company owning, operat
ing or using the said railway, or to any |K»rson lawfully upon or using the same, and 
shall use all necessary and proper care and means to prevent any such lines, wires 
cables, or conductors from sagging below the said height.

’2 The applicant shall at all times wholly indemnify the company owning, operat
ing, or using the said railway, of, from, and against all loss, cost, damage, and expense 
to which the said railway company may In- put by reason of any damage or injury to 
persons or property caused by any of the said wires or cables or any works or appli
ances herein provided for not l*eing erected in all resp»-ets in compliance with the 
terms and provisions of this order, as well as any damage or injury resulting from the 
imprudence, neglect, nr want of skill of the employees or agents of the applicant.

3 No work shall at any time Ik- done under the authority of this order in such a 
manner as to obstruct, delay or in any way interfere with the operation or safety of 
tin- trains or traffic of the said railway.

4 Where, in effecting any such line or wire construction, it is necessary to er»-ot 
pol»»s bet ween the tracks of the railway, the applicant, lieforo any work is begun, shall
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trive the railway eo*|wuy owning. o| stating. <>r u>ing the said railway at hast seventy- 
two hours prior notie»* tlu*reot in writing, ami the said railway ciuupaitjr shall be 
entitled to 8|>point an inap»*<*tor, under whose supervision swell w -irk shall Ik* done, and 
whose wages, at a rate not to exceed three dollars per day, shall Ik* paid by the appli- 
'•ant. XX hen the appliesut is a municipality and the work is on a highway under it- 
jurisdiction, tin* wages of the inspector shall he paid by the railway inaipuny.

■1 (</) It shall not, however, he necessary tor the applieunt- to give prior notice 
in writing to tla* railway eoiiipany as aU>ve provided in regard to nece**A**Iv work t • 
Im done in o mneet .<01 with the repair or maintenance of the lines or wires when sueh 
work her 'ines nee« s>ary through an unforeseen emergency.

’• " bere the wires or cable» are to b<* erect «ni at. the railway and carried above, 
below, or parallel with existing wires, either within the span or spans to U* constructed 
at the railway or w ithin the spans next thereto <>n either side, such ad litional pre 
cautions shall he taken hy tla* applicant as the F.ngineor of the Hoard -h ill etmsider 
necessary.

11 Nothing in these onditions shall prejudice or detract from the right of the 
'"inpany owning, operating, or using the railway to adopt at any time the Use of 
electric or other motive power, and to place and maintain along, over, up n, or under 
it- right of way, such piles, lines, wires, cables, pip's, conduits, and other fixtures and 
appliain-es as may he necessary or prop*r for such purposes. Liability f r tin cost of 
any removal, change in location or construction of the piles, lines, wires, cables or 
other fixtures or appliances erected hy the applicant along, m r or under the tracks 
of the said railway company, rendered necessary hy am of tin* matters refend t • in 
this paragraph, shall he fixed hy tin* Hoard on tin* application of any party interested.

7 Any disputes, arising between the applieint and tin* said railway e mpany ns 
to the manner in which the said wins* or cables are to h * ere *ti*d, place I or main 
tained, used or repaired, shall he referred to the 1*1 nginner of the Hoard, wlaw decision 
shall he final.

s The wires ur ealdes of the applicant shall he erected, placed and maintained 
in accordance with the drawings approved hy the Hoard and the specification* following. 
If the drawing and specification* differ the latter shall govern unie-- a specific st.it.- 
ment to the contrary app*ars in tin* Order of the Hoard

!» In every case in which the line of a railway company is to he constructed 
along or under the wire* or cables of a telegraph or telephone company, th..... ..ruc
tion of the telegraph or telephone line or lines of tin* company shall be made to con
form tn the foregoing specifications, and any changes necessary to make it so conform 
shall he made by the telegraph or telephone company at the cost and exp *nsi of the 
railway company.

OVF.RHFAD LINKS

Specifications

\ l.'ihrllhiq of pob s. Pol s, towers or oth *r wire-supp .rting structure* on each 
side of and adjacent to railway crossings. to he equipped with durable labels showing 
(a) the name of the company or individual owning "r maintaining them, and (b) 
the maximum voltage between c md ietors : the characters upon the labels to he c-i-ily 
distinguished from the ground.

H Scpnmtc linen. Two • r more s palate lines f--r the transmis «ion of cl<*< trieal 
energy shall not he orne ted or maintained in the same vertical plane. The word 
“ lines.” as here used, to mean the combination of conductors and the latter’s support 
ing poles, or towers and fittings.

C T,oration of pole*, etc. -Pole*, towers or other wire-supoorting structures to 
lie located generally a distance from the rail not less than equal t • the length of the 
poles of structures used. Poles, towers, or other wire-supporting st'ucteres must
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umh-r ii" considéraiion la* |»hi«*o«l le» tluiii 12 ft. from tin* mil of a *iain line. or less 
than il ft. from tin* rail of a toiling. At loading hidings sullii-iiiU spa •• to ! »• Ivfl 
for driveway.

I > Silling a ml slnnnll, of poll*. Volos loss than 50 ft. in loiigth to 1m- sot not 
les- than li ft. and poh > ovor '.<• ft. not h -- than 7 ft. i i -"lid ground. Volos with 
sido strains t<> hr voinforoisl with hraoos and tiii.x win--. Volos to ho at Ira-t 7 in. 
in diainotov at the top mountain ood,,r polos to ho at lea-t * ill. at tin top. In 
soft ground polos must ho sot s i as to ohtaiu tin- sumo am unit of r gidity as would 
hr l'htaiUni h.\ tin ahovo -po itirat ions for sitting polos I i -olid ground. Will'll tIII* 
lino is looatod in a -rot ion of tlm country win to grass or other tiros might hum thorn, 
woodoii polos to ho oovorod with a layor of some satislaotor.x tiro ro-isting niatorial, 
-noli as oonorvto at loast two in. thick, extending from the huit of the polo for a 
distall n* of at loii-l ft. aho\r tin level of tin* ground Woodm structures to have 
a safety factor of ft.

I\ St lliii'i an,I sir, ii,ill, of olhrr xtnn lm rs. Towers or other struct lires to In 
firmly -i t upon -loin . metal, oonoreto or pile footings or foundations. Metal and 
ooiiovoto struoturea to have a safety factor of 4.

K /.< noth of Span. Spall must ho as short as pos-ihlo consistent with the rules 
of sotting and locating of poles and towers.

< i b iHiinis of irooilm point for frit-graph, h i, phone, or similar law-1,nsion Inns.
The polos at each side of a railway must ho fitted with double cross-arms, dimension- 

not loss than •! in. I>.\ I in., each equipped with I ;-in. hardwood pins, nailed in arms, 
oi some stronger support and with suitable insulators; cross-a rum to lie seen nix 
fastened to the pole in a gain by not less than a ï-in. holt through the polo; arms 
carry i ig more than two wires or carrying cable must ho braced by two stiff iron or 
substantial wood brace* fastened to the arms hy in. nr larger holts, and 1" the polo 
hy a ! ill or. larger hull.

II Fillings of all pohs, Inin rs. or ol 'i> r si ni, I nr,-s. All wire -tipporl ing structures 
to he equipped with fittings sati-factory t" the I'.nginver of the Board.

I (Iannis. Where cm-- arm- are u-od, an iron hook guard t" he plan'd on the 
ends "I mid securely bolted to each. The hooks shall he so placed as to engage the 
wire in the event of the hitter's detachment from the insulator*.

.1 Insulators All wire- or conductors for the transmission of electrical energy 
along or across a railway In he supported hy and securely attached to suitable insula

Win - or conductors in lO.tMMl volt (or higher) circuits, to he supported hy insula
tors capable of withstanding lest* of two and one half time- the maximum voltage 
he employed under operating conditions. An affidavit describing the tests to which 
the insulators have been subjected and the apparatus employed in the tests shall he 
supplied by the applicant. The tests upon which reports are required are as follows :

da Fanrl an nr rapt un I, si. The insulators having been immersed in water for 
a period of seven days, immediately preceding and ending at the time of the test, to 
In- subject for a period of five minutes to a potential of two and one-half (2-5) times 
the maximum potential of the line upon which they are to he installed.

dh Flasli-orrr I,si. State the potential* that were employed to cause arcing or 
dashing across the surface of the insulator lietween the conductor and the insulator's 
point of support when the surface was ( 1) dry, and (2) wet.

K IIright of wins (a) Low-irnswn conductors.- The lowest conductor must not 
la* less than 25 ft. from top of rail for spans up to 145 ft.; 2j ft. additional clearance
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"• ri|il- •••■ "iltvr win - urn-t In- l- \,h fur every -jo ft. nr fraction thereof additional 
length i.| spin. I In- Wnrd- "" 1< *\\ I « ii - i < »n.” il- here used, to mean Conductor* fur 
telegraph. telephone. mi l kimlriil -ignal work, ns well ns ciruductors eon m et,si with 
grounded secondary circuits ,.f transformer* below volt*.

Kl> All piinwry conductors, tiiigroiiudel -,r Hilaries, and rail 'a,\ fecth-rs to he 
maintained al ma»! itu It. ahuvv tin top of rail except when special provision* are 
Hindi' lor trull» v win-».

Iv- Ilk'll t<■ 11~i<• 11 «•«»m>lii«-t«»is», ilin-.,- hi'iwvi'ii whirh a pot n ial »»f lO.tata \"||s ur 
uU‘V i' employed, tu lu- maintained at least ît."» ft. ahovi tin top of rail.

I. ( h tintm - >. clearance* I .et ween all i'"i,dw»i«nN lu In maintained at all
t'",|V I h, following il -iain'i> |u In- fir<A idnl wherever p,«-iblc; at least ;t ft (dear 
aiM'v from low tension win -»: at lea-I .*• ft. lietwivii low |i*n-Hni wires, |iriinaries,
ii i u*r* > 1111< I» -< I   uniat i - . 11 I railway feeder* einiilu.x ing h—» ihait 1 o.i m h t \. .11 » ; at
h'i 'i I" ft. Iii'iwi'i'ii high-teitsi.iR win- and all other lines.

^ 1 ' "11 tun wins at railway ern*-ing« to heat least a- strung as 7 strand
\ " lit Stiil, s nr \", w lirllish Standanl gauge galvanized stivl win . and to lie clearly 
imlieated a- guv win . i tin drawing accompanying tIn* a|>|>lieation. One ,,r more 
-train Insiilainr- t . I„ |ila<*«'d in all guy wires; the lowest strain insulator t»» h, nut 
less than s It ahiix, the gruutid.

Aa If /#•» uml nll'vr l'un J tutors. Where o|m n lele|ihuue, telegraph, -knal or 
kindred l"w tension wires are -trnng aeruss a railway this stretch to eonsist of 
'•"|»|na wire, or e,,|i|i, r idail steel wire, not I»-— than Xn. V*» New Hriti-h Standard 
gilllge. 11! I J III. in d,allli'li I W ire i- to he securely tied to insulators h,\ a tie Wire not 
less than -'I in. in length and of the same diameter as the line wire.

\l> Where No, !* H.W ,.. or larger, galxani/ed iron or steel win i- employed in 
a eireuit. and where there is no danger of deterioration from smoke or other gases, 
the u-e nl this wire mav he eont in lied at tile erus-ing.

Ne W here a number of ruhher covered wire- are strung aeruss a railway lia y 
max he made up into a eahle hy being twisted on each other or olherwi-e held together 
and the whole securely fastened to the piles.

\d Wires or other e. iidiietuis f.-r tin Ilaii-ini-siun nf ele trieal energy fur pur-
I loses other than telegraph, telephone, ur kindred low tension signal work, tu In......in
posed of at least seven strands of material having a eomhined tensile strength eiptix.i
lent to or greater than No. I It. A S. gauge hard-drawn eopper wire The-,...... ..
diu'tors to he maintained ahuve low tension wires at the erossing, to he five front 
joints ur splines, and to extend at least one full span of line la y uml the pules or 
towers at each side of the railway.

Ne Wires or other eonductors -uhjeet to potentials of Hi.inni volts or over, to he 
reinlureed hy clamps, servings, wrappings, ur other protection at the insulators in 
the satisfaction of the Kngitieer of the Hoard.

Nf Conductors for other than low-tension work to have a factor of safely of 
when eovered with ire or sleet to a depth of 1 in. and subjected to a wind pressure 
of *• pounds per square ft. on the ice covered diameter.

Ng All conductors to he dead-ended or so fastened to their supporting insulator* 
at each side of the crossing that tln-y cannot slip through their fastenings.

() Poslllom of irirt'H. Wires or eonductors of low pitcntial to Is- erected and 
maintained below those of higher potential which may lie attached to the sHme piles 
or towers.

I* Trolley u’irrx. Trolley wire- at railway crossings to he provided with a trolley 
guard so arranged ns to keep the trolley wheel or other rolling, sliding or scraping 
dev lee in electrical contact. The trolley wire, trolley guard, and their supports In be 
maintained at least ‘J'J ft. it in. shove the tep of the rails.
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() Cable. -Cable to be ear ru'd ou a su>|*-n-*i"ii wire at least equivalent to seven 
-t rands of Xo. 18 Stub's or New British Standard gauge galvanized steel wire. When 
erees-arnta are us<*d, suspension wires to 1m* attached to a |-iti. iron or stronger hook, 
ur when fastened to {Miles to a malleable iron or stronger messenger hanger bolted 
through the poles, the cable to lie attached to the suspension wire bv cable clips not 
more than 20 in. njiart. Rubber insulated cables of less than | in. in diameter may 
he carried on a sus|Mansion wire of not los than seven strands "1 No. !<• Stub’s or 
New British Standard gauge galvanized steel wire. The word “cable” as here used, 
to mean a number of insulated conductors bound together.

I'XRT II—l NDKRUROI Ml I IMS

Conditiong

1 The line or lines, wire or wires, shall be carried along or across the railway 
in accordance with the approved drawing, and a pipe or pipes, conduit or conduits, 
cable or cables shall, for the whole width of the right of way adjoining the highway, 
be laid at the depth called for by, and shall lie constructed and maintained in accord
ance with the specifications hereinafter set forth.

2 All work in connection with the laying and maintaining of each pipe, conduit 
or cable and the continued supervision of the -nine shall be {s rformed by, and all 
'■osts and exquises thereby incurred be borne and paid by the applicant; but no work 
>hall at any time be done in such a manner as to obstruct, delay or in any way inter
fere with the operation or safety of the trains, traffic or other work on the said rail-

8 The applicant shall at all times maintain each pipe, conduit or cable in good 
order and condition, so that at no time shall any damage be caused to the property 
"t the railway company or any of its tracks be obstructed, or the usefulness or safety 
of the same for railway purposes be impaired, or the full use and enjoyment thereof 
by the said railway company be in any way interfered with.

4 Before any work of laying, removing, or repairing any pipe, conduit or cable 
is begun, the applicant shall give to the railway company at least seventy-two hours 
prior notice thereof, in writing, accompanied by a plan and profile of the part of 
the railway to be affected, showing the proposed location of such pipe or conduit and 
works contemplated in connection therewith, and the said railway company shall In- 
entitled to np|Miint an ins|M*ctor to sec that the applicant, in performing said work, 
complies, in all respects, with the terms ami conditions of this order, and whose 
wages, at a rate not exceeding $8 per day, shall be paid by the applicant. When the 
applicant is a municipality and the ere~sing is on a highway under its jurisdiction 
the wages of the inspector shall be paid by the railway company.

4a It shall not, however, be necessary for the applicant to give prior notice in 
writing to the railway company, as above provided, in regard to necessary w irk to he 
done in connection with the repair or maintenance of the line when such work becomes 
necessary through an unforeseen emergency.

ë The applicant shall, at all times, wholly indemnify the company owning, operat 
ing, or using the said railway of. from, and against all loss, costs, damage, and 
expense to which the said railway company may be put by reason of any damage or 
injury to person or property caused by any pipe, conduit, or cable, any works or appli
ances herein, or in the order authorizing the work provided for, not being laid and 
constructed in all respects in compliance with the terms and provisions of these con
ditions, or if. when so constructed and laid, not being at all times maintained and 
kept in good order and condition and in accordance with the terms and provisions of 
said order, or any order or orders of the Board in relation thereto, as well as any 
damage ur injury resulting from the imprudence, neglect, or want of skill of any of 
♦he employees or agents of the applicant.
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' Nothing in these conditions >lmll prejudice or detract front tie right of any 
company owning <<r o|N*ratmg or using the said railway to adopt, at any time, the use 

'v motiv. power, and t . pla<v and maintain upon, over, and under
the said1 right; of way such lades, wires, pip. -, and other tixtun g and appliances „s max
U- necessary or pro.H-r for such purpo-c. I i d.ility ,.f tl,...... st of a., removal, change
in location or construe-ion of the pipes, conduits, wires, .»r cables c instruct»»! or laid 
l y the applicant rendcnsl necessary l.y any of the matters referred to in this para
graph. shall he fixed l.y the Board on the application of the party interested.

7 Am dispute arising la-tween the applicant and tl. company owning, using or 
operating said railway as to the manner in which any pipe or conduit, or any works 
or appliances herein pi-o i.hd for. are being laid, maintained, renewed, m repaired, 
shall he referred to the Kiigineer of the Board. whose «Wishm shall lax final and 
binding mi all parties.

i Mam.hoi mi i IM S 

Spocifi calions

\.\ ( onilu.it. \ itritied clay, «Tcoeotol wood, metal pipe, armoured cable or til»re 
conduit may lie used.

BB Ih-ittl,. -The excavation t, U« of sufii. ient depth t*» allow the top of the «hid 
to la» at least three ft. Mow tin- bottom of the tie* of the railway track.

<'C hai/iuo. Tin- conduit or «Im t to he laid am a hase «if 3 in. of concrete. mix d 
in proportion. 1 of cement, 3 of garni, and 5 of broken stone or gravel. Wh.-iv -t n«- 
■' ***** HUrh '* '•> be of a size that will is-rmit of its passing tkr«.ugh a I in.
ring After duets are laid, the whole to he encased to a thickness of 3 in. ou top
ami aides in concrete mixed in the same proportions as above.

Where the tnnk is on an embankment a pipe may be driven through tin- latter.

Ml) F il I in» in The excavation must he tilled in slowly and well tamped on top
and side.

KK Guard.—The excavation must at all times he tufely protected by tin- appli
cant.

APPENDIX K
FORKS TRY RR.WUI STANDARD SI»l-< lb R ATIONS

1—Specifications for Galvanizing

(a) General. All iron ami st»-el material» requiring galvanizing shall In- pre
pared according to tin- following requirements:

The galvanizing shall consist of a deposition of zinc laid on ly either the hot 
°r electric process; this coating shall he evenly and uniformly applied over tin entire 
surface; all holes, groove*, threads. or other irregularith- .if surface dm 11 I,,. tlmr 
oughly coated, and there shall lie no excess dc|Mi*it, rough places, or otln-r imperfe»- 
tions. All galvanizing of parts intended to tit together shall he so perfornn-d that 
such parts can 1n> readily ami properly assenihh-d.

(h) Tost.—All galvanized equipment shall he required to pas- the following test, 
a reasonable «piantity of each shipment not to exceed 10 per cent being selected fur 
test and the shipment passed or rejected on the 1 asis «if test:

The sample shall In- immersed in the standard solution of copper sulphate for 
one minute, removed, wiped dry, and cleaned. This process shall la- related until

79211—H
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four (4) immersions in all have l*-en ronde, and thereafter if any deposits of **«*|>|K»r 
or any rod s|s»ts appear on the sample, or if the galvanizing appears corroded or 
removed, tin- sample shall be considered defective and the shipment represented by 
the sample rejwU'd.

(r) Standard Solution. The standard solution of copiK-r sulphate shall cousi-t 
of a solution of commercial oopper sulphate crystals in water having a >pc 
gravity of 1185 at 70° F. The temperature of the solution shall not exceed 7n V. 
nor fall below ttt>° F. while tin- sample is being tested.

2 Specifications for Oalvaniaed-iron Telephone Wire
(imrrul description. The finished product desired under these specifications 

consists of galvanized B.B. wire as hereinafter specified.

Finish.—The aire shall be cylindrical in forgi and free from scales, inequali
ties, flaws, splints, and other ini|ierfnotions. The finish of the wire shall be in 
accordance with the Ix-st commercial practice. Kadi coil shall be warranted not to 
contain any weld, joint, or splice in the rod before drawn.

Galvanizing.—The wire shall he well galvanized in ace .r da nee with the speci
fications for the galvanizing of iron and steel given in Specifications No. 1.

KI.ECTHIt \l. HF.i/l IKKMFATS

Elrc-trical rwistewrr.—-The resistance of the wire in ohms per mile at a tempera 
ture of 68° F. shall not exem-d the quotient arising from dividing the constant 
number, fifty-six hundred (fi.WW), by the weight of the wire in ponnds |W mile.

MKCHXMCAL Il El/1 IK KM FATS

IH met* ion*. The diameter of the galvanized wire shall be within the limits 
given in the following table:—

Diameter of galvanised wire, in 

Maximum <i*«*e Minimum

o 1:0i 0 134 I> 130
a 112 a Iihi a 108
niwii a im a iwo

Breakup might. The breaking weight of the wire shall not In- less than two 
and eight-tenths (2 8) times the weight of the wire in pounds lier mile.

Torxion.—The wire shall Ik* capable of withstanding at least fifteen twists in a 
length of fi in.

Coils.—The length of the wire in each coil shall la* as follows : No. <1 B.W.G., 
approximately A mile; Nos. K, 0, 10, VI and 14 B.W.G., approximately \ mile.

In the case of wire less than 0 134 in. in diameter, one-third of the coils may have 
two pieces to a coil, joined by the ordinary twist joint carefully soldered and galvanized.

In the case of wire 0-134 in. in diameter, and larger, each coil may consist of two 
pieces only, joined by the ordinary twist joint carefully soldered and galvanized.

Binding.—Each coil of wire shall be. securely bound in at least four places with 
galvanized iron wire. A tag shall be attached to each coil giving the size and grade 
of wire in the coil.

1SK
1 liamoU-r of gulvimiiod

mt’hi'H

Maximum Minimum

II 2(17 0 2tW OHM
It-18» U 1 »»*> a mi
0-182 0I4M o 144
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3—Ipecilcetion» for Harddr.wn Copper Telephone Wire
I |h- umlteiiil 'hull he i"|M " r I if -mli ijim 111\ mul purity llmt will'll 

drawn liar.I n -hall have the |.r..|« rtie. and ehofoeteriatiea hi n i i reajuired. The 
munufaetun'. wnihaaoihip, and tiniah ntu-t la- in omirdamv with th. t.,l .-nnna reial 
practice.

\lnnntw lut- I wh «-..Il i* I in II In- ilriiwn in . n«. length mimI be .x.-nq* from joint* 
<»r s|t|it-«>. All win- shall In- truly cylindrical and slmll non form t. gauge within the 
limils nl variation |H-rmitted hy these *|H>eifietttions. It must not eoutain any -scale, 
inequalities. Haws, cold shut*, scams, or other imperfect ion*.

M tit'll A Ml AI. AM) KI.tit'TRIt Al. HIXjl IHKMI NTS

1 Himmler in mil*

I

Weightspi-r mile
in |n lands

Hri-tiking wte W I- of I nlltluv- 
«■■lils. pound' tivily

i ! i nit it i n tiiii
" I < l < E ** “ ’* "I l » Ü

H. * <<i 
10

12s ISO 127 WO 204 3118 M18 NOD tnf.MNI 2I!I |5|

04 U 05 0

101 0 105 a 108 li 102 II
7» : 102 II 108 7 UNI s
03 0 68 0 07 A 03 0

840 Alt* 
334 327 
220 212

Shippiug.—The wire shall In- made up into coil* the eye of which shall have a 
maximum diameter of 22 in. and a minimum diameter of 1* in., and shall In* securely 
tie«l by not less than tour morale picei-e tif strong twine, and shall In- prot«>ctcd by a 
suffi.-ient wrapping of burlap no that the win may not In- injured during tran-|sta
tion. The wrappings shall he placed upon the wire bundles, after they have been coiled 
and eeeured by the twine. Each et.il shall have its gauge, length, and weight plainly 
and indelibly marked upon two brass tags which shall be secured to the coil, one inside 
the wrapping and the other outside.

4 Specifications for Emergency Wire

f 11 a nul. I lii' wire will Is- used under all elimatie and wwither conditions and 
will lie laid out. on tin- ground, or on tree-, in eontimioti' h-ng hs not exec.-ding .‘(0 
miles, and « the use of insulators. The quality of the material used and the
method of manufacture shall In- such as to ensure for the wire the properties h.-r.-m 
»|iecified.

Conductor. This wire shall have a e tor consisting of ten strands of No. :t<) 
H. & S. gauge hard drawn copper wire twisted together, the twists per foot not to be 
less than eight and not more than ten.

Hard-druirh Copper 11 ire. The hard drawn copper wire shall In- free from bends, 
cuts of any dimensions, nicks, splits or splinter*, spills, grooves, seraped surface, wavy 
surface, flat-sided or oval wire, corrosion, or any irregularities. The diameter of No. 
80 hard-drawn copper wire shall not In- greater than -01013 in. nor less than OOWtil in.

Covering.—A double reverse serving of cotton shall lie applied to the twisted 
conductor so as to form a close, smooth covering.

Weather-proofing.—The cotton covering shall lie thoroughly saturated with a per- 
manent weather-proof compound of such a nature as to preserve the strength of the

79211—14§
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cotton wra|iptlig, 'hull not get injuriously thereupon, and shall I*- inadllhk in water. 
Tito eotiipuund shall adln-re tinnly to the notion covtring and shall not drop or run 
when the finished wire is swbjcWed to n teni|« ratun of 15» K for thirty minutes, 
and shall md eraek alun: I la wire is subjected to a tenijaTut ure of I»1 F. for thirty
minutes.

The diameter of the enm|de»nl w ire shall lad la- more titan tM* ill. and lad h-ss
than -043 in.

>>wdin# Tin- wire shall la- ett-nly wound on w.aalen s|amls weighing approxi
mately tline quarter- of a powed.

Tin- inner end of tin- win- shall la- brought out through tin- a|and head.
The length of the win- ahull In 2.114» ft. plus 11*1 ft.
The exact length of tin- win- «hall la- marie-d on tin- spud.
The wire on each sp ad shall la- one continuous length.
Splirea.—Kplieed joints shall la- e<|uul to ..r -lr..ugi-r than tin- wire itself and 

shall la- so made as not to materially inefeuae the diameter of the conductor at the 
taunt where the splice occurs.

Weight per mile.—The weight ts-r mile of the finished win- shall not ox.s.-d 
nineteen and u half (lit.5) pounds and shall not la- lets than seventeen and a half 
(i; 3) pounds. This d.a-s (set include the weight of the wooden spool.

Tentilt Strength.—Tests shall ho made on wire from the ends of which the insula
tion has been removed. The totalled wire shall have a minimum breaking weight -f 
forty-five 1451 pounds and a minimum elongation of one-half of 1 per i-ent in a length 
of 2 feet.

Mtaiatanc*.—The resistance of this wire shall hot lie «en than SO ohm* per mile 
at a tem|ierature of 6H° F.

5—Specification* for Rubber-covered Copper Wire

(out rai.—The quality of the material used muet be of the beet, and the manu
facture, work man ill ip, and finish muet be in aeeordam-e with the best eommereial 
praetiee.

M'inuftuturr. The conductor shall lie in one continuous length, cylindrical in 
section, and uniformly drawn, so that the variation over or under the specified 
diarm-ter shall not ex<*oed one (1) mil (one «.ne-thouiamltb of an inch). It shall 
|,c uniform in quality, free from factory joints, scales. splint*, Haw-. and other 
imperfection*. To ensurv the renv.val of defeets from the conductor the manufue- 
turer shall eut off 25 ft , or a* mueh more a* may lie necessary, from each end of 
every coil.

F.aeh conductor before being insulated shall la* thoroughly and uniformly tinned. 
The tin coating m «at conform to the following requirements: The tinned conductor 
shall l>v immersed in a current of pure hydrogen sulphide gas, saturated with water 
viqyiur at a tom|ierature of not Ins than 75 F. ami not more than #V. tor four 
|loUrs. At the end of this time the conductor must exhibit no sign* of blackening.

Intulat**.—The tinned conductor shall lie evenly and smoothly covered with 
vulcanized rubber of the heat quality, which is impervious to moisture, or some "ther 
approved weather-proof, insulating eomi»"Und to such a thickness as hereinafter 
specified.

The dielectric shall adhere firmly to the r inductor and shall lint set injuriously 
upon it. The wire shall la well eentn-d in the dielectric. The dieleetrie -lia'l not 
. .ften sufficiently to show decentralisation at a lower temperature thin 130° F.
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Tliv insulated conductor shall in* sufficient l\ flexible t<> stand I'ting twi~te1 three 
times almut itself, left fur at least sixteen hours, and uni wish-d without tin- dielec- 
trie showing any sign* of rupture.

Klrrtrir il liri/iilri un ii-ts. The insulation te-t shall he made »n the outside dis- 
trihuting conduct*.- whilst in water, the conductor having U-en prewoualx submerge i 
in water for at least twelve hours prior to the test. Ml conductors, 1«; It A S 
gauge iiihI over, «hall show an insulation resistant** of not le>s than fani megohms 
ini- mile; and conductor* under No. Id It. A S. gauge shall have an insulation 
resistanee of not les* than 2fat mtfrohms per mih . The tempera* ure at whieh test 
is to he made shall not In* less than do I-', mu* more than 7o F.

The test for insulation re*iatam*e shall I» made with an electro-motive force of 
not mon- than fiâo volts, the insulation reMstamv to lie figured from the deHection 
obtained with the negative pole of the source of imtential eonneetioii to the eonduetor 
and after an electriiieation of one minute. If unequal deflections are obtained with 
the imsitivp and negative pole* connected to the wire, the insulation shall In- considered 
defective.

Mrckauiral li> quin iikh/.* -Tin so include breaking weight, elongation, and braid
ing.

The breaking weight for No. 14 If. A- S. gauge wire shall not be less than one 
hundred and ninety ( 1M) pounds; fur No. 1«i If. A- S. gauge wire, not less than one 
hundred and twenty-five (188) pounds; and for No. 11) B. A S. gauge wire not less than 
seventy (7<t) pounds.

The elongation in two feet shall not hr less than 1 js-r cent for N". 14. No. 1*'», 
and No. Itt It. A S. gauge wires.

As to braiding, each insulated conductor shall lie cm.-red with a elusr. -month 
braid, which shall be thoroughly impregnated with a permanent weather proof com
pound. The impregnated braid shall then Is* uniformly covered with a continuous 
layer of the compound which shall adhere firmly to tin* braid.

The compound shall not net injuriously on the dielectric <>r the braid, and shall 
not melt when subjected to a temperature of 126° F., nor crack at a temperature of 
.'to0 F., and shall lie insoluble in water.

Parking for Shipmrtii. The finished conductor shall he delivered in coils of one 
continuous piece, the eye of the coil to be about nine inches. Both ends of the coil shall 
lie accessible.

Each coil shall lie securely Wind with strong tape or twine in at least four 
separate places, and shall then la* wreplied with hurlap or strong paper to prevent 
mechanical injury during transportation.

Each coil shall have its gauge and length plainly marked on two strong tags, one 
tag to he attached to the coil and the other to the outside of the wrapping.

6 Specifications for Glass Insulators

The material desired under t!u**c specifications consists of gla-s insulators of 
the style and dimensions hereinafter described.

(Irmrah- The specifications and drawings are intended to include all in-trim 
lions iM*ec—ary to guide the manufacturer in his work. Thm arc intmdvd to co
operate with and supplement each other so that any details indicated in one and not 
in the other shall be executed as if indicated in both.

Workmanship. All workmanship shall be of the best c -remerciai grade.
MairriaJ. The insulators shall lie made of transparent colourless or green glass.

IHmrnnion*.—The insulator* shall le of the style and dimension* shown in the 
drawing attached hereto and made part of these specifications.
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Wlmrc maximum ami niinimum dimension* an- show» the dimensions ahull be 
within the lint* #|N*eitied. Where limit# are nut shown the dimensions ahull la* 
approximate.

The diuineter of the thread shall Ik* awh that at least two revolution# of the 
insulator will la* re>iuirid to tighten it on the standard insulator gauge, and when in 
thin position the end of the insulator gaum* shall not be more than one-eighth of an 
ineh from the erown of the insulator.

•t'-d

4 thread* to the inch

Allowable Variations
over under

o y«‘ o
X '*32" o
y O
d '/«■ '/8*

M|MH‘tfleMtt4NM •! I ••■siaii « f Forestry Hr inch slHiKlnrit |M»ny glass insulator

The thread of all insulator# shall In- smooth and of uniform pitch. The thread 
shall la* well centred in the insulator so that, when in plaec on the standard immlutor 
gauge, the gauge will not touch the inner surface of the ja-tticoat.

Insulators conforming in all other rcspeeta to the retiuirewets of the-»- spccifl- 
eations, but having on the lower <*dgo of their petticoats a series of projis-ting ]K)ints, 
may la* accepted under these specifications.

Finish.—The insulators shall have a finish ensuring, so far a# is consistent with 
the best commercial practice, smooth even surface# and freedom from flaws, crack*. 
Wow-holes, sharp edge*, and other defects.

7—Specifications for Split Tree Insulators

11 ml trial. Split tree insulators shall he made of the lawt grade of insulator 
porcelain.

Finish. -The surface shall he brown-glazed except the face# which are to he 
placed in contact in attaching the insulator around the line wire. Thee may he left 
white mid ungla/.ed. The glazed finish shall l>e smooth, without rough spots, cracks, 
sharp edges, or other defects.
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\Ynrkni4iwhip.- All workmanship shall be of tin best commercial grade.

Dtonmêiem The insulators shall be of the type and dimensions shown in the 
drawing attached hereto, and made a part of these siteeitications.

v v—

4—i-K SPLIT lB.LT lusiu A TCP

Speettl» allées 7 lM-slgn of Koristry Branch standard split tr.*«- Insulator

8—Specifications for Cedar Poles

Vuivlui'cd poles ii"t cut under the supervision of the I>• minion Forest r> Kraneli
shall be required ........nfortn to the spec ti at ion- of the Northern White 1'ed.ir Ass .
ciation if secured cast of the Kooky mountains, or to those of the Western Ked <'edar 
Asaocia ion if seeured west of the It •<•'<> mountain' For convenient* and reference 
extracts from these -|>ecitinationa arc reprinted 1k*1ow:

Xorlhrm Wlntr i • (Ini \interiation f<i>i > ifi< alien*

" Si/cs, 4 in., 25 ft. and upwards. Above must be cut from live, growing
cedar timlier. |M-eled, and reasonably well proportioned for their length. Tops must 
lie reasonably sound, must measure in eircuniferenoe as follows: seas nte<i 4-in. jh»Ios, 
12 in.; 5-in. poles, 15 in.; b in. poles, 1M in.; T in. poles, 2*2 in. If jade* are green, 
fresh cut, or water '"itked, then 4-in. poles must measure 12£ in.; .Vin. poles, hi in.; 
8-in. poles, 10.1 in.; 7-in. poles. 22,1 in. in circumference at top end. lengths nm> be 
one-half inch, séant for eaeh .*» ft. in length, and *ix inches long for any length from 
20 ft. up.

“ Otic way sweep allowable not exceeding 1 in. for every 5 ft. ; for example, in 
a 25-ft. pole, sweep not to exceed 5 in., and in a 40-ft. pole, * in. Measurement for 
sweep shall be taken as follows : That part of the pole when in the ground ffl ft.) not 
lieing taken into account in arriving at sweep, tightly stretch a tape-line on the side 
of the |H»le where the sweep is greatest from a point 6 ft., front the butt to the upper
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surface nt top, anil lmx ing so done measure w idest |*oint fnmi tain- to surface of pole 
iiml if, far illustration, u|iori a <5-ft. |mle said widest point din» not rxwd 5 in., 
said |iolt‘ come* within the meaning of those *|ieeiâeatieti». lintt-r>»t in the centre 
including «wall ring-rot outride of the centre; total rot must not exceed !<• |icr cent 
of the area of the hutt. Hutt-rot of a character which plainly -riously iuipaira the 
atvcngtli of the fiole above ground is a defect. Wind twist is not a defect unless very 
unsightly and « xaggerated. Hough, large knots, if sound and trimmed smooth, arc 
not a defect.”

Ifeefern Bed Cedar A**rniatitm Spirt ifi< at ions

“All i*ohs must In- cut from live, growing cedar tiinhcr, peeled, knots trimmed 
close, butts and tops sawed square, tops must la sound and muet measure as follows 
iu cirounifi*renee:—

4- in. top, 12-in. eirc. T-in. top, 22-in. rire. 9-in. top, 2*-in. circ.
5- in. top, 15-in. cire. h-in. top, 25-in. cire. 10-in. top, 81-in. cire.
6- in. top, ttf-in. eirc.

“ No pole dial I have more than one erouk and this shall l»v one way only, tin 
sweep not to exceed 1 in. to every 6 ft. in length. Same to lie determined in the fol
lowing manner : Measurement for sweep >hall he taken as follows: That part of 
the pole when in the ground (6 fret ) not being taken into account in arriving at 
sweep, tightly stretch a tajie-line on the si<k- of the pole where swi-vp is greatest, from 
a point 6 ft. from hutt to the upper surf we at top, and, having mi done, measure 
widest jsiint from tape to surfait» of |wile and if, for illustration, u|mn a 86-ft. pole 
said widest point does not exceed 5 in., said imlr comes within the meaning of tliese 
specifications.

“ Hutt-rot in centre, intruding small ring r--t. shall not rxei-ed !<• per cent of 
the area of the hutt. Hutt-rot of a character which impairs the strength of the pole 
above ground is a defect.

“Large knots, if sound and trimmed smooth, are not a defect.
“A jH-rfeetly sound, dead or dry streak shall not lie enn«ideri»d a defect when it 

dow not materially impair the strength of the pole.”
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9 Specifications for Wooden Spools for Emergency Wire
The 'pool on wliivlt the «•niiTgviK'v win is t.. 1*> wound i- to In mud.- in av.-ord- 

Mwe with flu- drawing at tael ted hereto and made a part of thin- »jw -ti. 'atoms. Thv 
material in l<> he clear, straight grained, thoroughly seasoned pine ; the manufacture

*'i ►

Sketch of Emergency Wire Spool

Hjwetitrations V I'r <ign of Forestry Branch stamtarrl < in. rg. n. y wire spool

i- to III- ol the ltest grade and the s|kh,1> are to !.. finished with two coate of shcllae 
varnish. 1 he weight of the finished spool should he approximately three-i|uarters of 
a pound.

10—Specifications for Creosote

The oil used shall be the best obtainable grade of coal-tar ere *s »te, that is, it 
-hall la a pure product obtained from coal-gas tar or euke-oven tar and shall he free 
front any tar, oil or residue obtained from petroleum <»r any other source, including 
eoal-gaa tar or coke-oven tar; it shall In completely liquid at •’l" < . and shall be free 
from rtu*|H»nded matter; the H|nieitie gravity of the oil at shall In- at lva-t 1 -03.
When distilled by the common method ( that is, using au H-ounce retort, as'lie^to- 
eovered with standard thermometer. bulb \ in. above the mirfaee of the oil) the creo 
M.te, calculated on tin- hasi- of th«- dry oil, shall give no distillate below 2ft0’<\. not 
more than Ô p r cent below 21" < n it more than 25 per cent below 235 < '., and the 
residue above 35.V ( '. if it exceeds 5 per cent in quantity, shall be soft. The oil shall 
not contain more than 3 per cent water
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11—Specifications for Wooden Brackets

The articles desired under these speeificatieee consist of oak puli -brackets, fitted 
to take the standard insulator.

Worl huumIii-i> All workmanship shall be <»f the best commercial grade.

Matrrml, All brackets shall lx- nwide of sound oak, free from knots, chocks or 
cracks, su|>wood, worm-holes, and brash wood. The grain of wood on all brackets 
shall be practically parallel to the axis of the threaded |x»rti®n of the bracket. The 
grain from the right-angled corner at the end of the bracket shall not ran below the 
bottom thread on the opposite face of the bracket.

Pole line Brochet
|AuOMBie [AMA HONS ]

k h V-
1 ? j£- - A- U. -A

8|M<cltti'ations 11 ixslan of Forestry Brunch Ht.u.dord womlen bracket

All bracket* shall lie thoroughly seasoned Is-fort» being offered for inspection.

Itimrnsiovs The seasoned bracket- shall ho of the style and dimensions shown 
in the drawing attached hereto and made part of these sjx-eitieations. Where maxi
mum and minimum dimensions are shown, the dimensions shall he within the limits 
specified. Where limit- are not. shown, the dimensions shall be approximate. Figures 
upon the drawings shall be followed in preference to wale measurements.

T It rear/. The threaded portion of the bracket shall he as nearly us |x>s-iblc of a 
circular cross-section. The thread shall he smooth and of a uniform pitch, and such 
that a standard insulator can he readily «.crewed on to the bracket until the end of the 
bracket touches the top of the insulator. When in this position there should he no per
ceptible rocking or play of the iinitiator on the bracket.

KaiJ hohs. Fa eh bracket shall have two nail hobs ns shown in the drawing 
attached hereto. The nail holes shall be well centred and shall be perpendicular to 
that face of the bracket which make* an angle with the axis of the thread.
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12—Specifications for Outdoor Protector Mounting-boxes

The box used fur mounting protector and switch fur installation outdoors with 
the 139(1 -.1 telephone w*t sluill be math' ef clear, straight-grained, thoroughly 
eeasuited vine, spruce, or I toiigla- Hr, aeeording to tin- drawing attached hereto, and 
made a |airt of these >|M-iitieations. Hinge- and hasp shall he of Iras- fastened by 
brass screws.

• FEOHT • HtVftTk'ft • • sine • tLEwmoM • BVK • ElCWTIOh

K|i>-rin<atloni> I.1 I a si*n nf outdoor protvvtor timunimg-lmx

Finish. -The box shall be d smooth inside amt out and treated with a coat 
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. i-poeiticatioii*, a> follows : No. 843# for 4« 
Inaide and out with two coats of best paint either grey, dark green, brown, or black.

Al’PKNDIX F

SOl.DKHIXCi MKT1KI0S AND MATKIUAUi

A/t/trured Sohhrs. Approved solders are those made in accordance with the 
Xmeriean Telephone and Telegraph Co. -peeifiealions, as follows : No. lids for lu-tîu 

iolder; No. 8439 for 4à-55 solder; No. 8440 for 50-50 solder; No. 8441 for re-i:i flux 
wire solder.

Ai>i>rnve(i Fluxes. Approval fluxes are: (1) plundiers* candles for plumbing and 
cable work ; (2) resin; (3) the stick forms of flux made hy the Northern Kleetric Co., 
and (4) that known as “ Allen’s ” stick. No other form of flux (such as paste or 
liquid soldering salts) is to be used.

Process.—All parts to be soldered must first be thoroughly cleaned by scraping, 
tiling, rubbing with emery paper, or some other method. In cleaning galvanized iron, 
take care not to scrape off all the galvanizing.

Heat the joint with the soldering-iron. Do not attempt to apply the solder with 
the iron. Heating should lie just sufficient to melt the resin of resin-core solder or of 
the soldering stick, and the parts should then be thoroughly coated with the flux.

4
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( upper rapidIv oxidize* when heated iu coûtât with tin* air, and solder will not 
adlivrv to oxidir.nl copper. The purpose of the flux, therefore, in to cover the surface 
to he «olderM while the temperature is still low, and prevent oxidation, t outinue 
the application of the hot iron until the joint him become hot enough to melt the solder 
which will then flow readily. Do not try to apply resin-core solder with a hot iron 
and its own flux to a cold surface nor to un oxidised joint.

tf-fifi Solder.- This solder is to la* used for joining split sleeve* in cable work, 
and for large surfaces of metal which are to In- soldered. It is also to In- used in making 
jorala in old galvaniaed-iroti wire, and similar work. In joining old galvanized wire, 
«•lean the end- which are to la- soldered with emery cloth ami make a Western I'll ion 
joint ; then solder by means of a ladle, using as a flux one of the approved stick forum. 
Do not use iimre than is inavasary to cause tin- solder to flow, and apply by rubbing 
before the first pouring of the solder over the joint. If necessary , apply again after the 
joint has been heated. A large well tinned soldering iron may la- used, if preferred, 
instead of pouring the solder over the joint. In such a ease the iron must be pressed 
against the joint so as to warm it just enough to im-lt the flux when it is held against 
it. After ■ coating of this has adhered, apply the hot soldering-iron again and. at the 
same time, apply the 4r»~r»r* wire solder to the joint (do not put the solder on the 
soldering iron). Winn the solder melt*, having derived its heat from the joint and 
not from the iron, it will flow readily. A slight tap on the wire will help it to run 
into the joint well. This solder is furnished in the form of A-in. wire in 10-pound 
coil*, or in bars of 11 jM.unds weight, and orders must state in which form it is 
required.

Re&in Flux 11’ire Solder. Resin flux wire solder is to In- used in soldering all w ire 
connections other than galvauiced-iron wire, hut it may also la- used for this pnr|H>*e 
in new work, when it i* done with a soldering-iron. It is also to he used for all work 
where copper and brass are to In* soldered. To use this solder for small work, such 
as win* joints ami terminals, apply to the joint a woll-tinned soldering-iron, of suffi
cient size for the work. In soldering terminals, first clean off all old solder and hits 
of wire by means of a hot iron and then give only one turn of the win* which
i* to In* golden'd around the terminals. In larger work, use any convenient means to
heat the joint, retm-mlN-ring to get a coat of resin on before enough heat has been 
applied to the metal to oxidize it. and that the metal to lie soldered must be hot enough 
to melt the solder and burn off the M|M*rfluou* resin. This solder is furnished in 
5- and Ht-pound coils, and orders must state which size is required.

To Solder lo Work Iron Pipe.—
(1) First thoroughly clean a strip on the pipe about J-in. wide and 24-in long:
(2) Heat the cleaned place, either with the flame of a gasolene torch or a heated

iron, until it is hot enough to melt the soldering-stick ;
(8) Distribute a coat of flux over this point by rubbing it with a soldering-stick;
(4) With a well heisted aiddering-iron distribute 46-55 solid-wire solder over the

cleaned space ;
(5) Tightly wrap the wire, well cleaned, around the pipe, leaving at least 2 in. 

between each turn;
(6) Fasten the end of the wire at the end of the coil by twisting it around the 

wire leading from the pipe;
(7) Apply an additional «-oat of flux ;
(8) Apply the 45 55 solid-wire solder in the regular manner.
Tinninp Solderinn-Iron.- File the iron to the required shape and brightness, and 

heat until it i« only just hot enough to melt the resin of resin-cored solder but not 
hot enough to change the colour of the bright copper by oxidation. When in this 
condition, coat the part to be tinned with resin and apply heat until the solder melts 
rrndily, when it will be found to flow freely on the iron. Do not let the flame come in 
contact with the tinm*d part of the iron.
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I SEFl L TABLES

TAM I i VM H.HTH oF t'KDAK l*o|.l s ofr \ t Mol'd I I \«-TII> XXI» lop 
IH XMI I I KS

l^mgili diameter

It. ».
28 4
VU 6
VO li

VS «
VS 5
VS li
VS 7

HO S
li

M S
:<s «
as :
as k

40 ft
40

XX vigli i, XX right, 
NVB-Minvti |Kwt

pound- pound'

vim vm i
aSO 4vs

V7S aso
arm 4vs

S7S m
375 Son
4 SO IMNI

NSO WO

«25 M40

I.100 I.325

T.ip
I .vngi h diameter

It. ».
45 «
45 7
45 «

SO fi
So 7
w *
55 •
55 7
55 ft

«0 ft
I ill ft

«5 li
fi5 7
«5 h
70 tl
70 7
70 H

XX light.
meaaoiwd *7"

........... ..

1,350 1.580

1.158 1,250
1.350 1.4.50
1.700 1 >50

1.3511 1 580
1,700 1. H7S
V.jtm V.4IMI

1 700 1 >im
2.350

2.500 2.788

•j-jiin 2,450
v. Him

3! 000 :t,4im

2.500 2.888
il.INMI :i 500

uK lUKKKKKNT SIZl iS IthXjl'l ItKI i TO MAKK 
A I'AIILOAD LOT

TAHI.K V NCMMKK OK 1‘Ol.KH 
UP

m.Xlll.K CAM
4 in. In dlumeter v • ft. long 

ft
; •• •• 25
ii “ " 3»
7 •• " 3 ii "
7 " " 35 •

NIMHKII I*MR l.ilAU 
Not Ivsn tluin 17."- and u|i to VV-i

ii diameter 4<i ft. Imig.

NI MHKII I'KII I/)All
Nul teen than and up t<>

55
45

25* and 30a should lie loaded on rare Inking a minimum of $4,001» pounds; 35s 
œ earn taking a minimum of .30,000 pounds; double loads ( 40k mid longer), on l«mg 
• nrs 30,000 pounds ene-h or 00,000 jamiid* minimum for the dmililv load.

All I*lira up to and including 7 inches, 35 feet, an* loaded on single ears. All 
poles over 35 feet in length are loaded on double cars.
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TABLK I—COMPAKIHON OF WIKIS UAVUK»

The siz.-s of wires are ordinarily expressed by an arbitrary series of numbers. 
Vnfortunately there are several imle|iendent nnmbering methods, so that it is always 
necessary t,, specify the method or win* gauge wed. The following table gives the 
numbers and diameters in decimal parts of an inch for the various wire gauges used 
in this country. Great Britain and the Vnited States.

uiiiIht of wire 
«auge

K.s-Ming nr Wiwh- 
l»urn ami Moeiis

Brown an<l 
Sharpe

Birmingham 
t*r Htiilw

Knglish legal ( Mil lingli.-h or

udi ■d.
« 0 (1 41*0 0 464
AO 0 430 (I 432
4 a II 303 a 454 0 400 Il 4.540
a-o Il 3H2 II 4(MMi U 425 0 372 0.4250
2 41 II 331 II 3(148 Ii 180 (1 348 Il 38IKI

0 o 307 0 3240 0 340 0 324 0 3400

1 ft 283 II 2893 0 .300 0-SO0 0 3000
i U 263 II 257ft 0 284 ii 276 0 2840
a II 244 0 2204 0 259 (l 252 0 2590
4 ft MS (1 2043 Il 238 ll 232 0-2380s ft 207 0 1819 II 220 0 212 0 2-200

W 0 102 (1 1(120 0 203 0 192 0 24K14»
7 n 177 (1 1443 Il IHII ll 176 0 1800
8 «162 II 1285 ii 165 II nm 0 165(1
» II 148 (l 1144 (1 148 » 144 0-1480

HI 0 135 0 1019 0 134 (I 128 0-1340

II II -120 (100074 Il 120 0 116 6 1166
12 n IU.Î (1(18081 ll 100 U KM
13 mm2 (1 (17196 U 005
14 II (180 II (Mi|(IS ll 083 (1 08(1 0 0830
IS 0 072 IP0S7IW 0 072 0 072 » 0720

1# 0(163 (1 05082 0 065 0-664 0 0650
17 «1154 il 04525 ll 1158 (I 056
IS 11047 n 0403(1 U 114(1 (l 048
III II 041 (I 03589 il 042 ll (MO
20 0 035 0-03190 0 035 0 (136 0-0350

21 0 032 (I 0284(1 (1.(132 0 032 0-0315
22 II 1128 (1 (12534 0 028 0-026 0 11295
23 «1 1*25 II 02257 0-625 0 024 0 0270
24 0 023 il 02010 ll 022 il 022 o 02.50
2A (1 0*20 0 01790 (I 02(1 0 020 00260
26 0 018 » 01594 0 018 (1-018 (1 0205
27 (1 «17 « (11410 (1 (lift 0-01875
28 0 (lift (1 01384 0 014 (1 1)1650
20 Il 1115 (I 01125 0 013 (1 0136 ii 015.50
at 0 014 0 01002 0 012 II 0124 0 01375

31 (1 0135 11 110893 (1 (110 (1 0116 0 01225
32 Il 013(1 U 00705 (1 (1108 0 01126
83 0-01025
34 1)0100 ii 0063(1 0 IK 1115
35 0 -11005 0 60561 0 005 Il «K4 0-0000
3ft II 0090 ft 00500 IIIMU 0.(1076 ii 6675
37
38 (1 (10307 (1 IKN.II
30 (1-00353 ll 11650
4(1 "1,17,1 (1 -00314 e'"w 0 0045

English Legal Standard Gauge.—Also called New British Standard Gauge, or 
British Imjierial Standard, and very commonly used in Great Britain and this 
country.

Jiifmingham Gauge.—TTsed largely in (treat Britain and some of the British 
Dominions for the measurement of wires of all kinds. In the Vnited States it is 
applied mostly to the measurement of iron wire.
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Broum <f* Sharp* Gauge.—The Vnited States standard fur wires fur eh-ctriesl
pur|*>aes.

Law of the Brown tf- Sharin' Hangs. The diameters of wire? uu the It. A S. 
gauge are obtained from the geunu trie series in which Xu. «**>o 4i. 44MN) inch and 
No. .‘hk <105 inch, the nearest fourth significant figure I icing retained in tin- 
areas and diameters go deduced.

Let « gauge number (Boon inmi Ott 1 ).
d diameter of wire in inches.

Then d = 0 8*249
MW"

Sheathing con. The munlier i A" ) of sheathing win-s having a diameter (d) 
which will cover a core having a diameter ( />) is

TAHI.i; 4 TKNsil.K STKIAGTH u| BAKU col'l't It Wl HI

Numbers, H. A H.O.

Breaking weight 
in pounds

Number*. B. A S.G.

Breaking weight 
m pound*

liard-draw n Annealed Hard-drawn Anreah

NNNl 8.SKI 5, MU ». •IT 3
«.5811 4,4X11 Hi 4X0 2

INI ■1. 22« H. ft.ftil II 2
0 4, ftftX 2.818 :W7 1

3.74« 2.2:44 13. 244 1
a. 127 1.772 14 l«:i 1
2.4KO 1 40Û Ift 153
I.W7 1.114 IN 133

I.IR 883 17. 87
li 1.237 700 IX n

11X11 ftftft 1» fil
8 778 440 20 48

The strength of soft copper wire varies from 32.0OO to 341,000 pounds ja r square 
inch, and of hard copper wire from 45,<¥>o to AM,000 piumfe per square inch, accord
ing to the degree of hardness.

The above table is calculated fur 34,ooO poumls for soft wire and 00,non pounds 
fur hard wire, except for some of the larger sizes, where the breaking weight per 
square inch is taken at 50,000 pounds for 0000. 0<h>, and 00, 55,000 for 0, and 
57.000 pound» fur 1.

TABI.K ft PIloPI KTII S ol HARO-DRAWN roPPKR m.liPHoNi; Wl> Tl l l l.KAPH
WIKI

Sise B. A g.o. Itesialanee Breaking
strength

Weight
I'urni-hi-d 
in coil* a*

Xpnrnximale wise
1. It It iron wire 
iM|ual In copper 

m eonduet ivity.

Pound* Pounds Mile*
8 1 111 «2ft .'uu 1 a 2

III ft 40 52ft INI. 1 2 :t
II li Oil 420 131 0 52 4

8 70 330 104 •4 « Iron-wire gauge

13 10 «10 270 8.3 1 20 »!
14 l.l 70 213 0« 1 .VI X B w <;.)
Ift IT 40 170 12 ini 11
M 22 10 DIO 41 1 20 10
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lu handling thin win- the greatest ear® should bo observed to avoid kinks, beads, 
scratches, or cats. Joints should lie made only with cupper splicing sleeve* mid 
connectors.

<>n account of its conductivity being about five times that of K. ti.B. iron wire, 
and its breaking strength over three tiin» » it* weight per mile, copper may be used 
of which the section is smaller and the weight lean than an equivalent iron wire, 
allowing a greater n umlier of wires to be strung on the po|e>.

Besides this advantage, the reduction of section materially decrease* the elev- 
tro-etatie capacity, while its mm-magnetic character les sois the self-induction of the 
line, Isitli of which features tend to increase the possible speed of signalling in tele
graphing, and to give greater clcarnc-s of enunciation over telephone lines, especially 
those of groat length.

TABI I.S 1'KOVI.KTH.SOK BIMKTM.I K WIKI

X umlier*. Dinni- W vigli l* Breaking X umlier*, 1 >mm- Weights Breaking
B A IM. ha* Weight III

m mils mpounds pounds m mil* in |founds pounds

4#0 1,2611 Ml. Ml 144 314 1 210
till 2.6*7 12* 24# 1 020
.«lift 7 «NMI 114 203
326 1. #20 ft, 766 10 102 167

1 3*1 1.264 4 «00 II VI 127 626

2 26* 1 003 :i mini 12 *1 too 410
:t 22» .7#7 14 #4 #3 266
4 204 «2» I# 61 40ft 1*2 400 Is 40 26
ti l#2 m

1 Vlapted from “ Wirt- in Fleet neat t'uNstrurtiiM " by John A Ibwblinn e Sun* <

This wire «•(insists of a steel centre with a «over of oopper. Its conductivity is 
about tif> per cent of that of pure eop|ier. The percentage of cop|>er and steel may 
vary a trifle, hence the strength and weight must In* approximate.

TABI.K 7 rmoPKKTIKK OK ÜALVAN1ZKD TKI.DVMoXI. AND TKI.KORAPH WIKI

Kile
it. w. <;.

Diameter

mils-</ 32ft

Approximate 
weight in pounds

Approximate breaking 
strain in pound*

Resistance per mile Interna 
lional ohmsiat 66®F. or 20°

lier IINNI 
feet |PjJ K It B It It Steel K H. ». It. It Steel

340 1 1. 313 1 «ftft 4.13* « 614 4. #66 2 64 3 3* 3 93
i 300 WO.tNNI 244 1.2*# 3.223 3,1109 3.867 3 65 4 34 ft IM
2 2*4 HO.HMi 21* l.l ftft 3.234 3,46ft 4 07 4-86 ft «3
3 26# «7.0*1 1*2 1MWI 2. «N* 2. **0 4 INI ft *3 « 77
4 23* ft«.«44 Ift* *11 2.62* 2.271 2.433 ft *0 « #1 * 01

6 220 4*. 4(H) 131 693 1.732 1.940 2.079 6 7* *0* » 3*
« 203 41,20# 112 611(1 1.47ft 1.662 l.77(i 7 #7 #4# II 02

1 HO a.'.tiNi *7 4«:i 1.15* 1 .21M» 1.3*11 10 Ift 12 III 14 04
N 166 27.22ft 74 390 97ft 1 092 1,170 12 0ft 14 86 16 71

» 14* 21,604 «0 314 7Kft *79 942 14 97 17 *4 26-70
10 134 17. 9ft# 4» 26* 646 722 774 1 * 22 21 71 2ft 2#

120 14.400 3# 206 SIS 577 «1* 22 *2 27 1# 31 ftft
12 10# II.NNI 32 170 425 47# ft 10 27 66 32 94 36 28

13 #ft 6.62ft 2ft 129 310 347 372 37 90 4 ft 16 52 41
14 *3 «.**# 1# !Hl 247 277 297 47 4* ft# ft# 66-(Mi
Ift 72 ft. 1*4 14 74 1*5 207 222 1,3 62 7ft li* *7 *4
16 6ft 4.22ft II 61 162 171 1*3 77 0ft 91 *0 10# ftft

'From Americas Steel and WireOo.
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275

eStSV
II VX t«.

l>ian. 
e 1er in

Approx i-

per
1,000 
ft.

lOtUHHI

•***r in

Resist

or
1 ,000 
It.

0 .140 313 M.07W 0 74
1 ;iih) 244 T.ifih 0 05
2 284 218 «.335 l 07
.1 260 182 5,2118 1 28
4 23m 10» 4.440 1 .52
5 220 131 3.801
It -MU 112 3.237 2 00
7 180 87 2.545
8 l«5 74 2.138 3 li

■From Uu* Simplm Manual

iRi.
I hum-

Approx i

MJIIÜ
ft.

'iwMf

p**r sq in.

M1

W*r
I.IN0
TtT

148 «0 1.720 3 02
10 134 40 1.410 4 70
II 120 .10 1.131 5 ON12 100 32 033 7 2413 05 25 700
14 83 10 541 12 44

72 14 407 ut «4
«5 II 332 20 18

Tlif llrenglk of ateel wire varie- from 50,i«m jeesd» lier a.|. in. lo 3'*),.»». pound» 
and over, depending on tin- kind and tmtrit of meterial.

Hjr ueing the values ,,f breaking airain «hown in the a bore eolumn the breaking 
«train «gurid on any othe r l.aaia than 1(mj80» |iounda per aq. in. may easily be 
'"imputed. For example, with a wire with a breaking atrain of Nn.OtlO peoinda per 
ae|* in., lake- eight tenth» of the' breaking airain for whatever aiae of wire
the aetual lereaking atrength is .haired.

tabu: «-pwtraertKa or hi ttnt;iunvhRKit. i.kaii-incahkd coppkr carle»"

Hise H. à 8.
of wires in

Thickness
of ruhlter

filin' of an

Thickness 
of lead

inch

l.isl
diameter

of lead 
in frac-

Appro*.

per
1000 ft .

4 .............. 1 4 4M 3-04 774 20 44
1 4414 <44 77« 2«44

1............................... 1 3 4M 3 44 778 2244 208
in 1 3 4M 3 4M 780 2144 25a

1 :t « 2 4M 782 184414............................... 1 3 4M 244 784 l« 4M 138
4........................ 1 4 32 4 4M 704 30 4M 7731 4 32 4 4M 7W. 3« 4M
8.......................................... 4 32 4 4M 708 34 44 JWt
«....... ........................................... 1 in 5 44 743 53 4M
4.................. 1 7 32 3 32 744 56 4M 1.485
6 .... 1 5~32 444 745 4044 764•i 32 5 4M 740 4« 4M

«242 3 32 747 4M 4M 1.211
7 32 5 4M 748 ■50 4M 1.186•• ... 7 32 342 740 62 4M 1.367

8........................ i 5 32 444 750 38 44
1 «32 544 751 44 4M 093
1 « 32 3 32 752 4» 4M 1.171

7 32 .5 4M 753 48 4M 1.114
7 32 3 32 754 .5044 1.306

'Adapted from America HUwl anil Wire Co.
79211-15
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TABLE 10—PROPERTIES OF STANDARD WIRES FOR TELEPHONE CONSTRICTION ON DOMINION FOREST RESERVES

< iauire Number
No. «

RIG.
MB

No. 9
B W O.

B B

No. 12
B W G.

B B

No. 14
B w <;

B B.

No. «
B *

hard-

No IÎ
H * B.O.

hard-

No. 14
B A S.G.

hard
drawn

No. 14
B A S.G. 
rubber-

No 19
B A S.G.

ruMwr-

No 20
B A S.G.

No 39 
BAS 

hard-

Diameter of roudurtor in mils . m 148 109 83 128 490 80 808 64 084 64 084 35 390 31 961 10 925

Area in circular mils 412* 21,904 11,881 6,889 16.512 6.528 6 4.108 8 4.168 8 1.288 8 1.000 00 100 00

Diameter <*utstde insulation in
201 156 -045

Weight per mile in pounds.. m 314 16$ 99 262 6 166 6 65 0 «6 36 7 16 4 14

Weight per 1,000 ft. in pound- 32 15 3 *94

112 «0 37 19 49 9h 16 77 12 43 12-63 3 SW» 3 042 MM2
(Conduetor only).

Feet per pound. .. 81 16 6 32 2 52 6 26 040 50 65» 80 580 80 580 264 136 331 13 3.311 258

Breaking stress pounds' 1,652 87» 476 277 843 343 219 219 68-8 SO 7 so

Resistance per mile in ohms at 
«° F.............. • ■ 17 M 32 64 ■ v,

Resistance per 1,000ft. in ohms
•ter r 6271 1 586 2*1 2 421 BH
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INDEX

Avety lent- l.niiim. 1 n;*
AU.mm portable telephone. 39. lus. Un 13«> 

1®2. 152
Adjustment uf heliograph, 174 

<»f ringers. 1-3»
Alignment of tree lines.
Alphabet. International Muret-, i76 
Alternative route*. M 
American Army heliograph. 1.63 
Am livre, définition of, l 11*
Anlole lanterne. IR 
Armature, gem rat.r, 12*
Attachment 1• Iit tree insulator. 70 
Auger. poet-hole, 3s

H ire. digging ami lamping. 38 
Hatterlee, dry. type* of, 39, 85, lots, 121, 125 

inspectmu ..t 149 
Installation of. 85 
removal of, 8* 
renewal of. 8? 
listing of, 88

It' ll. Professor Alexander «iraham, 121 
Hells, extension, altering tones of, lnl 

extension, types of. 39. loi 
used us signals, 15 

Hilt*, linemen’s. 37 
Hook*, referenee, 199 
Hrases, pole. 54 
Bracing of pole*. 54 
Brackets. wood. :!7. ,Mi. 52. 70, 74 

wood, attavhment of. 52 
wood, position of. 52 
wood, specification* for. »16 

Branch lines, s2
Bridging-boll system of telephone connection, 

138.
British Army liellograph, 1 «1*
Hrush method of treating poles, 4*
Hiiffalo grips. 3s. «4. 15s 
Huit-rot In poles, 142. 143 
Husser telegraph), 14$. 113

l'aides, lead-encased, properties of. 226
«'alls, telephone, list of. 141
Vamp management, 3, 12
<’ap telly, definition of. 131
Varholineum, 48
Cell. Inert, 1M

voltaic, definition of. llh 
Veils, closed circuit, 125 

open circuit, 145 
Circuit, definition of, 11k 

grounded. 2k, 82. HU. IHI 
grounded, connection to metallic, l»4. lm$ 
grounded, definition of. 32 
light. 32
metallic, 28. 32, 6». #8, HO
metallic, connection t" grounded, l»4. 1*6
metallic, definition uf. 32
phantom, 14)3, 137
power, 32

Clump. Blackburn ground, 1*1 
Fahnestock test, 82. 143 

Clamps, ground, types of, 41 
Climbers, linemen's. 37

Cudi . Alphabetical HijUar, 178 
Am in m Morse, 175 
International Morse, 15, 114, 175, 193 
My or. 171 
ringing. 128, 14» 
signals, 22

«'.ale*, heliograph. 175

Coll, induction, definition of. 119
induction. Use of in telephone. 125 
telephone induction, inspection of, 149 

Coils, la vite, 98. lût» 
protect ion of, 98 
repeating. 4». 98. 1»3, 135 
U- of. 98 

Commissary. 3, II 
Condense! definition of. 12» 

types of 4» 
u« „t. 85. !Mi. 131, 1-82 
use of, in vi lira lory signalling. 94$, 132 

Conductor, di finition of, 118 
Connector*, emergency. 116 
Construction material- free grant of, 34 
Conventional signals, International Morse. 176 
• "ook ng .uttût. list uf, 19»
Co-operuttVe telephone lines, 33 
Cord, receiver. 123. 14 9

receiver, inspection of, 149 
Costs, telephone construction, in different t>pee,

telepln.ii const ruction, elements of. 261 
Cradle. .Mobley win, 46 
Creosote, specifications for. 217

Crew, emergency line construction. 76. 78$ 
telephone construction. 46. 196 

Crewe, equipment of, 46 
Crossing divides, 78

meadows and park*. 73 
rivers and canyons, 73 

Crossings, extra long. 78 
foreign. 78
high-tension transmission lines, 78 
Itailway Hoard Itegulations governing, 261 
railway right of way, 78

submarine. 8#
Cross talk. 32. «2. 142 

elimination of, 156 
crosstivs. 71. 83 
Current, alternating. 127, 12k

alternating, definition of. 12» 
direct, d.finition of. 1241

1 Mad-ending. 71. 82. X‘3 
1 let eel Ion of forest fires, 8, 6 
I let ouations, use of. as signals, 15 
"Uoitt's" In telephone constru'd ion, li67 

in telephone installation, 158 
In telephone maintenance. 159 
In telephone operation. 158

EdIson, Thomas A . 125 
Electric lamps, use of, in signalling, hX* 
Electro-motive force, definition of. 118 
Emergency communication equipment, use of. 9
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Emergency lines, connecting to permanent. 76 
maintenance of. 76 
pole act ting on. 76 
taking up wire on. 76

Emergency telephone kite, typea of. 3» 
telephone kit*, uee of. I os. 114 

Equipment of count ruction crews. 46 
standard liât of, 36 

Kxchangvn, private, *2 
External telephone systems, 24 

Ft^e boas. 16
Fires, forest, detection of. 5 

forest, prevention of. 3, 4 
forest, suppression of, 7 

Fischer high poorer lamp. 164 
Flags, range of, in Signalling. 184 

gpeed of, in signalling. 167 
use oT In Tnrest protection, 82. 4*7 

Flux. 4M. 218
Forest protection force, functions of, 3 
Forest Mervtee heliograph, 1*7.
Free service on Forestry Branch lines, 37. 
Frequency, definition of. 12li 
Fuses, types of. 38 

use of, 66, 136

Galvanising, specifications for, 209 
Gauges, wire, names of. IV 

wire, comparison of, 222 
Generator, electro-magnetic, 120 

oiling of. 160
telephone magneto, 121, 127 
telephone magneto, repairs of. 146, 147 

Ground rods, portable, 4L 
portable types of, 41 

Grounds. 32. 9n 
multiple. 82
precautions in locating, .81 
temporary, 116 

Guy rods. 36 
Guys, anchor, 66

pole, 64 
rock, LT 
tree, 66

Hammers, claw, 41
Hand set. Adams. 39, Ht*. HO. fftgA, 182, 152 
Haven clamps, 36
Haie, effect on range of heliograph, 1?6 
Heliograph. IWu

adjust ment of. 174
American Army. MO, 1*3. 173
British Army, 164), 162, 173
Forest Service, 1641
Godwin. 160, 1*5. 1*9
mirrors, 149
paris of, 169
range of, 1*1
screens. 170
sightlng-rods, 170
speed of, 1»1
stations, 21. 160. 1»6
tripods. 170
use of In forest protection. 21. 160 
use of at lookout stations, 165 
use of on patrol, 169 

Heliographs on towers, 16s 
Hellographing by artificial light, 181 

by moonlight, 181 
with one mirror, 1711 
with two mirrors, 172

High-tension lines, interference from, 42, 60,
62. 78. 104

protection from. 89, 84, 184 
Hitch, barrel, use of, 76 
Holes for telephone poles, digging of, 60

Howlers 4a. 96. 132
use of in vibratory signalling. 96

Induction, electro-magnetic, definition of. 112 
electro-static, definition of, 120 

Insulator, definition of, 116 
Insulators, glass, specifications for, 213 

glass. I) pea of. 37. 7.2 
glass, use of, 27, 74 
split tree, attachment of 70. 73 
split tree, specifications for, 214 
split tree, types of, 87 
split tree, use of, 29, SO, 42. 44 
strain. 41. 71

Internal telephone systems, 25, 86

Joints, emergency wire, 76 
insulated wire. 93 
Western Vnion,

Kitchen equipment, liât of, 186 
Knives, electricians', 4»
Lanterns, acetylene, for signalling 182 

electric, for signalling. 1*3, 164 
Fischer high-power, 164 
signalling, 162

Lightning arresters, types of. »» 
arresters, use of 66. 133 
danger of. In construction, 60 

Linemen, 29
" Listening In," 131, 182
Location of telephone lines, factors influencing.

Lookout men. permanent, in forest protection. 
17, 16

stations, 7. 21, 26. 86, 73. 1*7), 1*6, 167 
station telephones, 94 
stations, heliograph at, 166

Magnet, definition of, 118 
Magnets, use of. in generators. 128 

use of. In ringers 129 
Magneto telephone, description of, 117 
Materials, emergency line, 74

standard, Hat of, 36 
McIntyre sleeves, 36, 65 
Message codes, 194 
Microphone, carbon, 123 
Mil. definition of. 121 
Mobley w Ire-cradle, 43 41;
Monkey-wrench. 41
Mounting-box, protector, specifications for. 219 

mllouite. 4(1, 94
Numerals, International Morse, 176 

Ohm. definition of, 119 
ohm's Law, M9
Open-tank treatment of poles, 48 
operators, heliograph, training of, 160

I'ack-frames. Klondike, 46, 46 
Mobley. 43. 46 

Packmaster, 10. 18, 19 
Party lines, definition of. 187 
Patrol, railway speeder, portable telephone for, 

14)9
Patrolmen In forest protection. 18, 21, 26.
Permanent forces, direction of, 9
Pigeons, carrier, 14
Pike-poles, 36
Pipes, grounding on. 91
Plans. Are, 9

telephone system. 23, 25 
Plate*, ground, types of 41, 91 
Pliers, linemen's, 37, 40
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Hole lines, definition of. 27 
I’ol.s cedar specifications for. 216 

dimensions of. 47
lasting qualities of various species of. 47 
number |ier carload. 2?1 
preservative treatment of, 47 
Hvusonliig of. 47 
self-support ing, 67 
setting of. :,2
shortened, re-setting of. Ufc 
weights of various lengths and tope, 221 

Hole-steps. 41. 52
I 'i cservatlve triât ment of poles, 47 
in vention of forest Uns, 3 \
I'riv ite telephone lilies. 33 
1‘roteetlon standards in relatto# to telephone 

lines, 35
Protectors, in fully exposed stations, Ml 

tn partially exposed stations, sp 
location of. Mi 
repair of. 147 
telephone. types of, 38 
telephone, types of. 3»

Provisions, list of. 1»8
Public roads, use of for telephone linen. 44
Punctuation. International Morse !7i;

yuartermuster. 11, 12. 18

Hallways, crossing of, 7s 
Itake, in pole-setting. „2 
Receiver, head. 38

telephone. 121. 114. 152 
telephone, repairs of. 146. 14» 

méconnaissance In fin protection 3. 11 
Reel, emergency wire, 38, 7.'.

pay-out. 3 V fin 
Relay stations. 26 
Repeating colls. 411
Reserves, In forest protection forces, » 
Resistance, definition of, II»
Right of way. clearing of. 44 

securing of, 42 
Ringers, telephone. 121, 128

telephone. Ohm resistance of. ?3, 12», 13» 
telephone, repairs of, 148. I5n 152 

Roads, crossing of. 74»
Rods, ground, 41, »l

ground, inspection of 147 
ground, portable. 116 
lightning. 3». 62

Roof tidge of poles, position of, 53 
Rules, operating, 14»

♦lag allowance, 2». «2. 7»
distribution of, on pole lines, 63 

Screw-drivers. 40
♦Scouts and scouting In forest protection. 3.

11. 1»
Semaphore, fixed. l»l

signalling with flags, 188, 1 PI 
signalling with fixed., 1»1 
signals, 14

H. t ies system of telephone connection, 137 
Shov. Is. types of. 8* 
signalling, laisser or vibratory. 118 
Signals, audible. 14. 15, 22 

chronnoemlc, 14 
code, 14 
colour. 15 
clanger, 22, 1»5 
electro-telegraphic. 16 
flash. 16 
shape. 16 
shot, m 
visual, 14 
whistle, 1W

Smoke, effect on range of heliograph. 176 
' Smoke chaser," 7. 9. 16, 1». 26

Soldering copper. 40
methods and materials. 21»

Sp i. iig uf poles. 6»
Splicing clamps. 37

Spools, emergent-) wire. 74 75, 76
• mergen > wire spevifl. at Ion for. 217 

Spoons, digging 38 
Standards. I > K B construction, 6»
Staples. Hluki Insulated, 4»
Static electricity. I .'si 
Stations, heliograph, selection of, 173 

signalling. 173. 18*
Strand, galvanised steel. 41. 71 
Strategy, tin -oppression 3, 12 
Stubs, as pole reinforcements. 143 
Submarine telephone lines, Ml 
Supervision. Mr.-fighting. 3. 8 
Supervisor, forest, is. 1», 23. 34. S6 
Supplies, pole-line. 15*7 

station, 187 
llee-lliie, lt*7

Supports, in forest protection forces. » 
Suppression, fit *. 8, 7

forces, h 11nieiianee and direction of. » 
forci >. nmlil11salIon of, u 
staff officers, 10

Survey of route for telephone line, 42 
Surveys, forest, use of signals on. I «7 
Switchboards, mi. 136 
Switches, 131. 136, 14 2 

repair of, 147 
Switch-hook, 121. 13n 

Inspection of, 147

Tactics. Are suppression. 12 
Tamping around poles, 60. 54 
Tape, electricians'. 40 
Telegraph. 20 

lines. 3|. 7*
simultaneous operation with telephone. 106 
wireless. 14. IK 

Telephone desk set, 8*
instruments, types of, 38
lookout-station -els, 94
magneto, description of, 117
portable, 25. 80, l»7. 10*
portable, Adams, 3». I os. Mil. l*n 132. 15*
portable. Forest Service Special, 3». 108.

simultaneous operation with telegraph, 1»6 
wall set, 38, 86 
wireless. 14. 1*

Tension, definition of. 12»
Tentage for telephone crew, 1»8 
Test sets, 107

stations, 2fi. 142 
Ties, regular, 63

"figure 8." 63. «4. 78. 78 
Timber conditions Influence on telephone con

struction of. 30 
Tools, emergency line, 74, 198 

linemen's, 37, 4fi 
line-stringing. 38, 4fi, 1»7 
pole-setters. 38. 46. 1»7 

Torch, soldering, 40
Tree lines contrasted with pole Unes, 28 

cost of. 28. 201 
definition of, 27 
development of methods. 2»

Transmitter, telephone, Ml. 123 
telephone. Inspection of. 147 
White (or solid back). 123
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1 lie methods of forest telephone construction deserihvd in this manual have been 
adopted almost without ehaiure from the “ Instructions for Forest Officers” as issued 
by the United States Forest Service. Department of Agriculture, in its -ation
entitled “Telephone ('onstruehuii and Maintenance on the National Forints.” With 
the permission of the Forest Service a considerable portion of these instructions has 
been reprinted herein and forms the hulk of Chapters VII. VIII. IX. XI. XII, and 
X\ I, as well as parts of other chapters. Most of the diagrams illustrating telephone 
construction methods are also reproduced from tin* same publication. A few were 

from a special circular of instructions prepared by the District Forester. 
District 5, I nited States Forest Service and certain material in the text was secured 
from the same circular.

Other important puhlh ations from which material has been derived are the 
following: “Systematic Fire Protection in the California Forests,” Dubois; “ Fire 
Protection in District 1,” Silcox; “ Manual of Visual Signalling,” United States 
Signal Corps; “Training Manual—Signalling ISM5,” British War Office.

In only a few eases, however, has it been possible to quote. In addition, a large 
number of works on special phases of the subject have boon consulted and these are 
for the most part included in Appendix It.

Personal assistance of the greatest value has also been received from Mr. K. II. 
Finlayson, District Inspector of Forest Reserves for Alberta, who has aided in the 
determination of the general plan of the manual and has particularly assisted by 
criticism of ( r XIV; from Mr. R. It. Adams, Telephone Engineer, United States 
Forest Service, Missoula, Montana, who has offered many valuable suggestions and 
furnished much of the material contained in Chapters X and XIII; from Mr. .1. 
It. Somers, United States Forest Service, in connection with the use of the heliograph 
and Hag by the Service, and from many field officers of the United Static Forest 
Service and the Dominion Forestry Branch with whom the author has been associated 
in forest administration.
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ABBREVIATIONS

A. W. (1. American Win- Gauge (Brown A: Sharpe)
B. B. — Best Best iron wire
B. & S. : Brown A- Sharpe wire gauge 
B. 1. (i. —British Imperial Gauge 
B. S. M. G. = Birmingham Sheet Metal Gauge 
B. XV. O. - Birmingham Wire Gauge 
I >. B. Double-Bitted, as of an axe
D. F. B. Dominion Forestry Branch
E. B. B. = Extra Best Best iron wire
E. M. F. Elect ro-Moti\c Force
X. B. S. G. =New British Standard Gauge
S. B. Single-Bitted, as of an axe
V. S. S. M.G.- V ni ted States Sheet Metal Gauge
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This manual li.is a twofold purpose. Primarily, it is intended for the instruction 
and guidance of those officers of the Dominion Forestry Branch who are charged wit'» 
the protection of the forest reserves and other Dominion-owned timber and who find 
rapid and reliable means of communication an indispensable adjunct to their work. 
In order to fulfil this purpose, the various methods of communication which experience 
has demonstrated to be best adapted for use in forest protection are dealt with in 
detail, and the methods herein set forth are to Ik* followed without deviation wherever 
permanent lines of communication are established.

Particular attention is given to instructions for the building of forest telephone 
lines. In some important respects these lines possess unique characteristics. The 
distinctive requirements of telephone communication for forest protection purposes have 
been the subject of much intensive study and experiment during the past decade both 
in Canada and the I'nited States, and the equipment and methods of construction 
which have been adopted nr developed bave been standardized by the Pnitcd States 
Forest Service and adopted by many state and private forest protection organizations 
in both countries. These standard methods with slight modification to fit Canadian 
conditions are set forth in detail in this manual and form the main body of tin* portion 
devoted to the telephone.

It is felt, however, that information with regard to the usefulness of the telephone 
and other means of rapid communication in forest protection is of timely interest to 
all owners of timber in Canada. Thus far, there has been relatively little specialization 
in the work of forest protection on Canadian timber-lands. The usual system followed 
by both government and private owners has been to semi out each year a large number 
of tire rangers, each of whom works on a more or less independent basis. In many 
cases a new crew is raised each year and in most eases dependence is placed on chance 
ami the native ability of the rangers for the prevention, detection, and suppression of 
fires in their districts, without aid from special training, organization, or equipment. 
There are a few notable exceptions to this practice but as a general rule forest 
protection in Canada is handled by forces wholly locking the training, organization, 
or equipment necessary for the employment of modern specialized methods and is, 
therefore, of necessity, costly ami inefficient.

One of the prime essentials in the organization of fire protection on a specialized 
basis, in contrast to the present lion-specialized methods, is a reliable means of rapid 
communication linking up all strategic points within the forest with those outside 
of it and forming a network of lines of communication by which every unit of its 
protection staff is in constant touch with every other unit, and the whole is in direct 
communication with the chief ranger or other officer immediately responsible for the 
protection work on the area. In this manual, the principal means by which this inter
communication may be maintained in an unsettled timbered country are explained. 
Naturally, wherever adequate commercial telephone or telegraph services exi-t they 
will be employed, but those are of little importance in forest protection in Canada 
because settlement in timbered regions is extremely meagre.
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living intended fur non-technical readers, it 1ms lieen m,ce*sary in ninny instances 
to elaborato i»uints that might otherwise have been jiassed over very liriefly. l*or the 
àitmu reason a certain amount of re|H*tition has U en thought desirable. The aim lias 
been to bring together in one publication not only the details of telephone construction 
and operation practice as e.x« on the Dominion forest reserves, but also all
available information on various communication methods that have proved to he 
useful in connection with forest protection activities. It is believed that only one 
subject of ini|Hirtauve has lieen given very inadequate treatment and that is the 
«lue-tioii of pole preservation. This, it is planned to treat in a supplementary 
publication when certain investigations now lieing conducted are completed.
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PART I

COMMUNICATION IN SPECIALIZED FOREST PROTECTION 

CHAPTER I
SPECIALIZED FOREST PROTECTION

Section 1 Specialization Defined

As applied to forest protection, specialization involves two primary modifications 
of old stylo methods. These are, on the one hand, an extensive centralization "f 
executive authority in the hands of certain field officers who are responsible for the 
protection of certain clearly defined forest tracts and, on the other hand, a classifi
cation of the duties of the field staff into certain well-defined functions and the 
assignment of special men to the performance of these special functions. This is best 
understood, perhaps, by comparing tin? actual organization of the old style 
forest protection staff with the modern specialized staff, in the more primitive 
of the former the staff consists of a number of district chiefs or inspectors 
each of whom is responsible for the general supervision of the patrol staff in a certain 
area. These inspectors are most likely |>ermancnt employees. Under each is a 
number of patrolmen or rangers, assigned either singly or in pairs, to a certain 
subdivision of the inspector’s district, called as a rule a heat.” Each of these 
rangers is responsible for his own l>ent only and within that area he jicrform* all the 
functions of the fire prevention staff. The district chief or ins|ieetor is required to keep 
moving from beat to beat principally for the purpose of ensuring that the rangers are 
in tin* areas assigned to them and are performing their duties. In addition, he, being 
a permanent employee and presumably more skilled in those duties than the temporary 
staff, can assist the latter by advice and instruction. This extremely simple form of 
organization has. however, only one point in its favour which is that it can he 
employed where the field staff is wholly untrained or unskilled in modern protection 
methods while no other form can be so employed. It is. therefore, particularly adapted 
to regions where the subordinate protection staff consists of extremely low-priced 
labour, as in India where natives are largely employed for this work. Where our own 
standards of wages prevail, such a system to Ik* effective must be tremendously 
expensive. This is as inevitable in forest protection as it is in other forms of organized 
human activity such as manufacturing, transportation, or military affairs, from all 
of which in the modern world this system has long since disappeared.

Contrasted with this method of protection are the various more or le<s elaborated 
systems of specialization that have been developed by the leaders in forest protection. 
These developments differ in no material respect from those that have taken place in 
other large-scale activity but, owing to the nature of the work, they have followed more 
closely the methods of organization employed in military ojierations rather than those 
of most industrial activities. The most striking characteristic of a specialized staff 
is that instead of being a constantly moving paitrol, each man confined to a limited area 
within which lie performs all functions, it becomes very largely a stationary staff, 
each member of which performs only one function but may extend his activities over 
a large numln-r of the old-time beats. Thus, instead of each man being individually 
responsible for detecting fires, certain men are specially assigned to this work and 
arc located permanently on prominent lookout peaks or towers; instead of each man 
being respcnsihle for putting out such tires as occur, s|K*einl men, selected. equip|>ed,
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mid located with this one nul in view are pinned at strategie points and are despatched 
only to smdi tins as are discovered h.v the lookout men ; instead of each man getting in 
his own supplies for himself or a fire-fighting crew, a special man operating over a 
large area with suitable equipment and assistants takes care of all the supplies and 
transportation. In short, to establish a specialized forest protection staff means 
nothing more or less than the extension of division of labour on the modern basis 
of function to the work of protecting forests from tire.

Section 2—Communication Defined

When we speak of communication in connection with forest protection we may 
have in mind one or the other of two rather distinct concepts. On the one hand, 
communication refers to the conveyance of materials or of men from one place to 
another. In this sense communication becomes a problem of transportation and lines 
of communication liecome ronds, railways, trails, etc. With this type of communi
cation, although it is of vast importance in forest protection, this manual is not 
concerned.

Communication in the other sense means the conveyance of information from one 
place to another. Obviously this does not necessarily involve any transfer of material 
substance, and lim*s of communication become telephone or telegraph wires, wireless 
installations, or signals of an almost endless variety. In thi* sense, communication 
is one of the prime essentials in specialized forest protection. Without well-developed 
means of transmitting information rapidly lietween all the numerous elements of a 
specialized force it is wholly impracticable to employ the distinctive features of 
specialized organization, and entire responsibility for all lines of work must necessarily 
he left in the hands of the patrolman, the least trained, and most poorly paid and 
equipped man in the whole force. This is obviously inevitable, however, in the 
absence of lines of rapid communication. At the same time it must be kept in mind 
that forest telephones and other modern devices for securing intercommunication do 
not of themselves produce specialization in a fonst protection staff, but are merely a 
necessary mechanical device through the use of which functional organization and 
centralized control are rendered feasible.

Section 3—Present Protection Methods

It is well recognized in Canada that forests if they arc to he kept from burning 
up must have some kind of systematic protection during that portion of the year 
generally referred to as the “ tire season.’’ The extent of protection attempted largely 
depends upon the enlightenment of the owner of the timber, tin value placed upon it 
and the fire danger or risk. This last is an extremely complex element made up of 
several factors which vary with the season, the character of the forest, the local causes 
of tire, and other local conditions which tend to favour or to obstruct the protection 
work. It is equally well recognized in the forested regions of Canada that the only 
kind of protection that has even a remote chance of success is patrol by a force of 
specially employed fire rangers. The patrol of timber-lands has been a feature of fire 
protection in certain parts of Canada for more than thirty years. In other parts it 
is only of recent origin, while very large areas in all parts of the country, hearing a 
young growth whose value and vital national importance are unrealized, are as yet 
wholly unprotected. A careful study of most of these patrol forces, however, reveals 
the fact that they are organized and operated on extremely individuali>tic lines. Some 
of the very largi'st operate almost without a directive staff and in no case has there 
as yet been developed a staff capable of making a clone scientific study of this problem 
of fire protection, resolving it into its elements and building up on a basis of known 
facts a business-like organization and mode of procedure. In almost every case a
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forest protection force in ('imndu nui>i<ts simply of an indefinite number nf more or 
lo-- <pinliti«*d tin-n hi rod oaoli year for the tiro soixui only, ami -ont into tin* woods with 
only the must moagro instructions. In general they arc told to prevent or to detect 
and suppress, su far as possible, forest fires in a specified district. Hot ween rangers 
even in adjoining districts there is little or no relationship. There i- practically no 
differentiation of duties and no guidance or supervision except a very occasional visit 
of inspection, primarily to determine that they are actually present in their district 
aiyl are not employed at some other work. I'lven this is successful only to a very 
hmited extent because of the inherent difficulties of maintaining dose personal super
vision over a force which of nceosdty i- widely scattered over a vu-t area of undeveloped 
country.

I he total annual expenditure lor forest protection by all agencies in Canada is 
probably not less than $1,500,000. Single agencies -pend as milch as $.‘150.000 per 
annum and employ MM) to l.oon men annually. The value of the resource protected is 
of immense importance to the nation since fully «15 per cent of the country is capable 
of producing no other form of u-eful commodity. This resource is the raw material 
for the second largest industry of Canada. From this may lie gained some idea of the 
relative importance of a scientific study of the business of protecting forests front fire.
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Section 4—Analogy to Military Operations

It requires but little knowledge of the operations involved in forest protectios. 
under conditions existing in C.iuuda to appreciate the striking resemblances whins 
exist between this work and military operations on a large scale. It i- noted at one» 
that there exist the same prebli ms < f trai.-portation, of commissary and supply, of 
scouting and reconnaissance, of intercommunication, of camp management, and the 
handling of men on the fire-line. Also there are frequently involved t in
field engineering, and in animal nimuigi ment. Further, it is readily possible to 
«livide the actual process of placing a forist tin- under control by frontal attack, flank
ing trenches, or buck-fire* into two main sets of operation*, namely tactical ami 
strategical. The present is perhaps an «qiportune time to point out the vital import
ance of organization and discipline, of special training for individual units, of perfect 
eiptipnmnt, and of a skil'.iil anil scientific directive staff in military operations. Months, 
even years, are spent in training men for the least responsible of military positions 
and we know that an army without this highly perfeeteil organization and equipment, 
no matter hoxv individually excellent, is a pitiable thing before a modern military 
machine. It is littli* realized, however, that forest proti'ction, which in all its essen
tial operations Wars such a striking resemblance to military operations, is susceptible 
of just as intensive stml.v and development and that an uns|icciiilizcd tire-ranger staff 
i-. in its own sphere, ju-t as pitiable an object when compared to a highly sp«*eiu!ized 
staff as is an untrained ill-« quipped army when compared to our modern troop*.

A* i> well known, the extent and perfi*eti«»n of control muiiitiiiiicd in modern 
military operations is largely the result mi the on»* liaml of the perfection of functional 
control sei'iiml through the General Staff and on tin* other of two elements nf 
nmehnuical ccuipnieiit, the gasolene engine as applied to transportation, and tin- t«*le- 
phone and telegraph as employed in intercommunication. It is one of the aims of 
ihi- manual to indicate how these same highly dewloped nn-aiis of intercommunication 
may In* applied at small expense to the operation of directing forest protection forces.

Section 5—Functions of a Fore«t Protection Force

A careful analysis of tin- operations involved in tin- protection of forests from 
tire reveals tin* fact that a fire-control fom* exondse* four principal functions. Tlii'so 
may lie called Prcv* ntioii. Detection, Suppression, and Supervision. In an unspecinl- 
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izt'd staff each member of thv staff exercises all four functions. Naturally there i> no 
organized staff so completely unspccialized that there is absolutely no differentiation 
of functions performed !;y different members, but nearly all of the forest protection 
forces of Canada arc so little, specialized that the overwhelming majority of the staff 
actually does have all these functions to perform. As in other industries so in forest 
protection, non-specialization means independence of action and lack of close co-opera
tion. Thus we find that practically all fire, rangers employed in Canadian forests are 
independent units, each supreme in his own district, performing individually all 
functions of tire control, and neither assisting nor receiving assistance from any other

Where specialization has been adopted, however, the whole organization is 
radically different. Specialization is the basis of modern industry, and the gain in 

efficiency that resulted from the industrial revolution is no more striking than is the 
improvement that results from the adoption of similar specialization in forest protec
tion. Obviously, no other result could reasonably be anticipated.

Specialization in forest protection is secured by employing separate units to 
perform each of the distinct functions revealed by the analysis of the operations of 
forest protection. It is neither possible, nor necessary, to differentiate functions 
absolutely in all cases, hut instead of each member of the control force performing all 
functions each is given one as a primary function and exercises the others only to a 
very minor degree, if at all.

Section 6—Prevention of Forest Fires

The function of Prevention, as the name would indicate, includes all those 
activities whose aim is to ensure that fires do not start in the forest. Statistic* of 
the causes of forest fires, upon which all prevention plans must l*o based, show that 
for the eastern part of the country human agencies arc responsible for at least Ofi 
per cent of forest fires, while in the West about SO pvr cent are thus caused. This 
difference is due to the lightning-caused tires which arc relatively more numerous in 
the mountainous regions of the West. Fires due to human cause* may be considered 
almost wholly preventable, and a forest protection staff must be prepared to make an 
exhaustive study of the causes of the fires with which it has to deal and to apply 
the necessary remedies. Prevention of forest fires involves a whole host of considera
tions mostly beyond the range of this discussion and even in actual application largely 
beyond the influence of the direct control forces in the woods. Certain preventive 
measures, however, lielong primarily to the woods staff. Such, for instance, are advice 
and warning to forest travellers and tourists. This is of very great importance in 
many forested regions of Canada. A specialized forest protection force will have 
certain of its members specifically assigned to this duty wherever the directive staff 
determines, as a result of a careful study of fire records, that such preventive measures 
are needed. In maintaining this observation of tourists and other travellers a well- 
developed system of communication by which the patrol force is kept constantly 
informed of the entrance of parties into the forest and of their movements while 
there is of immense value. By means of it every person in the force is enabled to 
contribute indirectly to the prevention work and to assume this as n secondary function 
without in any way interfering with whatever happens to be his primary function.

Similarly, the supervision of “clearing” fires employed by settlers, an extremely 
frequent cause of disastrous forest fires, is preventive in nature, and many other 
activities of this kind must be provided for. according to local conditions. In all 
cases, however, it is necessary to emphasize that the fundamental basis for scientific 
and effective prevention work is an accurate knowledge of fire causes in any given 
region. This is best secured by rigid investigation of all fires that occur and the 
accumulation of statistics of causes over a period of years.
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Section 7—Detection of Forest Fires

1 lie method of performing the function of Detection has to some degree become 
a distinctive chnrnctcristic of u 8|icciulizcd stuff. In the usual type of organization 
with little or no internal co-operation or interdependence of units, each ranger must 
depend upon himself alone to detect and locate all tires in his district. To accom
plish this he adopts various methods according to the nature of the country and 
forest, the causes of. tires, and his own energy, experience, and ingenuity. To some 
extent he relies upon reports received from various volunteer sources, supplementing 
this with patrol of routes <>f travel, and. if the region is favourable, with observations 
from commanding peak', ridges, or even unusually tall trees. If he sights a smoke from 
a distance lie can determine its location only by his knowledge of the country, aided 
by a map if lie has one and knows lmw to use it. in most eases his determination is 
likely to be only a mere approximation and much time is lost in searching for the 
fire and making the exact location. This done, lie must then undertake its suppres-

Fiji 1 I.ookout station on n Dominion forest reserve in British C'oliimlilii

'ion either alone or with such assistance, often innde<|iintc, as lie is aide to summon 
*" hi- aid. I hiring the Suppression period, the protection of his district will most 
likely be left entirely to elm nee. The fatal weakness of this system is the slowness 
ami uncertainty with which it operates One of tin- most efficient tire-preventive 
organization* in the world has .is it*, motto “ Minutes Count” and nowhere in the 
course of a tire do they count more disastrously than in the tirst few hours. Prac
tically all forest tires start as mere sparks. A neglected --r half-extinguished cainp* 
tirr. a eareless'y dreplied match, the spark from a pipe or an engine, or some other 
similar insignificant source gives ris. to the great hulk of disastrous tire* At the 
start ami for some little time afterward, according to the weather, the season, and 
other local conditions, all such fires are easily within the power of one man to 
extinguish. Hut as they increase in size they increase even more rapidly in intensity. 
What was at first only a spark soon becomes a conflagration which only a very large 
crew of men can make headway against. The lesson, therefore, that every ranger
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has learned is that the way to prevent large tires is to extinguish them when they 
are small an obvious lesson—the aeeoniplishineut of which task is the primary 
purpose of specialization in forest protection.

There are in general hut two ways to ensure that all fires will ho extinguished 
in their incipience. The one is to put in an overwhelming force and depend upon 
weight of numbers and extremely small districts to ensure success. The possibilities 
of this system are ' ion reached, owing to the prohibitive expense. The other system 
is to adopt specialization, to use fewer but more highly trained men, to co-ordinate 
their activities by organization and d's-ipliue and t - a-sist them with every form of

• v

Fig. 2 Steel lookout tower on a Donilnlun forvst reserxv in Saskatchewan

mechanical appliance that will multiply their individual effectiveness. Among the*» 
appliances modern means of intercommunication are of basic iiu|Hirtance, and in no 
res...... is this more evident than in specialized means of Detection.

The function of Detection in a specialized statT is performed by units entirely 
distinct from the rest of the force. The nature of their duties i* such that they can 
rarely perform any other duties even as a secondary function, and only in a very 
imperfect way can other units perform th • function of Detention on a secondary 
basis. These units, charged specifically with the duty of detecting and locating fires, 
arc known as “lookout men ” and hundreds of them are employed in specialized fore.-t
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protection forces in the I’nitid States. They arc a most picturesque unit, jw rl’onn- 
ing a little-known but valuable service under most unusual and often trying ron- 
ditioiis.

For the most part lookout stations are established on the tops of prominent 
mountain peaks; mount 11 nod in the Cascades, mount Fairview in the Rockies, even 
the active volcano, l.assen peak, in northern California, and scores of other mountains 
throughout the Western States are used for lookout purposes. Several have also 
been established in llritisli Columbia bv both the I><>niini• >n and proviiteial forest 
services. In the Fasteru States, notably in New Knglaud, a wry extensive develop
ment of the lookout sy-tcm has taken place. Vraetieally the entire timbered area of 
these states, and large parts of many others as far west as Minnesota, are wul- l <<1 C 
permanent lookout men throughout the tire seas m. The location and character of 
the lookout stations is determined by the n turc of the topography. If suitable 
sharp-topped peaks are not available towers must be erected. Lookout towers as high 
as 1Ô0 ft. have been built but ordinarily the standard *ti*cl towers which run from 
oil to «0 ft. high are satisfactory.

Satisfactory lookout service in a specialized organization demands the continuous 
presence of the lookout man at his station throughout the daylight hours s -ven days 
in the week. This can he accomplished only hy making the lookout station and 
dwelling-hoiiM* one and the «aine. Accordingly a typo of building lias been especially 
designed for this work which is so arranged that no matter where the lookout may 
he while in the station he can always have a clear and unobstructed view of the 
entire area for which he is responsible. 11 is duly, therefore, is easily defined. It is 
to remain at his station continuously throughout the day and maintain a constant 
watidi over the are.» within his range of vision, noting all indications of fire, determin
ing their location .and reporting imniediatelv to the proper unit of the control force. 
For the pur|sise of aiding him to fulfil his function he is provided with certain 
mechanical devices. These* include tinted glasses to protect his eves and aid him to 
distinguish faint smoke at long range, field-glasses with which to examine suspicious, 
looking smudges, a special form of lookout map correctly oriented, a fire locator (or 
alidade) for determining the hearing of n smoke, mid finally a telephone or other 
means of eommuni-at ion hy which he may report without delay. Rapid ni -ans of 
communication are fundamental to successful lookout service. For this purpose the 
forest telephone •< universally preferred, but other means are sometimes used for 
reasons of expediency and nro nearly always maintained in order to guard against 
temporary isolation of the station should the telephone line be broken.

Wherever n region is fully covered by lookout stations, the precise location of a 
fire within a distance of n fraction of a mile may be quickly secured by the simple 
process of intersecting front two or more stations. Where the fire is visible from 
only one station, other methods of location, slightly less exact, have been devised. 
Many difficulties in the establishment and maintenance of dwellings on the high peaks 
of the western mountains have been encountered and many ingenious devices resorted 
to in overcoming them which it \< beyond the scope of this manual to discuss. Also, 
it is impossible to discuss the human factor in lookout service which is in itself an 
element of much importance.

Section 8—Suppression of Forest Fires

A fire having been discovered and reported by the lookout man, the third element 
of the specialized staff is brought into action. This is the unit whose main function 
is Suppression. The title “ smoke chaser ” applied to this unit adequately indicates 
the nature of the service. The ‘'smoke chaser ” cor rescinds to the fireman of a 
city tire brigade. IIis duty is to remain within call of his telephone bell or other 
communicating apparatus and upon being advised of the location of a fire to proceed 
to it by the shortest route in the least po-sihle time and to extinguish it. Here,
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again, minutes count and every possible measure is taken to see that none are l"st. 
If lie travels on foot, his pack is ready to be instantly shouldered. After careful 
study and experiment a “smoke chaser's” pack, containing all essentials for three 
days and the tools needed for lighting a tire, has been devised to weigh only 21 
pounds. If he can use a horse, it stands ready saddled and bridled; if he travels by 
power boat, it floats at his duck fully equipped. His only duty is to leave instantly, 
get to the fire in the least possible time, ami do everything in his power to put it 
under control.

Section 9—Supervision of Protection Forces

I’hi- “ smoko chaser,” however, is only tin- first or skirmish line of defence. 
Back of him stands the whole organized control force, the entire man-power of the 
community where this system has been most highly developed. I bis brings up the 
fourth function, that of Supervision. For the successful operation of a specialized 
protective force it is essential that the function of Supervision be performed by a 
permanent staff. In order to provide year-long employment economically this staff 
must necessarily be incorporated in the organization which is concerned with the 
woods operations. Private owners can incorporate it in their logging crews; govern
ment-. in the --aling or iii-qioctioa staff. This is a particularly ei-y problem in 
Canada where logging is confined almost exclusively to the winter season and tire
ranging almost wholly to the season when logging ceases.

Keeping in mind the military analogy already alluded to, it will hr evident that 
flic supervising staff is nothing more or less than a skeleton organization composed 
wholly of officers, which organization can be rounded into a complete defensive unit 
by calling upon a large body of assistants of various degrees of training, according 
to the necessities of the season. In a region where anything in the nature of 
permanent settlement is found, this training may. indeed, be carried to considerable 
lengths ami the efficiency of the force greatly enhanced.

It will be realized, however, in studying the details of forest protection work 
that it divides rather distinctly into two general classes. There is on the one hand 
the more strictly administrative duties which fall to the various supervising officers. 
These include the day-h.v-day supervision of the work of prevention and detection 
forces; the inspection of field conditions; study of tire conditions and labour supply; 
preparation and revision of mobilization schemes; the supply of provisions to field 
forces; direction of construction on improvement projects and various other activities 
not concerned with the actual process of fighting fires, but either preventive in 
character or in the nature of preparation for fighting fires that are anticipated.

On the other hand there is the actual forest fire-fighting, mostly on a small scale 
in a smoothly running organization but sometimes on a very large scale and with 
crews of considerable size. This, too, will ns a rule be under the direction of the 
same supervisory officer, although in some cases the actual executive work on the 
fire-line is placed in the hands of a fire-line foreman while the supervisory officers 
devote their attention to co-ordinating the various auxiliary services and determining 
the general strategy of the fire-control operations. Here is seen a distinct develop
ment of staff and line functions as will be hereinafter explained.

Section 10—Duties of Supervising Officers

It will be readily apparent that the duties and responsibilities of the supervisory 
officer in a specialized staff are much more extensive and call for a far more careful 
training than those of any grade of employee in a non-specialized force, or even in 
the other units of his own organization. He must be more carefully selected, more 
highly trained, and, naturally, better paid, llis duties in connection with fire preven
tion are ns follows;—
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The maintenance of supervisory control over the entire prevention, detection, and 
suppression staff regularly employed in his district is of first importance to the .«uper- 
visory officer.

To do this it is essential that ho lie able to maintain communication with all units
• >f this stuff. This is accomplished by the pn*pcr planning of the permanent lines of 
communication within the district and the skilful use of the portable and emergency 

‘•luipment deserilied in this manual.

‘J MomUZATloX OF Si ni'RF.ssloN Fori ks

The sii|iemsing officer must organize and direct the mobilization of all the forces 
needed to form the main and sup|mrting lines of defence in tire suppression. While the 
aim of specialized forest protection is always to handle all tires in the incipient stage 
this ideal cannot alway- be maintained, and through delays in detection or reporting, 
faulty location or other failures, some tires will prove too formidable for the “smoke 
chaser” alone. There are few forest regions even in the more remote parts of Canada’s 
commercial timber-belt where there is not some form of local settlement. Where agri
cultural settlers are not found there are still logging camps, miners, construction crews.
• •r perl in | is surveyors, tourists, summer residents, hunters, etc. The communication 
>ystein must bo planned to put the supervising officer in direct touch with all these 
sources of labour and he must organize this labour so that in ease of emergency it. may 
bo called u|hiii for assistance with a reasonable certainty of an immediate and effective 
response. This has been accomplished in several ways but probably the most successful 
has lieen through the organization of volunteer tire companies, organized with all the 
necessary officers and liound by agreement to report on call at designated points. Many 
factors and local conditions necessarily cause wide variations in the possibilities of 
developing these forces for use in fire emergencies.

In th<* more highly perfected organizations it is possible to distinguish three lines 
of defence or classes of forces behind the “smoke chaser.” These may bo called :

(a) Main line foras, which are as a rule made up of all the available employees of 
the timlier-owner;

il>) Supports, which consist of local residents usually scattered through or on the 
immediate Imrders of the forest who are under definite contract to perform certain 
-|M*citied emergency fire duties; and

(<) The Jirsm rs. which may consist of organized volunteer fire companies as out
lined above or may be simply an available laliour supply at some adjacent centre win ri
al r rangements for securing men have been made through laliour agencies or other 
means.

Whatever is the form and composition of the Supports and Reserves, the mobiliza
tion, equipment, and transportation of these forces to the fire-line must be handled by 
the supervisory officer and his staff. Fire plans, which are an essential feature of 
specialized tire protection, detail the means for accomplishing this concentration, but 
the ex|ieditious carrying out of the features of such a plan is largely dependent upon 
the system of communication.

3—Maintenance and Direction or St mn.ssiuN Fori ks

Finally, the supervisory officer must provide for the maintenance of his forces on 
the tire-line and the direction of the work of suppression by these forces. In this, his 
problems differ from that of the military officer in no material aspect except the merely 
rudimentary development of his medical service and the absence from his transportation 
columns of anything corresponding to the enormous quantity of ammunition requind 
by modern troops. A complete discussion of this phase of the function of supervision
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might constitute tin* subject matter of a manual of forest protection ami is beyond the 
scope of a manual mi communication alone, hut the main divisions of it may In* very 
briefly considered. In doing so, however, it is necessary to recollect that although the 
object of all fire-protection forces is principally to prevent tires, nevertheless the supreme 
test will cmne in the actual handling of a dangerous forest tire and all organization 
must he based u|h>u preparation for this contingency. This, of necessity, involves :i 
somewhat elaborate organization which must he provided though it may never in prac
tice lie utilized for the purpose intended. From this it does not necessarily follow ih.it 
a stalf is held idle merely awaiting emergencies that no effort is spared to avoid. On 
the contrary, the skill of the organizer is shown b.v the way the necessary staff i- 
scented for emergency work without continuous maintenance. This force as alrcadv 
indicated is divided into line and stall according to the nature of its duties.

Section 11—Duties of Suppression Staff Officers

These are five in number and give ri>e to five separate departments, but it is seldom, 
even in a very dangerous region, that all are separately organized.

1—Tkvxsi'ort

I lie trans|Hirtation problem Incomes important only when relatively large fires 
must he fought at a considerable distance from a base of supplies. Its difficulties 
arise more from the poor quality of the lines of communication over which trans
portation takes place than from any other factor. Crews seldom exceed HH> men 
though more than 1,000 have at times been engaged in one locality. Distances are 
sometimes considerable, frequently 2‘> miles beyond the railways, sometimes more 
• ban 1<H) miles. Wagons, Isiats, or pack-horses are the usual equipment employed. 
Sometimes motor-cars may he used hut on the other baud' it is sometimes necessary 
to pack supplies on men’s hacks. When, as is nearly always the case in the western 
forests, pack-horses are the only feasible means of transport, the maintenance of a 
hundred men on a fire-line is quite as difficult a transport problem as is the main
tenance of 2.00K or M.000 men in a country where modern motor-trucks may he 
employed.

The transport service in a specialized force is seldom under tin* direct charge 
of the supervisory officer having immediate charge of the smallest fire-protection 
district or unit of area. As a rule ten or more such districts are combined under an 
officer of higher rank and the transport service for the entire group is handled from 
a central headquarters. Where necessary a chief transport offie r, generally called 
the ** pickmnster,” is employed for this purpose.

A veiy important element of transportation i- ti e condition of the line- of com
munication. such as roads and trails. It must be the constant aim of a forest- 
protection force to improve these lines at every possible opportunity. In the aceoni- 
pl'shincDt of this an intern mnmnicating system i> of the highest importance. It- 
value arises from the fact that in scarcely any forest region is the tire season continu
ous. but owing to rains there are periods of greater or less length when no fire is 
likely to occur. The efficient organization will plan to use the fire-protection stuff 
during such periods for tin» extension or improvement of lines of communication. 
This is accomplished by preparing in advance careful plans fAr neeessarx improv< 
incuts to roads, trails, or other permanent works, distributing the work as mu h as 
possible to all districts. Immediately on the occurrence of a heavy rain, the fire- 
control force is swung on to improvement work through the medium of the inter
communication system and is kept employed on this work at the discretion of the 
supervising officer until conditions again require a return to fire-control duties. The
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amount of work that may be accomplished in this way depends on the seasonal eondi- 
tions hut it rarely happens that a fairly eonsiderable total docs not result from 
careful preliminary preparation and skilful use of opportunity and of the means 
of communication available.

2—(\»i Mlss.vuv

I lie hulk id the material handled by the trans|M»rt service to tire-lighting crews is 
food'. This i» supplied in the most successfully organized forest districts through a 
ventral depot which distributes to a group of tire- eiitrol districts, generally the same 
group as is handled by a single transport officer.

The officer in charge of the commissary is c died the “ quartermaster " and, in 
fact, very often combines the duties of quartermaster with those of paekmaster. lie 
arranges for the delivery of the necessary food, tools, and miscellaneous camp 
supplies, such es tohac.-o, socks, etc., from the main supply points in the nearc«t 
towns to one or more luise stations from which they are distributed to the tire-fighting 
crews as required. The cooks at the various eamps make requisition upon hint for
supplies either dit....tly by telephone or other line of rapid communication, or
indirectly by message to the nearest telephone station. The extreme uncertainty of 
the extent or duration of this class of work constitutes the principal element of 
difficulty for the quartermaster, and this he is enabled to minimize by being in 
constant direct communication with each camp.

3—Finance ami Avvot ntini;

Tim payment of fire-fighters must he handled promptly, especially where large 
crews of a floating class of labour are involved. Also, an efficient organization will 
want to maintain an accurate record of its expenditure and an adequate cost- 
aeeounting system. This is generally handled by a paymaster who disburses for a 
group of fire-control districts, often including two or more groups of the size handled 
by a single quartermaster or pack master. The intercommunicating system expedites 
the work of the paymaster by enabling him to get advance information in regard to 
the men coming out and the amount of disbursement he must be prepared to 
make each day. This is often of great importance in regions where banking facili
ties are limited. On the fire-line he is represented by the timekeeper who, however, 
generally has other duties to perform as well.

1 TvmtroMMI Nil AVION AND lttCf'oNNAtSS \N< T

As has already boon indicated it is of vital importance to the efficient operation 
of each of the several departments of the fire-control staff that constant communi
cation he maintained between the fire-fighting crew and the various headquarter» in 
the rear of the tire-line.

It is also of much inqiortaneo on a large fire that the officer in charge be kept
constantly informed of the progress of the fire in all its parts and of the su... . or
failure of the various control measures undertaken by the forces combating it. This, of 
course, a»»umes that a relatively large fire is being subdued. Small fires may be readily 
observed by the ofti.er in charge ami no special organization for securing information 
is needed. On large tire», however, it is frequently found desirable to employ a scout 
or intelligence officer. The duty of this memlier of the force is to keep the chief of tin 
fire-fighting force informed of all important features of the work of fin- control and of 
the progress of the fire itself where not yet under control, lie is also, as a rule, charged 
with establishing and maintaining communication with the headquarters in tla 
rear. Now, it rarely happens that a fire camp is located on a permanent telephone 
line. If. therefore, it is considered necessary that the camp be equipp'd for direct 
communication it liennms the duty of this officer to provide telephone connection or
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establish communication li.v some other direct means. The methods by which this may 
he done are explained in this manual in Chapter X of Part II and in Part. III. It is 
desirable here only to indicate the organization by which it is effected. Naturally, such 
communication will be required only in exceptional cases. A camp that will lie occupied 
for only a few days at the most and that would need to send only a wry few messages 
would handle them by messenger, lint where a large camp may he occupied for a i**riod 
of weeks, perhaps, and is only one of several engaged in the control of a single large 
tire, then it may he extremely important to establish direct connection. It is the same 
problem that faces the military officer who must decide whether to send an order by 
messenger or have it transmitted by signal. The circumstances in each case and 
knowledge of the possibilities of all means available must be the guide in the action

5—Fjrk Si itkf.ssion Strategy

The strategy of fire-fighting as distinct from tactics has the same significance as in 
military operations, that is. it comprises all those broader elements of tlie problem such 
as existing conditions of tire, topography, season, forest, forces available, and other 
factors which taken together determine in a broad way the general method of attack. 
ITifortunately there is not available in tire-fighting records any body of detailed report* 
of fire-fighting operations with the reasons therefor and the results attained, such as 
exist in military history, and lacking this essential data fire-fighting strategy .«till 
remains in a condition of very rudimentary development ns a practical art. In actual 
practice it is necessary to rely entirely upon the individual capacity of some member 
of the force who has himself only his own individual experience to depend upon. Xon- 
speeialized forces assume this knowledge id' all their members. Specialized forces 
undertake to bring to bear on this important line of work a more extensive experience 
by making available for study by the permanent staff such detailed reports of fire-fight
ing strategical operations as can be secured and by relieving some of the staff officers of 
most of the usual details of forest protection work so that they may give special atten
tion to this important phase.

Section 12—Duties of Suppression Line Officers

1—Cami* Management

Unlike military camps, fire camps an- extremely simple. It is very seldom that 
such camps arc large enough or remain in one place long enough to require special 
sanitary precautions or highly specialized organization. Provision for safety in loca
tion is necessary but usually is easily secured. The same is true of provision for 
medical service. Injuries, sometimes fatal, are not uncommon in fighting fires and yet, 
on the whole, they are not sufficiently numerous to require any special organization. 
There is, therefore, in a specialized fire-protection staff nothing that corresponds to the 
medical corps or sanitary corps of an army. All responsibilities of this nature as a rule 
fall upon one of the line officers, such as the camp foreman. The greatest advance has 
probably been made by those organizations which maintain at their base supply stations 
a number of special tire camp first-aid kits, which arc distributed by the quartermaster 
as needed, and handled by the timekeeper or the camp foreman in the field.

2—Fire Svppressiox Tactics

The tactics of fire-fighting include all those specific measures of control that arc 
employed in the immediate vicinity of the fire. As a specific illustration, a decision to 
divide the crew and begin the attack on tin.* fire on both flanks at once rather than to 
endeavour to combat the head is a strategical one, but a decision as to whether to cut a 
trench near the edge of the fire or to use a trail existing at some distance from the
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edgv or to make no guard-line at all hut try to beat out the tire or to extinguish it with 
water, is a tactical one. Fire-fighting tactics have advanced much further in organized 
development than has strategy. A considerable number of methods are known and 
much has boon done toward improving these methods. Particularly is this the ease in 
methods for using water in fighting forest tins. Theoretically water is the ideal 
material to use for tire extinguishment hut the practical difficulties of getting the 
material to the point of use are very great in all hut a few very limited regions. A- 
might he anticipated, it is only those highly perfected organizations which have solved 
the problems of preparedness and strategy that arc able to advance with real succès- 
beyond the simple fire-fighting tactics to the employment of more elaborate; method- 
involving the use of water, particularly the employment of gasolene pumps.

Section 13 Value of Communication System in Field Operation

Ihe value of a highly developed system of communication lies in making 
possible the rapid concentration of adequate control forces on the tire-line and in 
their successful maintenance. It has little direct hearing on the actual conduct of 
the fight. Indeed, an unspecialized force with no rapid means of communication may 
use just as efficient tactics as the most highly specialized force with the most improved 
system of intercommunication. Where it will fail, however, will lx; in the early 
discovery and in the rapid concentration of adequate forces in such fires a- occur and 
in *iie ability to handle and maintain large forces in regions of difficult accessibility. 
The result is seen in comparing the records of specialized with non-specialized forces. 
Wherever conditions are at all comparable, a specialized staff will secure protection 
at a mere fraction of the cost of equal protection by an untrained noil-specialized 
staff. Moreover, the specialized force will be able to secure adjustment of expendi
ture according to the character of the season from year to year, or even from period 
to period during any one season, which an unspecialized force cannot do with any 
real success. Finally, the specialized force will weather the periodical unfavourable 
seasons with success, both because it expands automatically according to the danger 
and because it strikes quickly and places fires under control without delay. It cannot 
he taken by surprise but detects and locates fires with certainty ami1 precision while 
they arc still in an easily controllable stage. Its record will show few or no large 
fires in a dangerous season and a low average of acreage per fire, while the record 
of the non-special ized force in a dangerous season will always show a break-down 
mon* <*r less complete and a high percentage of fires that get beyond all control and 
burn themselves out or until extinguished by rain. These periodic break-downs are 
of much gn-.iter ini|>nrtnnee in judging the efficiency of fire-protective organizations 
than is generally admitted, since it not infrequently happens that the destruction 
that occurs in a single disastrous season more than offsets the protection afforded 
during a very long series of favourable years. On the whole, in most timbered 
regions where advancing settlement, railways, lumbering operations, ami various 
other developments have» radically changed the forest fire situation for tin worse, no 
organization for forest protection can he considered efficient unless it has made 
adequate provision for automatically expanding during exceptionally dangerous sea
sons, so that it can at all time- keep the situation well in hand. The real test of 
success is not control of fires during nor mol saisons hut control during the periodic 
abnormal season without the necessity for keeping up at all times a large and expen
sive organization that serves no other useful imrpose.



CHAPTER II
-MKTIiODS OF < OXVF.YIXO IX FORMATION' TO A PISTA NT K

Section 14—Variety of Methods Available
Perhaps tin* oldest imd a i in pi os t menus by which information may ho conveyed 

from one point to another is by messenger. The most modern and technically com
plex is the wireless telegraph and telephone. Between these two extremes lies the 
whole knowledge and experience of man in the solution of this problem. This has 
always lieon a problem of paramount importance to military forces so that we find 
in military literature the most complete and exact records of the various methods by 
which it lias been solved. I hose methods are of the most varied character hut may 
all he divided into two principal classes : the Visual Signals which are received thr< ugh 
the <onse ot sight and the Audible Signals received through the sense of hearing. In 
order to show the possibilities tor selecting methods adapted to particular circum
stances, it is of interest to note briefly ti e characteristics of the more important types 
ot signals and other means of conveying intelligence to a distance.

I lie use ot carrier pigeons, so extensively employed in military ami unvol opera
tions, has, so far ns the author is aware, never been attempted in forest protection. 
I here seems to he no reason, however, why carrier pigeons could not he very success
fully employed in this work.

Section 15—Types of Visual Signals
1—Wigwag Signals

I his system consists in forming the symbols of the telegraphic code by moving 
various objects in certain ways with reference to some fixed object. A flag swung to 
the left or to the right, tor instance, the person swinging it acting as the point of 
reference is a common method of sending wigwag signals. Torches, lanterns, or in 
fact any object visible at a distance may he similarly employed. Over great distances 
the beam of an electric searchlight thrown vertically can be used to send messages by 
wigwag.

2—Semaphore Signals

By varying the positions of objects of the same shape with reference to a tixed 
object, it is possible to form symbols that represent the letters of the alphabet. Thus, 
the two arms may he so held with reference to the body and to each other ns to form 
all the different symbols needed to send the full alphabet. To extend the range of 
visibility small Hags are held in the hands. Special semaphore machines with movable 
arms ot large size are also used. Within a limited range this system has many 
advantages, particularly that of speed.

.'1—Cope Signals

Without attempting to send alphabetical symbols it is possible to send pre
arranged messages by the use of objects of different colours or shnjH's or by a com
bination of both, using one or more of them to represent each code message. Flags 
of different colours and designs are most commonly employed for this purpose and the 
system i> used for communication by ships at sen and for such purposes as displaying 
storm warnings or other weather signals. Of course, similar Hags of distinctive 
colour or design may also he used to represent the letters of the alphabet and words 
s|M*lled out in full.

4—Chronosemiv Signals

In all the foregoing systems the time of display of the signal does not form an 
essential part of the method. Several systems are in use, however, in which time is

14
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mi important element. In om* of these, tlu* ehronoscmic method, the basis i< the time 
interval that elapses between two displays of the some ohjeet. To form the letters of 
the alphabet hy the International Morse Code it is only neeessnry to be able in moke 
two symbols, a dot and a dash. This may lie done by allowing a short time interval 
lie tween two displays of a flat?, for instance, to stand for a dot and a longer interval 
to stand for a dash. It is a method that is valuable, however, only when using for 
display something that cannot he easily controlled as to the length of time it remains 
visible. Such, for instance, are rockets or bombs of only one colour. The interval 
between displays of these devins may he easily controlled and varied but the duration 
of the display itself cannot he controlled. Smoke puffs or flashes from a hand mirror 
are somewhat similar hut any visible object may lie used if desired.

5—Flash Signals

Instead of forming the dot and dash of the code letters by tin time interval 
between <1i*i)hi!is of an object, it is readily possible to form them by the time interval 
ilnriii;i which the object is risible. This, of course, pre-supposes that the duration of 
visibility is entirely under control. Although a great many different objects may la- 
used for this purpose, the actual application of the method is mostly made through the 
medium of sun flashes from mirrors, or flashes from different forms of signal lamps. 
The apparatus used being provided with suitable devices for controlling the duration 
of the flash, it becomes readily possible to form the code letters by making a short 
flash for a dot and a long flash for a dash. Other objects less frequently used are flags 
and disks.

0—Ei.kctho-tklkguai'HK Signals

The ordinary telegraph may Ik- easily equip|ted so as to furnish a written or 
printed message. This might, perhaps, be included under visual signals though this 
term is generally confined to non-eleetrieal means of communication only. Similarly, 
the mirror galvanometer used in submarine electric telegraphy is also a form of visual

T—«Shack axii Colorit Signals

In addition to the foregoing there is a numerous and important class of signals in 
which the operator depends upon using two or three objects of easily distinguisbahV 
shape, or two or three lights of different colours, to form hy their arrangement all the 
letters of the telegraphic code. For the two-symbol codes, such as the International 
Morse (’ode. only two shu|>cs or colour* are required. Each represents an element 
of tin- code letters and by displaying them simultaneously in the proper relation to 
each other, or separately in the proper sequence, the entire alphabet may Ik- readily 
formed. Thus, for day signals a ball may represent a dot, a cone may stain! for a 
dash, and with combinations of these two shapes displayed together all the letters of 
the codo may he formed. At night several methods are employed using coloured 
lights, rockets, coloured halls, or bombs, and coloured lanterns. One method, known 
as the Ardois lantern system, employs an ingenious arrangement of electric hriitcrna 
which can be operated by a special switchboard from a distance mid at considerable 
speed. The range over which such signals may 1m- seen, however, is comparatively 
sliort.

Section 16—Types of Audible Signals
Audible signals are not of such a varied character as are the visual signals. Tie y 

are of two main classes: uon-clcctricul and electrical, and may be tabulated as

Non-electrical, (1) Detonations—revolver or rifle shots, dynamite explosions, (ID 
whistle or trumpet blasts, (.*$) bells.

Electrical, (1) Electric telegraph or telephone with wires, (2) electric telegraph 
or telephone without wires.

00925058
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The range of non-electrical audible signale is extremely limited, unless detonations
or whistles of immense power are employed. Further, they are of.................... at ion
because relatively slow. Nevertheless, such signals are very widely used for the 
purpose of conveying code messages where only a few very simple messages need to be 
employed. Such, for instance, is the i y ment of whistles and bells on boats, trains,
and steam-logging operations, of detonating tor|>edoes on railways, and of whistle and 
trumpet blasts in the directing of military manœuvres.

Fleetrieal means of communication are the most modern and most efficient of all 
the methods employed. Thus far, of the wireless methods, only the wireless telegraph 
has been brought to a high state of perfection. Of the methods of transmitting intelli
gence electrically over wires, three principal types may be recognized as follows :—

(1) Transmission of the telegraphic code by the common type of telegraph key, 
relay, and sounder.

(2) Transmission of the telegraphic code by the buzzer system, using a telephone 
receiver as the sound-receiving apparatus.

(3) Transmission of the human voice by the telephone.

The first luis maximum range and reliability of equipment but requires a rather 
high degree of electrical insulation in the connecting lines and special training of the 
operators. Where a high degree of accuracy in the message transmitted is requiml, 
it is the most rapid of the elect rieal methods of communication, exceeding in this 
respect even the telephone. On the other hand, it offers little or no chance for secrecy 
of messages sent.

The second has a limited range but certain advantages in operating over linns of 
poor electrical insulation. The apparatus is comparatively simple but special training 
is still a requisite for operation.

The third employs a more complicated apparatus hut one whoso mechanical 
development has reached a very high degree of perfection. It has the immense 
advantage of requiring no training for its successful operation and of 1 icing under 
certain conditions the most rapid of all means by which information may be trans
mitted. It requires a higher degree of electrical insulation than the second method 
and has not the range of the first, hut has been shown to have sufficient range for all 
necessary purposes of forest protection. Further, it is the only practicable apparatus 
by means of which the sender and receiver of the message can communicate directly 
with each other without the interposition of a third party.

All the foregoing methods involve the use of wires connecting the points with 
which conimunioatiou is desired. Only at points where actual physical connection to 
these wires can be made is it possible to send or receive messages by these systems. 
A considerable investment in construction and a continuous charge for maintenance 
is, therefore, involved in the use of any one of the systems. On the other hand, the 
apparatus required for making connection to the wires when strung and for establish
ing communication with stations is extremely simple and easily portable in all eases.

The wireless systems of communication, while offering many theoretical advan
tages, particularly through dispensing with the use of wires, have not, however, been 
developed to the point where they are to be considered as serious competitors of the 
present system of telephones with wires. Although improvements are constantly being 
made in this field of eommimicniton, the requirements of extreme portability are, os 
yet, met more effectively by the equipment at present in use. The development of the 
wireless telephone during the war has been such that its employment as a supple
mentary equipment must be given serious consideration. To a certain extent the use 
of the wireless telegraph as a temporary or as a supplementary equipment may also 
be advantageous, but the necessity of having trained operators is a serious disad
vantage of this system. The ultimate development of the wireless telephone is of the 
utmost interest to all who are interested in forest protection as it promises to overcome, 
when perfected, nearly all of the obstacles at present met with in the establishment 
of cheap, reliable, and quick communication in forested regions.
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CHAPTER III
ADAPTING rOMMI XK ATION Mi llions TO Split IAUZF.il KOllKST 

PROTRITIOX

Section 17—Speed and Certainty in Communication Essential
The units that compose n specialized foree have already been deserihed. Prac- 

tieally all of these units must l*e <*quip|M*d to eoniiminivate with eaeh other in order 
to operate efficiently. Some of them an wholly useless without rapid and reliable 
moans of eoimnunieatiou at all times ; on the other hand the more ’nearly perfeet 
the system of iutereoimmiuieatiou between all the various units ran lie made, the 
more efficient will hr the protection under given conditions. Centralization of direc
tion I- only workable when the central directing intelligence is in constant touch 
u ith the many scattered units of the field force. How far centralization can he carried 
advantageously will perhaps he a matter for discussion, hut there can lie no question 
that any change troin a method that reposes all responsibility in tin* lowest member 
"t the staff must lie accompanied by development of mentis for keeping the field units 
in constant direct communient ion with the supervising staff. Also, any speeializa- 
tion ot function as, for instance, the employment of permanent lookout men detect 
tires, necessarily involves the provision of means whereby these men can quickly and 
surely transmit to the suppression force- information with regard to tires located.
I his must Mot necessitate the lookout man leaving his station and, to he more efficient 
than the old style patrol method, it i~ v-seiitial that the lookout men transmit the news 
ot all tires located in less time, in all eases, than the average time for detection and 
location required by the patrol. Speed and certainty in the method employed are. 
therefore, fundamental necessities.

Section 18—Method must be Adapted to Conditions of Use
It will he apparent from the diseiis,i„n of the methods of transmitting intelligence 

that there is a very wide range in the capabilities of the many forms of signals 
employed and that a choice of type for a given use must lie governed by the require
ments of that use and the characteristics of the signalling methods themselves. The 
lutter lire ot the most varied description. Some can lie used only in daylight, others 
"lily in full sii-.ilight. while many can lie employed only at night. Atmospheric condi
tions have a considerable infiueiiee on the range of all types of noil-electrical visual 
signals, on some audible signals, and also to a less extent on electrical systems. 
Possible ranges, with different methods under given einditions, vary front a few 
hundred yards up to hundreds of miles. Possible -peed of transmission of given 
messages under given conditions likewi-e shows a wide range. Various degrees of 
-kill and training in the operation of different systems are required wad the ease with 
which -kill is acquired varies. The apparatus required shows great diversity in cost, 
complexity, |*»rtaliility, ease of manipulation, and ability to stand rough usage. Tin- 
variations in cost and difficulties of installation and maintenance are equally wide.

the other hand, there is to In......nsidered the requirements of the .,.rvin-
demanded by a forest-pn.teetion staff. In order that this may In* understood it is 
well to have clearly in mind the principal units of a specialized staff.

Section 19—Control Units Requiring Intercommunication Facilities
From the location, function, and methods of operation of these various units 

it is imssible to arrive at a general idea of their requirements in the way of moan' 
<d communication. The principal units involved are:—

79211—2
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1 Patroi.mka.- Moving units, mainly preventive in function. They an* 
employed only where tires of human origin are likely to occur in considerable numbers, 
such as nround new settlements where they issue brush-burning iK-rmits and super- 
visc burning operations. Along railways patrolmen combine deteetion with suppres
sion, and through examination of spark arresters, etc., help with preventive measures.

- lsMiiioiiT Mi v Stationary units, whose only function of importance is dele
tion. They are located on commanding peaks or other elevated station* from which 
a great scope of country can 1m- ulwervcd.

îî—” Smoki-: Cm xskks ", Largely stationary units whose principal duty is sup
pression. They may be stationed with the lookout men or at points near the hulk of 
the limiter to be guarded, if the lookout station is not itself in a readily accessible and 
central location.

1 District Kam.kr.- -The stijiervi.-ory officer who directs the work of the preceding 
units within a definite area or forest district and also has administrative control of 
the main line of defence when larger tires must Ik* controlled, and of the supports and 
reserves. 11 is chief executive assistants are:—

(a) I nlellii/eurr Uffiver or Smut. Ili* duties are to secure information in reg ml 
to the behaviour of fires and the progress of control work ;

(M Pack-master ami Quartermaster. As a rule these services will be directed 
trom a central headquarters having control over a large number of ranger districts, 
hut in cases where the system of communication is not fully developed it i< sometimes 
necessary to establish separate supply departments for each of the smaller districts;

(r) Fire Baste*. In the more complete organizations each individual large lire 
i- handled by a sjiecial tire boss under whom are the various camp foremen in charge 
of lino crews. In many cases, however, the district ranger is himself the fire boss.

ft— Sitkrvikor.—The officer having administrative control (»f a group of adjacent 
forest districts. Ilis chief executive officers are the district rangers in charge of 
lire control and the following chiefs of special services :—

(a) Pai/master.—The disbursing officer;
( h) Park-masters.—One or more officers in charge of trans|K>rtation ;
(f) Quartermasters.—One or more officers in charge of commissary.
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Section 20—Communication Requirements of Control Units
Tlir tini'iimi niimmiiiii'Hlimi rerpiirenifiit* of thc*s«* units nrc us follows:
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An amil.v-is of tliiwv requirements reveals tin* following foots:
(1) Most of tin* mes*age* which it is necessary t«• transmit aw long and involved 

in character.
( '2 ) The longer and more intrieote messages generally have to lie transmitted 

over great distances hut in a relatively lew eases over very short distances.
(,.'{) Where relatively short distance* are involved there are generally two classes 

of messages to he transmitted.
14) The longer distances vary on an average from !<» to 4<> miles, with Ion miles 

as a usual maximum.
(•"> ) The shorter distances vary on an average from one-eighth of a mile to 5 

miles, with lô mile* as a maximum.

Section 21—Superiority of the Telephone Evident

A study of the kind of messages that must he sent, the men who *end them, and 
the ranges over which the communienti<HT sy*tein must o|n*rutc leads inevitably to 
the conclusion that only the telephone comes near enough Pi meeting all rei|uircnicnts 
to form the basis of the system. It i* among the most rapid of the methods of com
munication and, therefore, well adapted to long intricate messages ; it reipiires no 
skill to operate, will give more service at les* cost, considering installation, operation, 
and maintenance, than any other system, operates efficiently within the range limits 
desired, may he connected with at any place along the wires with easily portable 
equipment and. a* .x ill he shown, may he quickly ami cheaply extended within 
adequate limits to nev locations for tenqiurnry use during emergencies.

It* advantage over the telegraph is largely in requiring no training to operate. 
Over wirele** methods it has the same advantage while additional objections to wire
less are the relative non portability of the equipment for sending purposes, the com
plexity of the apparatus, and the limitations on the establishment of sufficient 
stations due to cost. The telephone, therefore, must form the basis of our entire 
system of intercommunication, and as a result of this decision equipment and methods 
of construction particularly adapted to forest-protection purposes have been specially 
developed and employed until there are now more t'.iau .'10,000 miles of such lines in 
successful operation in the I’nitcd States and nenrlx :i,ooo miles in Canada.

Section 22—Auxiliary Methods often Required

The wide acceptance of the telephone for this class of work, however, do,** not 
entirely obviate the necessity for giving some consideration to other methods of com
munication. Several important conditions must In* recognized wherein the telephone 
alone does not fully meet all n*qui riment*. In thi* we lind another parallel to military 
communication for. in spite of the perfusion of telephonic communication by army 
signal services, several other means of conveying information have Ih-cii carefully 
developed. In forest-protection work various other systems are of considerable value 
under the circumstances that will now In* explained.

1—Comxii mi xtiox i\ Anvxxi k ok Tki.ki'Moxk Coxsthi ctiox

In equipping a large area of timl>er-1and with telephonic communication it will 
nearly always Ik* impracticable to install a complete system in a single season. In fact 
for reasons of expediency a considerable period of years may ehqwe Indore such a 
forest is fully equipped. There arises then an immediate need for some temporary 
system of communication which will bridge over the period during which the permanent 
system is in print*** of development. This is a «•onsiderntion of very great inqiortanee 
iu Canada where specialization in fire protection, with its accompanying construction
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iif intereoinuiiiuieatioii system* in the lorests, i- just beginning. I hi- temporary 
equipment must he a- inexpensive as possible, because it i- u.-Tely tenqioriivy. It must 
1„- capable of transmitting messages over long distance*. Simplicity and ready portabil
ity of equipment are ile-irahle. It must be fairl> easy to ojierate ami lie reasonably 
certain ami reliable.

Among all the various signalling apparatus previously de-criU-d the heliograph 
alone meets these requirements. A heliograph e, mpleti. from thirty to sixtv-
tive dollars, alunit the eiist of a single mile of telephone line. Its range is much 
greater than the ordinary maximum distance reipiireil in f« n-st work. It is remark
ably simple in const met ion and the new forest-protect ion t.vpe i* easily carried b.v a 
horse patrolman. Kxperienev Inis shown that with a tew days eX|N-rt instruction 
intelligent rangers can acquire sufficient skill in it- Use to form the basis for attain
ing s|M-ed by individual practice by themselves. In speed it ennii-t In- compared with 
electrical systems and it has the further disadvantage of o|ierating only in full -un
light. The lack of spei-d may to some extent In- coin|N-usatcd by adopting a code of 
pri-arrange«l messages, as will In- later di-seribed. and the m-ee—ity for full sunlight 
is also to a certain degree compensated for by the fact that periods of dull weather 
are very likely to he |N-riods of low tire-danger and. therefore, h-ssened m-ed for 
communication. Heliograph stations must, of course, In- visible from each other 
This riipiirement i- the most serious limitation <*n the use of this instrument, hut u«t 
when usetl on lookout stations where it is most frequently employed.

2—Srm.KMKVrUO KmKIUUM V Kql Il'MIAT on I .no ton t*

A further need for a means of communication other than the telephone i> found
in the equipment of permanent lookout station* even after they an......nnected with
the telephone system. Lookout -tâtions are absolutely dependent upon eoiumimiea- 
tion for the maintenance of their su....—fui operation. No form of electrical com
munication de|M-ndciit upon aerial wires i* wholly safe against interruption, and such 
interruptions arc particularly likely to occur during heavy storm* and thunder—bowers. 
This introduces a dangerous element of uncertainty, especially in the \\Y«t where a 
great many forest tin- are started by lightning, and the chance- of the lookout being 
isolated by the very storm that i- causing tire- to spring up i- a hazard that cannot be 
ignored. The most effective way to guard against this i- to take a leaf from the hook of 
military experience ami provide auxiliary mean- of communication for use when the 
usual means fail. For this purpose the heliograph i- again the most suitable apparatus 
and a permanent u-e for some of the temporary installation- may thus he secured.

;$ Vmioi.Mi \

Still another use for supplementary means of communication arises with the patrol
men. As previously explained, the-.- units are usually a—igiu-d t - sections of known 
tire-risk, such as railways or other important route- of travel. Railway patrolmen 
are usually adequately equipped if provided with a portable telephone for connection 
to the lines paralleling the right of way. but pot ml in a region remote from railway 
lines may he isolated from tel. pi, me connection. Such patrolmen should, if possible, 
lie enabled to maintain communient inn. hut the messages they need to semi are likely 
to he of considerable length. It is. therefore, necessary with each mute to weigh the 
time required to signal the usual linkage against the average time needed to reach 
the nearest telephone line, and on this comparison make a decision in regard to the 
equipment to be furnished. In a region covered by liNikoiit station* it should be quite 
easy for such patrolmen to establish communication with a portable heliograph in case 
the distance to the telephone line is too great.

.
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A still further use for auxiliary signals arises in the ease of the scouting service 
on forest tires. It is particularly necessary that men employed on this work ho well 
acquainted with various means of maintaining communication so that they may he 
equal to any emergency. While, normally, communication with large camps will he 
established with emergency telephone equipment, many cases will arise, especially 
while the telephone system is in course of development, where this will he impracticable. 
Two uses for some means of signalling are likely to arise under these circumstances:

(a) When it is desired to open communication between the camp and the head
quarters somewhere in the rear. The distance will necessarily he great, otherwise the 
telephone would likely he employed. For this use only the heliograph is suitable;

(b) When it is desired to communicate from the heliograph station to the camp 
or camps, or from one scout to another, or to a ranger on the fire-line, or across some 
impassable barrier. The distance is likely to be short and the message concise. The 
equipment must be of the simplest possible character. Those requirements are most 
readily met by flag signals. Flags, as will be hereinafter explained, may he used to 
convey messages either by the wigwag or the semaphore method, the former being, 
perhaps, the simpler.

5—Dang Kit Signals

Finally, conditions sometimes arise in fighting forest tires, especially in mountain
ous regions when it is desirable to convey instant warning of danger to the men on 
the tire-line. Many lives have been lost lighting fires and it is the duty of the fire-line 
foreman to keep a close watch on the behaviour of fires in dangerous localities and to 
he prepared to withdraw his men to a place of safety. Ordinarily this may bo done 
by messenger, but on the chance that time may be lacking to employ this method it has 
been considered necessary by some organizations to adopt a set of danger signals. 
These are best made by revolver shots although whistle blasts may be similarly employed.

i$—Misvkli.ankovh Forkst Signai.s

The need for short distance signals nris«*s very frequently in forest work not only 
in forest protection but in many other lines. Communication across impassable 
barriers, or between members of survey parties lieyond calling distance from each 
other, or between members of hunting parties within sound but not sight of game are 
conditions under which some form of visual signal would often be extremely useful. 
Also in cruising, in some phases of telephone construction (such as pulling wire and 
slack) and in various other forest activities where members of crews are out of sight 
but within hearing distance, a simple code of audible signals often saves much time 
and energy.
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PART II

FOREST PROTECTION TELEPHONE LINES 

CHAPTER IV
PLANXINT. TIIK TKLKPllu.VK SYSTF.M

Section 23—Importance of Preliminary Plans
Too much emphasis cannot be placed on the importance of making a carefully 

drawn plan of the entire system before starting the construction of any part of it. 
The longer the line and the greater the number of instruments attached t<> it. the 
greater must Ik* the electrical conductivity of the wire used and the higher the 
resistance of the ringer coils in the instruments. An independent pole line 12 to 15 
miles in length on which ti to s instruments are to be placed may be constructed ot No. 
12 gauge galvanized-iron wire and l.OOO-ohin ringers may be employed, while if the 
same line is to form part of a 100-mile circuit No. !» gauge wire would Ik* necessary and 
2,500-ohm ringers would give the best results. Very long lines might require No. »'• 
iron wire or it might he necessary to resort to copper which has approximately >ix 
times the electrical conductivity of iron wire id' the same gauge. This might radically 
alter construction methods. It is of vital importance. therefore. that very careful 
consideration he given to all probable future extensions of the telephone system, so 
that no type of construction or equipment may be employed which will later prove* 
unfitted to form part of a more extensive system than was a* first contemplated.

Section 24—Plans must be based on Definite Area
In planning a system for fire-protection purposes, the basis of all plan** must 

necessarily be a certain area of timber-land of greater or less extent. This area we 
will assume to be contiguous for, although it is sometimes necessary to include non
contiguous areas in a single protection unit, the variations in condition that may ari«e 
in considering noncontiguous areas are so wide that it is difficult to generalize with 
regard to plans for telephone service for such tracts. Vsually where government lands 
are involved contiguity in adequately sized areas is readily secured. Where private 
holdings are involved much success has resulted from the organization of oo-onerative 
timber-protective associations to include the owners of contiguous areas of timber- 
land in blocks of sufficient size to warrant the organization of a specialized fire-fighting 
staff and the construction of a telephone system. Whatever the ownership conditions, 
however, the basis of all fire-protection plans is necessarily a certain area of timber- 
land and the more nearly contiguous are all portions of the area, the less per unit of 
area is the expense incurred in equipping it with forest telephones.

Section 25—Primary Stations Requiring Service
Within or adjacent to the area under protection will be found a greater or less 

number of stations that must be joined together by the telephone system. 1 be most 
important of these is the headquarters of the supervisor or chief ranger having general 
charge of the entire territory. Next come the headquarters of the district ranger and 
of his principal administrative assistants. After these the primary lookout stations, 
which in a normal season provide for the detection service over the whole tract, must 
l>e connected. When this much of the system is completed the main framework has

23
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l»ooit provided mid futur** extensions need he made only for tin- purpose of connecting 
points of special utility. As a rule, a '.vstem xvlti<di joins nil tin- district ranger head 
quarters and main lookout stations with the supervisor’s other will, in addition, provide 
connection with a large proportion of all other points on the tract that it is desirahl< 
to reach. There may, however, he isolated camps or settlements, secondary lookout 
stations, or other strategic points that r-quire short branches from the main circuits. 
It is particularly important, however, to note that the central point in any forest- 
protection telephone system is the su|H»rvisor*s headquarters and, therefore, this must 
he definitely located at the start in the most suitable place, and the system planned 
accordingly.

Before a system can In- intelligently planned the following data must In- avail
able in every ease:—

(1) Boundaries of tract.
( ’11 Boundaries of ranger districts.
(.'$) Location of supervisor's headquarters.
(4) I mention of district ranger headquarters.
(.*•) I meat ion of primary road and trail system.
(<») I mention of primary lookout stations.
(7) I mention of existing telephone lines on or near the tract.
.V many other strategic points as |N»ssihle should nl»o he determined.

Section 26 External versus Internal Systems
It will he found in planning a system of telephone lines for large areas of timber- 

land that two general eases may In- recognized, and the arrangement of circuits must 
he governed by these general conditions.

EXTERNAL SYSTEM

Hu- ! KxU-rnal -ysivm <m a forçai r« serve

1 Extkiinai. Svstkmh

It not infrequently hapiN-n* that the forest to he protccti-d is wholly or in large 
part surrounded by settled lands. This i* somewhat more common in the United 
States than in Canada, hut throughout the Prairie Provinces and in parts of British 
Columbia as well as in some parts of the eastern provinces this < n exists. Tf51
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settlement «uni's wi ll up to tin* border of the forest hind mid rural telephone lines 
are well developed in the settlements, the most eftieient system of telephone commun i- 
eation emi generally he si*curcd hy extending tlie-e rural lines into the timber to 
connect with the headquarters of the various distriet rangers. In deciding upon 
this plan it is neeessary to weigh the cost of tolls on the commercial and rural lines, 
and the quality of service rendered, against the original cost of installation and the 
annual cost of maintenance of an inde|iendent forest-protection system. In doing 
this it must he reinemhered that only the main circuits can thus he provided for. 
It still remains necessary to connect the district headquarters with strategic point* 
in the districts. A further disadvantage in having the main circuit* outside the 
torest area lies in the fact that the interior mileage of line, to which connection can 
he made hy portable telephone, is thereby considerably redue d and the average 
distance that it will he necessary for the patrol to go in order to establish connection 
hy telephone is likely to he materially increased.

2- I vmivw. Svstkms

Whenever, as hap|N-ns in Canada ami in some parts of the l'ni ted
Males, there is little or no settlement along the greater part of the exterior border
of the timbered area it   mes necessary to plan the system wholly within the
iorest. Certain general principles hold good for such plans regardless of the size of 
the area involved, providing it is not so large that circuits of impossible length would 
be needed to reach the more remote districts. For purposes of illustration we may 
assume an area of l.nuo square miles or approximately 2,000,000 acres. This would, 
perhaps, he divided into ten ranger districts, each with a main headquarters. Fight 
lookout stations and 20 to 2S patrolmen and “ smoke chasers *’ would likely be 
required. This, of course, would vary with the many factors that determine the 
justifiable • x pendit lire, and cannot be stated arbitrarily.

INTERNAL SYSTEM

;i forest reserx •

At some central point, preferably with good mail, telegraph, and railway rvin . 
and with large supplies of men and materials, the chief ranger or siqiervisor will be 
located. Obviously, a point as near as possible to the geographical centre of the tract 
should be -elected for the main headquarters, mile*- topography • »r established lines 
of communication make some other choice more advantageous. The choice of thi*

5386
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«nain headquarter*, however, is extremely important from every point of view, am! 
it should not ta decided upon except after very careful consideration of all factors.

The same is true ol the selection of the district headquarters. District boundaries 
will usually be established on topographic lines; in a mountain <>r hill country generally 
along ridge tops, in a Hat country along large rivers or lakes. The selection of main 
and district boundaries and headquarters must be completed as a fundamental pre
liminary before taginning the planning of the system of communication.

The main principle to he observed in planning an internal system is to have the 
lines radiate from the main headquarters by the most direct route to each district 
headquarters. The di>triet headquarters a re then ustnl as centrals from which lines 
radiate to lookout stations and other important points in the district.

1 hi' plan has two important advantages. In the first place each of the several 
independent circuits from the main headquarters to the districts will be much shorter 
than single circuits connecting several district headquarters on one line. It is always 
de-omble for the purpose of ensuring the maximum operating efficiency to keep circuits 
to the minimum length.

In tin1 second place a break on any of the main lines under this system will isolate 
only one district, while under a system of through lines joining a number of districts 
all or several might be isolated by a single break.

Section 27—Connections to Lookout Stations
It is important to note also that lookout stations should have direct connection 

with the main headquarters as well as with the district ranger. This makes it unde
sirable to introduce a switch between the main line and the lookout station when the 
line from the lookout station joins the main line at a district headquarters. Isolation 
of lookout stations must be carefully guarded against, and switches are too likely to be 
carelessly left open to be tolerated on such lines.

Other ini|>ortant points to consider in planning a telephone system are tin* location 
ol test stations, of relay calling stations on extra long lines, and the provision of 
alternate routes.

Section 28—Test Stations
Test stations arc points at which, by means of suitable switches, the line may be 

broken into sections. Ordinarily they are used for the purpose of determining the 
location of line troubles within definite limits, but they may be very advantageously 
used for the relaying of calls over a long or a poorly insulated line. For this pur|K>se 
it is desirable that they be located at stations where switching sendee can be relied

Section 29—Relay Stations
Relay stations are points on very long lines where it is necessary to repeat long 

distance calls. With tiro equipment used on forest telephone lines it is nearly always 
possible to talk much farther than it is possible to signal with the call bells. Circuit* 
must not ta planned to operate regularly on this basis, however, but in very large, 
contiguous areas conditions sometimes occur which make it desirable to consider the 
possibilities for relaying calls. Vndcr such conditions relay stations may be employed 
and they must be located at points where continuous switching service is available.

Section 30—Alternative Routes
Alternative routes are secured by building connecting lines across the relatively 

short gaps that sometimes occur between the ends of separate branches. They make it 
|K>ssil>le to reach each station on both lines from two different directions and. therefore, 
greatly reduce the chance of any one station being cut off from communication. Since
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they are not usually depended upon for regular service they may be very cheaply con
structed. Often emergency wire laid only during tin* tin* season i> employed for this 
purpose.

These lines should, if possible, he entirely isolated from the regular lines except 
when in use, unless they are of standard construction. They can generally In* rather 
• asily maintained because they are short and have occupied stations at each end. 
Whenever possible one such station should be a lookout, thus affording an alternative 
route to the lookout station and ensuring coutiuuou* switching servie* at one end, at 
least, of the closing line during the fin* season.

Section 31—Secondary Strategic Points

Needless to soy, there arc many points within or adjacent to a fore-t area other 
than headquarters of the protection staff which may udvantagcously he included in the 
system of communication. These are usually inelmlcd in tin* general term. ** strategic 
points,*’ and include logging, mining, construction, and other similar camps, local 
settlements, stores, summer resorts, power stations, saw-mills, boat landings, stage 
stations, ranches, and, in fact, any point where either labour or supplies may be secured 
in an emergency, or from which reports of tires burning in or adjacent r«• the for«**t 
may be sent. As far as i- practicable, the main system >hould reach these points. 
Those not so connected may sub>i*»|uently be reached by -purs if desirable.

( ilAPTKR V
SKIÆl'TJMî Till'. TYPK OF (X)N«STUITTlo.\

For forest-protection purpose's two principal ty|ies of construction have been 
employed. These are pole lines and tree lines. Pole-line construction, as used on forest 
lines, flitler-* in n»> material as|n*et fnnn ordinary rural-lint* method*. Several simph* 
manuals of construction have been published s»*tting forth these methods in detail 
hut for the pur|Hise of making this manual of communication complete a deseriptiim 
of these methods will In* included.

Section 32—Pole-line Construction

Hrietly stated a pole line consists of poles of a specified length s»*t firmly in tin- 
ground at s|K*eititxl, uniform intervals and bearing glass or porcelain insulator# to 
which the line wire is rigidly attached by short tie wires. Pole lines are as straight 
as possible. On curves the wire is always placed on tin* convex side ami the sag 
between poles is only sufficient to allow f«»r the normal contraction of the wire with 
changes of temperature.

Section 33—Tree-line Construction

Tree-line construction is radically different from pole-line construction. As a 
matter of fact, in most important aspects tree lines are the exact opposite of poh- 
lines. It is important that this l** noted, especially when employing linemen who 
have had previous ex|M*rien».*e in the building of pole lines. Such experience always 
predisposes them to follow methods that produce very faulty tree lines, ami such men 
must generally be more carefully supervised when first put on tree-line work than 
men who have had no previous experience whatever.

Briefly stall'd, tree lines consist of trees of varying sizes, at varying hut as nearly 
us possible equal distances apart., trimmed of branches un one sid»> to a specified
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lioiirlit tiliove tin- ground, and serving as supports for a special two-piece jioreelniii 
insulator through which the linv wire passes without In dug rigidly attached. Tree 
lilies are never straight as are pole line-. On curves the line wire is always placed on 
the concave side and there is a very much greater allowance for sag than that required 
lor normal contraction id the wire. Supports on tree lines are generally about fir» 
per cent greater in nuinhcr than tin pole lines, and sag allowance is from four to six 
times as great.

Section 34—Construction Methods Contrasted

Pole lines are built only in open country and along cleared roads or. if they 
tniist he carried through timber, a sufficient right of way is cleared to ensure that 
[fees will not tall across the line. I hey are built rigidly and the wins are expected 
to stay up unless the pole- them-elves give way.

I roe lines are designed to he built only through standing timber, where no 
attempt is made to dear a sufficient right of way to ensure against falling timber. 
Instead, s|NM-ial construction i- used for the pur|N>sc of ensuring that when trees fall 
across the line, the wire trill hr rarrinl lo Ilf mound without brraLinu or, in ea-e 
a number of tree- fall in a short distance, the tie wires will break and a considerable 
portion of the line wire be brought to the ground still uubrokm.

A further danger that tree-line construction overcomes arises from the swaying 
"I flu* supporting trees in the wind. This does not occur in pole line- but i- quite
obviously a matter of some :mporta..... in tree lines In short In • /##««* „rr ilrsii/md
to <iiir trill/ mill full lu I hr uroiitnl win n snhjrrhd lo unit sit it I strain hi/ fttUiiii/ fimbrr 
hnl nmi hrraliti/r Ihul omtrs is ilrsii/nrd In comic in Ihr Hr wins and no! in tlir Unit 
win I lie underlying principle is that a broken line wire means a dead circuit but 
a line wire of a grounded circuit may still function as a telephone circuit when a 
large part of it i> on the ground, or even when buried under dry snow. If the ground 
is damp it will function very imperfectly and if it lies in a stream or pad of water 
it i- no better than a broken wire, but a considerable portion of a grounded circuit 
mu.' lie on ordinary dry or frozen ground without entirely destroying the usefulness 
of the line for telephone purposes.

Tree lines, however, have certain very definite limitations. It is impracticable to 
u-e copper wire with this type of construction. This limits the length of tree lines to 
about l-.i to |.at mile- using No. it iron wire. It it is necessary to build a metallic 
circuit to ensure against induction it is not practicable to attach both wires to the 
same >up|M»rts, a» i- done with pole line-, but two separate parallel lines must be built. 
Tree lines are never a- perfectly insulated a- are standard pole line- and, therefore, 
are mure subject to losses o| current and other ditfieultie- in transmission. This is 
true no matter how well they are built and is inherent in the methods and line equip
ment employed.

Section 35 Relative Cost of Different Types

It is a mistake to assume that a tree l ue is necessarily cheaper than a pole line 
even where there are sufficient trees available to furnish supports for the line. Par
ticularly is this trm when maintenance charges and operating efficiency are taken 
into consideration.

The only cost elements of pole-line construction that are greater than those of 
tree-line construction are the cost of the poles set on the line and the cost of right-of- 
way clearing. The cost of the former will vary with the accessibility and durability 
of poles, facilita - for distribution, and character of the soil as regards cost of digging 
holes. I lie cost of the latter depends on the nature of the forest and underbrush.

On the other hand all other cost elements are likely to be higher for tr«*e lines 
than for pole lines. It is never advisable to use smaller wire than No. I» It.W.ti. iron 
wire on a tree line. On a pole line, liowevi \o IS.W'.t i. iron wire may be used on
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eir. uitti up to l'.'i to 30 miles in length. This 1ms only ouc-half tin- weight of No. V. 
and both the tiret cost and cost of transportation are. therefore, redueed one-half. 
There are nearly twiee as many Tes on a tree line as on a pole line. The eost for 
insulators i-. therefore, considerably inereased. A- split tree insulators generally eost 
more per thousand than pony glass insulator* and hraekets together, this cost i- more 
than doubled on a tree line.

Stringing wire ousts materially more on tree hues than on pole lines. This i- 
true even with experieneed labour. The most obvious omise of greater eost is tin 
mm li greater number of ties to be made, as previously mentioned. Further, it is 
harder to reel out wire for a tree line, and eaiv must lie used to get the wire on the 
right >ide of eaeh tree, whieli is less neeessary with isde*. Trees are also harder to 
climb than poles, especially where they are large or have a loose, scaly hark, and it i- 
neeesNiry tor the linemen to spend much time trimming the trees as tiny ascend them.
I inally. the wire cannot be stretched to give the proper »ag allowance in half-mile 
'pans as it can with poles, but the -ay must be distributed from tree to tree by tin 
4inemcu often with .......... nstanl assistai!........ a groundmau.

The most difficult element in tree-line construction, however, is the problem of 
securing efficient labour and supervision. In pole-line work, methods are largely 
standardized and relatively simple for lines of only one or two wires, such as those 
u*ed for forest telephone circuits. About tin only problem requirng the exercise of 
judgment is the bracing and guying of poles on curves and at abrupt turns. In tree-line 
work, oil the other hand, nearly every support presents a now problem. Kxperieneed 
builders of tree lines are practically non-existent in Canada, and attempts to use line
men experienced in ordinary pole-line methods have usually been attended with very 
unsatisfactory results. ITiless, therefore, a large enough mileage of tree line U to 
be built to justify the training of special line builders, or unless an experienced fore
man i- available, it will be found more satisfactory to employ the standard pole-line 
methods even in timbered regions. This will lie quite generally true where the timber 
«fund is relatively light, making the clearing of a Tglit of way easy, and where suit
able poles of durable species are readily si «eu red along the line.

Where a large mileage of line i> to be built in big timber, or where the line passe
nt large |iart through large tire-killed, dead, or overmature timber where windfalls are 
frequent and tin cost of right-of-way clearing would be prohibitive, tree-line method* 
are often the only practicable construction that can lie employed. These methods are 
described in detail in tins manual, and if the purpose of the peculiar type of con
struction employed i- understood and the methods prescribed are followed faithfully 
ami intelligently entirely satisfactory lines may be built through the most unfavourable 
timber at very reasonable cost.

Section 36—Sketch of the Development of Tree-line Methods

Although thousands of miles of so-called tree lines have been built by railway 
construction companies and others for temporary use, the credit for devising a method 
by which tree lines may In* built to be of permanent utility belongs to the Vnited 
State- Forest Service. This service has approximately l'ô.inhi miles of lines in use on 
the National Forests of tin- ITiitcd States, a large part being tree lines, and is con
stantly extending these lines as funds liecomc available. The experience on which it? 
methods are based has been secured under the personal direction of expert telephone 
engineers on thousands of miles of line constructed over a period of fifteen years, 
llegilining with the makeshift methods of construction commonly employed for 
temporary low-priced lines by railway contractors, there has rapidly been developed 
under actual working conditions a low-priced method for building jiermaneiit lines 
specially adapted to forest conditions, and a large amount of equipment ha- been 
designed to meet the special conditions encountered on tlu*se lines. The first tree 
lines built followed rather closely pole-line methods. These rapidly became useless
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A less rigid typo of construct ion being evidently required. the line wire was hung in 
loops from the insulators instead of being rigidly wired to them. This was quickly 
superseded by a porcelain knob which took the place of the wire loop, and those in 
turn were displaced by the split porcelain insulator. The latter has undergone several 
important modifications from the original style in order to meet field conditions more

Meanwhile, there has been a steady improvement in the method of attaching tin 
insulators to trees. Plain wire hanger- fastened with fence-staples were first employed. 
These have given place to various other forms of hangers and fasteners until there are 
now a variety of improved methods of attachment suited to special conditions. The 
importance of abundant slack and of equalized spans was not at first fully perceived. 
Kxperienee soon demonstrated that these features of tree-line construction were vital, 
and, however much the appearance of the resulting line might depart from previously 
accepted standards, the conditions had to be met.

Simultaneously there were developed several improved forms of instruments l a 
field use. At first the only portable instruments available belonged to two \er,\« 
specialized classes linemen’s test sets and military field sets. The latter were not 
readily procurable, were expensive, and were not well adapted for use with the type- of 
station equipment generally emp'.< yed on forest lines. The former, although cheap 
and adapted to the station equipment, were heavy if sufficiently powerful, awkward t■■ 
carry, and poorly designed for rough usage. By combining the good points of each 
class a portable telephone of less than lo pounds weight was first designed. Sub
sequently, by adopting from military telephones the vibratory system of signalling, a 
field set of only 2 pounds weight was obtained.

While both the methods and equipment have been thoroughly tested in the field 
and are known to be reliable, nevertheless, the Forest Service engineers would be the 
last to claim that their methods are susceptible of no further improvement. In fact, 
new methods are constantly being devised and this is especially true where forest-pro
tect iuu lines are built in new regions. Several novel conditions have already hen 
encountered in Canada that have called for special methods, but changes in method- 
by inexperienced builders where field conditions present no striking novelties an- to 
be avoided. The author has seen this attempted with distinct lack of success on 
several occasions and wishes to strongly deprecate any attempts by inexperienced 
tree-line builders to improve on the methods of the Forest Service as reprinted in this 
manual.

Section 37—Influence of Timber Conditions on Choice of Construction Type

A word about the types of Canadian timber to which one or the other of these 
methods is likely to be better adapted may be in order. In many Canadian forest 
regions untimbered areas of greater or less extent occur. These are more common in 
western than in eastern forests and are particularly abundant in the Rocky Mountain 
forests and in the drier portions of the British Columbia interior. Wherever it i- 
possible to build forest lines in these open meadow lands it should be done. It 
durable poles are reasonably accessible the first cost will be only slightly increased, and 
the greatly reduced maintenance charges and superior transmission secured will 
amply justify any small extra expenditure for construction.

1 Mkrciiaxtabi.k Timbkr

The types of limiter most favourable for tree-line construction are those with 
little or no underbrush ami only moderately dense stands of trees of small size 110 to 
15 inches in diameter at breast-height), with trunks clear of branches to a height of 
1*0 to 25 feet or with only small pin branches, and with thin, tough hark. To the--' 
belong the lodgepolo pine stands of the West, which arc the most favourable of all
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stands for tree-line work, ami the jack pine stands of the East. Somewhat less favour
able are the stands of eastern red pine, of western larch and western yellow pine in 
mixture. Douglas tir on the drier soils, and some of the larger-sized pure poplar stand- 
both East and West.

Next to these species in ease and low cost of tree-line construction are such stands 
a- western white pine (where relatively pure), eastern white pine, mixed hardwood- 
in the East, Engelmnnn spruce and amahilis fir at high i-h-vat -ms. and the larger- 
sized western yellow pine and Douglas tir on dry site- In the first three the under
brush is likely to In- heavy and the hark thick on old trees or the branch,* abundant 
on young trees. In large yellow pine and tir some difficulty is ex|M*rionecd in climbing 
trees because of their size and loose hark, and whore tr«x* stand in the way of the 
line they are very costly either to fell or to trim up. High-altitude stands are usually 
fairly clear of underbrush and the tree- are a fair size if usable at all. but the branches 
are dense.

The most difficult typ.- through which to build tree line- are Douglas Hr mi wet 
sites on the Pacific coast, white spruce or red spruce, Kngelmnmi spruce at low ele
vations, cedar, and. above all. hemlock, e-|N-eially western hemlock. The mixed cni. 
ferons forests of the moister regions of British Columbia come under this head, i- 
wdl as a great deal of the northern forest belt and the eastern spruce fore-ts. The 
difficulties encountered in th,*se tyjies arise from the large amount of underbrush 
that has to Ik- cleared, the density of the tiinlicr, and the low-branching habits of tie 
species. Hemlocks arc particularly hud liecuuse the lower branches are excessively 
lung and have a very pronounced downward sweep. Often large brandit»- id* hemlock 
have to be cut from trees standing 15 to 20 feet to one side of the line in order to free

- Yoi m; Timhkr

In building lines through very young limiter or reproduction of any specii* there 
i< often no choice as to typo of construction that may In- employed, since none of the 
young tries may In- large enough to serve os sup|»orts. Very often, liowever, there are 
-landing dead snags as mimants of the original forest, which may Ik- -o utilized. 
I nie» the necessity for economy is very great or pdes are extremely inaccessible, the 
list» of such snags for long lines is not advisable. If used, care should he taken to see 
that as many as itoesible of the demi tree- adjacent to the line are felled, that abundant 
shirk is left in the line, and that it is made easily accessible for the purposes of repairs. 
ils maintenance charges are likely to In- high. The continu,-d felling of nearby sung* 
should he made a part of the regular work of the protection staff and a gradual replace
ment of the tree line by a pole line should In- the object of the maintenance work.

Il young timber, of such » size that trees large enough to furnish supixirts are 
available, is encountered very careful consideration should he given to the advisability 
of adopting pole-line construction. A decision will lx* based largely on the cost of 
right-of-way clearing which is determined by the size and especially by the density of 
the young stands. Where these are very open, pole lines will usually he preferrod. 
A makeshift method of construction sometimes adopted under those and similar con
ditions consiste in making the necessary right-of-way clearing, often in the form of a 
wagon road, hut leaving at the required intervals suitable trees to serve as the sup- 
|N,rts for the telephone line. TInvc trees should not be topped. The cost of making 
and setting poles is thus saved but it. must he realized that a line thus located is likely 
to interfere with the use of the road and that provision for replacing these supports 
with poles must U- made a |wrt of the work of line maintenance.

A similar situation is often met by the builder of forest telephone lines, even in 
certain species of timbers of commercial size in the forests of the Prairie Provinces 
and of the East. This is most likely to he the ease in poplar nr jack pine stands. 
Both species frequently grow in rather open forests, and where they occur in such 
■lands right-of-way clearing is comparatively inexpensive. Moreover, unless the
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poplar in oli| ami defective, windfall is light ami tin* width of clearing need not Ik» 
iMTssivc -U to '2’i 11. in stands of sound green timber not over lit to fill ft. high living 
adequate. Can* should hv taken to eut all snug- or defeetive trees, outside this right 
of way. that threaten to fall on the line.

.'» Di vu Timiikk

There remains then only the question of dead standing timber. This is the most 
troublesome kind of stand through whieli to laiild and maintain a telephone line. 
Whenever pu—ilde, sneh timber should he earefiill.v avoided, even at the expense of a 
material lengthening of the line. The foregoing applies not only to forests in which 
all the tree* are dead hut also to forests in which a considerable proportion of the trees 
are dead or badly deeayed and where windfalls an* consequently frequent and such 
forests are extremely undesirable along the line. Where, as sometimes happens, it i- 
entirely impossible to nvo:d constructing through such stand* and an adequate right 
of way cannot be cleared, then the most careful attention must be given to the detail* 
of tr«*e-line construction and I hr linr must hr rointlnnllii muinluinril in f\r*l-rl<i*x run- 
ililiun. This latter is of extreme importance because tin* accumulation of several 
fallen snags across the line in a short distance will take up all the slack and cause the 
intervening portions to he drawn up very tightly. If this tight wire should happen to 
he caught on a projecting branch, or even if the tie* fail to break as quickly a* 
designed, then any new windfalls coming on the line will very likely cause a break. 
Even if no break occurs the line is sure to be very seriously strained and a large 
number of tic* pulled off or broken, insulators smashed, and general havoc created. 
Only by careful and conscientious maintenance may lines be kept operating through 
large dead standing timber where windfall is frequent.

Section 38—Grounded versus Metallic Circuits

A grounded circuit i* one in which only a single wire is employed for the trans- 
missioii of the calling and talking currents and the earth is utilized as the other half, 
or return portion, of the circuit.

A metallic circuit employs two wire*, tin- extra wire taking the place of the earth 
or return portion of the circuit in a grounded line.

Contrary to what appears to he popular opinion it is not necessarily possible to 
talk farther over a metallic than over a grounded circuit. On the contrary, *inee the 
earth for all practical purposes may Ik* assumed to interpose no resistance to the 
return currents, provided the ground connection* are well made and do not themselve* 
offer a higher resistance, a grounded circuit will have only one-half tin* electrical resi*t- 
atiec of a metallic circuit under similar conditions. From this it doc* not mvesHirily 
follow that it i* possible to talk twice as far over a grounded circuit, because condition* 
other than tin* mere electrical resi*tam*e of the intervening wire have an important
intiucm..... .. the itossihilitn** of long distance telephonic transmis*ion. The usefulness
of metallic circuit* arises from the possibilities of eliminating from them, by suitable 
tran*po*itioii*. all induced currents from other electrical circuits such as power, light, 
telegraph, or telephone lines that may exist in their vicinity. The extraneous noises 
or cross-talk on a grounded circuit of even short length which runs close to such cur
rents often make distinct k|hx*cIi transmission impossible, regardless of the electrical 
resistance of Plie line il.*elf. By using a two-wire, or metallic, circuit such interference 
from outside source* may In* eliminated by transposition, and communication i* tbu* 
rendered |m*sihlc where a one-wire, or grounded, line cannot In* used at all. Where 
however, difficulties in transmission tirise. not from interference by induced current* 
but from excessive length of lines, |NM»r insulation, bad jo'nt*. |NH»r “ grounds,'' or 
other defect* in construction, the installation of a metallic circuit will give no relief. 
Excessive line length can only In* remedied by using a more efficient conductor. Tim*.
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no relief.

the standard galvani/.eil-iron wire used in ordinary forest lines would have to he 
replaced h.v a larger wire or preferably by eop|ier wire, which is a much more satisfac
tory fleet rival eouduetor than iron wire. If the trouble arises from faulty construc
tion it can only be remedied by removing these faults. The installation of a second 
•vire would, otherwise, be more likely to increase than to decrease the difficulties.

I'or forest-protection purposes a grounded line is nearly always preferable to a 
metallic line. As previously stated, only grounded lines can he satisfactorily employed 
'it tree-lino construction. The employment of two win not only magnifies the chance 
for interruptions due to breaks in the line but also renders a metallic line liable to 
interruption from short circuit* in ways that do not occur with grounded lines. Thus, 
it the two wires became crossed, as would often hap|ien when a trii* fell across the 
line, or if a wet branch or a loose tie wire fell across 1mitli wires, the lino would fail 
to work. Metallic circuits, therefore. »liould as a rule only In- usisl on full pole lines 
and then onl.x when needed to counteract interference from induced currents. Where 
disturbances due to induction are encountered in only a part of a line, it is not neces
sary to make the entire line a metallic circuit, but only that pirtion where the dis
turbance occurs. The means by which this is accomplislieil will la* discussed in 
t'haptcrs XII and XIV (See big». .*••!. 0’s, .V.t, lilt and *»l).

(ilAPTKH VI

TKI.FPIIoNK ( OXSTKIVTIO.N Pol.h V IN DOMINION FOKKST 
KK8KIIVKS

Section 39—Construction by the Forestry Branch
I he intention of the Forestry I {ranch is to secure efficiency of fire protection on 

the forest reserve* by such h|ieeinlizntioii a» the control ing factors seem to warrant.
I his will involve the establishment of rapid means of intercommunication. To 
accomplish this, telephone lines have been built and will be extended wherever their 
use will ensure more effective fire protection and more economical administration, and 
when- the territory covered is not served, or probably will not In* served, by com
mercial lines on account of inaccessibility and absence of sultseriliers. In general,
telephone lines on the forest ....... will be located in accordance with the principles
already discussed in Chapters IV and V.

For the most part, the commercial telephone lines near the forest reserves are own
'd and operated by the government of the various provinces, except in British Columbia 
where they are largely o|ierated by the Dominion Department of Public Works. 
Wherever feasible, these lines should he utilized in order to lessen the necessary «•ou
st ruct ion of Forestry Branch lines.

Section 40—Co-operative and Private Lines

Co-o|N-ratiou between the Forestry Branch and companies, individuals, provinces, 
or other government departments that would involve joint ownership, construction, or 
maintenance of telephone lines, introduces a division of r<*s|s>nsihility which may affect 
communication and maintenance as well as future growth and extensions, and, there
fore, should In- avoided. Kxci'pthms may lie made in the case of the lines of the 
Department <»f Public Works in British Columbia and, in unusual instances, in the 
'■use of provincial telephone departments, but all such instances must he* referred to the 
Director of Forestry for approval.

71*811—3
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The construction of privately owned lines within the reserves should be encouraged. 
Permits for such lines, when they will he of material benefit to the forest reserve should 
he recommended for issuance under Regulation ft5 (“ Regulations for Dominion Forest 
Reserves.” 1016) and the conditions varie<l so as to afford the necessary encouragement 
in each case. Regulation 21 authorizes the granting of free construction materials 
for structures on roads and trails on condition that they become the property of the 
Crown, and Regulations IS and 1î> provide for the furnishing of materials at special 
rates when the removal of the material will benefit the reserve. Supervisors, therefore, 
should accompany all recommendations for issuance of permits for the construction 
of private telephone lines within forint reserves by a report regarding the class of 
construction materials that it will he necessary to obtain from the forest reserve, if 
any, and a recommendation regarding the price that should he charged in ease special 
consideration is believed justifiable. Free service for a specified number of connections 
made by the Forestry Hrauch on all such lines will he made a part of all such permits.

Section 41—Use of Forestry Branch Lines

The connection of privately owned instruments with Forestry Rraneh lines will 
not he permitted. The conditions under which these lines are constructed and main
tained necessarily reduces to a minimum the number of telephones that may lie operated 
on them. Kach telephone adds to the electrical load and lessens by this amount the 
reserve capacity for future growth and. more particularly, for emergencies. Under 
no circumstances can such a number of instruments lie regularly connected to a 
Forestry Branch line that its entire capacity is employed, since the exigencies of forest 
administration may at any time require the establishment of one or more additional 
temporary connections with portable instruments or emergency lines. The possibilities 
of extensions are also extremely important in this connection. A line 10 miles long 
might easily carry ten to fifteen telephones, hut if this line i> extended to form part 
of a circuit 100 miles long the probability is that all but one or two of these telephones 
would have to he removed in order to get any use of the line. Now. it is found that 
where telephone service has once been granted in an isolnO-d region it is relinquished 
only with the greatest reluctance and therefore forest officers should weigh all these 
points very carefully when considering any connections other than those at ranger 
stations.

All instruments connected with a Forestry Branch line will lie provided, installed, 
and maintained by the Forestry Branch. Instruments may lie installed by super
visors at logging camps, mines, or other private establishments, hut only where such 
installations are necessary fur the proper administration and protection of the force*, 
where suitable arrangements can lie made for the protection of the instrument and 
the securing of access to it by forest officers at all times, and only after approval of the 
installations has been received from tin* district inspector. It will he the duty of 
supervisors contemplating such installation to report fully to the distriçt inspector tin- 
conditions which warrant the placing of an instrument at that point, the character of 
the building in which it will he placed, and the service that may be secured, and to 
report annually as to the advisability of maintaining or discontinuing the installation. 
Such stations will, as a rule, be located only in buildings of a public or semi-public 
character such as stores, post offices, hotels, road-houses, logging-camps, etc., and only 
where the location is of material importance to the reserve work and the person owning 
the establishment is under agreement to perform some special service for the Forestry 
Branch.

The telephone lines of the Forestry Branch are not to In1 considered commercial 
in character. It is not the intention to enter into competition with any private or 
provincial telephone service, lienee no action such as the granting of telephone ser
vices to settlers along these lines, with an annual charge for the privilege, will be 
permitted. It is obvious that any such permits will inevitably raise the question of
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discrimination, since it is wholly unreasonable to expect that such service can be 
granted to all that may apply, its would be done on commercial lines. These lines 
are built for the specific purpose of assisting in the administration and protection of 
the forest reserves, their capacity is extremely limited, the connections needed by the 
Forestry Branch are subject to sudden and unforeseeable increases, and accidents 
to which these lines are particularly liable may at any time very greatly impair their 
carrying capacity. For these reasons any attempt to render commercial service will 
inevitably fail, and no connections will Ik* made which are not in the opinion of the 
supervisor and the district inspector essential to the proper administration and pm- 
tection of the reserve.

Forestry Branch lines, however, are ojien for public use free of charge so far as 
the portion of the line owned by the Forestry Branch is concerned. Where provincial 
or other foreign lines are used in connection with a forest line the usual toll charms, 
must Ik* paid.

Section 42—Telephone Improvement Plans

Within one year after the issuance of these instructions all supervisors and ranger* 
in charge of Dominion forest reserves are required to prepare and submit to the 
di>trict inspector and the Director of Forestry n complete plan for the equipment of 
the reserve with telephone lines. This plan will include a map and a report

The map should show existing Forestry Branch ami private lines and their 
character, and the location of exchanges and instrumente, also the location and 
character of all new construction which will he mH-vssary V» meet the needs of Forestry 
Branch business during the next five years. In addition, the map should show higli- 
tension electric transmission lines, mads, trails, ranger stations, lookout stations, and 
all other features which may influence the establishment of the system.

The report should discuss, in the order of their importance, tin? proposed new 
lines, their need, locution, character, and cost. The telephone system should be 
grouped by natural divisions, each being designated by its two terminals. A branch 
line should be designated by its terminal and the division of which it is a branch.

The district inspector will prepare, from the information furnished by the 
supervisors, a map of the entire district showing the existing and proposed lines. 
This will ensure co-ordination of plans between the various reserves and with private 
systems. He will then issue instructions covering the general plan of the telephone 
system for each reserve.

Section 43—Standard Methods
Since the Forestry Branch lines are primarily for fire protection purposes they 

should embody the lK*st principles of construction, and every precaution should he 
taken to ensure continuity and decidability of rommunication over them at nil 
times and especially during fire seasons.

1—Desirability of Standards

To ensure that tin* best principle of construction shall Ik* followed on all reserve* 
it is essential that the direction of telephone devolojmient be centralized and this 
necessarily involves the issuance of uniform standard instructions. Such standard 
Diet hods may be based on the experience, not alone of all the various Forestry Branch 
officers, but also on that of other protection services, ami new discoveries or improvc- 
nuMits can. therefore, Ik* applied generally throughout the forest reserves. Moreover, 
it i> only by employing stnmlardiz<*d methods that the use of standard equipment i* 
made ]fc>ssible.

2—Amount of Line Warranted by Protection Standards

As vet, the determination of exact standards of protection on forest lands in 
Canada has progressed only n relatively short distant**. It is possible to giv only

79211—31
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very gonernl statements in regard to the art mil degree of immunity from fire damage 
that may he considered satisfactory in specific instances, consequently, it is possible 
to state only in a very general way the amount of line that may he considered essential 
in any given ease. On the forest reserves, where continuous forest production must 
he aimed at iu order to justify their existence, it is obvious that if the area annually 
mimed over averages more than about 1 per cent this aim will he rendered wholly 
unattainable. It is doubtful, moreover, whether with on average annual tire loss 
exceeding one-tenth of 1 per cent (1 acre per 1,000) of the area protected satisfactory 
results are possible. Certainly an average annual loss of 2 acres per 1.000 in the 
reserves of the Prairie Provinces should be the outside limit. What expenditure may 
justifiably be made to attain this degree of protection depends on many factors, not 
all of which arc as yet known in these forests. From a study of protective services iu 
other regions, however, it may lie said that present protection standards on Dominion 
forests demand the connection of all district ranger headquarters with the supervisor 
by telephone, and the equipment of primary lookout stations at least. Further con
struction can only be of real utility as the efficiency of the staff develops and as it* 
further specialization becomes feasible. In a general way an internal system that will 
connect all district headquarters with the supervisor will be found to involve about 
200 miles of line to each million acres of forest. Since this is a greater mileage than 
con be successfully operated on one circuit, it is necessary to divide it into two or more 
independent circuits in preparing the telephone plan.

Section 44—Standard Materials

1—Dksirabii.ity of Stamiamus

Several factors combine to render the adoption of equipment standards impera-

Pertain technical reasons require the use of unitorm types of instruments on the 
one circuit.

Only by adopting a standard type for all circuits is it. possible to connect up 
adjacent ones or to transfer equipment from one to another.

Some important special instrument» are manufactured for use only with certain 
types of equipment. Pnlcss these types are employed it is impossible to utilize all 
the available facilities.

Dealers will carry in stock only materials for which there is n reasonable demand. 
The adoption of uniform standard equipment for all the work of the Forestry Branch 
will make it possible for dealers to carry at local distributing centres a supply of this 
material, and thus greatly expedite deliveries.

For the purpose of providing uniform equipment throughout the Dominion forest 
reserves tin- following standard list has been adopted and must not lie deviated from 
without the authority of the district inspector.

2—List ok Staxiiaiid Kqiivmkxt

Non;—For specifications of those items marked with an asterisk (*) see Appendix K. 
Material and Uses Inscription of Equipment

• Wire 
Standard

Line (pole and tree, grounded and metallic). No. H W.U., H.B. galvunl*vd-lr<»n telephone 

Specials
L'.ne (special long distance tree lines.

grounded only)......................................................No. 6 B.W.U., H.B. galvunlsed-lron telephone
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Material ami t'sea—Con. Ueaeriptton nf Equipment—Von.

Une (special short pole lines only)............... No*. 12 and 14 H.W.ii., b.B. galvanlxed-lron
| telephone wire.

Line (special extra long distance pole lines
only, mostly metallic)......................................No*, s and 12 and 14 H. & S gauge hard-drawn

copper as required.

Une spams. 600 feet and over............................Steel wire as required.
Kmergency line*....................................................... No. SO stranded, consisting of 10 stratals of No.

30 It. Us S. gauge, hard-drawn copper wire.

From line to fuse.....................................................No. 14 B. ft S gauge, rubber-covered, braided.
weather-proofed copper wire. Single for 
grounded line, twisted-pair for metallic.

From ruse to protector......................................... No. 14 It. K S. gauge, rubber-covered, braided.
weather-proofed copper wire. Single for 
grounded line, twisted-pair for metallic.

From protector to all inside apparatus, In
cluding telephone ..............................................No. 1!» It. & S. gauge, rubber-covered and braided

copper wire. Single or twisted-pair.

From protector to ground................................... No. 14 It. & S. gauge, rubber-covered, braided
and weather-proofed copper wire Single.

From line wire to portable telephone Special Forestry Branch portable connector.

Une supports «standard)................... .....................221 P long by 6 In. diameter at top. (4rem. or
sound dead, peeled cedar, or other species, 
with open tank butt treatment.

the

et up

«•rtiim 
izv all

Braneli 
»f this

forest 
1 from

Une supports lspecial)..............................................is-ft. to 4.*.-ft. «•«•«lar p«des for s|mh*I»| construc
tion. Species other than cedar with 
special treatment.

Attoehmenta. It'fi'f to Palin.—
•Brackets ................ .......................... 12-In. oak bracket, painted or oiled.

Nall*.................................................................................6-in. ami 4-In. galvanlxed-lron wire nails.

•Insulators.................... ................................................. (llass. regular pony long-distance 14-ox.. deep
groove for No. !• iron wire. «Has* No. 
:• pony for copper and No. 12 Iron wire.

Tie Wires. ................................................................No. 9 B XX' it. galvanlsed-iron wire on No. 9 wire
lines. Nos. X. 12, 14 B. & S. gauge, aoft 
«upper wire on same gauge copper lines.

AttacHiaeiita, Wire to Trim —
Fastener............................................................................ 3-In. or 4-in. wrougbt-lron staples, according to

bark thickness.
Tie XVIrtx.........................................................................Nos. :« or 12 B.XX' « I galvanlxed-lron wire.

according to tie employed.

ndix K.

elephone

•Insulator.........................................................................No. *7 Improved split tree insulator No. 66.11.
I.hirmeu’.n Tools :—

Climbers............................................................................ Kastetn i>p<- (in orilering state length desired)
straps ami pads are supplied separately.

Belts with rings and safety straps......................21-In. (in ordering state length desired).

telephom

.

Pliers, for cutting wire and making tie* and
splices......................................................................«.S-In. linemen's shle-ruttlng. with sleeve-twister,

Klein make or equal.

Combination wire and sleeve splicing-clamp*.
for making splice*...............................................Reversible for sleeves (Nos. * to 12) and wire

(Nos. (5 to 14), Klein make or equal.
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Material and Uses—Con. Description of Equipment—Con.

Linemen’s Tools—Con.
Hand-axe for trimming trees and driving

nails and staples..................................................26-oZ. Hudson Hay hutid-axe with 22-ln. handle.

McIntyre sleeves, for splicing copper wire.. Nos. 8. 12. and It copper McIntyre sleeves for
copper wire only.

Dole-sett era1 Tools :—
Shovels, for digging holes for poles......................7-ft. handle, round point.

Digging spoons, for digging holes for poles.. 7-ft. handle, flat-toed, medium.

Combined dlggl r spud and tamping bar, for 
digging holes and tamping poles in soft 
ground....................................................................... 8-ft., steel.

Digging and tamping bar. for digging holes
In gravel or hard ground...............................l-in. octagonal steel, 8 ft. long.

IM..-iioles, for raising and steadying poles
30 ft. and over In length...............................12 Tt . It ft. and HI ft. long, according to length

Vole supports, for lalsing large poles............ Mule or Jenny pattern, generally made on the
Job if required.

I’ost-hole auger, for digging holes in soft
ground....................................................................... Di-ln. auger, I wan's type with 6-ft. handle.

1 Sups and Braerit:—.
Bolts, for holding top of brace to pole. .. ..5-In. galvanUed-iron bolt, square head, square

washers. 21 by 21 by §in In. and nut. 
Lengths according to size of poles.

Huy roils, for fastening guy wires to anchor
logs.................................... .........................................1-ln. diameter by î ft. or 6 ft. long, galvanlzed-

iron with washer and nut.

fluy wires, for guying poles at sharp turns.
long spans, etc........................................................N s a or 12 B.W.tl. galvanixed-lron wire. 2 or

I strands, twisted.

I.ine-stringing Tool*: -
Pay-out reel, pole and tree lines..

Pay-out reel, emergency wire lines. .

Buffalo grips, for holding and stretching wire 
on pole lines only.................................................

Ilaven clamp, for holding and stretching guys 
and line wire,

Horizontal type only. Made on Job according to 
specifications.

Special Forestry Branch hand-reel made to order 
only

Buffalo grips with pulley for No !) wire and

Haven clamp with 2-ln. to 3-ln. double blocks 
and 3(1 ft. of I-ln. sash cord.

V le phone Instruments :—
For supervisors' offices............................................... I*esk set: type. Northern Electric No. 1300-A or

equal I Note When it Is desired to 
equip a desk set with a head receiver the 
district Inspector will advise us to the 
equipment to order).

For lookout stations, permanent.........................Same as for supervisors.
For ranger stations permanently occupied... Wall act; type. Northern Electric No. 1317-8 or

equal, with 2,500-ohm unbiased ringer and 
condenser.
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Material and l’aea—Con.

7 « h phone Instrumenta—«'on.
Kor ranger and patrol .station» unoccupied 

during winter month», open lookout tower» 
and any outdoor stations along patrol 
routes or elsewhere............................................ W.

Kor speeder patrolmen, special crews, or flre- 
canips on lines not equipped for buzzer 
signalling...................................................................Spi

I 'll patrolmen, special crews, “ smoke chasers" 
and all field service units on lines 
equipped for liuxser signalling......................Sp

I /..'’ ijeney Telephone Kiln :
Kor temporal ) camps on fires nr special pro

jects.............................................................................S|.

I>< script ion of Hqnipnient- < ’mi.

ither-proof Iron box telephone; type, North
ern Electric No. 1836-J or equal with 

Min.ohm unbiased ringer and condenser

■rial Kor est Service portable telephone ; 
Northern Electric No. 137.'»-A.

•«•ini Adams portahh- telephone; Northern 
Klectrlc No. loot-A.

rial Korea!ry Brain-!' emergency communi
cation kit No. 1 A

I’.oteetire Device# :
I.ightnlng-urrester, for lightning only............... Protector; type. Northern Electric No. fio-K or

equal. Order separately protector blocks. 
Northern Klectrlc Nos. 20 and 21 or equal, 
and No. 10 protector block mica.

Lightning-arrester, for lightning and high-
tension currents....................................................Protector : type. Northern Electric No. 58-F or

equal Same as above with addition of 
2-ampere to 7-ampere No. 11-<* tubular

Fuses, for outdoor Installation............................. Type. Northern Electric No. 47-A or equal.
Protector blocks and ml«-as for repairs. . Protector blocks ; type. Northern Klectrlc Nos.

20 and 21 or equal Protector micas : 
type. Northern Klectrlc No. 10 or equal.

•Switch and protector mounting-box. for all
permanent outdoor telephones....................Type. Northern Klectrlc No. D-1 no or equal

Pi elector mats, to be placed under No. 5X-K
protector...................................................................Tjpe. Northern Electric No. is or equal.

I. ghtnlng roils, for carrying lightning to
ground, on pole lines only. ..Ne 0 B.WU . gnlvanlzed-lron wire, 2-In

galvanlzed-lron fence-staples.

/» U Itntlerlea:—
Kor station telephones, desk and wall sets. . .Type. Northern Klectrlc "3 In 1 battery Blue

Label, or equal.

Kor weather-proof lookout telephones............... Type. Northern Klectrlc telephone batt«*ry or

Kor Forest Service portable telephone No.
137.1-A.......................................................................Columbia O.V. No. 3 or Kver Heady Tungsten

No. 703.

Kor Adams portable Telephone No. 1004-A. . Kver Heady Tungsten No. 705.

X perla I Slf/nallbi/t Device# - 
Kxlenslon bells

For stations Indoors Type Northern Electric No 127-F or equal, with 
2.loo-ohm unbiased ringer.
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Material and Rsrs—Con. 

S/a rial Signalling Devlrea—Con.
For stiitons * «ut iloors.....................

Description of Equipment—Con.

Type, Northern El vet rit* No. 292-U or equal, 
with 6-ln. galvanized gongs and 2,500-ohm 
unhlnsvil ri inters.

Howlers, for signalling by means of vibratory
currents as with 1004-A telephone...............Type. Northern Electric No. 1-C or equal.

Condenser, for use with howler to impede
bell-signalling currents......................................Type. Northern Electric No. 21-F or equal.

Repealing Coils:—
For connecting grounded to metallic lino or

taking out a phantom circuit........................Repeating coll ; type. Northern Electric. No. 47-

Slation I nslallatians
Fasteners for outside wiring................................... No. 41 solid, or No. 5J one-groove, split por

celain Insulator ; Nos. 14 or 1«. 3-in. flat- 
head wood screws.

Fasteners for Inside wiring, single or double. . 1-in. or 3-in. Hlake insulated staples.
Fasteners for inside wiring, double only.. . . L-ln. mllonite nails.
Insulation for wires through walls...................... Correia In tubes, unglazed, diameter g-ln. by

11 ni-ln. Length according to wall thick-

Switches, for test stations, central switching
stations, unoccupied stations, etc..................Mingle or double pole 1.*,-ampere baby knife-

switches on porcelain bases.

Screws, for attaching protectors, switches.
howlers, etc., to walls.........................................Killed, round-head screws, length and gauge

according to size of each article.

Insinuation ami Repair Tools:—•
Pliers

For cutting Insulated wire................................... 6-ln. oblique, side-cutting pliers. Klein or equal.
For tightening binding-posts and small nuts.6-in. or 6-ln. long-nosed, oval, side-cutting pliers

Screw-drivers
hor setting small wood screws........................4-In. machinists' style screw-driver.
For setting large wood screws........................8-In. machinists' style screw-driver.
For setting screws In Instruments.................21-In. machinists' style screw-driver.

Knives, for general Insulated wire work. ..Electricians' knife; type. Northern Electric No.
402 or equal.

Soldering torch, for heating soldering Irons. .«'Inyton and Lambert gasolene blow torch No.

Soldering copper
For soldering joints and other outside work 1-pound standard soldering copper.

For interior work and repairs to Instru-
"UI,,H........................................................................ Pony soldering copper No 2. 11 l-ln. handle.

weight. 3 oz.

Install it Ion and Repair Supplies:—
ltesin-core flux solder. 1-pound or fi-pound 

spools, half-and-half bar solder.

Allen soldering stick. 1 by f»l-ln.
Black friction tape. 3-In. Northern Electric 

grade A or equal.

Flux.
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Material mnl f'sr#—t*on. Ihnrrlplhni of Equip no at- • y.i.

(Iron nil in y Unices :— „
«•round rods. Tor nil ordinary indoor and out

door Instrument installations on grounded
linos............... ............................................................ tlalvanlsvd-lron ground rod with copper wire

Mttf.ctiedi !1 In. diameter by 7 ft. long. 
Northern Kle«*trlv or equal.

• •round rode, for metallic circuits only.. . . «lalvanizcd or plain Iron ground rod. i In dia
meter by <• ft. long. Northern Electric 
No. 3xs or e«|ual.

«'•round plates, for sp«'«-lal ground Instullatione.i'opper plate No. 21 Birmingham sheet metal
gauge i»r No. 21, V S. sheet metal gauge ; 
12 by IS in. or larger.

«1 round clamps, for grounding on water-pipes.. Northern Electric type A ground clamp or equal.

Portable ground rod, for Forestry Branch
«•mergency communication kit No. l-.X. . Special Forest Service portable gmuml rod.

Northern Electric No. 313-B.

Mist i tin,icons TooIh mul SuppHis :—
Brace and bits, for boring holes for brace 

holts and guy rods and for carrying wires
through walls.........................................................Bia«*e. ratchet, ball-bearing head. 10-In. sweep.

Bits, auger or car bits : Hn.. E-In., 
it m-in.. cfiunterslnk. Other sises as re-

Claw-liammer. for interior Installations. . , .Ordinary style; light.

Monkey-wrench, for setting up brn«’e bolts and
guy r<wls....................................................................Standard wrench. 12-in.

Pole-steps, for pole* over 30 ft. high, bearing
test station or other special apparatus..«lalvanized-lron pole»-*teps. 1-In. by 9-in.

Tree-trimmers, for trimming small branches
from ground............................................................Type. Northern Electric Co.. New < liant tree-

trimmer or e«iual.

Insulators, strain, for dead-ending line wire
on trees and poles................................................Type. White Strain Insulator No. .100 or equal.

Strand, at a min rd galvanized steel, for attach
ing strain insulators...........................................No is ' . b e galvunlxed-steel seizing strand.



CHAPTER VU

<>!• K HAT IONS PRELIMINARY TO CONSTRECTIOX

Section 45 Factors Influencing Location

The relation of the proposed line to the telephone system, present and proposed, 
.-liould be kept constantly in mind. This will influence the type and character of 
construction. If the proposed line is a trunk line the |K>ssil>ility of connecting to it 
-iiort branch lines from lookout points ami ranger and fire stations should be con
sidered.

The following additional |*>ints should bv observed when locating telephone

(1) The location of the most logical switching centres for connection with other

(2) Topographical location. By avoiding steep slopes, cliffs, high divides, river
beds, coulees, and streams, and canyons more than 500 ft. in width, the danger from 
«uowslides, land-lidos, floods and high winds will be lessened. By following roads 
and main trails frequent ins|Mi-tion will be facilitated ami maintenance simplified.

(3) Location of other electrical circuits. Electric-light, power, and high-tension 
transmission lines should be avoided whenever fsissible. A high-tension transmission 
line carrying over 5000 volts should not Ik* paralleled at a distance of less than one-half 
mile, and all crossings and approaches I a* tween telephone and power transmission lines 
should be at right angles.

(4) The probabilities of future growth ami extensions.
(5) The length of the line. Other costs being eifual, the cost of construction 

and maintenance varies as the h ngtli «if the line.

Section 46 Survey of Route
A preliminary survey or reconnaissance i* necessary in order that the length of 

the line may be ascertained and its cost estimated. The thoroughness of the survey 
will depend upon local conditions. A transit line with chained distances may be 
necessary in some cases, while in others a walking or riding reconnaissance will be 
sufficient. The location determined bv the s«irev, however, need not be taken as 
final; deviations from it should be nnulc if it :s found «luring the course «>f construc
tion that grcat«-r reliability can thus be secured.

Whenever a p<«le line is t«« he constructed, «-itlier in whole <«r in part, marking 
«takes should be set in line at the projiosed location* «if the hob*. Ea«‘h stake should 
be marked to indicate the height of the |wile for that parti«‘ii1ar position, the depth 
of the hole, the kind of hole t«i he «lug (wln*tln*r an anchor-hole or a stub-hole), 
whether the i*ole is to he guy«‘«l <ir braced, ami the amount of tin* rake fFig. 11) at 
curves and corners.

Each tree that is to lie used as a tie tree shouhl be prominently blaze«l fore and 
aft. ami on the side to which tin1 split insulat«ir is to he attaclusl. A eross made with 
blue crayon should he pln«'cd on the latt«ir Maze.

Section 47- Securing Right of Way
Tf it is proposal to build any part of the line «iff the reserve, or over alienated 

land within the reserve boundary, right of way shouhl first he obtained. The proper 
form, which will he furnish»*d by the district inspector, shouhl he used. Verbal per
mission is not sufficient.
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lu marly all the western provinces the use of the publie roads as the right of 
way for telephone lines is eontrolled hy the provincial government. Before any lines 
are placed on such roads permission must be secured from the proper government 
department. This must in all eases he taken up through the district inspector.

If it is desired to string wire on ixdes belonging to a private company written 
|H>rmission should he scoured from the insjx*etor before any construction is begun.

Section 48—Clearing Right of Way

When a polo line is to be constructed, a right of way sufficiently wide to afford 
reasonable protection against damage to the line from fulling trees must be cleared. 
It is especially necessary that dead or defective trees that lean toward the right of 
way and threaten to fall across it be removed. The effect of snow on adjacent trees 
and branches must always be considered, and all that might be borne down across the 
lino should be cut. As a rule is do lines will not be built in the forest if a cleared 
right of way of greater than 25-ft. width is needed, unless the trees are exceptionally 
scattered.

Pig. 7 Mobley wire-cradle.

When pole lines are carried through small timber or reproduction a right of way 
at least, wide enough for a saddle trail should he cleared through any dense under
brush. Small trees directly under the wire, which by their future growth might touch 
the wire, should be cut down at the outset. Everything, in fact, that might at pre
sent or in the near future cause trouble on the line should lx? cleared before or at the 
time the wire is strung.

If the line is to be attached to trees it is not advisable or necessary to top the 
trees to which the split insulators arc fastened, except where the line has to cross over 
a windy canyon or in other places exposed to a strong wind. Vnder such conditions 
the trees should either be topped or else poles used, preferably the latter. It is usually 
only necessary to trim the branches on the insulator side of the tree to a sufficient 
height for attaching the split insulator. Vndergrowth and trees between spans should
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be trimmed sufficiently to allow at least a 4-ft. elearanco of the line wire. Any Aui- 
tf rous snags or rotten trees in the close vicinity of the line should he eut. A right-of- 
way clearing for a tree line must usual I v le at |va<t * ft. wide at the height above the 
ground at which the wire will hang. This is unite different from an 8-ft. clearing 
on the ground, particularly in long-branching specie- such as spruce, hemlock, and 
cedar, but care must U* taken to see that sufficient clearing is made before the wire 
is strung, ns otherwise annoying and costly delays result.

In clearing lines through dense under! rush and reproduction, it will be found 
most satisfactory to scatter the clearing crew singly along the line and have all

Kig s Klondike pack-frame as used for packing wire

' i

: r*F

material felled into the right of way. The débris resulting from such clearing adds 
to the tire-danger and should, if practicable, be hurm-d on the right of way before the 
wire is strung. If not practicable, the brush should be piled off the right of way and 
left for burning at a time when conditions are favourable.

Section 49—Transportation and Distribution of Materials

The wire, brackets, insulators, and other <*«|uipinent should he conveyed from the 
railway point or the place of purchase to the proposed line by automobiles, teams, or 
horses. Time and money trill he Hand if construction work is nol started until all 
necessary line equipment has turn distributed to its proposed location or to some con
venient point. Wire and other metal should be kept off the ground. All line 
materials should he distributed along the right of way well in advance of wire-string-
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ing crews. Much time will he saved if the è-milv points (or .Vmilv points) at which 
coils of wire arc to lie left are market! in advance of the teams or pack-horse*. Fse a 
hlaze with a red cross tir some other distinctive mark.

It will often lie necessary to pack the wire on horses. The maximum load for 
one horse under best conditions is two ^-inile coils of No. 9 wire (weight KM |iouiid» 
each) and under poor conditions, one 1-mile coil (weight 157 pounds). Single coils 
may he packed on a horse in several ways, hut the following method is suggested : 
Hun a cross-stick lengthwise between the cross-trees on the pack-saddle, tying each 
«‘lid securely. Then split the coil of wire in half and place it over the top of the stick 
connecting the eross-tnw, so that one-half of the coil is on each side of the saddle. 
Finally, throw a diamond hitch over the whole.

1—Mohi.kv Wirk-vhaih.k.

A still better method adapted to packing either one or two noils is to use a pack 
ing-erudle .such as the one designed by Ronger Mobley of the Forestry Branch. I hi- 
cradle (Fig. 7) consists of a rectangular wooden frame built to fit snugly over the 
forks of the pack-saddle. The front and rear pieces project a few inches beyond the 
sides and two pieces of strap-iron with upturned ends are so plannl as to hold tin* side 
coils in place. In inn-king two eoils, one is hung on each side of the horse on the pro
jecting ends of the cradle and then lashed on with a diamond hitch. When packing 
one coil it is laid flat on the top of the cradle and ladled in plan*. This cradle is jMir- 
ticularly handy when distributing coils along the line, since it is equally convenient 
for packing either onu or two coils (Figs. 5 and 9). For packing heavy coils of wire 
on men's hacks the Klondike pack-frame shown in Fig. 8 is an unusually effective 
device.

Section 50—Organization and Equipment of Construction Crews.
The foreman will lie resiMuisiblc for the work on the line in accordance with the 

instructions lie receives. Whenever possible he should lie a forest officer, earefiillx 
selected for his experience in telephone construction ami in handling men. The size 
of the crew will depend upon the extent of the work, the qualificathnts of the indi
vidual members, and the time available for completion.

A crew may consist of a foreman, one ground assistant, two linemen, one utility 
man (swamper and lineman), and. if necessary, a cook. If more speed is desired, one 
or two additional linemen may he employai, provided arrangement is made 
“swamp” the line and distribute materials with sufficient rapidity, to do which max 
require one or two additional gmundmen. Which members of the crew will dig th- 
lades, which distribute tin* material, and which erect the lath's will he determin'd hx 
local conditions.

F.iieh man employed in digging holes for |sdes should la* provided with:—
One* 7-ft. shovel. Western Union pattern
One mffllani weight, straight-handled. tint-toed, spoon. WeMern Union pattern 7-ft

handle.
One 1-In. by K-ft. octagon sleel <11**111* bar.

In sand or other easy digging a post-hole auger can often he used to advantage.
Kneh lineman on tree lines should be provided with the following equipment :

One cninblniillnn wire-and-sleeve sp1lcln*-vlamp This Is of th*- reveralb'e type, une aid 
belli* used for McIntyre sleeves ami the other for Western Union connection

One pair x-ln. linemen'.- pliers.
One pair of Rasli-m climbers, with straps. These run from 14 to 18-In In length by 

|-ln. Intervals.
tine belt and safety strap.
Une haml-axe
One ha* Insulators and tie wires.

A construction crew on pole-line work should also be provided with:—
Two Huffalo grips.
« ine Haven's steel clamp.
One 3-In. double-pulley block twlth one hook).
One 3-In. double-pulley block (with hook and eye).
Th rty-flve ft. l-ln. aash cord.



CHAPTER Mil
POLE-LINE mXSTItl < TluX

Section 51—Selection of Poles

IVilrs should be cut us near the promised line us praoticj bit*. The best und most 
durable timber, such us cedar, tnmarn k, uml I louglas tir, should he used, if it ean 
In* obtainml at a reusonuhle cost.

All |K)hn should Ik- cut from live or demi standing trees und should Ik* free front 
heart-rot or butt-rot, or an.v other defect which might weaken them. As a means 
of reducing the cost of poles delivered at the lade it may in some eases be desirable to 
purchase poles from commercial companies.

\\ lieuever |n>—ihlc poles and braces should lie cut in winter to secure Iwtter H<*a soil
ing- They should he iieeled us soon as cut and all knots and branches trimmed close. 
f lipirhd pohs must not In- used under nnii circumstances. Poles should In* reason
ably straight and of the dimensions shown in the table below:—

TABLE A-LENGTH AX I) TOP IH A METER OK HTAXHARD POLES
•ength of pole Diameter of lop Length of Diameter of lop

ii
i'

When a lim* will la* subjected to severe stresses from high winds or unusual 
strains, these diameters should be increased by from A inch to 1 inch. High pole- 
should l»e very fine quality. The butts of poles should be cut off square; the top- 
should be cut slanting on both sides to form a right-angled “roof” as in Fig. 10.

Section 52 Skidding and Seasoning
It is sometimes )>os*ihlc to collect a number of poles or bracts at one point as they 

are cut. and later to distribute them along the line without undue expense. In such 
eases the i>olea should la* completely harked ami piled in tiers, with a space of at least 
fi inches between lades in the same tier and lietween tiers. The bottom tier should 
l*e of sufficient height from the ground to allow of the free circulation of a;r under the 
poles, which should la* seasoned for at least two or three months. Seasoned jades are 
lighter and therefore easier to handle. Poles should not be held in storage too long 
as they an- liable to start to decay.

When it is not feasible to collect poles or braces at one point, the individual pieec- 
shottld la* la-eled and raised off the ground or leaned against trees or rocks in an open 
|»»-itiou to season. Sound dead timber need not be seasoned.

It is particularly noresen ry, wImui poles are to Is* treated with any form of pre
servative. that they Ik* well seasoned and, so far as possible. Is* accumulated at a very 
few places along the line. In most eiww it will lie fourni desirable to prepare such 
l»oles a season before line construction is contemplated.

Section 53—Preservative Treatment
If durable w<nsis cannot In* obtained at a reasonable cost it may Is- necessary to 

give the poles preservative treatment. Before doing this, however, the district inspector 
should lie consulted. The i*dett of branch lines less than 3 mil»** long need not be 
treated in any ease, unless the branch is constructed at the same time as a main line 
of treated polee.
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The exjierioiH'e of the Forestry Branch with untreated spruce mid poplar poles in 
the Prairie Provinces has shown that, they have a lengt h of life of only il to 5 years. 
Eastern tamarack |toh*s are somewhat I letter, lasting from <1 to V years. Experiments 
have just been begun with lodgepole pine on Dominion reserves, but experience with this 
s|H«ei«-s in the Vnited States has shown that its dependable length of life, untreated, 
is not over 7 years, .lack pine will, probably, Ik* about tbe same. It is considered 
that |N*rmanent trunk lines on the forest reserves should Ik* built to last without pole 
renewals on a large n'aie for at least V> years. This may be accomplished by using 
either well-seasoned, untreated cedar poles or well-treated native poles.

S|M*cial instructions with regard to the use of untreated ami treated poles on 
Forestry Branch lines will Ik* issiud by the Director of Forestry. There are only two 
methods of jnde preservation that may 1m* applied with a reasonable degree of success 
under the conditions usually encountered on forest protection lines. These are the 
“open-tank" method and the “brush method.” The hitter giv<*s only a very slight 
increase in durability and is only desirable under certain very special circumstances. 
The former is the most successful method yet devised for the type of line employed 
by the Forestry Branch. Treatment is applied only to the portion of the pole placed 
in the ground. In some eases it may be preferable to treat 8 ft. or 9 ft. stubs and set 
jKiles as explained in Section 91. Before any treatment is applied all adhering bark, 
including the inner fibrous bark, should be removed with a draw-knife from the |M>r- 
tion of the pole to lie treated.

As the details of the treating apparatus and the methods of treatment have not 
yet been standardized for Forestry Brapch lines, only a brief reference to these methods 
can Ik* made at present and complete instructions will later Ik* issued in the form of 
a supplement to this manual. In the meantime, pole treatment will only In* under
taken in accordance with specific instructions isviuxl by the district inspectors.

1— Open-tank Method

Wherever practicable, this method of treatment is the Im*sL that con 1m* employed. 
Creosote, heated to a temperature not to exceed 200° F.. is the preservative used. 
(See “Preservative Treatment of Poles,” Vnited States Forest Service Bulletin No. 
"4, and “ Preservative Treatment of Fence-posts," Forestry Branch Circular No. 8.)

2— Bri sii Treatment

This process requires less equipment than any other, but the results are not 
nearly so good as the open-tank method. Brush treatment even when well clone can
not 1m* depended on to add more than 2 or 8 years to the life of a pole. A brief descrip
tion follows : Hot creosote or hot earbolineum is applied to the poles with iron-bound 
brushes for a space of about 1 ft. above* tin* ground line and 2 ft. 1m*1ow it, thus form
ing a band 8 ft wide*. All seasoning cheeks and knot holes should Ik> carefully tilled 
and the preservative applied as freely as possible without waste, putting on all that 
the jKilee will absorb. After an interval of at least 24 hours the poles should 1m* 
treated with a second coat applied in the* same manner.

in hot, dry weather the creosote should be heated to a teni|M*rature of from 120° 
to 150® F. and in cola weather to 180° F. These temperatures, however, should not 
be exceeded. In heating tbe creosote die utmost precaution should he taken to pre
vent Occidents. If the heating veste! is allowed to boil over or if creosote is spilled 
and allowed to burn on the outside *f the vessel, the contents are pretty sure to ignite 
and burn fiercely. If creosote becomes mix<*d with water the mixture boils violently 
several degree* below the boiling point of the hitter.

The preservative should never lie applied to green timber nor when the surface 
of the pole is wet from rain, snow or frost, or is frozen.
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The to|* of the poles and the place* where the brackets and braces are to be 
attached should also be treated with two coats of hot creosote, and the same is true of 
the butts of braces and the slanting top which is to rest against the pole.

A convenient outfit for brush treatment consists of a 5-gal. or 10-gal. can or iron 
pot, a d-gal. pail. A-gal. r, a 4-in. or 5-in. wire-hound brush, and a thermometer. 
A small-sized, galvanized-iron wash-tub has been used with success in some places as 
a xessel in which to heat creosote oil.

Section 54 Length of Poles
I lie standard pole is 22$ ft. long, and this dimension will bu used in all but special 

cases. When for any reason non-durable poles must be used without preservative treat
ment, the standard length will lie 2o ft. and no shorter poles may be used without 
specific authority from the district inspector.

Poles shorter than 22$ ft- may be used, with the approval of the district inspector, 
provided the standard length is not available, or, for miiiic reason, is undesirable. 
When a line crosses solid rock, and when it would be cheaper, the use of 2-in. or 2A-in 
wrought-iron pi|ies for short-length poles should In- considered, notwithstanding their 
liability to rust. Such poles may be fitted into drilled holes, thereby making blasting 
unnecessary. There are several forms of commercial brackets and pine which, by the 
use of a little ingenuity, may lie set into the top of those poles or fastened to the side 
by carriage bolts.

Poles longer than 22$ ft. may lie used
(1) Where the spacing of the poles is such that the required sag in the line would 

bring the wire too eloeo to the ground.
I . (2) Where the underbrush exceeds 10 ft. in height. Use poles that will keep the

lowest wire at least 4 ft. above the highest brush at the middle of the span.
(.")) Where snow is likely to drift to depths exceeding 10 ft. use poles that will 

keep the lowest wire at least 2 ft. above the maximum height of the drift at the middle 
of the span.

(4) Where it is necessary to grade the line to overcome abrupt changes in level. 
•. For example there should not lie an abrupt change from a 22$-ft. pole to a 45-ft. pole, 
j Instead after a 22.Vft. pole place a .40-ft. pole and then complete the change by using

poles of gradually increasing length until the 45-ft. length is reached.
(5) Where the line crosses wagon roaik or railways. Use poles that will allow a 

5 clearance between the lowest wire and the road-bed of at least 10 1't. above a road and
25 ft. above a railway, measured from tin* middle or highest point of the road or track. 

* imiter heights must be maintained if required by provincial laws. (Si-v “ Cross
ings,” Section 60.)

(0) Where necessary to cross over instead of under other poles. (See ‘‘Cross
ings,” Section 06.)

(7) At the ends of long spans (more than 500 ft.) across rivers and canyons. 
Special jades or construction, approved by the district inspector, should he used.

Poles shorter than 22$ ft. may be used :—
(1) On short lines where the standard length pole cannot be readily secured.
(2) When stubs of durable species or treated with creosote are employed.
Before using short poles the approval of the district inspector must be secured.

Xo pole less than 18 ft. long or 5 in. in diameter at the top may be employed.

Section 55—Erection of Poles

1—Disthihvtiox ok Poles

Tii distributing poles along a line the heaviest ones should be selected for use on 
curves, at corners, at the ends of long spans, and at terminals.

79211—4
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2—Spacing

On straight sections jioles should be set 176 ft. apart, which is equivalent to 30 
pules per mile. For a grounded line, carried on poles, the distance apart, under 
favourable conditions, may ho 200 ft., or about 26 poles to the mile. Changes in 
the direction of a line should he made gradually by spreading the curve over as 
many poles as possible, raking each pole outward to offset the strain. On curves and 
corners where the pull is from 10 to 30 ft., the pole spacing should be reduced to 
100 ft. Where the pull is more than 30 ft., the turn will bo made on two poles, 
approximately 1<)0 ft. apart, with equal spacing» in the adjacent spans on either side. 
At right-angled corners the length of the section on either side next to the corner 
pole should not exceed KM) ft.

Where it is necessary to make a span of from 200 to 300 ft., the adjacent sections 
should be 100 ft. in length. Spans of from 300 to 500 ft. should have two auctions 
of 100 ft. on each end. For spans of more than 500 ft. special construction is 
required.

Where the line crosses solid "rock, the length of spans may be increased v,p to 
300 ft. to avoid the expense of blasting holes. When it is necessary to blast many 
holes, special construction may be desirable, and the matter should he taken up with 
the district inspector.

Abrupt changes in the level of the wire should be avoided. Poles should be 
set on either side of a high or low point, using long poles, if neewsary, to obtr in 
the desired clearance in the span. In crossing a ridge or ravine, for example, it is 
better to space the poles so that one Is set on each side of the ridge or ravine rather 
than to set a pole on the crest or in the bottom.

3—Digging Holes

On straight sections holes should be vertical, uniform in size from top to bottom, 
and at least 6 inches larger in diameter than the butt of the polo. This will permit 
the earth to be evenly tamped around the pole for the total depth of the hole. In 
general, the depth of holes for various sizes of poles should be that shown in the 
following table. On curves or in soft soils, however, holes should be at least 6 inches 
deeper than the figures given.

TABLE B-8IZE OF HOLE FOB DIFFERENT LENGTHS OF POLE

Over-all length of pole
Depth of hole

Over-nil length of pole
Depth of hole

Inearth i In roek In vartli lnr.»k

ft. ft. ft. ft. ft.

IN................. 4 3 35 6 <!
221 4 3 III «1 5

4| HI II «1 5
m 5 4

On a hillside the depth of a hole should be measured from the lowest side of 
the opening. Where the hillside is so soft that the pole may possibly “kick out,’’ 
the depth of the hole should be determined by the foreman.

Where it is not possible to dig the required depth, the hole should be blasted. 
If this is not feasible, the pole should be securely braced or guyed.

4—Attachments to Poles

Standard brackets with insulators and nil other equipment which is to be 
Attached to the pole should be put in place before the pole is erected.
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(a) Pole-steps.—Steps should he used on ull poles over 35 ft. higli or to wliieh 
telephone uppnmtus, such as switch-boxes and test-stations, are attached. The steps 
are of galvaniz«*d iron, "« in. h.v ft in. They should he driven alternately into the 
opposite sides of the pole, parallel to the direction of the line, and >pueed IS in. on 
centres. The line of the ste|w should he parallel to the centre of ‘lie poles.

(b) Glass insulators.—Glass insulators of the kind k:.u*n us “ regular pony 
long-distance type”, weighing approximately 14 ounces each and conforming to the 
specifications given in Appendix E, should be used on all lines built of No. 0 wire 
when strung on poles. No. ft pony glass insulators may lie used for all lines built of 
No. 12 wire strung on poles.

(c) Brackets. - On a one-wire line the brackets should he placed» on the same side 
of all poles, except that at corners or curves they should he on the side of the poles 
away from the centre of the curve, so that the line wire will pull them against the 
poles. Brackets should he nailed to the poles with one 6-in. and one 4-in. galvanized- 
iron wire nail. For one-wire lines the top bracket position will be used. It is not 
necessary to shave the |s>le at the place where the bracket is attached.

On straight sections of a two-wire line the brackets slit uld be on opposite sides 
of the poles, hut on curves both brackets should he on the side of the pole away from 
the centre of the curve (Fig. 10).

As an additional safeguard whenever a line crosses the tracks of a railway, two 
brackets with insulators placed side by side should be used on the first polo on each 
side of the track. Where a line is attached to a large |hi1o at a sharp corner two 
brackets slightly separated will be used, in order to keep the line wire clear from the

(tl) Liphtti!nq-rods.—Lightning-rods should he placed on poles before they are 
set. In ordinary situations a rod should be placed on every tenth pole.

In exposed, mountainous regions, or where the line crosses mountain ranges or 
divides, a rod should he placed on every fifth pole. It should he the same kind of 
wire as the line and long enough to reach from 6 in. above the top of the pole to 
aliout 3 ft. below the bottom. The upper end of the wire should he bent back about 3 
in. from the end and given several turns about itself; the lower end should be made 
into a small mil of three or four turns, 5 or 6 in. aerosg, at the bottom of (not round) 
the pole. The rod should then be attached to the |»ole with 2 in. staples at intervals 
of 3 ft. at a point one-fourth the distance around the |>ole from the bracket, running 
in a straight line to the ground, the upper end projecting about 3 in. above the ridge 
of the p de. The wire coiled at the bottom should he bent into place or stapled at the 
bottom of the pole so that the hitter, when set. will rest on the coils.

After the pole is set and the line wire attached, an inspection should he made to 
make sure that there is no contact between the lightning-rod wire and the line wire.

Lightning-rods are not necessary in tree-line construction.

5—Skttixii Poi.es

On straight sections poles should be set vertically.
On curves or at corners the poles should be placed so that they will incline 

outward from the centre of the curve. ( Fig. 11).
When the pull is less than 5 ft., the rake should he about 10 in. (Fig. 11); with 

a pull of from 5 to 10 ft. 15 in.; and with more than 10 ft., about 25 in. These figures 
apply to the top of the pole after it has been set and before the line wire is attached. 
Warped or crooked poles should be set so that the crookedness will offset the pull of 
the line wire at the ends of long spans or on curves or corners. No attentirn need 
be paid to the possibility of the line wire changing the amount of rake. The»' »peei- 
fications are approximate and may be exceeded without harm. Hake is sometimes 
necessary even though the pole is braced or guyed.
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Pnh*9 should hi* set with thv roof ridges at right angles to the line wire, except 
when eross-a mis are used or when it is probable that they will later be usi*d, in which 
ease the ridge will parallel the line. The bracket should be exactly at right angles to 
the line and in the proper position to prevent the line wire from touching the pole

THE PULL ON CORNER POLE A EQUALS DIMENSION X 
MEASURED ON GROUND LINE USE SAME METHOD EQR 
DETERMINING PULL ON EACH POLE IN A CURVE

Lme

? ! {: x /?mount or
' f TO BE PROV/DED ON 

,1 j CURVES AND CORNE*5

Fig. 11

POLE

POLE POLE

Fig 12 Definition of pull

3
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0—Filling and Tamping

In setting u i»»l«* it should be “trued” and held in position with pike-judos until 
firm, the dirt being tilled in evenly around it and thoroughly tainjMxl us the tilling 
progresses (Fig. 13). The coarse soil or gravel should he jiut in lust. The tilling van 
l>e done by one man, and the tamjnng by two men. After the pole is set and the hole 
filled, about fi in. of earth should be closely packed around the pole above the ground. 
Poles set in solid rock should have rock fragments firmly we Igid in around them.

Fig. 13 Setting a pole

Section 56—Bracing and Guying
The use of braces and guys is obviated in many cases by u proper amount of rake, 

but either braving or guying will be necessary in the following cases:—
(1) On any pole on a curve or at a comer where the pull exceed* .'Mt ft.
(2) On poles at each side of a crossing over roads and railway rights of way.
(3) On the two end poles of sj>ans between 300 and f>00 ft.
(4) On the poles at either end of spans above 500 ft.
(5) On very stwp slojiea. Anchor guys may preferably be used in these eases, 

or a head guy from the top of one pole (below the lowest bracket) to the base of the 
pole next above it.

(6) On alternate poles in exposed positions.
(7) On polos in swa^ips or on loose ground (where necessary.)
(8) On poles on both ends of high-tension transmission line crossings.
(9) On the first and last poles of a line.

1—Bracks

Bruces (Fig. 14) should Ik» at least 8 in. in diameter at the hutt end, cut slanting 
nt the top to fit close to the pole but the pole itself should not lx* cut. They should
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bo set nt least 2* ft. in the ground—ÎM ft. would In- better if too much difficulty is not 
encountered in digging. The distance between the brace and the i>"le, as measured on 
the ground, should be not less than one-half of the height of the pole above ground. 
The bottom end of the brace should rest on a flat stone or piece of log or plunk. After 
boring a £-in. hide through both the brace and the pole just above the point where the 
bottom edge of the brace touches the latter, the brace should Ik» bolted tightly to the 
pole with a 8-in. galvanized-iron bolt, using galvanized-iron washer, 21-in. square 
and di-in. thick under both the head of the bolt and under the nut.

tfoshor-
/Vat and 
tv, >sher to 
be serened 
up tight

A/ot /ess than ho/f
.6 inches/ength of the po/e ado t

in' A'of /ess 
' than 2‘A feet

<f/at stone or tog for
hearing surface

Fig. 14 Method of braving

Oo not cut or notch the /mepo/e 
Sroce po/e shou/d he f/tted 
to t/ne po/e

2—Guys

(a) Anchor Guys.—Anchor guys (Fig. 15) should be made of two pieces of line 
wire (No. 9 B.W.G.) twisted together, and, if possible, of sufficient length to reach from 
the Uittom of the lowest bracket to a point on the ground at a distance from the 
bottom of the pole equal to the height of the bracket above the ground, but under no
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condition less than H ft., with enough additional length to allow one end to he passed 
through the eye of a standard half-inch, galvanized-iron guy rod, the other to he 
wrapped twice around tin1 jsile, and Isith s<'cured.

When a guy has been prepared, one end slum hi 1h> wrapp'd around the pole twice 
and stapled, the loose end being secured by wrapping not less than six times around 
the wire, using a pair of connectors or pliers. An anchor log should then be placed 
in the ground with a guy rod passing through it, the eye of the rod projecting above 
the ground. One of a pair of pulley blocks should then In* hooked into the eye and 
the other fastened to a Buffalo grip or a medium-sized Haven clamp attached to the 
guy wire. The latter should then lie pulled to the required tension and the end loopwl 
through the eye and secured by not less than six wraps (Fig. IT»), after which the 
pulley blocks and Buffalo grip can lie removed.

The size of the anchor log will usually lie determined by the depth below ground. 
If the excavation 1m* 4$ ft. the anchor log should 1m- 4 ft. long by 5 in. in
diameter; if the excavation Im- ft. deep the anchor log should be Ô or 7 ft. long by 
8 or 0 in. in diameter.

oroundttta
Hot 4Mt tfton 6 tv raps ■

method or GUV/HO

Two strands of *3 OHO
go/von,tea

Hstronds • /£ O H O

Hot/ess **>on 6wrapt Hot/as* ttton 9 rf,t
Si '.y-w

XrHten * et/^o's feat use on<hor/oq aHet/vry by dHtnwWr

Oo/von, tea iron nut ond square
wusner on end of guy roa

Fig 15 Mvlhud of guying

If guy rods are not available, the guy wire should be wrap|H*d around the anchor 
log. This is temporary construction, as the guy wire will rust and break.

When a guy is used on a public highway or street in a city or town, a guard should 
he used to make it readily visible. For this purpose it may 1m» boxed up to a height 
of (i ft. above the ground, or a sapling about 3 in. in diameter may he wired to it. 
This proteetion is also desirable where guy wires are necessary on open meadows, etc., 
fr<H|ucnt<*d by men or stock.

(b) Tver pups.—If there is a live tree of large diameter nearby, the guy wire may 
be fastened to it instead of to a buried log. Hardwood slats should be used between 
the guy wire and the tree to prevent injury to the latter, as in Fig 88.

^242
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(c) Rock yutis.—A home-made iron eye-bolt 1 inch in diameter and not less than 
1m in. hmg may lx* us< d for anchoring n guy wire in rock. The angle formed hy the 
guy wire and the shank of the holt should not he more than a right angle (Fig. 10). 
The holt shonld not be near the edge of the rock or ledge.

(d) Ouying across roads.—If a guy wire, as ordinarily placed, would interfere 
with traffic on a road, a stub should h - used ( Fig. 17) to provide proper clearance. The 
club should be stayed with the standard guy rod and anchor log; or if this i« not 
possible, braced with anchor logs underground, as shown for the pole in Fig. Is.

’2 j/rands * 9 B.W.G. ga/vantzed iroi 
^vire twisted togeiher_or -four stranu. 

12 B WG (shown as single wire 
to simplify illustration)

less than 6 wraps

/ inch diameter iron rod not /— 
than Id inches m length,de pend mg 

on nature of roch----- h

Do not locate near 
the edge of the roch 

Z

nock

Klg. 16 Rock guy bolt

3—Self-supporting Polks

Where conditions prevent the use of any other method of guying, and especially 
■in swampy soil, the poles should be braced with anchor logs, as illustrated in Fig. is.

The problem of supporting pole» in muskegs is often a difficult one. Where 
ordinary methods of single bracing or guying will not suffice two or even four braces 
may sometimes be necessary in addition to anchor logs placed as shown in Fig. IK.

4—Tripods

The difficulties encountered in supporting poles in muskegs are often increased 
by unusual soil conditions which make the digging of holes very costly. Some success 
has been met in the employment of tripods instead of poles in crossing such muskegs. 
These tripods are constructed of peeled poles having a butt diameter of fi in., top 
diameter of not less than 3 in., and a length of 22 to 24 ft. Lodgepole pine is the most 
suitable material, but spruce, tamarack, or jack pine may be used. Each tripod con-
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sista of two 22-ft. nnd one 24-ft. pole and these poles are wired together through 
holes bored 21 ft. from the butt end so that they may he raised or lowered at 
will. The longer pole thus projects 2 ft. beyond the other two and from it the line 
wire is suspended in a split tree insulator. The butts of the poles are not set in holes

nraps ofeocAÇuy

Method of using guy stub

FRrnig.y-.ss^--
//bout/-fot.

flWlBT /nettes

mom
Ground Line

ogs -4 -feet to 6 -feet 
diometer 6 

■to /O inches

Th/s method of ground bracing moy be 
used forpo/es /n swampy soi/, /t/so 
/or po/es or guy stubs when notpossib/e 
to anchor them.

Fig. 18 Method of ground bracing

but are set directly on the ground surface, and to prevent them sinking into soft soil 
a 5-ft. cross-log about \ in. in diameter may he spiked or wired to the lower end of 
each leg.
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il at

holes

Fig. 19 Tripod line supports

Section 57—Line Construction
1—Link Materials

Iron wire is divided into three grade*: Extra Best Best, Best Best, and Steel. 
The Extra Best Best (E.B.B.) wire posse»*»* the highest e> ‘ *tivity, hut the lowest 
tensile strength. It is designed for use on the main lines of telegraph companies, and 
by telephone companies where a wire of high « -tivity combined with strength and 
toughness is required. The steel wire is made from a special grade of material. It 
is the lowest in conductivity hut highest in tensile strength. The Best Best (B.B.) 
wire, which possesses intermediate qualities, is more generally used than the others on 
medium distance circuits by telephone companies and for railway work.

The following table gives the physical characteristics id" these three grades of

TAHl.Kf PROPKHTIKS OK IHiVBl.E <1AI.VAXIZK1> TKI.KC i R XI'll \ Ml TKI.KIMION K
WIRK1

«---r-< 1 «- 2* +■ -<•

No
It w.c;

Wire

'w

bundle*
el

Xppmximate hmiking strength 
in pounds

X \ cmgv resistunn* in ohm* at
68° F.

K. It. It. It. It. Steel :. h. h. It. H. Steel

Mile
4 . 0 23H Nil 2.43.3 2.076 3.000 3 US 7-15 N 32
li .. m Mil 1.77(1 1.947 2.1*3 nu 9 S3 II 14
H .. 163 390 1 170 1.287 1.443 12 43 14 s7 17 31
9 • 14M 314 MS 1,036 1.162 13 44 IN 47 21 62

10 134 258 774 *51 933 18 NO 22 48 26 16
II 120 •’ir, 6|H two 762 23 54 28-13 32 76
12. ■10» 170 310 561 62» 28-53 34 12 3» 70
14 083 99 297 327 366 49 INI 58-58 (WIN

1 Summary of Uwts bv John A. Roeliling"* Sont Co.

-

soft soil 
er end of

8
8
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All iron xvirv should he well galvanized to protect it from the corrosive net ion 
of the went her. (For H|>ocitieation* see Appendix K.) Its life is 15 to îlfl years mid 
it has little or no wrecking value when removed.

Hard-drawn eopjier wire possesses great conductivity mid high tensile strength 
mid doe* not deteriorate when exposed to the weather. It is therefore well adapted 
for telephone lines. More difficulty is encountered, however, in obtaining good elec 
trieal joints when splicing copier wire than when splicing iron wire. ('op|>cr wire is 
of particular value where unusual construction is mptired, such as on very important 
trunk lines over 125 miles in length, on mctallie circuits, etc. It lasts almost 
indefinitely and has a wrecking value equal to HO per cent of its tirst cost.

'I Stx MIAMI (’OX HT It I t'TION

A one-wire line (grounded circuit) of No. il B.W.U., Best Best galvanized'-iron 
wire will lie the standard construction on the forest reserves. No other method 
should Ik» used unless the iKirmission of the district inspector is first obtained. If 
the line is located outside of the reserve where there are no trees, No. 1- H.W.O. 
galvanized wire may lie iimmI, provided the length is short. Metallic circuit lines 
are used only where there is outside interference, such as cross-talk, induction, or 
trouble from |lower-transmission lines. It is not possible to talk any farther over a 
metallic circuit line than over a grounded circuit line provided the grounds of the 
latter are made pro|H»rly. Where the length of a line cxcihhIs 1 25 miles it will prob
ably he necessary to use copper wire. This cannot lie u-ed with swinging insulators 
and will not lie employed except on a strictly pole line. Where necessary, a two-wire 
line (metallic circuit) of copper wire may he used.

For spans up to 500 ft. the No. 0 galvunizcd-iron wire should lie used, except 
when the circuit is of hard-drawn copper wire. For longer spans steel wire or other 
forms of s|M»eial construction will lie necessary. No. 12 New British Standard gauge 
( X.II.S.d.) hard-drawn eopjier wire should not he used on spans longer than .*$00 ft., 
nor No. 14 X.II.S.d. hard-drawn copper wire on spans longer than 2<mi ft. If tin 
circuit is of No. 12 X.II.S.d. hard-drawn copper wire and it is necessary to make 
spans longer than .'$00 ft.. No. s X.II.S.d. hard-drawn copper wire should he used 
for the spans from .‘$01 to 500 ft. If the circuit is of No. 14 N.B.S.tl, hard-drawn 
copper wire and it is necessary to make spans longer than 200 ft.. No. 12 X.II.S.d. 
hard-drawn copper wire should lie used on spans from 201 to 300 ft.

.1—C\t TIOXS

firent caution must he used during lightning storms. While liyhtniny is briny 
discharyed in tin• vicinity of the wort-, and ns tony ns there is any dumper from this 
source, no line wire or nny wire electrically connected should lie handled or touched.

4—Rtrixuixh Wire

There are several satisfactory methods of removing the wire from the reel, and 
which one to use will he determined by the conditions in each particular case. A 
man familiar with the location of the line and with the transpositions should he in 
charge of the unreeling of the wire. In paying out the wire care should he taken 
to place it on tla* proper side of poh*s or tr«*es, in order to avoid cutting it. Splice- 
should lie as few in number as jiossihlo.

When the conditions permit the use of a wagon, the ri-el may he placed in the 
hack and the wire laid upon the bracket- as fast as the wagon process.

Another method is to have the wire pulled out by a horse, either with a rope 
that can he release! instantly, between the ends of the wire and the traces of the 
horse, or by tying the end of the wire to the horn of the saddle, with a man watching 
the red. Where the line is very crooked the reel should In* placed at less than one- 
half mile f mil the starting |Nnnt.
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Instead of using a wagon or horse, the wire may In* unreeled by three men, one 
of whom should he stationed at the reel hi siv that the wire is not paid out too fast 
and to signal in ease it heoomes kinked or tangled.

Another method in forest reserve work is for two men to curr> the reel, paying 
out the wire as they go. This method only should be used in stringing copper wire, 
as tlii- wire should never he draggnl on the ground.

Wire should not ho paid out from a eoil held by one man, since it omnes off badly 
twisted anti is likely to kink. Always use a reel.

Hard-drawn copper wire must In* handled much more carefully than galvanized-iron 
wire. The eoil should not be thrown from a wagon to the ground. Before commenc
ing to unreel it, the tir-t IÔ or 2'* loops of the eoil should Ik- carefully lifted by hand 
to guarantee that there are no “crossovers.” Hard-drawn oop|>cr wire should never 
In- dragged on the ground while being strung. If a wagon cannot be used1 to carry 
the reel, it should be carried by several men.

Care must be exercised when starting to unreel a coil to see that the outer end 
of the wire is taken off. This end is generally indicated by having attached to it a 
small tin tag on which the weight of the coil i« staiu|icd. The pay-out m»| handled by 
the supply houses is of hardwood l>otind with iron strap-*. Its weight often precludes 
its us,, on lines following trails and through timber. A home-made reel is much 
lighter and less expensive. This consists of two parts, a support and the reel proper 
t Fig. JO).

I !" «apport is made of two 2-by I in. pieces A A, each Ô ft. long and held 2 ft. 
apart by two cross-pieces It It of 2-hy-l-in. stuff, nailed between and 1 ft. each side of
tin......litre of the long pieces. Midway between the long pieces and fastened to the
‘•ross- pieces is a 2-hy-ll-in. stick <’. To secure greater rigid:ty, a 2-by-I in. stick I> 
is mitred to tit from the centre of one side to the centre of one of the cross-piece*.

At the centre of stick C a block li in. square and I in. thick is attached, and 
through its centre and through stick C a 1-in. hole is bored. Around this hole on top 
of the block a 2-in. iron washer is attached with screws, the heads of which arc well 
countersunk. A ImiIi K. II in. by { in. with square head is then inserted in the 
hole in ( ‘ from below, and held in place by countersinking the square head on the 
underside of (’ and nailing a small block F over it. The reel is made of two pieces 
of 2-by-l-in. stuff, preferably Douglas fir or some other strong wood, fit} 2 ft. 1) in. 
long and mortised in the middle to form a cross. After these have been tilted together 
a 1-in. hole is bored through the centre and a piece of l-in. iron pipe II, ft in. long and 
threaded for 2 in. at the end is screwed firmly into this hole. On the underside 
around the hole a 2-ill. iron washer is fastened to act as a bearing. Nine inches from 
the centre on each arm (1 a 2-in. standard lx, 1* in. long and slui|M*d as illustrated, is
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s«*t upright nnd hold in pi non hy two nuta N, one on each side of the arm. Cure must bo 
taken to see that these standards do not project below the arms more than the thick
ness of the lower nut. The portion threaded should equal the thickness of the arm 
plus the thickness of the two nuts. The cost of the whole apparatus is so small that 
after the iron fittings are removed the rest may Ih* discarded, if necessary, when the 
work is completed.

No more wire should be strung out than can be put up and tied in during one day. 
Special care should be taken not to allow the wire to lie across trails or roads where 
it might he run over by vehicles or trampled by animals. Kinks or nicks made in 
this way may weaken the wire sufficiently to cause it to break as soon ns a little 
strain is put upon it, or when it contracts in cold weather. All kinks should lx» 
straightened before the wire is stretched. If the kinks or nicks are bad they should 
be cut out and a splice made.

5—Tkansi'osixu Links

By transposition is meant changing the location of a wire from one side ..f the 
pole to the other (Fig. 21). This is done to overcome the effects of outside inter
ference existing in lines which are close to or parallel with high-tension transmission 
lines, and wires which are on pole* carrying other wires.

Brace of broc**

• omm /e»e/

ELEVAT/ON

PLAN

Ft*. 21 Transp<»*ltlon of wires, metallic circuit

When building a metallic circuit, the wires should Ih* tnuisposcd once every mile. 
Where the line is exposed to induction, cross-talk, power wires or electric-light wires, 
the line wires should Ih* transposed at least every tenth pole. In tratuqlosing telephone 
lines, the wire on the left should always cross over, never under, the wire on the right, 
and without touching it. On a bracket line the transposition can be made very easily 
by changing the location of the brackets on the pole, as shown by the upper diagram in 
Fig. 21. When a cross-arm is used, transpositions can best be made by using a standard 
two-piece transposition insulator. Transpositions should be arranged for at the time 
the wire is unreclod, the left-hand wire crossing over on top of the right at the point 
where the line is to be transposed.

0—Sac. Allowance

The stresses in the telephone wire undergo changes with variations in temperature, 
thus making it necessary to provide for the extreme variations in wire length in each
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span. The sag in the win* at the time it in made fast t<» the bruvkvts slamld corre
spond to the temperature at that time.

TABLK I» SAG OF A No. B B. \\. G GAI.VAMZK1) IKON WIKI IN \ PO .K LINK

Length of spun in ft.
K„., temperature indicate 1 in leg re •s V.

+100° • 10 0 -10

ft. in. ft. in. It in. ft. in. ft. in II in. ft. in.

7.V 41 3 •> 11 II 1
UNI . 51 4< 3|
115 . 11 5} 4 3} :t 21
130.. II Hi 5J 41 4 3
150 . 1 n! « 5 4(

I7H . 1 li 1 3 ! 1 U «I H - li
200 . 1 I»1 1 1 1 l 0 HU
200 . 3 «( 10 I II 1 1 5 1 3
300 . 4 4 1 3 «1 2 11 1 51 2 1 1 10

350 . n 0 5 I* 4 II 3 10 3 5 3 o 2 7
■UNI . N 0 li 6 5 0 1 Jjl 1 . 3 7
450 . HI a 11 li 0 0 5 5 o
500 . 11 a II 0 11 6 N 0 7 7 0 « o

Noie. If u strong wind is blowing, tin* sag valut* diould bt* increase* I. Intvriiolale for temperature* 
and spans not given. When any other si*«* than a No. it IV \\ < I wire is u*e«l. it will In- iivn-'an to 111111- 
pute the sag required. Instructions for doing this will In- furnished by the district inspector

Sag may be handled in the following manner: After a half-mile reel of wire has 
been pulled out, linemen, who follow, carry the wire up each pule on their shoulders 
and place it between the bracket and the pole. When this has lieen done over the entire 
half mile, the line is stretched by means of a Buffalo grip and stretcher-block until it 
is taut, or until the two or three linemen who tire on the poles along the half-mile 
stretch pass along the signal to stop. Alunit two minutes’ rest is then required for 
the line wire to “creep” along the entire “ net*. It should then lx* loosened or 
stretched tighter, according to the signals of the men on the poles, who can sight from 
the bracket of one pole to the brackets of the adjacent poles and determine when the 
proper amount of slack has been provided.

7—Tying In Wirk

On straight lines the wire should Ik* tied to the inside of the insulator, so as to 
bring it between the insulator and the pole. On curves and comers the wire should In* 
tied to the insulator on the outside, so that the strain will 1h> against the bracket and

On |Kilc-line construction the tie wire (the wire used to fasten the main line t.. 
the insulator) should be of the same size as the line wire. The method of tying wire 
to a glass insulator is shown in Fig. 2*2.

In making the tie great care should be exercised to avoid twisting the win* so 
v that the main line will be burned.

Linemen should lx» cautioned against nicking the line win* in making ties, 
especially when this is hard-drawn copper. Tlx* latter should always lx* tied by hand. 
IMiers, connectors, or other tools should be used only with iron wire. Linemen should 
also In* cautioned against leaving the ends of the tie wire protruding, lest through 
twisting of the pole a contact be made.

(a) Tiling galvanited-iron wire.—There are two methods of tying galvanizcd-iron 
wire. The regular tie (Fig. '2*2) should bo uscxl on all poll's except where there are 
sharp dips or changes in level in the line wire, or in crossing railway rights of way. 
or on spans from 250 to 500 ft. in which cases the “ figure 8 ” should lx* used ( Fig. 23).

21

5
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When tin* work of stringing wire on u polo line is stopped for a short time, or at 
the end of the day, the last tie put on will Ik* a figure N tie. The line wire will then be 
eontiiiued over the bracket of the next pole without being tied, and brought down and 
anchored to the butt of the next farther |H»le by means of » Buffalo grip and either 
streteher-bloeka or a snub.

Not /ess than Jc/ose 
wraps

'■ Tie w>rç to be of 
the same size and 
k/nj as /me w/ne.

Fig 22 Mflhml of making rvgulnr tit* for Iron wli

/FPosition of

Ç /

Gatv mon hne w/re
\

Not less than 3 cJos e wraps

Tie wire to be same 3/z.e 
ana kind as /me wire

Fig. 23 Mt-lhod of making " flgut> < " tit? for Iron win?

The figure H tie ia made by first liending the tie wire into a horseshoe shape just 
large enougli to tit the insulator, putting it over the line wire (first position, Fig. 2d), 
which has been plnc<«d in the groove of the insulator, and then bringing the two ends
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of the tie wire around the insulator in opposite directions and wrapping them tightly 
around the line with not less than three wraps, as close together and as tight as 
possible, using pliers or connectors for the purpose.

The line should ho dead-ended (Fig. 24) at such places as the first or the last pole 
on a main or branch line, or at a station.

(/>) Tying hard-drawn copper win.— All tie wires fur hard-drawn copper wire 
should he of the same size as the line, hut of * * (soft) copper. Soft tie wires 
may he purchased in bundles or they can he made hv eutti ig up the line wire and
heating and then .....ling it slowly to make it less brittle. Care should he taken not
to heat the wire ton hot, so that it pits, or to cool it too quickly. Hard-drawn copper 
wire is dead-ended by the use of n half-length, double-tube copper sleeve.

The regular tie for copper wire (Fig. 20) should ho used in all cases except where 
a figure 8 tie is required ( Fig. 27).

ti /ess than Setose wraps

Fig. 21 Mi-lhoil of dead-ending Iron win

Half length s/eeve - //% twists.

Fig. 3.*» Method of dead-ending hard-drawn copper wire

8—Splicing Wire

The standard Western Union joint (Fig. 2*) or the standard three-wire splice 
should he used for uniting galvanized-iron wire, and the standard double-tube copper 
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sleeve for hard-drawn copper wire (Fig. 29) ; galvanized-iron sleeves should not be 
used. Copper sleeves should not be used for splicing galvanizcd-iron wire, because 
the resulting corrosion of the latter results ultimately in a high-resistance joint which 
may become the equivalent, from an electrical standpoint, of several miles of extra

Soft copper tie wire
same size as line wire

Hard drawn
copper //ne wme.

Not /ess Thon 5 tarns

Fig 2«S Method of making regular tie for hard-drawn copper wire

When copper sleeves are used for joining hard-drawn copper wire, they should be 
twisted not less than three nor more than four turns with a pair of reversible con
nectors of the No. 309 type. The ends of the wire should project approximately 1 in. 
from the end of the sleeve before twisting. After the sleeve is twisted the protruding 
ends of the wire should be cut off not closer than $ in. and bent back slightly on the

In ordering sleeves it is necessary to specify the size of the wire for which the 
sleeve is required. In making joints every precaution should be token not to nick the 
wire, whether galvanized iron or copper.

i
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t3fPosition of tie wirefleuri drawn
copper tine wire.

Soft copper tie wire 
same size as tine wire Not /ess than Stums

Fig. 27 Method of mu king “ figure K " tie for hit rd-drawn copper wire

Not /ess than S c/ose wraps

=ènfeSÉ^ttm=
Fig. 28 Method of splicing Iron wire (Western I’nlon Joint)

Ooub/e tube copper sleeve before using

Sleeve offer using ^
Twisted 3 to 4 full turns depending on its length

Fig. 29 Method of splicing hard-drawn copper wire
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CHAPTER IX
TKEE-LIXE COXSTKi:CTION

Section 58—General Principles

With a telephone line passing through a heavy stand of timber, the possibility of 
trees falling across the line makes it essential that the line wire should he able to give 
way without breaking. The rigidity so necessary for standard i>ole-line construction 
is therefore undesirable and even inimical to proper tree-line construction.

The tree-line method is generally used when poles are scarce or inaccessible, when 
ground conditions are unsuitable to the setting and maintenance of poles, or where 
there is not enough money available for the construction and maintenance of a 
standard pole-line.

The essential features of the tree-line method are the use of the split insulator 
and a suspending wire support. The former allows the line wire to draw through it 
when there is a pull from one side; the latter permits the wire to Ik* attached to the 
tree itself.

Metallic-circuit tree lines are seldom used. Short circuits, resulting from broken 
wire ties and from trees falling across the lines, make this method of construction im
practicable under ordinary conditions Where the danger from high-voltage trans
mission lines makes necessary the use of a metallic circuit, but other conditions make 
the use of a tree line desirable, the wires should Ik* strung on separate trees and the 
standard methods of transposition followed. Under no circumstances may a metallic 
tree line Ik* undertaken w'thout authorization by the inspector.

Section 59—Selecting Trees and Route

Judgment and care should lie us<*d in selecting the trees to sup|Hirt the line, and 
also in determining the tying place on each tree and the method of tying. Only sound 
tm*s should Ik* selected, of sufficient diameter to minimize the swaying, but large and 
smooth tr«s 4 that are difficult to climb should Ik* avoidi*d. The course of the line 
should Ik* \dried to take advantage of trivs that will lessen the cost of construction; 
hut if suitable tn-es are not available, fades should Ik* used.

In tree lines the spans should not exceed 175 feet. If |M»ssihlc the average span 
should approximate 100 feet, and may Ik* shorter if necessary. The span should hr 
equaliird. that is adjacent spans should In* as nearly of equal length as possible and 
no abrupt changes in length of spans should Ik* made The crooks and turns of the 
trail should not Ik* followed unless to do so would mean more economical and better 
construction. The line win* should never touch the trunk of a tree, and care should 
Ik* taken when attaching the insulators to see that tlie pull of the wire is away from 
the tree and not against it. On side-hill s1o|k*s the line will Ik* strung, if practicable, 
below the trail, so that in cas»» the wire comes down it will not fall on the trail. 
Wherever |»ossible avoid crossing the trail. ,

In selecting trees for tics two systems of alignment are followed Iwitli of which 
give good results. In the first system (Fig. JO) the effort is made to sel«*ct the trees so 
that they follow a regular zigzag course, each tree Wing on the opposite side of the 
right of way from the two adjacent ones. The amount of pull b»*tween adjacent trees 
on the same side of the right of way should Ik* 6 to 8 feet. The wire then forms a 
zigzag over the cleared right of way ami pulls away evenly from each tie tree. The 
insulator, of course, is attached on the inner, or concave, side of each crook in the line.
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1» the second system (Fig. 31) the line is built in the form of a scries of long 
reversed curves. On curves, while nil insulators are on the same side of adjacent 
trees the wire nevertheless pulls away from all trees on the curve. By laying out the

Fig :$<► Zigzag system of alignaient

Fig. 31 Reverse curve system of alignment

entire line in a series of reverse curves, each of six or eight spans in length, the desired 
pull away from the tie trees is secured without the frequent crooks in the line 
encountered in the first method.

Section 60—Line Construction
1—The “Six Riles*’ for Tree-line Work

For successful tree-line construction, the following six rules should be kept con
stantly in mind :—

1 Slack wire. 4 Standard installations.
- Equalized spans. 5 No sharp turns in line.
3 Weak ties. 6 Avoid attaching wire too high on trees.

2—Line Materials

For tree-line work, only No. 9 B.W.G., B.B., galvanizcd-iron wire, or heavier, can 
Ik» successfully employed. This is true, regardless of llie length of line. The strains 
to which tree lines are exposed are much greater than with pole lines and no wire of 

r weight than No. 9 will resist them successfully. Copper wire cannot be 
employed at all with this method of construction. Although tree-line methods involve 
the building of a very crooked line with a great deal of slack, the actual length of 
wire is not thereby seriously increased. Only about KM) feet per mile of line wire need 
l»e allowed for the normal crooks and slack of a standard tree line.

For tie wire No. 12 B.W.G.. galvanizcd-iron wire is employed. A mile of No. 12 
"ire will make nlxmt 2.700 tie wires or enough for approximately 60 miles of line, 
allowing 45 ties to the mile.

Split tm* insulators and 4-in. staph»s, sufficient for 45 to 50 ties per mile of line, 
are the only other line materials required. The latest form of split tree insulator (S«m*

2
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Appendix K) whi«h is elliptical in cross-section not only avoids several of the more 
serions defects of the original circular and hexagonal types but is much heavier and 
of better material, and therefore stronger. It will be standard on all Forestry Branch 
lines.

3— Stringing Wire

The methods given in Section 57 are also applicable to tree-line construction, al
though the latter offers less opportunity for the use of a wagon. The same precaution 
should be taken not to injure the wire. In most cases the only practicable way to pull 
out the wire is by hand from a stationary reel. Where very thick brush is encountered 
along the right of way it will sometimes require throe or four men to pull a half-mile 
length of No. 9 wire, with an additional man to tend the reel. Two men should take 
the end of the wire to which a cross-bar is attached for a handle, while the others 
distribute themselves along the right of way os the strain becomes heavy. It is import
ant to remember to remove the eross-bar from the end of the wire, and to straighten 
out the latter after having pulled out the coil.

A large amount of slack should be provided. The exact amount will be determined 
by the conditions, topography, eti . but. in general, each span should be given about 
4 ft. The aim is to provide enough -luck so that several tree* may fall across the line 
within a few spans without breaking the main line.

This should always be tested after the wire is up by catching hold of the line wire 
between supports and pulling to the ground. It should have sufficient slack to per net 
this to he done in every span, and, where slack-holding ties are used, at least four time* 
simultaneously between each pair.

Under ordinary conditions the use of brackets in tree-line construction should be 
avoided.

4— Height of Wire

The wire should not be hung at a greater height than on a pole line and in general 
should lie hung aimut 1* ft. almve the ground at the point of attachment, giving 14 ft. 
at centre of span.

5—8im.it Tree Ixsi i.xtor Attachment

The method of making the split tree insulator attachment is shown in Fig. 32. 
C and 1) are the insulator attachments that have given the best results. The former 
uses No. 12 wire and comes loose from the staple whenever a trn> falls across the line. 
In such cases neither the tie wire itself nor the split insulator breaks. To make repairs 
it is merely necessary tn replace the attachment on the staple as illustrated in the

The attachment 1) involves the same principle, but uses No. 9 wire. When this is 
employed it is necessary to keep only one kind of wire in stock, though the tie C is the 
least expensive and the easiest to make. K shows a little stronger attachment made of 
No. 12 wire which should be used in conjunction with the crosstie shown at A. All ties 
should be attached to the tr«*e by means of a 3-in. or 4-in. staple, according to the thick
ness of the bark, about 1 in. of the staple living left protruding from the tree. A 24-in. 
post staple may lie used in hardwood timber. When there is a imssibility that the tree 
to which the insulator is attached may be cut into sawlogs, a wire wrapjmd around the 
tree with a loop twisted in the middle should lie used instead of the staple.

The staple should be set with its two points in a vertical plane. The split insulator 
is attached to the line wire by the lineman before climbing the tree. Particular care 
must be taken in forming tin* loop of the tie wire around the staple to see that it is 
snug and that the reversed ends are left aimut 2 in. long and closely parallel to the 
shank of the tie. A very great variation in the amount of pull required to detach this 
tie can be necured by altering the shape of the loop around the staple, and if not pro-
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perly made it may be found that the ties pull loose under the weight of the line wire 
alone. This must, of course, Ik* avoided and the ties so made that they will not only 
support the wire but also withstand the shock of falling trees up to the point where it 
threatens to break the line.

FiK- -■[- Spilt tree- insulator attachment and eronstle

.ttttttttttntntm jwmamsstssR *

6—Crosstie

Fig. 32 A illustrates a complete crosstie with a No. ft wire riming through the in
sulator. Such a tie should la- used wherever it is desired to prevent the wire from run
ning back after breakage of the main line. It should be made of No. 12 wire and Ik* 
front 20 to 25 in. long. This tie is usually preferable to the insulator and bracket dead
end. in that it lessens the chance of the main line being jerked by heavy winds.

Thu line should be stayed at the top of hills or the h<*ginning of stwp slopes. It is 
not necessary to stay it on comparatively level ground if spans are properly equalized.

The use of cross ties should Ik* avoided as much as possible. Perfect equalization 
uf quins will enable this to Ik* accomplished in any but mountainous country.

7-—Dead-ex di x<:

So far as is practicable lines should lie dead-ended and poles set and braced for 
that purpose. One or, if necessary, two brackets set close together may be used, the 
method of fastening wire being illustrated in Figs. 24 and 25. When dead-ending on 
trees the brackct-and-insulntor method is not desirable, but instead the No. 50ft white 
strain insulator attached to the tree by four to six wraps of standard galvanized strand 
should Ik* used. The tree should Ik* protected by four shims or cleats of wood. This 
method is illustrated in Fig 33.

Dead-ends should he used in the following situations:—
(1) At terminals of lines
(2) At the ends of all extra long spans
(3) At the tops of all long stretches of line, or steep slopes where the standard 

crosstie is not adequate V» stand the strain.
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8—Special Types of Constriction

In regions where there is little timber and practically no danger from windfall 
a No. porcelain knob fastened to the tree with a 6-in. spike may he found satis
factory. It should not he used, however, without the permission of the district

oh *e *0500 
sfro n mbvlotor4 Compete turn* of 

Mù/Os eu nq stuff \

6- Short turns

Piece* 6 /2'tong 2 th'ch, either 
Split, hervn or soured, on four sides of 
tree, fasten to tree er>th 2-5m ooi/s. 
Dead- e r\fhng on potes - Omit protecting 
pieces ond reduce fore space to 3inches 
Sen mg stuff moy be fastened to poles 
erith na>Is,or common fence staples

Merer oeaa-ero a /me of greater rrcight 
•non SO ft ofAo9*"re to bw‘ding ond 
then deod-end on brochet* and gloss 
insulators

Fig. a3 Mv.hod of dead-eliding on tree lines

inspector. In this type of construction the spans should average about 100 ft., with 
from 10 to 15 ft. of sag, according to the length of the span. A No. 12 wire should 
be used to tie the main line to the insulator, using the tie indicated in Fig. 26. 
This method will he found satisfactory only in large, open western yellow pine and 
similar types where there is little windfall and almost no sxvay of the trees at the point 
of attachment of the insulator. It should not he used for any but short branch lines 
or on short, alternative routes.

The spike should be driven into the tree for almost its entire length, leaving 
only about 1J in. exposed. Since the weight of the wire falls on the top of the 
insulator, the strain on the tie wire is small. The lower branches of the tree should 
not be trimmed, since they tend to prevent the line from grounding when a tree falls

In some regions of excessive winds where deciduous species, such ns poplar, arc 
used for tie trees, it has been found that the constant sway of tho ties causes them
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rapidly to wear thin at the staple. In these situations windfall is often not very 
great, and good results can he secured by tying the insulator down to a nail or 
staple set below it or by abandoning the use of the staple entirely and wiring the 
split insulator tight against the tree with a loop around the tree itself. Still another 
method that has proved satisfactory is to employ the tic shown in Fig. .‘12K, but 
instead of making a plain loop of wire around the staple, to use gulvauized-iron 
wire-rope-thimbles around which to make this loop. (Jet the size used with rl.-in. 
wire rope.

A similar method can often be used to advantage in constructing pole lines 
through dense stands of small, dead spruce, so common in t ie northern forest. In 
this region it is sometimes impracticable to cut an adequate right of way at once, 
for lack of funds, but a pole line is necessary for lack of suitable tree supports. 
Fnder these circumstances polis should be set in straight lines as for a poli* line but 
split insulators tied down to a spike below the wire should be employed. All large, 
dead snugs should be cut, and when later a full right-of-way clearing is made the 
regular bracket and pony glass insulator may lie substituted.

it—Crossing Meadows and Parks

It may sometimes be preferable to cross small meadows and parks instead of 
making the detour necessary to the continued use of trees. Poles should ordinarily 
be listel to make crossings of this kind.

When not more than six or eight indcs are necessary, they should be considered 
as trees, and the line wire attached to each by a split insulator, allowing ils much 
slack as elsewhere in the line. In this way no injury to the portion of the line in 
the park or meadow will be caused by a tree falling on an adjoining span. If a 
large number of poles is miuired, the first eight p des on each side of the meadow 
should be equipped with split insulators. For the remaining distance the standard 
pole-line construction with the sag in the spans as indicated in Table I > should be 
used. Do not ‘‘stagger” any of the poles unless they are properly raked and guyed 
to withstand the strain.

10—(’rohhixo Kivkrn and Oanyonr

Where it is necessary to cross a river, or canyon less than .VU ft. in width, a 
|Hile should be set (do not use a topped tree) on each side of the canyon or river 
and securely anchored. Each pole should be equipped with double brackets and the 
wire tied to the insulators with the figure S tic.

Where the span exceeds 500 ft., specific instructions should be obtained from 
the district inspector before construction is begun.

11—Orossivo Divides and Bi iLDixn to Lookout Points

Two methods may be followed in constructing lines across divides and watersheds 
and to lookout points.

The usual tree-line construction should be used when the timber is heavy and 
such construction practicable. The line should follow a trail or .road. Frequent 
switch-hacks may he necessary in order to get over the divide.

The line should be hung in split tree insulators, using the regular attachment 
C, Fig. 32, except on trees at very abrupt changes in line direction. At such points 
n tie w’ro similar to B or E, Fig. H2, should l»e used, the tie being made of single 
No. IL B.W.G., B.B., galvanized wire. This tie is lighter than the main line and 
a trifle stronger than the ordinary tics (C1 and D. Fig. 12). and will break as soon 
as more than one tree falls across the lino, thereby providing all of the slack between 
the tree at the turn and the adjacent trees.
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Tliv si*cond method will be followed when the trees are scarce or when the other 
met lu a! of construction is not practicable. The line should be run straight up the 
side of the mountain. Brackets and glass insulators should be used, and the wire 
tied to the outside of the insulator with No. 14 B.W.G., 11.11., galvanized-iron wire, 
which is very light and will break easily. About 4 ft. of slack should* usually be 
allowed for a 100-ft. span.

CHAPTER X
EMERGENCY LINES, CONSTRUCTION AND USE

Section 61—Use in Forest Protection
For the purpose of quickly establishing telephone communication at points not 

on a permanent line, the military system of laying light insulated wires on the ground 
has been adopted. The more thoroughly organized the protection staff becomes, the 
greater is the need for maintaining direct communication between all its parts. 
Emergency lines serve two main purposes in forest protection, but they arc also 
extremely useful in general administration work on forest «‘serves. In protection 
work they have the following application :—

(1) To connect the ends of a permanent line across a break caused by forest 
tire, landslide, or other serious damage to the line. This is required where it is 
important that the use of the permanent line continue without interruption and where 
the repairs will require some time.

(2) To connect fire-camps, commissary camps, and other important points on the 
fire-line or line of communication with headquarters in the rear. This is usually 
accomplished by connecting the temporary camps with the nearest permanent tele
phone line. Heliograph stations may similarly be connected With the fire-camp nearby.

In general administration on forest reserves various kinds of temporary camps 
arc established, all of which may require telephone connection to attain the greatest 
efficiency. Emergency lines will sene to provide such connection if a comprehensive 
system of permanent lines has been installed.

Section 62—Line Construction
1—Line M vtkmai.s

The wire adopted for emergency lines in forest protection is approximately a No. 
20 B. & S. gauge consisting of 10 strands of No. .10 B. & S. gauge hard-drawn copper 
wire twisted together and insulated with a double-reverse, close serving of cotton, 
waterproofed with asphaltura compound. (For specifications see Appendix E.) It 
has a resistance of about 53 ohms per mile or approximately the same as No. 14 
B.W.G., BB., galvanized-iron wire. Its weight is 20 pounds per mile, and its breaking 
strength 48 pounds. This wire is purchased in half-mile lengths wound on wooden 
sjmioIs conforming to the standard specifications. (See Appendix E.)

The only other line-construction materials required are some rolls of cotton tape 
(stationers’ red tape is good) or some balls of cotton package twine, and some 3-in. 
wire nails.

2—Line Tools

The crew employed in laying an emei 
material :—

1 2J-in. screw-driver 
1 pair 6-in. side-cutting pliers 
1 emergency wire reel 
1 pocket-knife for each man 
1 hand-axe for each man

racy line requires the following tools and

1 roll friction tape 
1 forked pole or crook-stick 
1 ball cotton twine 
Supply of 3-in. wire nails.
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If this equipment is not readily available the work may still be done with only the 
forked pole and a heavy hunting-knife eucli as is described under Section S3. (See 
Figs. (54 and 0(5).

3—Wike Crew

A crew of two men will suffice, hut more should be employed if available, (hu
man is required to carry the reel. The rest of the crew follow behind and place the 
wire in position along the route. In some cases another portion of the crew must he 
sent ahead to cut and set poles or stakes to which the wire is attached.

4—Connecting to Permanent Lines

A connection to an overhead permanent line with emergency wire should In- 
made at a pole or tree. Make hare S to 10 in. of the copper conductor and wrap tight lv 
around the line wire, after scraping the latter clean. Tapi the joint to prevent slipping. 
If connection is made at a tree, place a crosstie around the split insulator in the usual 
manner and connect with the emergency wire outside this tie. Carry the wire down 
the side of the tree or pole, holding it by tape, to a point about 12 ft. from the ground, 
from which it is led off to the emergency station.

r>—Stringing Wire

Insert a spool of wire in the ret-1 and tighten up so that the wire will conic 
off freely from the underside of the s|h*o1. The reel carrier must then go ahead 
with the reel strapped to his hack, following the route the line is to take, ( arc must 
be taken to see that the reel does not overrun or the wire get into snarls. The wire 
must, not be dragged over the ground. Under no circumstances should it he pulled 
from a stationary reel, as is iron wire.

Fig. 34 Method of tying up emergency wire

One or more men must follow closely behind the reel to tend the wire. These 
men should carry light forked sticks about 7 ft. long with which they place the wire 
in a safe position. The only safe place for the wire is one in which it will not In
run into by man or beast. So far as possible it should lie elevated above the ground 
on the branches of trees high enough to lx* above pack animals, and where it crosses 
roads or trails it must be at least. 12 ft. from the ground. I)o not let the wire lie 
on damp ground as in crossing a muskeg, even if it is necessary to set light poles 
to raise it on. Along pack-trails and roads keep the wire at least 10 ft. from the 
line of traffic. Keep the wire nut of water.

1
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To tii* up the win* to supports, use* tajx* or cotton twine, making a barrel hitch 
as in Fig. .‘$4. Ho noI It I the wire come in contact with nails. Hang it from the 
nails hy means of the twine. Make no spans greater than 7"» ft. in length ami tlo 
not allow the wire to be drawn tight, especially where fastened to the limbs of trees 
as the swaying is likely to break it.

Leave the empty sjxiols along tin? line at the end of each coil. Always run tin 
wire through the hole in the spool and place the latter well up in a tree where it 
will 1m* out of sight of passers-by.

. 0—Skttixu P.u.ks

Although for the most part emergency wire will be laid directly on the ground 
or looped among the lower tree branches and over underbrush, yet eases sometimes 
occur where a more careful placing is desirable. This can lx* very easily accomplished 
by using light poles for supports. These poles should be straight, trimmed clear of 
branches, about 10 to 14 ft. long and 2 to in. in diameter at the butt. Any specie* 
will do. They need not be peelcit and can generally be cut immediately adjacent 
to the line. Send the pole crew well ahead of the wire crew to cut, trim, and dis
tribute pdes at 7ô-ft. intervals along the route.

The pole-setting crew of three men follow the reel. This crew is provided with 
the following tools in addition to those furnished for wire stringing:—

1 pole-axe or sledge-hammer
1 4-ft. steel bar, or pointed pi|M* with drive cap

With the hammer and bar two men make the holes into which the poles can 
he thrust. The third man makes a deep, downward hack in the |»ole at the proper 
height, inserts the wire, ti<*s it if desirable, and sets the pole in place in the hide 
prepared for it, tamping it with his heel. Several crews may work simultaneously, 
and with enough men cutting jades to keep well in advance of the m*l the line can 
bo erected at a fast walk.

Section 63—Maintenance
Maintenance is extremely important. As often as jMtssible a man should be 

sent along the wire with the forked stick to see that it is kept well elevated above 
the ground among the trei*s or bushes. A line that is left out for some length of 
time may In* very much improved in this way If the line is broken, the break may 
Ik* very difficult to find. The only safe way to locate a fault is to run the wire 
thromrh the hand until the fault is reached.

Temporary joints are lx*st made by tying a knot in the two wires as shown in 
Fig. 3.r>. Peel off the insulation for about 1 in. on each wire and twist tightly to
gether. liaise all joints above the ground ayd fasten to a pole or branch with tape.

After each season the emergency wire should be thoroughly overhauled. All 
temporary joints should be rejdaeed by jiermanent joints, soldered, taped, and painted 
with insulating compound. Bare places in the wire should be similarly repaired, and 
pieces in which the enpjier conductor has lx*ou injured should be cut out. Reel the 
wire back on the sjmmiI evenly and tightly and store in a dry place.

Section 64—Taking Up Wire
The same reel is used as for paying out wire but is reversed and hung on tin 

breast instead of the back. Insert an empty sjMsd and tighten so that it will not 
slip on the crank. One or two men should go ahead of the reel and remove the wire 
from the limbs and bushes and place it in the road or trail so as to expedite reeling 
in. They should start some minutes ahead of the reel, and at each half-mile joint 
the wire should be cut and the ends made fast to a stake, tree, or some other solid 
support. The men taking down wire must run the entire line through their hands 
so that there will he no ties left for the man with the reel to release.
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Fig. 35 Method of making temporary splice in emergency wire

Fig. 36 Emergency wire reel, open and folded



CHAPTER XI
FOREIGN LINES, CROSSINGS, AND CONNECTIONS

Section 65—Location on Poles of Foreign Lines

When a Forestry Branch line is attached to a pole carrying a telegraph circuit, 
the former should be located at least 2 ft. from the nearest telegraph wire. This 
same clearance should be maintained between a Forestry Branch wire and any other 
wire on the same pole that does not belong to the same system. Forestry Branch 
lines should not be attached to poles carrying electric light, power, or high-tension 
transmission lines. A grounded line should never be strung on poles carrying tele
graph circuits or other telephone circuits either grounded or metallic. I se a metallic 
line.

Section 66—Crossings
1—Railway Rights of Way

Railway rights of way should Ik* crossed at right angles. All such crossings 
must be made in accordance with Order No. 2.'I1 of the Board of Railway Commis
sioners for Canada. (See Appendix D.)

2—Foreign Lines

Whether to cross over or under foreign lines will he determined by the character 
of their construction. If the foreign lines are well constructed and well maintained, 
they should be crossed underneath at a distance of not less than 4 ft. below their 
lowest wire, unless this would bring the Forestry Branch line too close to the ground. 
In that case a crossing should be made over the foreign line, with a distance of not 
less than 4 ft. between the lowest part of the telephone line and the highest wire of 
the foreign line. If the construction or maintenance of the foreign line is poor, 
the Forestry Branch line should in every case pass overhead.

3—Roads

If the line following a road, crosses from one side to the other, the crossing poles 
should be braced, or guyed, and a figure 8 tie used. The wire should be strung at 
least 16 ft. above the road, or even higher if required by provincial law

4— Crossings Over 500 ft. in Length

Crossings more than 500 ft. in length may involve the use of steel-wire, special- 
strain insulators, towers, or bridge work, and special ‘‘A” or “H” construction. Before 
any construction is undertaken, the district inspector should be asked to prepare 
proper specifications.

5— High-tension Transmission Lines

Contact at any point between a telephone line and a high-tension transmission 
line endangers both the entire telephone system and the lives of those who use it. In 
all cases when a high-tension transmission line is to be crossed by a Forestry Branch 
telephone line, instructions should be obtained from the district inspector. Trans
mission lines should be given as wide a berth ns possible. If it is necessary to run 
close to one, pole-line construction should be used.
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Transmisshm liiion should nlwn.vs In- crossed at a right angle. 1’ideas the dis
trict inspector s|M*cifies otherwise, or unless the transmission company has provided 
>|N'cial and safe probation, tin* crossing will he made as follows : Dead-end the tele
phone line on each side of the transmission line, at least 150 ft. from the crossbar, 
and brace or guy the last poll*. The actual crossing should In- made underground 
by means of an extra heavily insulated, rubber-covered, braided, and weather-proofed 
No. 14 B. and S. eopia-r wire run through a 1-in. iron pipe, starting at a point on 
the jnde alsnit s ft. above the ground. The joints in the pipe should he made water
tight by the use of red lead, and1 an inverted ‘*I?W attached to the top of each pipe, 
so that rain-water emmet follow the wire. The rubber-covered wire should extend 
up the pole and 1m* connected to the line wire. In crossing with a metallic circuit both 
wires may Ik* run in the same pipe. This method is illustrated in Fig. 37.

If considerable blasting would be required to put the iron pipe underground 
below the frost line, it may 1m* laid across the surface of the rock, providing it is 
covered with an earth embankment to a depth of 2 or 3 ft.

If permission is requested for a high-tension transmission line to cross an existing 
forest reserve telephone line, the Director will require that the transmission line be so 
constructed as to provide safe and approved protection for the Forestry Branch line. 
Where the telephone line is exposed to voltage in excess of 5.000 volts Order 231 of the 
Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada for overhead crossings of electric-light 
and power lines will he used as a basis for determining suitable protection. (See 
Appendix D.)

ft—Submarine

In many regions, particularly in the eastern forests of Canada, the necessity 
tor crossing wide bodies of water with telephone lines arises with great frequency. 
Often many miles of aerial construction can be saved by a comparatively short sub
marine span. If properly laid with suitable material, submarine lines involve almost 
no maintenance charges. Cost of installation is usually very low. Against these 
advantages, however, there are certain serious objections to submarine lines which 
must be fully considered.

A suitable conductor that may be depended upon to give uninterrupted service 
is likely to be very costly, particularly where there is any current in the body of 
water to be crossed.

A break or leak in a submarine cable causes a complete interruption of the 
service and it is impossible to make temporary emergency repairs as with land lines, 
hut the e.'V le must he raised, often at considerable expense, and permanent repairs 
made bef- .*e service can he resumed.

A si marine cable has a very great electro-static capacity, many times greater 
than tlv same length of overhead wire, and the practical result is that a mile of such 
cable If equivalent to approximately 23 miles of well-built, standard land line. The 
use of even short submarine spans, therefore, in long land lines must be carefully 
considered, not only from the standpoint of first, cost and maintenance but also from 
the standpoint, of their effect on the operating efficiency of the line.

No submarine cables shall be purchased unless authorized by the Director, and 
on specifications furnished by him, and no such cable shall he installed until the 
proposed site has been inspected and approved by the district inspector. As sub
marine cables for still-water spans over one-half mile in length, or for spans of any 
length in water having a perceptible current, may have to he manufactured to special 
specifications, field officers will be expected to report all such cases to the district 
inspector at least one year before construction is contemplated. In reporting, state 
length of water-span, character of current, if any, nature of bottom at each shore 
and in the middle of the span, depth of water at intervals from shore to shore, annual 
variation in water level, if any; and state whether or not the water is eontnminated 
with industrial acids or other corrosive substances or is salt or brackish. A map of
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the proposed crossing situ, showing the contour of the shore on each ,id.- for 5*K) 
ft. from tho water-line, and n profile of the I* sly ,,f water along the proposed line 
of crossing should accompany each report.

Submarine telephone cables may lie roughly divided into three ela-si » :
i R

impregnated with waterproofing compound.
(it l{ul>lx-r b.iiwI mill tii| ..I .|.|h r ...... Iii' t",'. in I..-.-.I i „ l„„vv Ion,I uluiith,

either bare or juted.
Kubber-oovcred, tailed, and jutoil mpiair enduit n d i 

■sheath of galvanized-iron wires, left bare or juted.
There are no standard specifications for conductors "f the third' class for forest 

protection telephone lines and none are contemplated hy the I <mstry Branch, as the 
use of such lines on the reserves will In- comparatively small. The cost of the heavy 
cables is so great that each case must he studied separately so that tho lowest-priced 
cable that will give satisfactory service may he specified.

Of the rallies above described, the fir-i i- the least expen-iu-; the Inst, tic- most. 
Rubber-covered wires that will give satisfactory service under unusually favourable 
conditions may be secured as low ns $00 per mile, I Teavily-armoured cables, proof 
against injury in all but the most adverse site.-, will cost from $000 per mile, up. 
Intermediate types will range between these figures in cost.

In waters having any perceptible current, either the ordinary current in a 
stream, or tidal or wind currents in other bodies of water, nothing but an armoured 
«•able is likely to give satisfactory service. The nature of the currents, the contour 
of the crossing, and the character of the bottom will determine the weight of armour 
required.

In still waters, such as large lakes or ponds, either heavily insulated wire or 
lend-sheathed wire may bo used. Insulated wire without a lend sheath should only 
bo used in perfectly still water where there is a mud or sand bottom in which the 
wire will embed itself. Such waters will usually be shallow and have a fairly 
regular profile. If used for navigation or log-driving or rafting, the chances of the 
wire being disturbed by such operations must be fully considered. In nearly all 
cases, where the approach to the shore is on a gradual, shelving bottom, a heavy pile 
or tripod properly weighted should be set in the water at a sufficient distance from 
the shore to permit of the wire being brought to the surface in a water depth of 

ft. to S ft. and carried to shore by an overhead span. The probable effect of ice on 
this construction must be considered. Such spans should not, as a rule, be over 

' 1 mile to § mile in length and should always l*e tested for some months before 
permanent shore structures are erected. If they fail, replace with a lend-sheathed 
••able, making the shore connection as above, and use the insulated wire for station 
installations or for emergency or temporary land lines.

For spans of over >, mile in still water with a mud. sand, gravel, or rock bottom, 
where excessive irregularities of profile do not occur, the most satisfactory cable will be 
a lead-sheathed one. On a gravel or mck bottom it should have an outer jute eoverimr.

IThe shore approach may he made ns previously described, but in most eases it will be 
found more satisfactory to splice on to each end of the span a short, length of armoured 
cable with which to make the shore approach from a depth of about 15 ft. Landing- 
may lie made with armoured cable where the rock slopes off very steeply into deep 
water; or the cable may lie brought ashore on a sand or mud bottom sunk in a trench 
and, if possible, protected hy a light covering of rocks or gravel and a few stakes nr 
piles to warn off boats. However, if logs drift loose in the lake, or if the landing place 
is exposed to a heavy surf, an overhead landing is preferable.

Always set up at each end of a submarine cable crossing a large sign warning 
navigators against anchoring over the cable.

The actual laying of a submarine cable is very simple. The reel on which it comes 
wound should be mounted on the stern of a boat of suitable size, or, if none is 

70211—«
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available, on a barge or raft. This is done by inserting a steel bar or pipe in the bole in 
the middle of the reel and supporting it at each end so that the reel will revolve easily 
on the bar. A brake by which it may he stopped should he improvised. The end ot the 
cable should then be made fast to the shore and the boat run across to the other landing 
at a slow speed. Two men should tend the reel and see that tin* cable eûmes off evenly. 
Where any great irregularities in the profile of the bottom are known to exist special 
care should be taken to ensure that the cable lies on the bottom throughout it length 
and that there arc no unsupported spans.

Section 67 Connecting Forestry Branch Lines with Private Lines or Exchanges

Whenever it is desirable to connect a Forestry Branch line with a private line or 
exchange, the district inspector should first he fully advised by letter ns to what ar
rangements can be made for the connection, including a statement of the ability to 
obtain night, Sunday, or holiday service, if needed in emergencies. There should also 
lie stated the length of the Forestry Branch line, and, in cases where it is desired to 
connect directly to another line, the length of such line; the character of its constrm-

Use test clamp here

Go/v iron wire fnd of branch /me /off /ong 
enough after dead e> -/y 
on /nsu/ator X to connect to 
main /me as shown

Fig. 38 Method of connecting branch line to main when both are galvnnlzed-lron wire

tion and maintenance; the sizes and kinds of usr»l in the construction of both lines, 
and whether one or both arc grounded or met. lie circuits; the number of instruments 
on both lines and the ohm capacity of the instruments on the line with which connec
tion is to be made. The district insix*etor will decide the lx*st method of handling tin- 
matter and making the connections. Every precaution should lx* taken to make sure 
that trouble originating beyond the Forestry Branch line will not interfere with it.

Section 68—Branch Lines

1—Method of Connection

In attaching a branch to a main line, the former should lx* dead-ended on a separate 
bracket attached to the main line pde for that purpose, so that the strain of the branch 
line will not come on the connection fFig. 3*). A Fahnestock test-c may I «• used 
to connect tin? branch line to the main line instead of wrapping the end of the branch 
to the latter. The Fahnestock test-»' is made in three gra«l»*s: Entire clamp fully

0
9
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tinned, clamp hult-tinncd, and nutimicd. 1 he first type should Ik? used for commeti ng 
two iron wires, the second for eonuevling a copper and an iron wire, and the third for 
eonneeting two copper wires.

Will'll till' iimiii lint' i» "f luiril-ilruwii ni|i]« r win. it ,li,ml.| lw cut in two mill 
dead-ended on the same insulator from linth direetinus. ,|.liiing in additional wire if 
necesNiry. The ends after dvail-ending ■liotihl In- left long enough to l„- „,,|i„u|
together in a iupper sleeve, so as t,i ......... . the eireuit agi in. The I,ranch line
should then he ..... l-i ndod on a -e|iuraie liraekei mil insulator, and the ........
made as in Fig. 31».

Atom fine
■ c

‘
nfh huff trngth -Jee.r horn 
hnth directions on ms d.; for if 
05Shown fr'ff fniUf en, un;.
offer dead endmy foif: p/n 
together os shown

'DC
' ■‘•vn c irrt r wire

-,,_•,./, /,nc 
i v< red hro '■ dont/

PIr. 3» Method of connecting brunch Une to main line when both are hard-drawn 
copper wire

Whenever any wire is connected to a hard-drawn copper line, tin- latter must 
always be dead-ended for that punMise, so that the wire may he soldered to a point in 
the dead-end loop between the sleeve and the insulator. When soldering is not 
feasible, the wire should ho eleaned bright, and the win- to be eunnocted sh mid he 
closely wrapped around the line wire not less than seven times. A Fahnestock clamp 
may he used here also.

When connecting a branch line to a tree line the branch should he dead-ended on 
I tree by the method prescribed in Section «!<» and shown in Fig. 33. The main line 

should lie held by a erosstie and the connection between the branch and the main line 
made with a piece of No. 14 insulated copper wire attached as shown in Fig. 40. Ii, 
*>rder to facilitate separation of the branch from the main line, a method of installing a 
-witch when making such a connection is illustrated in this figure.

2—Types of Instruments

Where a 1' ores try Branch line is to connect with another line, either dir*ctlv or 
by switches, the resistance in ohms of the ringer coils in the instruments (and exten- 
-i<»u bells, if used) should he the same as the resistance of those on the connecting line. 
The standard resistance of all ringer coils on exclusive Forestry Branch lines will he 

iTiiM» ohms. However, in connecting with lines that use other resistance ringer coils, it 
will he necessary to use the same resistance coil in instruments on the Forestry Branch 
line. Where telephones of other resistance than that specified arc needed for use, tin- 
district inspector should lie consulted as to the proper set. to purchase.

70211—
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Section 69—Wall Sets
I lie standard will) telephone sot will a 1 wavs 1m* the must common type employed. 

It is used for nearly all permanent indoor installât ions, except at lookouts or main 
headquarters, where desk wts are desiralde. The sets a- received fr-iin the maker are 
in a partly “knockdown’* eondition and must he as-emhled. This consists of putting in 
place the receiver, transmitter, shelf, and generator crank. Suitable screws are pro
vided, where needed, and holes bored for them. Directions fur assembling accompany 
each set, as shown in Fig. 4L

The location of the instrument inside the building will nlway - he determined largely 
by convenience in using it. 'I his location should be decided upon, however, before the 
line wire is brought up to the building. It is customary t«. stand up when using a wall
set, and the height of instrument must be determined :....ordingly. Instrument- must
not be attached to walls with nails. | si* the Pair 1 ! in. No. 10,round-head,blued screw- 
provided, and make certain that the screws get a sufficient hold on the wall to support 
the weight ot the set and the extra weight of persons leaning on the shelf. In-tru 
incuts installed in unlined log buildings should be attached to a suitable board and 
this in turn fastened securely to the wall. Always try to place the instrument .-•• that 
it will be directly over the point of grounding.

Koch standard instrument when received should have pasted to the inside of the 
door, a diagram of the internal wiring and complete directions for setting up and 
connecting to the line (see big. 11). Jt is to he not<*d that the wires from different 
parts of the set are variously coloured and these colours are indicated on the simpli
fied diagram, making it easy to identify various circuits in the set itself.

The two terminals mi the right hand side of the instrument marked 1.1 and Li! 
an* the ones to which the line wire and ground wire res|M*ctively must be connected. 
| In some older ty|M*s of instruments on a few reserves these terminals are on the left 
side of tin* box. The diagram, however, will indicate connections.]

On a metallic circuit connect one of the wires to each of these terminals. The 
terminal marked in not axed ni all in Hie set n< 'infiioiieii on hnnsirn lirnneh

Section 70 Condensers
The condenser in a telephone is cut in circuit in series with tin receiver. It makes 

possible ‘•through" signalling when receivers at intermediate stations are off the hook-. 
Any telephone now in use, if not already provided, can be equipped with a condenser.

The condenser may also be cut in on one «idc of the riligers for testing purpose-.

Section 71—Dry Batteries

1—Installation

Three dry cells are required for all instruments except the lookout sets and the
portables. Northern Kloctrie, Him* Hell, Mine Label, or ('o.umbia cells are ...... ...
mended and those with Fahnestock clips an* to be preferred to those with the common 
binding-post. Connect together as shown in Fig. !•». usiny insulated -minded wire 
rather than solid wire, since it is more pliable. Do not remove the paper earton- 
whicb arc meded for proper insulation and take care that the adjacent zinc bit ding 
posts do not touch.
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Fig. 41 Wiring diagram anil direction* for assembling standard wall telephone set

Tool*.—An ordinary screw-driver is the only tool that Is required for all adjustments and 
wire connections.

This set is shipped connected for service on either metallic or grounded circuits with the red 
ringer lead to terminal " Line 2." the black ringer lead to terminal “ Line 1," and when 
there Is no condenser, the yellow receiver lead to lower " cond " terminal.

When used on metallic line circuits, connect one line wire to terminal “ Line 1 ” and the 
other line wire to terminal “ Line 2.”

When used on grounded circuits, connect the line wire to terminal •• Line 1 " and the ground 
wire to terminal " Line 2."

When used for divided ringing, that is ringing from either side <>r a metallic line to ground, 
connect the red ringer lead in one group of sets to terminal “ Line 1 ' and in the other 
group to terminal “Line 2." In all sets < onnect the black ringer lead and the ground 
wire to terminal " gnd." The tip side of the central office I'ne to terminal “Line 1” 
and the ring side to terminal " Line 2."

To connect the condenser In series with the receiver -If not already so equipped, connect 
the yellow receiver lead and one condenser lead to the upper “ cond." terminal, and 
connect the other condenser lead to the lower " cond." terminal.

To connect the condenser In series with the ringer (when the set Is used In connection with 
common battery lines).—Connect the red ringer lead and one condenser lead to the 
upper ‘•cond." "terminal, the black ringer lead to terminal “ Line 1“ and the yellow 
receiver lead and the other condenser lead to the lower "cond." terminal

Ringer adjustment. The armature shall be so adjusted that the clapper hall has a move
ment of about 'ut Inch. To oh'nln this, turn the screw "A" to the right to shorten the 
stroke, or to the left to lengthen the stroke.

The gongs should be so set that the clapper ball strikes but does not rest against them 
when thrown to either side. To change position of the gongs, loosen the clamping 
screws “ B.“ turn the eccentric adjusting screws " C " until the correct position is 
obtained and then tighten the clamping screws "B."

In mounting the transmitter, connect the cord "A" of the transmitter to terminal “ C " 
inside of the door and connect the cord " B” to terminal 11D" on the door.

In connecting batteries, connect wire " K " to post " F " and connect post “ O " to " H " and 
" M " to “ N " and connect wire “ P" to post " It." See that the binding-posts " U," 
“ M “ and " It," do not touch each other when the batteries arc in place.

Repair parts should be ordered by sample If possible, otherwise by accurate description, 
always mention, if possible, the code number of this set (It Is stamped on the Inside of 
the door near the bottom edge).

exgx
life.

bfltu
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Fig. 42 Standard telephone installation 
(«) Front view, lb) H.n k view, ic) Side view

Regular systematic renewal uf all batterie at least unec a year is necessary. In 
some cases more frequent renewals will lie required. For such places the 3-in-l bat
tery, which consists of three cells inelose<l in a waterjiroof easing with only two 
exposiMl connecting-posts, will often 1m* found desirable as it has somewhat lunger 
life. Batteries deteriorate rapidly whether in use or not.

Two new batteries should never he installed with one old battery, nor one new 
battery with two old batteries, as one poor battery will s|»oil the efficiency of the good

.
Fig. 43 Method of connecting dry batteries for a telephone
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l'*"V battery testing an Ever Ready, .Xu. 1003 battery gauge is a eheap and fairly 
efficient instrument, and each forest reserve headquarters should be provided with one. 
Cells which test less than 10 amperes should not be accepted. Cells showing less than 
4 amperes at the end of a one-minute test should be discarded. First-class Blue Bell. 
Blue Laliel, or Northern Electric cells when new may be expected to show 14 amperra 
on test ; Columbia, 24 amperes.

4—Removal khom Vxvsed Stations

Always remove the battery from the telephone in stations that are to be left 
unoccupied over winter, also from all outdoor sets. If left in the instrument consider
able damage may result from leakage of chemicals. This is particularly true with the 
1336-J set in which the battery is immediately adjacent to the generator.

Section 72—Protectors

The question of protection is a very important matter and is divided into two 
classes in Forestry Branch work : (<i) partially exposed substations and (b) fully 
exposed substations.

Force/a in tube sloping /,//, 
uprards from outside Zz >, 
through mall of buildmg yyy//
as shorn

-fnd of fre * i-e left
to ng enough after dead 
c j ng to be t'ought 
each on >*se/f dc*n to 
f~.se as shorn

"id BSS rubber corered 
bra ded and ,vea‘ Nry \-c 'td 

Force/am If nob C opp*r *,re
(Use insulatedenre for tying)

tvot /ess than c fee *

To /me terminal

Or ip L oop as s io*n

Protector L..

Outside of budd/ngInside ofbuildr'g

telephone set

Kl*. 4 1

Hang fuse /out enough to be easily 
accessible for replacement

Shorn for one rire Une {grounded 
circuit) fofhr same method for} 
meta/hc circuit

Method of Installing line fuse when required
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1 l'uni vu.\ Km'oski» Si iistations

Where it i> absolutely eertain that the line i> nowhere exposed to accidental eon- 
taet with electrie-lighl. power, or high-tension eireuits (Imt only to lightning), eaeh
telephone station sliou’d .......... i-iilercd a- partial’y expose»!, and nothing heyond the
No. bO-J*, protector used for proteetion. Where lightning is unusually severe, however, 
either a 4 « - A line I use, in addit ion to the tin-1*, protector, or a 5s-1* Iiy litning protector 
should be used. The former should be located immediately outside of the building 
and attached to the main line wire in such a way that, when blown, the wire on the 
side toward the line will fall away (Fig. 44). On a metallic line, where line fus,» 
are used, a fuse should be attached to each wire. When the 58-F, which is a combina
tion of the 00-E protector with fuse», is used, a No. 4S asbestos mat should be mounted 
back of all protectors and the slits in the fuses turned toward the mat. The appear
ance of the installation is much improved if the rough edges of all asbestos mats are 
bound with brass or aluminium oilcloth binding tape, as in Fig. S4.

S|M*eial provisions are rcpiircd for the protection of the lookout sets (1330 J) 
and the ]xn'tnhle telephones. These are discussed in Section 7."». SO, and xl.

2—Fi i.i.v Exi'oskd Si hstations

A fully exposed substation is one on a line which may be exposed to accidental 
contact with electric-light, power, or high-tension transmission lines. Even though 
only a portion of a line is subject to such exposure all stations on it will be <■ msidered 
as fully exposed. The Ou-K protector with IT-A line fuse, or the 58-F protector, will 
1m- used at these stations. In all eases where the line is exposed to a high-tension 
voltage in excess of 1,800 volts the district inspector should be consulted in regard to 
the additional protection.

3—Coxmhioxs with Fohkkix Links

In general, it is not necessary to consider the exposure along other telephone lines 
with which the Forestry Branch lines may connect, provided tin* connection is made 
through a switchboard. If made by any other means, however, one of the abow- 
deserilied protective methods will In' used.

4—Location of Pnom tors

It is dangerous to place protectors on or immediately adjacent to the telephone 
sets. Always install the protector at least 2 feet away from the instrument, generally 
at or very near the point of entrance to the building and as nearly over the ground 
rod as possible. The 5S-F protector should be mounted upon the wall so that the 
fuses arc vertical, and fastened in place by screws. It should not he exposed to water 
or dampness or he placed outdoors. When the lending-in wires enter the building 
above the door or window casing, the protector should be mounted so ns to allow a 
space of 1 in. between the protector and the easing. Where the wires enter at the side 
of the door or easing, the protector should In- mounted flush with the latter. It should 
always be placed at least 12 in. from curtains, shades, or similar combustible materials 
and should never Im- mounted directly iilmve any such materials.

Ordinarily only one mien should he used between eaeh pair of protector blocks, 
but in localities where lightning is excessive and the stations difficult of accès* two 
micas may Ik* inserted, thus increasing the air gap. Paper or other material should 
never be substituted permanently.

The 58-F protector should he mnneotod as follows: Connect the leading-in wire 
r wires to the fuse terminals marked L most distant from the protector block*, and 

the inside line wires to the other end of the fuse terminals—that is, tlie end nearer
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to the protector blocks. Connect the ground wire with the terminal marked fi as in 
Fig. 45. In the case of a grounded line only one of the fuses is used hut a short wire

roR META LUC C/PCU/TTO A GROUNDED C/RCU/T

Tubus To -tube To

Tnroug '• Through
porce'nin porcelain 

Tuba To Tube To 
/tne Of round rod ground

© ©
*/4 B rubber covered 

— braided ond weather 
oroofed copper wire

*/8 B 8f 5 rubber covered
and braided Twisted 
pair copper wire
running from Terminals 
rnorhed hnç / and 
T ne <? m Telephone 
set -topro*edor set

Telephone

Fig. 45 Wiring illagram for telephone station

should 1m; run on the end of the protector that contains the protector blocks, from the 
terminal marked (1 to the terminal at the side of the protector blocks that is not being 
used by the main line (Fig. 45).

Section 73—"GROUNDS"

1—General Principles

Telephones are grounded for two distinct purposes. In both one-wire and two- 
wire (grounded and metallic) lines the protective devices must always be grounded 
in order to function properly. One-wire (grounded) lines, however, require to be
grounded in order that the return half of the circuit, the earth, may be made avail
able. In grounded linos, therefore, the character of the ground connection not only
affects the protection but also affects very seriously the operation of the telephone both
for ringing and talking. Poor grounds constitute one of the most common and most 
annoying sources of trouble in this type of construction.

While permanently moist earth will generally afford a good ground, yet different 
soil materials and different geological formations do not always possess the same 
conducting power. This sometimes makes it necessary to test various places before
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a fully satisfactory ground is secured. This is conveniently done l>y using standard 
emergency wire to make the test connections. Dry nr frozen earth and rocks are 
non-conductors and will not give a satisfactory ground.

Nearly all grounding difficulties, however, arise from defective materials and 
details of installation. I\ven after a suitahle place is located, failure to satisfy the 
primary requirements of good grounding, namely, a snlJicientlg large, cion, metallic 
Kin-face in intimate contin t with permanentIg moisi earth, will result in poor operation 
of the station.

2—Grovmhng Demi es

There are several first-class grounding methods. Wherever possible the stan
dard ground rod should he used. This is a 7-ft. gal va nixed-iron rod. ; in. in diameter. 
Drive the rod in so that only a length of about s in. remains above the ground surface. 
Place as near the instrument as practicable and close ep to the side of the building, 
preferably where it will receive the drip from the eaves. If it is not possible to drive 
the rod vertically to its lull depth it should be driven on a slant, for it is essential that 
the moist earth come in contact with the full length of the rod. Depth of freezing 
must be carefully considered, however, and if necessary to keep below frost line the 
rod may bo driven at the bottom of a hole.

\\ herever, for any reason, a standard ground rod is not available, a good ground 
can Ik* made on a copper plate or coil of copper wire. The plate should be al*out 
No. 21 Birmingham sheet metal gauge or No. 21 U.S.S.M.G. in thickness and about 
12 by 18 in. in size. A wire coil should Ik- 12 in. in diameter and lie comp»ed of at 
least ten turns of No. 12 hare copper wire.. In the former case, a piece of bare copper 
wire No. 12 or No. 14, must be soldered to the plate and should In* sufficiently long 
to reach to the surface of the ground. In the latter case, one end of the wire coil is 
brought to the surface. The plate or the coil must he buried at a sufficient depth in 
permanently moist earth, and the wire leading to the surface joined to the ground 
wire of the instrument.

A well may he used for a grounding place, hut h of doubtful value if in rock. 
Use a coil of copper wire as previously described and place flat on the bottom of the 
well, having the end at least 3 ft. above the high-water level to provide for connection 
to the wire from the instrument.

When it is impracticable to find permanently moist earth, a good ground may ho 
obtained by placing a similar coil .>f wire or a copper plate at the bottom of a hole 
A to 10 feet deep, covering it with about 1 ft. of powdered charcoal and wetting the 
latter with a bucket or two of water. The hole should then In- refilled and the earth 
tumped in securely. Charcoal is hygroscopic, and will absorb and retain moisture. 
The connection of the ground wire with tin- coil must he soldered. A bucket of water 
thrown on the ground at intervals during a dry period will add to its effectiveness.

In some buildings it is pissihle to use a water-pipe for a ground, in which case 
the ground wire should he attached to the pipe by a Blackburn ground clamp. Only 
pipes which always contain water should be used.

3—Precautions

Under no circumstances should ground wires be attachai to:-
(1) Water-pipes of a town water supply if other lines are grounded on them.
(2) Pipelines not carrying water.
(3) Coils of iron wire or scraps of old iron thrown into a stream, lake or pond 

having a rocky bottom.
(4) Black iron plates, horseshoes, gun-barrels, ungalvanized bars, or pipes, raiu- 

spouts, old bolts, and similar articles. Ungalvanized iron placed in contact with the 
earth rusts quickly. Rust is a non-conductor and acts as an insulator. Ground trouble 
D sure to follow the use of the above articles.
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4—Mi i.tiple Grounds

The following instructions taken from the Telephone cireuhir of District No. .*». 
United States Forest Service, apply to stations where several lines converge :

•• Where more than one line enters a station to telephones, extension bells, or a 
switchboard, all the instruments having the Mime ringer resistance may sometimes 
he grounded on the same ground rod or coil, provided the electrical contact to the earth 
is satisfactory.

“ The efficiency of a common ground should first lie tested liefun making perma
nent connections to it. Where the rod or coil is immediately adjacent to the instru
ment' simply connect it to the instrument by a temporary wire. All points of connec
tion should In* clean and tight, if a satisfactory ground cannot be found nearby, the 
test may he made by stringing No. 9 wires to different places which ap|iear to he satis
factory until good grounds are fourni. ( 'Vest l».\ attaching one instrument to the wire, 
the wire lending to the cx|>crimentnl grounding-place, and if satisfactory results are 
obtained connect in turn lead wires from each additional instrument.) Gross-talk 
lictween the lines may lie heard even if the ground is good, hut it should not lie pro- 
nouneed. When a signal is rung over one of the lines the hells should not cross-ring; 
that is, two hells or more should not ring with the switches open between the respective 
linos. If the cross-talk is loud ami the liells cross-ring, or if cross-talk is loud in the 
absence of cross-ringing, inadequate ground to carry the full uumlier of instruments 
attached is indicated. Two or more wires leading to grounds should not closely parallel 
one another.

** Further experiments should be made by disconnecting one instrument at n time 
from the lead wire, followed by a test until the cross-ringing is eliminated and the 
cross-talk either eliminated or much weakened. Only in exceptional eases, if ever, 
can cross-talk la- entirely eliminated where several grounded lines enter the same sta
tion. Seek additional ground or grounds for lines that were disconnected.

“ It may be necessary in some east's, in order to get satisfactory service, that 
grounds lie separaUsl as much us half a mile. The expense, however, of locating effi
cient grounds and of installing connecting facilities is justified, because instrument 
installation is a failure unless good grounds arc made.”

Section 74—Wiring
To ensure good service, instruments on both grounded and metallic lines must he 

installed in the proper manner. Figs. 42, 44, 45, and 46 illustrate graphically the 
method of making the entire installation.

Before beginning work, means should be taken to determine the arrangement that 
will be the simplest, tlte most economical, and the easiest to maintain.

1—Outside of Building

(a) Leading-in wires.—If possible, the telephone should Ik* located on the same side 
of the building as the pole from which the branch line originates. The wire from 
the line should be dead-ended on a bracket and insulator attached to the outside of 
the building. A line should never lie attached to a building directly from a tree, and 
not more than 50 ft. of No. 9 iron wire should intervene lietween the building and 
the nearest pole. Set an extra |iole or use insulated copper wire. Try to have the 
pull on the bracket attached to the side of the building parallel to the wall, and not 
at right angles, and always rake the bracket slightly against the pull.

The point where the wire enters the building should be as near as practicable to 
a permanent ground, and each ground wire should pass through the wall of the building 
in a separate porcelain tube, spaced at least 91 ins. from the other tidies, and sloping 
upward from the outside. Under some conditions circular loom may be a satisfactory 
substitute for the porcelain tulie, though it should not lie used without permission from
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the district inspector. Eu ch wire as it enters the porcelain tube outside the buildimr 
should have a small drip loop about - in. long to prevent water from following it into 
the building. The location of the protcetor in the building should he determined before 
the holes are made. It is often possible to locate the holes immediately above or below 
the fuse terminals on the protector, thus securing the shortest length for the leading-in

:V mw*Ty .f // / , a .
Method of maklnir entry to building from main lim-

The leading-in wires should nut enter at the attic roof unless other ways are im
practicable. In every east» the holes should he started from the inside of the building.

The line terminals of the protector should Ik* connected to the line wire by single 
N". 14 B. A• S. gauge, braided and weather-proofed, rubber-covered, copper wire. The 
Icading-in wire should l»c soldered to the loop just below the insulator where the line 
wire is terminated (Fig. 44), and should not come in contact with any part of the 
building.

(b) Ground wires.—Single No. 11 1). A- S. gauge, rubber-covered, braided and 
weather-proofed, copper wire should be used to connect the protectors with the ground 
rod or ground wire.

(1 round wire outside of the building should he sup|M>rtcd on No. M or No. .V. porce
lain knobs. The knob should always be attached with a flat-head screw, and not with

The wire from the protector to the ground should he laid as directly as ]H>ssihlc, 
and should have no spirals, coils, knobs, or sharp bends. The ground wire >hould never 
be placed near sheet-iron roofing, drain-pi|Kis. etc., on the house.

2—Inside ok Building

All joints and splices of the wiring inside or outside of tho building should be 
soldered and tajied. This does not apply to the connections made at the terminals 
provided in the apparatus. Where a twisted pair is spliced, tho joints should be 
soldered at least 3 in. apart. In soldoring, rosin should he used as a flux. Chloride 
of zinc, sal ammoniac, or other fluid fluxes are not satisfactory. The wires to be 
soldered should first be scraped thoroughly and cleaned.

All knob-and-clent work should he done ns neatly as possible. Wiring inside and 
outside of a building should la? run in ns nearly vertical and horizontal lines as
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possible. This gives an appearance of neatness and simplifias tracing out the wins 
when hunting for trouble. There should le no knots or spirals in the wiring (this 
does not mean joints and splices) between the protector and the line or ground rod. 
The line should be kept at least 1 ft. away from the overhanging eaves if the roof 
is of sheet-iron. Wet and1 damp localities should he avoided for inside wires.

The telephone should he connected to the protector by means of No. 19 11. S. 
rubber-covered and braided, single or twisted-pair copper wire. However, if this 
wire is not available, the heavier insulated outside wire may be used, although it 
is not 60 cheap. The wire inside the building should he fastened to the wall with 
insulated tacks, milonite nails, or approved cleats. Vninsulated1 tacks or staples 
should not he used. No joint in insulated wire should touch an adjacent joint in 
another insulated wire, even though both are taped.

(a) Protection from pipes.—Wherever practicable, wire» should be placed almvc 
all pipes or other conducting material. When a crossing is necessary the wire 
should he protected by two wrappings of insulated tap<, the latter extending at 
least 1 in. each side of the pipe or conducting material.

(it) Separation from light and power lines. When it is necessary to cross an 
electric-light or power wire in the building there must be a separation of at least 
fl in., unless the telephone wires are incased in a circular loom or porcelain conduit. 
When so incased the conduit should project at least 0 in. on each side of the elwtric- 
light or power wire and be firmly secured against slipping.

Section 75 Lookout-station Telephone Sets

The 133fl-,T telephone, special forest protection type, contains a 2500-ohm unbiased 
ringer and condenser. The 1330-K telephone contains a 1600-ohin unbiased ringer 
and condenser.

An iron-box telephone set outdoors should he mounted on a post .n preference 
to a tree or topped tree. The iron case of the box should be grounded by wrapping 
a wire under the head of one of the mounting bolts when the latter is screwed in 
and then running it to the ground rod (Fig. 49.) A switch ami protector mounting- 
box should be attached to the post. The line wire should he properly dead-ended on 
a bracket and Insulator located on top of the post and extended to the switch by 
means of No. 14 B. & S. gauge, rubber-covered, braided and weather-proofed, copper 
wire. This wire should then extend from the opposite side of the switch to the 
line terminal of the protector and from there to the proper terminal in the telephone 
set, through the hole in the latter provided for the purpose. The same kind of wire 
should extend from the ground rod to the ground terminal of the protector and to 
the proper terminal in the iron-liox telephone, through the fade provided in the 
latter.

If this set is employed on a metallic circuit, a double-pole, single-throw switch 
should he used (Fig. 49). From each of the line wires an insulated copper wire 
should extend to a switch, and from the opposite terminal to it- proper terminal 
on the protector, and thence* into the iron-box set. The latter is grounded from 
the mounting bolt, while another wire runs from the ground terminal of the protector 
to the ground rod.

Installations of this character may ho placed on lookout points where there is 
nothing but rock. The post may be bolted to the rocks and the ground rod located 
wherever a suitable place can be found, even though it is a considerable distance 
away. In this case the wire to the ground rod is run in the same manner ns line 
wire is run. Metal brackets and fixtures may bo used to support the line wire along 
the side of the rock, with extension holts if required.
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Pig. 4K Lookout station Iviihoni* sot Installât! in the field
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Section 76—Howler and Condenser for Vibratory Signalling

The signals from the 1004-A jwirtuble telephone set ure rrvuivvd at the stations 
l.y menus of a howler (Fig. 82). Every station which it is desired to call directly 
with a portable set of this type must he equipped with a howler, hut in most cases 
it will be found satisfactory to equip thus only the more important stations and 
«•all others by first signalling those with howlers and having them raise the desired 
station in the usual way by bell signals. The howler must be bridged between line 
and ground through a 1-microfarad condenser, except on very short lines with light 
loads when it may be bridged between line and ground direct. The most convenient 
method of wiring the howler connection is to bridge between the line and ground 
posts of the protector in the case of u grounded line (Fig. 60) and between the two 
lino posts of a met allie line.

The two binding-posts on the howler will generally be found ->| 1. and Ci.
In making tho installation run an insulated wire from the line side of the protector 
to one poM of the condenser. From the other condenser terminal run a wire to the 
1. post of the howler and then connect the (1 post of the latter to the ground or 
ft terminal on the protector ns shown in Fig 60. Do not reverse these connections 
on the howler as this will reduce the signalling capacity.

Howlers should all b.* adjusted after being jiermanently installed. They should 
never he touched, except for the purpose of adjustment, after they are once located 
and adjusted.

-

7
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To be attached to watt in it h 
pieces of toother and screws

Ground ------

|j,lg. :,n Method of comtwlllig howler and vondeiwer

Section 77—Coils

I I.witi: ('oils

Thtw roil* nro list'd to reniovi* slnlir vlvrtririiy In mi lltv lim*. I'.tu'h «oil sliotihl 
|UIV„ „ rv^ishttici- of is.iMHi ohms ami 1m* inrlogril in a small wvallirr proof hox. (Sr.
5.. ..ti,,n li:i, Stalin Kli*rtriri1y ). Il will grttvrally hr nrrvHMirv t.. install lltr»o roil» 
, tll,|,,..r» oil ,n,|v. along tin- lim*. Tin* iiihIi.mI of irndallibl i.m i» illnstratnl h> Kig. M

•j IIkititim; ( 'oti.s

Tin* slamlaril IT A trpraling roil i» gmirrallx |»larr«l imUir* ■ » part of on. ot
11.. . U,.liil!iili..n« tltwrilt.il ill Sii-lit.il 7". In ...... It  ........... . |«r.i-iiiiii..n
«ill. r.gnr.1 I.. Ilf itltifiiig -r Hiring "f ll........ il nr.- rti|uirtil. i\.i|.t I........ . I hit. '
jH 11;,..I.,l |„ iln- |,ri,tii*tivi- lift mi in ll»- -tint.- iniinnrr n- ll...... llu-r ti|t)>iriilln tin-
I Inti il,,- ,-iglit tiMiiiti-litilii* art* |irt-|H-rl> mltlt-rtil.

In ....... . Ill,- mil—ill iiriMK fur i.lming .-in- -I ilu— .-il- -nul.turn. Wit. i
iltii r,i|tiirtil lin- mil ....... . li- I'lt..... I ......... '!"• '"I* "f » l»,l' "ml tin- lull.r m.i
l«. ,,rt.vi.I.il with |«.I.-ii.-ih- if tlti.ir.il. t'-iU »Ih.»iI-I m.i l«- iinl.ill.il -n Ini». T» 
l-r-lti'i-ri will uumll.v Imvi- !.. I«- |iln.iil l«-iw.in il..- --il- mill tin lim». nml iln
„|„,|,. ii,..|.HMil in ,i »nl. r|inN.f l«.x. Tin-    ..f iinikiiig -ml. iln.ltill.il i-m .
full.! illiiilr.il,-« I in li g ■ ft*.
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Section 78—Special Installations

I' is possible limier lllis head I" diseliss mill illustrate Hilly a few uf I lie till •!*• 
••"IHIIH'II Ivjh's uf s|MH*itil eulilieel iulis eiieuiinlereil nil forest pmteel ion line». Ill 

in\ eases | lie loejil eoiulil iulis al till* sltilion where i lie installai imi is maile niii-i 
«lelerinine I lie ileiails of the eon neel ions. A kiioxvleduv of general principles such 

- are stated in Chapter XIX". together x\ ilh a si mix nf the referenee wurks listed 
1 Appendix II xxill often • nalde tin oflieer in elmrge t.> xvork mil the liest tvp. ..t 
•nnoetion. However, prohlenis sometimes arise, esjieeially where foreign lines hi- 

nvolveil, that are highly teehnieal in eharaeter. These should l*e referred to tli 
distriet ins|MH*tnr with a full statement of all the material faets in each ease.

In the felloxving deseriptioti of s|weial installations relianep is plae«-d largel.x 
h diagrams. Kig. à."» is the legend xvhieli shows lioxv the various parts of the I eh 

I'hone equipment are graphieally represented in these diagrams
79-J11— 74
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1—Extension Hki i.s

Two type» mv listed us standard equipment by tin* Forestry llrnneh. The-* 
Mis urv simply an ordinary polarizi-d ringer inclosed in a suitable Imx for mounting 
at any tsiint where it is desirable to receive teleplioue calls but not necessary in 
install an instrument. The uses of extension In-IIs are as follows :

i 7a nrpetjrtny <o-_ ■

Aaf47<? £+pQ>/

Croo.->,y

\qq
Ea/BOfun t>*!/

C mO noco/t*ec />oa *. £ 

Qoc7> Q7A*r~

7r/€oAo/<a J»/

(1) To enable calls to be received separately from the several lines which ter 
ininate on a switchboard

<-) To enable calls to be n-ceived in remote parts of a building or in other 
buildings at a distance from the telephone instrument.

1 •!) To enable calls to be received outdoors at a distance from the telephone 
instrument.

Each In-11 is provided with two terminals and is connected to the line in the 
same manner as a telephone instrument, that is, on a bridging line it is bridged 
between line and ground or between the two wires of a metallic circuit. Extension 
Mis must always be protected from lightning and other high-tension currents, as are 
telephones.

Extension bells with gongs of different shapes and tones may be secured and 
ire used to make it jhissilde to distinguish signals on different lines from each other. 
W here different tone bells cannot be secured, the tone may be altered by placing a 
wire across the gongs or by sawing a -mall notch in one or both gongs with a hack-

2—Mi i.tii'u: l.txi: Sum him urns

It is frequently necessary to install switching stations on long lines in order to 
keep circuits down to xvoikable lengths. These will usually be placed where a branch 

s possible the separation of three lines. The switching method shown in Fig. M 
diould be used where the three lines are not connected most of the time. It require* 
the following equipment : Two extension bells, one telephone set, and three single- 
pole, single-throw, baby knife-switches. With the three lines connected, two exten- 
-ioii bells and the telephone remain across the line.

The method shown in Fig. -hould be used where the three lines are connected 
most of the time. Tt requires tin- following equipment; Three extension hells, one

74
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telephone set. and three single-|iole, double-throw, hahy knife-switches. With all the 
three lines connected just the telephone remains across the line, the three extension 
hells being disconnected.

When it is desired to receive huzzer signals at a switching station, each line must 
he separately equipped with howler and condenser. Since it is impracticable to vary 
the tones of buzzers sufficiently to enable them to Ik* distinguished readily one from 
another, it may he necessary to locate the various howlers in different parts of the 
room or I in order to he able to tell which line is calling.

Note
Trie thro rriettioct i of c/e irynot/ny 
tC- r'r>'r>cl/sCjre 'shorvr, 50 /Xv rJrownç 

to <ei/fier o/</' r rn » . ,/s 7
' h<2 •jt&CG//-. u-.e</ /><• /e/fers etne/

If 0l/7lCvl\ * /Vtjrxr r.
cot!, remove j/m/D J( „rra 
? ■ * corrarrrser-

Klg :.fi Wiring and connect ions on IT-.X reiteatiiig ••oil

3—Sta'Immi Ki.n:\TiMi Coil.

The 47-A rc|»eating coil i> the tints! reliable and serviceable coil, both from a 
talking ami signalling standpoint, and should lie used wherever possible. This coil 
is also used for phantom work. I»y “phantom'* is meant the utilizing of both sides 
of a metallic line as one wire. As illustrated in Figs. 57 and 87, an additional tele
phone circuit is thereby obtained. The re|ieating coil is also Used whenever it 
iteeomes necessary to jura a grounded to a metallic line. An 8-A repeating coil is 
<‘henper than the above and may sometimes lie used for the latter purpose.

The details of construction, and the arrangement and designation of terminals 
"f the 47-A coil, are shown dingramtnatienlly in Fig. ."6.

4—Phantom Cum i it

It is possible under certain conditions to carry on two or more conversations 
simultaneously over the same telephone wire without interference. This i- done by 
installing a phantom circuit, the most common ty|ie u«ed in forest lines being r- 
grounded phantom out of a metallic rural line.

The following equipment i> necessary : Two 47-A repeating coil.-, one extension 
bell, and one doubb-|nde, double-throw, baby knife-switch. By the method shown in 
Fig. 57, the Forestry Branch utilizes both wires for their line, the connection with the
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Branch line being made at the end of the rural line circuit, thus eliminating the 
necessity of stringing an additional wire parallel to the rural line telephone circuit. 
By the use of the phantom circuit a direct line is obtained to the exchange or town 
where the rural line terminates without interfering with subscribers on the latter. TIn- 
circuit is so arranged that the grounded Forestry Branch line may he eut on the 
metallic line direct through the 47-A repeating coil in an emergency. It is also

To Ranchers fe/ephone

*7aPepçeP>nÿ cop

I’lmntom circuit

arranged so that, should any of the ranchers desire to talk to one of the stations on the 
Forestry Branch grounded line beyond the point where the rural line terminates, by 
calling the station at the end of this line the switch at that point may be thrown and 
direct connection had. This phantom circuit can only he built up where the metallic 
line Joes not parallel any electric-light, power, high-tension, or railway wires.

5—CoWKC’TION OK (inol MH.li To MRTXI.MC ClIICl IT

The necessity for making this type of connection frequently arises where the 
Forestry Branch lines are joined to private or provincial lines near forest reserve 
boundaries or at ranger stations, in order to give through service from points in the 
reserve to points outside. It sometimes arises, also, when Forestry Branch metallic 
circuits are constructed in order to eliminate inductive disturbances from power lines 
or other circuits in their vicinity.

A method of installing a switching station where a grounded line may be cut 
through to a metallic line with a 47-A repeating coil in circuit is shown in Fig. f»W.

Equipment necessary: One 47-A repeating coil, two double-pole, double-throw, 
baby knife-switches, and one telephone set. This method is used where connection i> 
necessary with some commercial toll line, one telephone being used on the commercial 
line and the other on the Forestry Branch line. If a subscriber of tin- commercial 
telephone company, or provincial line, is using the toll station, the call on the Forestry
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Branch line may In* answered at tin- >ann tinn . tlmn avoiding delay or interruption. 
WIumi it is neeessary to ennneet tin- gr ' ' line to tin* inoti Uic line. Imtli *witeh« » 
should lie cloned, only one telephone being left aero»-, the line.

Connecting grounded line to metallic litu- through a repeating coll 
without switches. Dotted lines Indicate connections w hi n an
S-A coil Ih used

Connecting grounded line to metallic line hy use of switches and two 
telephones

A method of connecting a grounded line to a metallic line so that either can In 
used with the same telephone is shown in Fig. HO.
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K<iuipmcnt necessary : On** 47-A repeating mil, two double-pole. double-throw, 
baby knife-switches, one double-pole. single throw. baby knife-switch, one extension
bell, and one telephone set. This eireuit is arranged with one telephone and signal
bell, >o that a person at the station may talk on either line by using the same telephone. 
The operation of the switches is as follows: Switch I elosed down, switch 2 open, 
switeh 3 closed- telephone on metallic line direct. Switch 3 open, switch I closed 
down, switch 2 closed down telephone on grounded line direct. Switch 3 closed,

f r, -fKo'intj co/

GO
, ?A/iens/on Se//

GO
ôcr

Fig. fin i'onnvetlng grounded to metallic line hy use of switches and one 
telephone

switch 1 closed up, switch 2 closed up—grounded line cut on to metallic line through 
repeating coil direct, instrument remaining across entire line. This circuit is so 
arranged that the instrument limy be left on the grounded line and the extension bell
will ring if a person at this station on metallic line is called. Switches 1 and 2 should
never he elosed down at the same time without opening switch 3, as by so doing the 
metallic line would be made very noisy.

<$—Si ckuimI’osi. Tki.kpiiosk ox Tki.kiikavh Cum i it

It is readily possible to use a telegraph line either grounded or metallic for simul
taneous telephone service without interference, providing automatic sending-instru
ments are not being used on the telegraph circuit or on adjacent ones on the same 
poles. At least two distinct methods of su|ierimposing are employed, each of which 
has several modifications affording a considerable number of different systems adapted 
to various condition*. It will usually he found that the object sought is to employ 
an existing telegraph line for forest protection telephone service, but since the exact 
system that must he used will depend in each case on the arrangement and character
istics of the telegraph circuit it will he necessary that each ease he referred separately 
to the district inspector for instructions. When reporting to the itt*|lector state the 
number of telegraph wires available, whether they are operated as grounded or metallic
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circuits, tin* number mid jiositi........f nil teh-graph stations mi tin- lim* it i- proposed
to iisi*, tin* size mill kind of win* mid whether tin* telegraph o|h*vi tvs b\ -ingle m* double 
vurrvnt, simplex. duplex. quadruplex, or automntiv.

Te/eyraph Instrument Tetecjraph Jnstrument

Fig. 'it Method of using one wire for simultaneous telegraphy and telephony

Hell signals ommot la* vm|d<i.vvd on superimposed circuits so that most of tin* 
standard Forestry Hrancli tclcplionc instruments cannot la* used mi such lines without 
modification. TIu* 1004-A set which employs lmzzer signals may la* u-ed. however.

In the majority of eases the object will probably la* to sti|a>riinpnsc a grounded 
telephone circuit mi a grounded single-current telegraph circuit. The telegraph 
employs direct current while the telephone employs alternating current. If. therefore, 
condensers are inserted between the telephone instruments and the line, there will la* no 
tendency for the telegraph current to escape to ground through them, while mi the 
other hand the alternating currents of the telephone an* not of sufficient strength to 
affect the telegraph instruments. The simplest form of such a superimpo-ition is 
shown diagrammatic»!ly in Fig. «► I.

CHAPTKR XIII
INSTALLATION OK TKMI’OIIAHY KQI'IPMKNT 

Section 79—Types of Portable Sets
Portable aies are used for two principal purposes. To a certain extent

they are required for testing lim ». both during construction and in maintena*:iee opera
tions. Portable sets used for tlie-e pu rpises an* usually known as “ test -cts." The-** 
are on the market in great variety, each 1.v|n- being adapted by the details of its con
struction to some particular class of work. Some of these set- are very low-prwi*d and 
light in weight, but none of them meets sueei*»>fully the s|n*eiid problems ordinarily 
encountered on forest protection lines.

hi addition to their use for testing line-, portables are required in forest protection 
for establishing temporary emergency stations on or adjacent to the permanent line- of 
communication. The average conditions met with on forest telephone lines demand a 
portable set of considerable power, especially in the generator. This instrument mu-t 
approximate the capabilities of the very |wiwerful standard sots employed in tin p«-r 
muiicnt stations and must be adapted for use on lines with them. I*urtbermore. since
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it must Ih* carried frequently mi jMiek-horses and saddle-horses and hv subjected t" 
rough tivld u sa go it is essential that it ho self-contained and woll protoi-tod against 
oxtornal injury. Finally, light weight is iui|Htrtant. To moot thoso requirements it 
was nooossary to dosign an outiroly now stylo of portahlo sot. Tho B176-A sot of tho 
Northorn Fleetrio ('ompany was tho result, and it has hoon adopted as standard by 
the Forestry Branch. No other type of test set may he purchased except with the 
approval of the district inspector.

The weight of the ldTÔ-A set, however, was still found to he a handicap to its 
use hy moving patrol, especially foot patrolmen, and a -till lighter instrument wa- 
designed. This is the pMi-t-A -et of the Northern Fleet vie ('ompany which weighs mly 
'2\ pounds with hattery and may In- carried in the |*»oket. It uses the military method 
of vibratory signals and has been standardized for use hy the Forestry Branch.

Finally, occasions sometimes arise when it becomes desirable to provide more 
complete telephone service at temporary stations than either of the above sets is 
capable of affording, hut where extra light weight is not essential. As a rule this is 
accomplished hy using a wall set, hut obviously these are poorly adapted to rough 
methods of transportation. To meet this requirement a combination of certain 
standard equipment into a single set known as the Forestry Branch emergency set 
No. 1 A has hi-en devised. These sets are not available for purchase but may he 
assembled locally or -ecured from the district inspector.

Section 80 Forestry Branch Portable Telephone

1 r«K IN Foil KMT PHOTKVTION

The special portable telephone ( Northern Fleetric h'iTo-A, Fig. <1- I being adapted 
for use on any line employing code signalling by polarized hells has a wide application 
in forest protection wherever its weight of !l pounds is not a serious liar. It is more 
widely applicable than the Adams hand -et herein described, although considerably 
more expensive, also. The particular advantages that this set possesses are as 
follows:—

(1) It is entirely self-contained in a stout leather ease and capable of with
standing very rough usage.

(2) It will call by bell signals any permanent station or any temporary station 
provided with bells. It will also call any station equipped only with a howler.

(.*$) It i*i provided with a protector and, therefore, may be left connected to the 
line without fear of injury from lightning.

(4) It is provided with a buzzer and, therefore within limits, may reeeive a 
signal from a distant station.

(5) Although normally it uses only a small Hash-light battery, it may, if desirable, 
he equipped with ordinary dry cells.

These advantages arc offset only hy the weight and cost of the set. and where 
the former is not very objectionable the set should be used.

In general, portable sets are a useful feature of the equipment of rather highly 
specialized forces only. They presuppose the existence of it fairly well devekqied 
system of lines of communication and of time standards, which make it imperative 
that these lines be available for use by the field staff regardless of the location of p< r 
inaiient stations. No telephone system can be provided with permanent stations so 

numerous that considerable time will not be required to reach them from the average 
point along the line. Both cost and electrical load requirements restrict the number 
of possible stations very materially. Wherever, therefore, the average time required 
to reach a permanent station in order to send an emergency message is greater than 
the protection standards will permit, portable sets must be made a feature of the 
equipment.
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This set will lu- fuuml particularly useful fur railwa;* ->| vedvr patrol. h should 
he mounted 011 tlu* spemh»r in a suitable box uikI may I><■ voiiuc* : .1 | . .1 . , 1,, | ,,
iirniti<»n l.iittvr.v. I»y thv exercise of a littlv in.-n 1 i 1 \ a s|ieeder max lu- «-«111 i|»|•<•«| f ,r 
almost instant coiniminivntion from any point along the linv, ami : re may 1. ■ ai un,.,, 
reported without thv necessity ,,f running lu tin- 1,1 avis! station.

Thv get i-. also wvil adapted 1 * ail sorts "f r, ir ami construct h ni work and 
xvherv trawl is largvly hy team, a- in nu ny - i tin- ri*svrvv« of tin- Prairie Provinces.

^ -i

Fig. 62 Forestry Hrauvh portaMi- tele|ilnme set «1 7 --.X) with grouml ml 
ainl cmmeetor

it will hv found sit|.vrior to any other for general ttsv h> forint officer-. h i- mil, 
however, xvvll adapted to either fout, Imr-c, or eaiiov patrol, hut may hv vni| I yi d on 
motor boats.

■J—ClIARAt TKIUSTIes o| h‘$7.ri-A Skî

Thv xveight of the set is il pounds and the outsiih* dimensions o’, in. hy llj in. by 
!• in. It is contained in a sole-lent her vast1 and provided with an adjustable shoulder- 
-trap. The interior contains an aluminium angle-plate to which is attached all tin 
equipment exwpt the r<»ceivcr, traii-mitter, and switch. These are oumhiiicd in a very 
light, compact, aluminium hand set. The angle-plate is itself fastened to the leather
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ini su 11,\ scvi'Wf. A xvimmIvii block «ni top hears tliu two l)iudilig-pii>t connections mid ;i 
.-livin ' dip in wliifli tlio detachable generator crunk is curried. Inside the li«l of the 
lent her ease is a diugrum of the eonneet ion ( Fig. «»•» ). The hand >«'t i* curried in n 
.in,ill e uii| nrtmeiit nl"ngsi«le the rest of the essential apparatus and is connected per 
nianently t • the set hy a stout receiver eonl. A small, black luitton at the reeeivev 
end must he press:-II while u>i:ig tin- set for talking or li-t uing. This takes the plaeo

BUZZER
YELLOW
RED //'
GREEN-

HAND SET

Fig *53 Wiring diagram of Forestry Hrain'h portable t«d«*|ihone

of the switch-hook in the on Km ary telephone. The battery employed is a three-cell, 
tlat. Hash-light type, such as the 7lW Ever Heady. This battery i- inserted by retuov 
ing the two top screws on the side bearing tbe generator crank an<l shoving tin bat
tery in with the cunt-act plates foremost. When it U desirable to use iln- ordinary 
type of dry «•>■11 with the set, one «ir two may he «•«uiuifteii by insulated wires attaebe<| 
tinder the ' "t of the screws that fasten the battery «• nitaet springs loeate«l in tin* 
hack of tin* battery chnmlier. A- tin- button on tin* band set elosi-s tin- battery circuit 
it is particularly necessary to lie sure that it is not depressed by tin- n-eeiver eor«l 
«•r nisc when the set is packed, as otherwise tin- battery will rapidly cxlum-t itself. 
The band set is «if very light, aluminium and must be carefully protc«*ted against 
injury. Dents near tin* switch may make........ that n-duee or d«-*tro\ tbe efficiency
of tin* instrument.

Section 81—Adams Hand Set

1—Vsi: IX FollKST l*H«iTK« THi\

The necessities of the nmrc highly -peeuilizi'il forest protection force- ileimuul > 
type of instrument that may lie available to every mendier of the field -tall, reganlle— 

• f the transport facilities employed. Experience has demonstrated that rr.ily an instru
ment that may reasonably be described as a pocket type will lin'd these requirement-. 
Wlu-n it is remembered that some of tbe more perfectly organiz«-«l forces require hourly

8
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roport* from tin* Hrl.l !*throughout ilu- «langvr sni.on, thi. ni-vil will !.<• romlily 
npprmatiMl. Il lias Im-i ii *noeos.fully mot l»v tlu iiivniiti m f Ilu* A'Iiims luiinl .ni 
( Northvrn l'.lvvi l""l A, l-'iu.. «’• ! a lui

nul grn'i! fling Uiiiffanil «immTlorMb «il hunt! s« t . Imit .xi wiili - nrrymg

•II.

h«l
tlu*

•r«l
•If.

al a
II.—

•ni*.
itrly

nqt 1-1 l’U*
tu* iow s i-muRit»

Thin liaii.l *vl i* ... .mall n ul light that il is as ni.-M y ' arrhil «i- .. fair 
• /.«I f|i»hl-ghiss. In n.l.litioii it i* miisi.liTiihlv h-s .il> than tlu l'..n-tr> Hram li

.
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portable telephone and compares favourably in this iv-iM-vt with tin* low-priced t«*-t 
sols, h» advantages, however. arc almost wholly those of weight ami price, hut huth 
are so eoiishlernhly in its favour that it has a very wide application iu specialized forest 
protection.

The disadvantages of this set are as follows:
(I) It cannot he used to call a station eipiipped with the standard instruments, 

unless an auxiliary signalling device is installed.
I'1 ) It has no protective equipment and cannot safely he left connected to a line 

when not in use.
(.*{) No means are provided hy which a station equipped only with this set cull 

receive a call. Auxiliary apparatus must he available.

2 ( 'llAICAI'TI- UISTM S or Till. 1004-A Skt

The weight of the set i- 24 pounds and the length over all is JI.J *"• This set 
eliminate' entirely the heavy, alternating-current generator needed for ringing the 
ordinary typ«* of polarized hell hy substituting an entirely different system of signalling, 
and thorde greatly reduces the necessary weight. Transmitter and receiver are the 
same as with the portable telephone and a larger, three-cell, cylindrical, flash-light 
battery i' employed. A switch with two push-buttons i» provided. One of these is 
pressed for signalling, the other while talking and listening. The novel feature of this 
.'ot is the induction coil, which, besides serving the usual purpose in speech Iransmi'- 
'ioii, also serves to produce a very rapidly alternating current, used in signalling in 
place of the generator and hells. This is accomplished by equipping the coil with a 
vibrator which make' and breaks a contact in the primary of the induction coil.

The whole apparatus is inclosed in a special aluminium ease and equipped with 
two binding-posts at one end for connection to tin* line and ground. The proper 
connections are di'ivnaled I. and (i, reflectively, on the sides of the instrument near 
the binding-posts, and it i* important that the line and ground wires be attached to 
the right po'ts, as otherwise the efficiency of signalling is reduced.

('alls are made by a system of long and short buzzes. These are produced by 
depressing the button marked ” Signal.” After signalling, the "Talk" button i» 
depressed to use the instrument for conversation. Long conversations with the portable 
must lie avoided a' the longer the conversation, the greater the drain oil the battery. 
The batteries should last with ordinary usage six or eight weeks and care should be 
taken to see that fresh ones are secured for renewals. The Kver Ready Tungsten No.

i- the ty pi employed. When inserting a new battery in the battery chamber it i' 
111*01 ssary to put the top of the battery in first, so that the spring of the battery chamber 
cap Ini' the broad surface of the hottoin to liear on.

The signals from this set are received by a howler. The installation of this 
apparatus has Im-cii deserilied in Section “•». The instrument itself is deserilied in 
Section s<i. The presence of a number of howlers on the line is objectionable for not 
•illy do they produce a disagreeable noise when a signal is sent in either hy generator 

or vibrator, but all conversation on the line is audible in any room where a howler is 
ilaeed. Howlers should he installed only at the principal switching centres or at such 

stations as are most continuously occupied. Ordinarily they should he at least "o 
miles apart and may be at greater distances. Any station not equipped with a howler 
may he called with the usual bell signals through one of these switching centres.

In using the Adams hand set it is necessary to keep in mind that it is entirely 
unprovided with a protector and, also, that when it is connected to the line it acta as 
a direct ground. It should, therefore, not be left connected to any line when not in 
use. as it would not only lie exposed to serious injury from lightning hut would prevent 
other stations from ringing past it. It should also he noted that the sound of the 
vibrator when received in an ordinary receiver over lines of ordinary length is not
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.ml.v painful l.ui might U- dang. n.u, !.. il,v ,„r. pn..... .. niu.t ulwa.v, 1,.
hiki'll to milk.- ’tiro tlmt tho lino ........ . in |,ol',,ro utl.mplmg...... all „ .tilth,it'with
Mils baud set.

II"' ■,l............111 t'"-' tltiti. «»><• tlonl- or othor hijnri, . whirl, it might riweire
I'rom rough lliilnlli ig •■all on.il,v torn.......it,ml. that mat ,|o.|r..v ih, o-oliiln,— ,,t tho
-rt. lino- IIIII-I I..... nrol'iilii avoi.lr-l ami tho -,i. imi-t nlwat. I.. Irali«|.,rl«l in ,|„.
lonthor on,,., funii.lied with thorn. Tin ......... . - „r, largo oimugh to h,,I,I tho
luvessnry connectors mid a folding ground rod.

Fiir. firt Forest officer pn-|>nrlnn tu uw «In- Arinins hitml net with 
<*rw kiilf.- for itmuiul r«»•!

•3—rtrZZKH S|t;\ u.i.ixu

I lif x ibralory currents produced by ibc A du ms Imml set arc <tf vrry high-tension 
uni will travcrsi- lines that are in such |s»or condition that ls-ll signals will not pa*s 

• r tin-in. It i- tberefore feasible, wlien line* for any reason an- in extremely pour 
•udilioii, to call -tiltions with this set at nun-h greater distances tlian with the bells. 

Ii is even possible to signal across breaks in the wire providing the ends of the broken 
re make a good ground contact, pn ft rably with imd-l earth. In this ease, however, 

- -rnal» cannot be beard in the bowler but can only be beard in a receiver held to the 
ear. which restricts the practical utility of this capacity to those tew forests that 
maintain permanent telephone operators xxitli head receivers. Tests have shown that 
•iirnals arc plainly transmitted aero-» a 0.3-ft. gap and may be distinguished very 
faintly across a 210-ft. gap. They will also trawr«c miles of bare iron wire lying 
•u the ground, even in wet weather, and at a distance of one mile may In- beard in the 
1'iwler. The sound produeed in an oidinary receiver at a distance of .30 miles over
fry poor lines can hi- beard several nais axvay. At a distain..... . l'<ni miles over lines

i-io poor for transmission of speech, signals are plainly audible in the ri-ceiver when 
fid to the ear. and xveakly audible in the howler.

79211—8
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This rapacity for very lung distance transmission nwr ......ri.v in-uhited or even
broken lines nuke* it feasible to consider the set as a possible auxiliary voinmunieatioii 
device for sending telegraph messages, even when the lines will not carry telephone 
messages. This buzzer telegraphy is the most common method employed for military 
eommunicatioii over Held cable mid other insulated-wire lines laid on the ground. 
The International Morse code is used and dots and dashes are represented by short 
and long buzzes. The Adams hand set would require some modification if used in 
this way to any considerable extent, but there are possibilities for utilizing it in 
emergencies wherever the protection forces have the requisite training and organization.

It is also to be noted that the buzzer signals of this set may be transmitted 
simultaneously with ordinary Morsr -ignals over one wire (see Section 7s).

Section 82—Emergency Communication Kits

1 1’si i\ Forest Protection

It frequently lmp|ien« that tenqioniry telephone stations must In <-«tahlisland in 
the Held, as at Hre-camps and other camps where messages must be received as well 
ns sent. The Adams band set alone eaancit receive a rail. while tin sound of the

__

Klg. 67 Forestry llrnm-h emergency communlvntlon kit No. 1-A

buzzer in the Forestry Branch portable telephone is inaudible at a few yards. 
Hither a howler or an extension hell must tic provided where signals are to be received. 
Communication kits comprising the necessary instruments for two stations with 
emergency wire and tools for stringing it. all packed into suitable cases for pack or 
wagon transport, are employed by certain protective organizations. A somewhat 
similar kit comprising the instruments above mentioned has been devised for Forestry 
Branch use. It is only necessary to add a ease of emergency wire and a reel to this kit 
to have a full emergency outHt.
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I lu* purport of tliis si-i tu ai H uni ai field instrument that i~ -, I: • «ut :i i u< il, will 
«tniicl rough Usage. receive ltotli lm/z. r and Ml signal-, amd 1». available i..r u-, uiih 
. itli. r of tin- two standard |N,rlnlde telephone». In addition, span- «vured f.-r il, 
grounding and eonncetimr devir. -. extra hntier.x. and -..m, -un.! in-tall:iti«n tool-. 

1
>iz<*. In the smaller euinpartnn nl i- mounted the following -umhird rquijum nt : l 
extension hell, 1 proteetor, 1 r. 1 rondo user.

Tl"' l,l,v,,r ......H'«n...... i- littiil with tw . Iliii.li,ig-|,„t,, fn.m which win. Ica,I
to the external Humections on the set as shown in Fig. its.

Connect a rytS-A or 1004 -4 
t
poo h A and B J i

Protector

Ground

I’1 ' Wiiinu «llagraim . f U,. Xu l-.X kit

It is Iirranued tli.it , tie r the ! <1 A .,r the A p n >1 i. eplmne max |„ 
plneed in it. connection being made t.. tl, a bow mentioned binding-pu-t-. |»|. \ ..t
-pae - i- left in this compartment for t<connectors, etc., and a suitable bold 
provided for the ground rod. On tla- top and ends strong leather handles are attach.d 
by which it may be lashed to a tree or other -np|N*rt as shown in Fig. till.

This set weighs 2d pounds complete with all equipment, including the luT.VA 
telephone. With the ICOl-.\ set it weighs !!• I |annuls. It may lie placed on a table or 
other suitable Mipport if used indoors. The doors open downward and serve a- a 
writing shelf.

Section 83—Temporary Connections to Permanent Lines
The method of connecting emergency wire to permanent lines has be. n d. -eriiu .1 

in Section ti2. It frequently bmimes necessary to make rapid eonneetiou with over 
head wires from the ground. Such connection must be made, for instance, when culling 
in on the line with any of the jiortahle telephones previously de-erihed. and it i- 
essential that both eonneetiou and disconnection he made quickly without the necessity 
for climbing jades or trees. To ace. “di this some sjN-eial apparatu- hits been <|, x i.vd.

1—K m Kin it: s « \ Conn ki t< his

The type ndojiteil by the Forestry Hraneli consists of two pieces of Xu. J* stranded, 
insulated wire, one of which is 2fi ft. long and the other s ft. The former is provided
70211—« J

4
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with a tint, brass hook at one end and a nord terminal at the other. The latter has a 
cord terminal at eaeli end. The total weight is 10 ounces.

For use with the Adams hand set a similar connector may be made in the field of 
emergency wire. A brass hook is easily improvised from the contact plates of a w.irn- 
out 7iW Ever Ready battery.

Fig. G9 Forest ranger using the No. 1-A emergency kit

JL.. J-

_________

The emergency connector. Northern Electric No. dll-1), used on some reserves, 
is not a* suitable as the new type, and this connector is no longer a part of the standard 
equipment.

2—Mktiioii m I’si.

The No. dill) connector i» joined to the overltead wire by throwing one end over 
and then pulling it along the wire until a contact is made at the bare place in the 
centre of the connector. The two ends are Imth joined to the line terminal of the set 
marked L. The short wire is then used to join the ground terminal marked (1 to tho 
ground rod.

The standard connector is attached to the overhead wire by means of a short pole. 
Generally, any light pole about 10 or 12 ft. long, cut as m-edrd. is sufficient. To the 
tip the end of the connector bearing tin- hook is attached, so that the hook projects a 
few inches above the pole and the rest of the connector is wound around the pole in a 
long spiral. It is then hooked over tin- wire and allowed to swing loose, the weight of 
the pole serving to ensure a good contact The end bearing the cord terminal i* joined 
to the line post of the instrument, the short wire connects the gr- ost to the ground 
rod. The whole operation is performed in a couple of minute*. With metallic circuits 
two connectors must be used, but the ground wire is unnecessary.

:t—ThM volt AMY < ÎRUVND8

The importance of extreme care in locating permanent grounds has already been 
emphasized. Far less care i> required for a temjmrary ground connection. Although 
it is true that except in very dry regions, or in the winter in the north, a workable 
ground for a temporary connection can be obtained almost anywhere, yet it is always

1
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lic.st t.» let I hr grounding facilities determine tin- place of ..... . if possible. The
be>t pince i- the margin of a stream, pond, or slough, when tin ground rod may be 
set in tin- wet soil or mud. lb. not try to ground in water ab-ne, or in a roeky bottom. 
11 a natural wet plaee i« not eonvenient, ground in loose, nioi-t «oil and after «i tting 
the ground rod pour a pail of water over it

The speeial portable ground rod. Northern Kb* trie No. ::j:; |{. usually known
ns the bayou, t ground rod d ig. «2), i« useful with ............... > kits, but for use by
patrolmen with portable telephones it should be replaced by a large bunting-knife. 
The bayonet rod i< a singularly useless instrument except for its one -pecinl purpo.-e, 
and when weight is an important consideration. „s with patrolmen or "smoke 
chasers,” the bunting-knife is preferable. A fairly largo blade is necc.-sary in order
!.. make a g I ground. At tic- ha-e of the bind. • |..«. up against the handle a brass
binding-post should be inserted and soldered to the blade. The ( rev knife shown 
in Figs. G4 and »'■*'. lui- a blad. 0 in. long by 2 in. wide and serves admirably for 
grounding a portable telephone, but t smaller knife may be used. Very go.nl ground 
rods can be made of heavy jointed brass rifle cleaning rods, and these may be ear
ned in the ease of «itlier of tic- portable telephone*. It i- pn.liable that the need for 
» satisfactory portable ground will result in development in this direction.

(ilAPTKH XIV

M.ViXKTO tki.kimiom:

Section 84—Introduction

It is a matter of «•••mmou knowledge that the purpose of tin telephone is to 
enable conversation to be carried on between two persons who are beyond ordinary 
talking distance from ea.-h other, and that ibis i« accomplished by converting the 
air vibrations of tin- voice into electrical vibration* which arc carried to the distant 
person over a wire or electrical conductor and there converted into air vibrations or 
sounds of the same character. The modern commercial instruments have been 
brought, to such a high -tat.- of |M-rfeeti<n and are -<• nearly “foolproof” that it is 
iM.ssiblc for |H*rpons entirely without knowledge of tin- principles on which these 
instruments operate to install and ii«<- them with entire sum»** by observing a few 
simple precautions, following directions, and using plain common sense. It is very 
desirable, however, that tlm-e who liav.- charge of extended telephone -v-tenis. such 
as are now commonly used in specialized forest protection, should have some under
standing of the fundamentals of the tel.-pb.>ue. I’lifortunately. t<> understand the 
operation of this instrument r<*|um*» some knowhslge of practically every branch 
of electrical science, be'-au-e nearlv every lira neb is to some ext.-at utilized in the 
modern telephone. For the benefit ..f those desiring a full understandiiiff of this 
instrument a comprehensive li-t of book- of r.-ferenee lias been inserted in Apih-ii- 
dix B.

The description of the telephone instruuieiit contained in this maniud is intended 
for those who have little ..r no knowledge of the science of telephony, and -limild 
be regardai «inly ns an introduction to this science.

It is neeessary, however, to assume the possession of a knowledge of the funda
mental electrical phenomena. Those unacquainted with even the elementary fact- of 
electrical science will first have to consult some standard text book .m the subject. 
Certain definitions, however, of technical terms most frequently employed in the 
science of telephony may assist in an understanding of the text, and are therefore 
included in tlii- manual.
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Section 85—Definition of Electrical Terms

(a) Voltaic ('rll. A voltaic coll is mi arrangement of two elect ro-ehemically dif
ferent solids in n li<|iiid which will attack one of them more actively than the other. 
This liquid is called the electrolyte ami is generally an acid. One of the solids I- 
nearly always zinc. ('arhon is very eommoniy the other. Dry voltaic cells usually 
consist of a zinc cup containing a carbon plate and an absorbent porous substance 
saturated with the liquid electrolyte. This cup is sealed with wax or asphaltum. Dry 
cells are now commonly employed to furnish the current for the transmission of speech 
by telephone. Inert dry cells that contain all the necessary elements except water 
may he obtained. They are entirely inactive until water is added and keep indefinitely, 
while the ordinary type deteriorates rapidly even though not in use.

(M Conductor.—Any substance through which electricity flows readily is called 
a conductor. Most metals are good conductors. In conductivity, eopjier is surpassed 
only by silver and is followed by aluminium, zinc, iron. tin. lead, and carbon in the 
order named. Iron has only about one-sixth the conductivity of copper.

(c) Insulator.—Any substance through which electricity will not flow readily i- 
termed an insulator. “ Non-conductor " or <l dielectric ” are other terms having the 
same meaning. Among common insulators are ebonite, glass, resins, paper, paraffin, 
porcelain, mica, rubber, and dry air. “Conductor” and “ instilator” are, however, 
relative terms. No substance is an absolute insulator and all substances oppose some 
resistance to the flow of electricity, so that no substance is a perfect conductor.

id) Cirmit and <ironnd'<1 Circuit. The entire path along which electricity flow- 
is called a circuit. It comprises the voltaic cell or cells called a bat ter > or some other 
device, such as a generator, for producing electrical pressure, and the wire or other 
conductor connecting llie battery plate- or the ends of the generator coils. Bringing 
the two extremities of the wire in contact and separating them are called, respectively, 
closinu and opening. or tnnlinn and breahinn, the circuit. A complete metallic circuit 
is unnecessary, it I icing po>»ilde to use the earth itself as a return path for the current. 
It acts more like a great reservoir of electricity than as a conductor. A circuit, part 
of which consists of the earth, instead of being a complete metallic path, i- called e 
grounded circuit.

(,) Marmot. A magnet is a piece t«f ir. n or steel (generally a bar) which lias 
the property of attracting other pieces of iron or steel. If freely suspended at ils 
centre it will point north and south. It can impart these properties to another piece 
of iron or steel without losing any of its own. Those powers may also lie imparted t- 
a piece of iron or steel by passing an electric current through an insulated wire wound 
around the iron or steel. Steel will retain these magnetic properties; very soft iron 
will retain practically none. An iron magnet thus produced is called an electro
magnet.

(/) Electro-motive Force—Tin Volt. That force which maintains or tends to 
maintain a current of electricity through a conductor i* called electro-motive force. 
The abbreviation for this term is Ol.F. Electro-motive force is. in eflWt, electrical 
pressure and is analogous to the “head” or pressure which maintains a flow of water 
through i> pipe from one vessel to another at a lower level. Electricity th*ws in a con
ductor only when there is a difference of such electrical pressure or difference of 
•• potential ” between its own ends. Such a difference may lie maintained by a voltaic 
cell or by a generator. It is this difference of pressure which sets up a current in the 
conductor, and as long as it is maintained the current will continue to flow. The 
unit of E.M.E. is the roll, for practical purposes, about the K.M.F. of a DaniellN cell, 
i.e., it is about the difference of potential lietwecn the zinc and copper plates of thi- 
cell.
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(y/) Ilcs'mtano --Tin' Ohm. The <‘p|m-ili«»ii offered hy any -.uli-iiimv to tin* flnw 
of the electric current through it i< known ns resistant-'. Biffèrent substances op|N.»«e 
the Mow of electricity in different degrees, copper being one that opposes a very low 
resistance (see Conductor). Insulators oppose an immensely powerful resistance. 
With any given conductor, inerense iti lenutli em— im-rcase m vi-l-tamv; increase 
in cross sectional area causes decrease in resistance; and, for most, conductors, rise in 
temperature causes increase in resistance. For any otic conductor, resistance is, in a 
way. analogous to the frictional resistance offered to the flow of water through a pipe. 
Fleetro-inotive force tends to maintain a flow of electricity against the electrical resis
tance of a conductor just as a “head” of water tends to maintain a flow of water 
against the frictional resistance of a pipe. Tin- unit of electrical resistance is the 
ohm. Conductivity is the opposite of resistance.

(h) Current Strcnyth Tir .1 mp<r>. Tin rate of flow if v'ect-i.-ity is termed its 
current strength. It is the result of F.M.F. acting through a conductor and over
coming resistance, and is measured in ampcr<s. The ampere, or unit of current 
strength, is analogous to the “miner’s inch” used in the measurement of the flow of 
water. Obviously the three factors, AM/./'.. rexidanre. aid con->-nt a v interdepend
ent. Their relation to otic another is stated in Ohm’» I .aw thus:

The Current i> equal to the Electro-motive force divided by the ltcsistamv, or
E

C
It

(i) Klrrfro-mauiiclir Imlnctinn. Every magnet and every current-bearing win 
is surrounded by a nutynctic li-hl having among other properties that of being able t<< 
induce magnetism in a piece of iron or «tool placed within it. and of being able to

*o a difference of potential between the ends of a wire moved across such a 
magnetic Held in such a way as !■> cut il« lines of force. If the ends of this wire are 
connected outside the magnetic field, a current will flow ns long as motion is main
tained. Such currents are called imliiml nirrnit* and the process by which they are 
produced is called elcctrommaynctic induction.

(j) Induction Coil. An inducti n <• >il is a device cousis ing of tw i distinct coils 
of insulated wire, one placed around tin other, but not electrically e inneeted. by means 
of which, as a rule, currents of low potential and high amperage arc changed to a high 
potential ami low amperage, or vice versa. One of the coils, usually having an iron 
core, is used to produce the magnetic field by means of a current from a battery to 
which it is connected. This is called the primary. The other coil, generally above the 
primary or around it. is called the snomlary. Currents may he produced in the 
secondary by means of any of the following methods :

(1) By moving either the primary or the secondary while a current is flowing in 
the primary, thereby altering the position of the coil# with respect to each other.

(ti) By making or breaking the primary circuit.
(3) Bv altering the current in the primary.
(4) By reversing the direction <*f current in the primary.
(5) By moving the iron core while current flows in the primary, thereby altering 

the magnetic field.

Any one of these operations causes a disturbance in the magnetic field as a result 
of which currents are induced in the secondary.

In the induction coil, as usually employed, either alternating or interrupted 
currents in the primary induce currents in the secondary whose E.M.F. hears the same 
relation to the E.M.F. of the primary current as the number of the turns of wire in 
the secondary coil bears to the number of turns in the primary. For example, if there

11
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are 1ft turns in the primary and Iftft turns in the secondary and a current of 1 ampere 
at 1ft volts pressure is passed through the primary, then the current induced in the 
secondary will have a pressure of Iftft volts but a current strength of only 0-1 of an 
ampere. This principle is made use of in telephone transmission, in induction tele
graphy, and in wireless.

(k) Electro-magnetic Generator. The electro-magnetic generator is a device l»v 
which induced currents are produced continuously and made to flow through an 
exterior closed circuit. The dynamo generator consists of a magnet to produce a 
magnetic field, and a coil of wire wound on an iron core, which latter part is called 
the armature. The armature is that part of the circuit in which the induced current is 
generated. If moved in the magnetic field of the magnet in such a way ns to cut its 
lines of force, a current is produced by induction, ami if the motion of the armature 
is continuous the current that results is continuous also. Electro-magnets are usually 
employed to produce a magnetic field hut in some small generators permanent steel 
magnets are used. Such generators are called magnetos and being extensively used in 
certain types of telephones have given rise to the term “ magneto telephone.”

(0 Direct Current, amt Alternating Current.—The electric current among its 
other properties has direction. This has already been indicated in referring to the 
production of induced currents as in an induction coil. A current which moves 
continuously in one direction only is called a direct current. Such a current is that 
which flows from the carbon pole to the zinc pole of a Voltaic cell when these1 are con
nected by means of a conducting material, such as a piece of copper wire. The current 
used in ordinary telegraphy is a direct current. As contrasted with this form of 
current we have that which is constantly changing in direction, flowing first in one 
direction and then reversing and flowing in the other. This is known as an 
alternating current and is produced by many forms of dynamo generators and in the 
secondary of an induction coil. Alternating currents are especially important in tele
phone work as both the talking currents and those which operate the. common type of 
polarized bell are of this character. So also, is the current which actuates the howler 
used in vibratory signalling.

(m) Frequency.—This term is used to designate the rate of reversal of direction 
of alternating currents. High-frequency currents are alternating currents that reverse 
direction very rapidly, while loic-frequency currents reverse comparatively slowly.

(n) Tension.—This term as applied to electricity has the same meaning as 
potential difference or E.M.F. High-tension currents are those of high voltage or 
E.M.F.

(o) Electrostatic Induction.—An insulated conductor, such as a sheet of tin-foil, 
has the property of receiving a charge of static electricity when subjevh-d to an E.M.F.. 
as, for instance, if it is connected to one pole of a cell, the other j»ole being connected 
to the ground. The charge that it receives is of the same polarity as the terminal of 
the cell to which it is connected and the amount of electricity held depends U|>on the 
capacity of the conductor. At the same time it is always found that when a conductor 
is charged as above described, an equal charge of opposite polarity is induced on the 
bodies surrounding it. If two sheets of tin-foil, for instance, are insulated from each 
other by means of a sheet of mica and one of them is charged as above, the other will 
be found to have an equal charge of opposite polarity. This action by which bodies are 
charged through an insulating medium is called electrostatic induction.

(/>) Condenser.—A condenser is a device for storing static electricity. It consists 
of two insulated conducting Inalies separate! from each other by an insulating material. 
The common form of condenser used in telephone work consists of sheets of tin-foil 
separated by sheets of paraffin-paper. However, any two insulated bodies, as, for 
instance, two parallel wires or a single wire and the surface of the earth, or the
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metallic conductor in a submarine cable and its protecting armour, ad as condensers 
and have a certain raimrUn <»r ability to receive an electrical charge depending on their 
area, nearness together, and the character ..f the in-ulating medium between tbeiu. 
Condensera act as a complete bar to the passage of direct currents. Alternating eur- 
rents, however, will produce through a condenser the same effects as would be produced 
were the condenser not in the circuit. This result.-, from tin- inductive effect between 
the plates of the condenser, and while tln-rc i> no actual pas-age of the current through 
the condenser tin- results produced where alternating currents are concerned are the 
>amo as though the condenser were not in the circuit. Tin effectiveness of this action, 
however, depends upon the frequency of the alternations and the capacity of the 
condenser. High frequency and large capacity produce better results than the oppo-ii 
properties.

(f/) II in Mcasiur, //,< .l/»7.—The mil is the unit of measurement fur tin rr<»« 
section area of wires. It equals one one-thousandth of an inch (1 moo or (HU in.) The 
'•irculnr mil is used as tin.* unit of area for circular wires and the square mil fur 
rectangular conductors.

Section 86—Parts of the Magneto Telephone.

A magneto telephone instrument such as is used on forest lines consists essentially 
of seven parts, as follows :—

1 Receiver 4 Induction coil »! Ringer
2 Transmitter 5 ( lenerator ( magneto) 7 Switch-hook
3 Battery

To these are generally added a romh'ttsvr wired in series in the receiver circuit, 
and the whole is inclosed in a wootlm raur and wired with insulated copper wires.

Various accessory equipment is also employed. The more important of these 
accessories are described in a following section of this chapter.

1—- Receiver

The first of tin* distinctive parts uf the modern telephone to be invented was th 
receiver. This was the invention of Prof. Alexander (irahain Bell. For a time it wa- 
the only one of the distinctive portions of the modern telephone employed, and served 
as both transmitter and receiver. It exists to-day essentially as first invented, though 
many minor modifications have been made in its construction, and it has ceased to Ir
regularly employed as a transmitter.

The common bipolar receiver consists of a horse-lMM--ha|M*d |iermnnent magnet, 
t" each pole of which is attached a soft iron core, around which is placed a winding 
of tine insulati'd wire. Both coils are joined in scries and the two ends of the wire- 
arc brought to binding-posts within or at the be-e of the shell to which the receiver 
•"id is attached. A small, thin, circular iron plate "V diaphragm I- held at a distance 
of 015 in. in front of cores of the magnet coils and tin* whole is inclosed in a hard- 
rubber case.

The receiver when used as a transmitter is essentially a miniature dynamo. The 
vibrations of the diaphragm, caused by the sound waves that impinge upon it, pro 
•luce disturbances of the magnetic field surrounding tin* |hi!c- of the permanent mag
nets and thus generate minute currents in the coils which flow out over the line and 

'Use simil ir disturbances in the magnetic field of the magnets at the other station. 
These, in turn, produce vibration of the diaphragm similar to tlio-e that produced 
the current# originally, and these vibrations cause sound wave- which reproduce the 
"tinds made in the first instance. The currents that may be produced in this way, 
"ever, are extremely minute and have not sufficient pressure to operate success

fully fivet long lim*s of high resistance. The receiver, therefore, is not ar efficient
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Fig TO Bipolar hand receiver

Fig. 71 Longitudinal section of bipolar receiver

Fig. 72 Diagram of telephone circuit, first stage
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transmitter. It is immensely -«•iir.itiv. t- small current-, |».»w.-vi r. being t h I -
rvs|H'ut one of tin- in<»t amazing iu-tnmieut* thi t |i;,s ever >m-< n pr-nlueed. As an 
instuuvv, it may In- -1jii«m| t..at - ui'- it- b;;\•• shown that tin- w->r!i |><-rt<tilluw] !•>
a w.-ight ut only mu pound tailing tlnvngh a vertical distance of one I ..t would 
involve sufficient energy in maintain an ctidiMe --ui •! in .i receiver continuously for 

I .out L'ÔII.IMHl years.
In its most primitive Im-in. therefore, a telephone consists s'niply of two reeeivers 

joined together hy a wire o| some eondueting material, as in Fig. 72. This largely 
\plains how, as most operators of t l< phone circuit* have learned, sjtei-eh may often 
e traiismitteil through the reeeiwr <-i tin -o’dinaiy ii -truments when tin- transmitter 

itself is out of order.
The modern reeeher is an extremely simple instrument and almost immune 

1 r"m “erioiis injury. Only gr-.-s . m-Iessne- ean re-ult in a brok. n shell or lient 
diaphragm, and this is generally tin- extent of any damage to a reeeivi-r. Only very
rarely do the eoils I.... .. Ini rued out hy lightning, or the permment magnet hecu-n.-
midulv weakened throi'Hi loss , f magnetism.

The reee-ver eord hy whi*di it i- eon in--ted t • the telephone may ea use trouble. 
It must h > extremely Hexihle, and is th- v f-ire made of in-nlat- <1 tinsel win - These 
sometimes break, esp-cially where t':ex join the tip-, thu* introdueing a fault into 
the eireuit.

•2 Tin's urn in

I he limitations ut the magneto telephone .i» a transmitting instrument -"ti 
'•‘iirted investigators w. rking on the produetion of a more effi.-Yut transmitting device. 
File need of a stronger current than can he a nerated I \ the leagn* t-e field of the Hell 
instrument was apparent, and tiles -’ution was found in the in deni carbon microphone 

r transmitter. This instrument i* based «n the prineipli early set forth hy I hi
Moneel that, "it the pressure en t»........ndueiina hodos forming part of an

• leetrie circuit he increased the total resistance of the path between them » ill !.. 
diminished, and if the pressure lie decreased there will lie an increase in the 
i'--istance." Other investigators showed that a loos,, conta- t was an important 
feature in securing the necessary variations in r.-i stance to cause variation in current, 
so that the problem became one of contriving some device by whVli a conducting
material forming part of the telephone circuit might afford a 1....... contact, the
pressure on which could be varied by tie sound wave- produced by the voice and 
thereby through tin- varying resistance resulting, vary tin* current through the eon 
din-tor. This varying eiirtent passing .nil over the line to ,i distant receiver would 
■ause corresponding variations in tin- magnetic field surrounding the cores of tin 
receiver magnet, coils, ami those in turn acting on tin- receiver diaphragm would 

iiise it to vibrate and thus pndu sound waves similar to those originally produced 
•y the voice.

It was further discovered that, of all conductors, carbon was the one in which 
ght variations of pressure produced the greatest effect on the current. Carbon was. 

therefore, adopted as the material out of which to make one or both of the electrodes 
'nieli formed the loose contact in tin* circuit.

In the magnetic telephone no buttery is required but. as previously explained, tin 
on lits produced are extremely minute. With the microphone in the circuit, a 

-jittery may he employed and a current of much greater strength obtained. This 
•iim-nt, the microphone, through the loose contact of the carbon electrodes, varie- 

- ‘ording to the varying pressures produced h.v the - und waves, and a* the strength of 
' •• current varies, so also varies the tension between the diaphragm and receiver 
magnet at the distant station whereby the diaphragm is caused to vibrate and repm- 

m-e sounds as previously explained. The transmitter most commonly employed in 
America and the one used on the Forestry standard equipment is known as

- White or “ solid-hack ” transmitter and is shown in Figs. 7-t and 74. In this

54
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trnnp>initt<*P two carbon disks nro employed on which is n <iunntit.v of caria m
granules. To one of these disks a light metal diaphragm is attached. This diaphragm 
is caused to vibrate by the sound waves impinging upon it, thereby varying the pressure

FIr. 73 Solid-back traiwnlth r and transmitter arm

11, tails of tin- solid-back transmitter

Ban try

Diagram of telephone circuit, second stage

ou the carbon granules between the two carbon disks. The transmitter is so wired that 
these disks and the granules between them are in the battery circuit. The varying 
pressure, therefore, causes variations in the current which in passing through a receive-i 
reproduces the sounds of the voice.

14
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The next step, llierefure, ill 11,,, .level,.......... „f tel,.,,!......... een.iste.1 in
the uitmductlun into it ,.f u vnltnie Irait, .y ,u„| „ eiirU.e ,nier,.|.|„.,...... . tr.in-mitt.r
as shown in Fig. 7.*».

The hnek eleetruile II is a small meta: <•„-,• held t„ the .u|.|, rt A he a hick sereiv
It carries in it the.... tal pintef. which I. ar- a eari..„ ....... <lv, r ilii- j. „ similar
plate I) and hetween lia lue i- |daeeil a ijuimtil.v of e.irhon graiilhes. Th. plate 11 
carries the -erew-ihread.d hnr. K and (i. Over the- lits the mien wa-her l. the nui II 
and the screw-nip I. The l,ar O pmj.s-t- through tin vd.ratory diaphragm .1. «hi, I, i-' 
held in plum li.v the nuts S and S.

The transmitter i- perhaps the ...... . ,|. lient, inirtion of tin ..... . . telephone -, t.
It readily burned ont l,.v alnio.pherie , hs-trieiiv. ami the earls,n granule....... .. -
pa, k together, especially it they I......me ,lamp, llm- interfering with Iraii-mi—ion. X,,
one Imt mi cxirart instrument man should ci, r undertake t, repair an ini rad Iran, 
in it tor.

3—It att Kin

For teh-phon. -■ rvir. what is known ns an o|M*n-cireuit roll i- prci, rntl as a .„„r,,
V

- u-'d. It might ........that .............................. hi l„ impruml I,y the us. ,.f a v. n -in.iig
, urr.nl, but the difficulty arise- that such currents heat tin- earl.......... ntnet i„ the
transmitter, and, in time, ruin it. For this reason low re-istanee, hot ...liage halt, ri, . 
an? preferred.

Open-circuit eell> arc tln>»i* whirl, have the power of recuperating through 
depolarization wheiu v. r the circuit i- left open. Tiny are not suitable for prolonged
• -••ut i niions u>e, as are closed-.-ireuit cells, which work best when in .... . use. A-
"ill he later explained, the talking circuit of a telephone i» always o|n*h except when 
die telephone i< in use or the receiver off the hook and, therefore, open-circuit cells are 
the best for this service. The greater convenience of dry cells has led to their gener; 
adoption tor telephone purpose». Tin -e are in all respect» like ordinary cells except 
that the liquid solutions are mixed with some nhsorla-nt material and so rendered 
practically solid. There i- thus little danger of liquids spilling or leaking out and 
caii'ing damage. At the -aim- time thi- danger i- not entirely absent and batterie- 
-liotild never be carried in telephone sets, esjieciadly when lying on their -ides, lu tlii- 
position, if there is any defect in tin shell of the battery, some of tin- contents may I. ak 

ut and corrode the wiring and other metal parts with which tiny come in contact. 
Ih\x n ils, of course, become exhausted in time an l must be renewed ju-t a- do other 

•rni- of primary cells.

4 Ixuvrrmx Con.

The next imiHirtant step in tin- development of the telephone after tin invention 
tin transmitter was the introduction of nil induction coil into tin* circuit h,\ Edison. 

This, in fact, marked tin* beginning of practical me development, since, prior
the use of an induction coil, the range of transmission was i-xtrennlv limited. Even 

i ter tin transmitter was employed, it was found that tin* changes produced in tin- total 
u* n-sistanee by tin* varying pressure on tin* carbons were so small in eompari-oii to 

tin* total line résistance as to produce variations in tin* current that were scarcely per-
• ptible in a distant receiver. The problem, therefore, was to arrange some means by 

\ liieli tin* voltage of the current going out over the line could be increa-ed. other than 
a increasing the voltage of the battery, which we have already seen had certain 

i imitations.
It had further been noted that tin* telephone receiver was more sensitive to niiuuti 

’• ranting currents than to tin- varying direct currents such ns had up to this time 
lai n employed, but no means by which an alternating current might 1m- employed had

• • n devised.

6
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Tin* induction coil, us used in the telephone, accomplishes both of th.-r object-. 
11 is, of course, a fimdnmeiilnl fuel of electrical induction that any change in a cum ut 
in tlie primary winding of an induction coil, -udi a- the opening or closing of tin- 
circuit, or tin increasing or decreasing of it- strength cither hy changing the voltaire 
or the resistance, induces a momentary current in the secondary winding. The-, 
momentary induced currents are in the -ante direction as tin- current in the primary

A

Fig. 7fi TvIv|iIioiip Induction coll

Line

8 -ii'
botter y

IMigrant -I" l«l.‘i»lionv circuit, third slam

when caused hy a decreasing of the primary current, ami in the op|*o*itc direction xvln 
caused hy an increase in that current. Now the effect of the \nr\ing pre--ure on tin 
carbon granules in the transmitter is to alternately increase and decrease their r. -i 
mice, thereby alternately diminishing and increasing the -trength of the current llowine 
through them: and if the primary of an induction coil i- iiitroducod into the circle
with a transmitter and a battery, the momentary currents induced in the -<...ml ary
(hi- coil will alternate in a similar manner according to the law of induced current 
Thus, the de-ired alternating current i- secured.

Moreover, tie* voltage of these induced current- i* very greatly increased. Thi 
depends upon the construction of the induction coil itself, the rule being that tl 
voltage of currents in the secondary bears the same relation to the voltage of th
orium ry current as the " er of turn- in the secondary winding bears to the numhc 
in the primary. Thus, if the primary winding eon-i-t* of inn turns and the se-nmlar 
-f <Hi. the voltage of the secondary currents will be LÎÔ times that of the primai 

Since, a- has already been explained. tlv rM-. iv.-r is sensitive to currents of quit 
minute amp rage, a high voltage that will euab’e the current to overcome line rc*i«» 
aiicc rather than a high amperage and low voltage is desirable.

The part played bv the induction coil in the modern telephone is of inmien 
importait, e since, as has been stated, its use marks the beginning of practical Ion

0
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distann- trnn-mi"ion. Ill In.». It mpli I. thn hiug-. nil m.port.ml to *uv. 
«•*•*■**l"ilI telephone operal ion :

U) It produvi - Iriu alleriiatii
injf intensity prodund |»y lIn* Iraii.-milti r ami battery alone.

(-) h prodm-es rum nls • i nmrli highvt <• i Ml

(•*!> K' limiting tin* virruit over wlii.-h th. ,-tiri. m fron 11.. hatt.ry il.nvs, (••
ill.- very short ...... invlmliitg only tin- battery i I - If. ill. i rni.-n 11. i. ,m.| i|„. |>ri mum >
of 11 in  .......il. iiii.I li> milking tin- l.i-i ..f low nsi-iam-e. t In* vstrint i- ns in
resistnnee produeed l»y ill.- varying |»r.•--in*.• in ilu- ir;in-mitt.-r uii.I.t tin* inlln.-nr.
< f M.timl vibration nr.- in «..... parison to il. viiliiv rvsi-tan....... |iiitr large. Tin-*-
impulses a IV i in | in Kuril ii|m.ii I hr - . niliit \ entrent with an im-rea-. in strength ami
amplitude rorrr-| muling to lia- itu-iva-i .1 iivs-im- of l ull rurr. nl. ami an ............
tully transmitted out on lia- lim* I • t!•.• rr.viving stations ovrr x.-ry gn at .1: '. -i

Tin- telephone rirruil a-* pn.ilu.-nl l.\ im lml ng in ii an in.l n-i .ii roil i- diowu 
in I'ig. 77. This allows iliagramniali.-aUv tin- . in-nil of thr -.ureeli iran-mitling |ior 
lion of tin- Ir'i-phom substantially a- il rxis|s to-day. Th n*s| of ih t«-l«* Imm- - t 
i> rr.|iiirril for signalling ami i- only inriilrnlal to thr \ irti-m employed in lran«- 
mitt i i ; g I hr s. *i of I hi* voirr.

M vai:tm < ii:\kiiatiiii

Tin- generator is simply a -mall dynamo. It differs fn m tin- large dynamos 
il-ill in grurrat:ng power ami light mirrenl- ■■ i" having permamiil -tel magnet-*

X x X

Fig ÎS Magiv-lo gi-iH'ialur. flvv liar

in plan* of tin- usual rleriro magnet «. (i.-nerators in niodrrn Ii 'e|iliones art* ><f 
various sizes. depending on the kind of servi.v for whi.-li they are intruded. Th- 
.u-grst and most powerful are Imilt with li\•• magnets (Hvt-h.ir generator-1 and an 

• In- type used in thr Fore-try Hranrli standard instruments. They are intended to 
»ing through very high ri*sistanri-s, surli as are riirountrrnl on forest telephone line-.

4
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ami fur the size of the machine are extremely powerful ami efficient generators of 
electric currents. They produce true alternating currents at about 05 to 75 volts ami 
a frequency of 15 cycles per second, are very compactly built, and are not very 
likely to give trouble.

The two principal parts of the generator are the magnets and the armature. 
The former are horscshoe-slmped and are made of a high quality of steel, and strongly 
magnetized. Between the poles of the magnets is placed the armature. It consists 
of an 11-shaped laminated iron core around which is wound a coil of tine insulated 
wire. A small crank with gear wheels is used to rotate the armature at a high rate 
of speed between the piles of the magnets, thus producing the current. It will be 
apparent, however, that since the generator serves only to produce current for ring
ing purposes there is no reason why it should be permanently in the circuit. On the 
other hand, there are certain objections to such permanent connection. The arma
ture winding if i>ermnnently bridged across the line would form an additional path 
to ground, thus reducing the current available for ringing other instruments. Al«o. 
injury from outside currents might occur which can bo avoided if the armature is 
disconnected while it is at rest. For these reasons the magneto generators are usually 
arranged with an automatic circuit-breaking device, by which the winding of the 
armature is thrown out of the circuit whenever it is at rest and is thrown into the 
circuit bv the act of turning the generator crank. It will be noted that as soon as 
the crank on the standard instrument is turned it slips inward a fraction of an inch. 
This slight movement serves to close tin circuit and throw the coil of the generator 
armature on to the line, thus permitting the current from the generator to flow out 
over tin* line to ring the bells at the distant stations.

«1 Rixukii

The low-frequency alternating current from the magneto generator operates a 
polarized bell or ringer (Fig. 70) at each station by means of which the attention of the

Fig. 79 Polarized ■ ringor, unbiased type

distant station is secured, (’otic ringing is employed on forest lines exclusively: that 
is, each station has its own signal or call letter made by a combination of long and
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short rings, nnd, although tin- Im*IIs at all stations on tin- line ring whenever tin1 genera
tor is turned at any one of them, yet. by employing a eode. only that station responds 
whose eode signal is sounded. 1 In* polarized liell consists of two coils of tine wire, 
(nee I'lbl 1* ig. 99) with soft in n cores held between the poles of a l’-slia|n»d per- 
manent magnet. NS by leing attached to S. This has the effect of prolonging the S 
pole so that the opjiosite ends of tin* coil core- have ^ polarity. Across one end of 
this pair of coils is a -sift iron armature F pivoted at its centre by the screw K. To 
its centre is attached a slender md II ending in a small metal ball between the two liells 
K’.KI. Armature I* under the influence f the adjacent magnet acquire* S polarity 
at the centre and N polarity at each end. The armature in this condition is attracted 
equally to both cores and rests against one or the other as it may bap|H*n to stop. The 
coils, however, are connected in series and wound in opposite directions. If. then, a 
current passes through them it will tend to increase the strength of one pole, and to 
decrease the strength of or change the polarity of the other. Thus, if I, is strengthened. 
1,1 will be weakened and the armature I will lie attracted to I., causing the ehqqier 
II to strike the bell Kl. However, the current, being an alternating one, the changes 
in the strength of the poles will take place first on one side and then on the other alter
nately as the current moves, first in one direction and then in the other. As already 
stated this takes place fifteen or more times per second, according to the frequency of 
the alternations of the current from the generator. The chipper II therefore is caused 
to vibrate very rapidly, striking the liells at each vibration and causing an almost 
•oiitinuous ringing sound.

For bridging service as used on forest lilies, ringer coils are wound to a resistance 
of 1,000, 1,000 or 2,500 ohms. The standard Forestry Branch instruments and exten
sion liells have 2,500-ohm ringers. Such high-resistance ringers are employed on 
heavily loaded linos for the purpose of preventing the escape of current through the 
ringer circuit of the numerous instruments attached to the lines. These high-resis
tance coils, which are generally bridged permanently across the line, are wound so 
as to give a very high magnetic retardation, and. although readily operated by Bil

low-frequency currents from magneto generators they are effectual blockades against 
the high-frequency current of the talking circuit. The higher resistance also is a eon 
sidcruble aid in signalling, since it operate* to reduce the amount of current that i* 
diverted to the ground at each instrument and therefore increases the number of 
instruments that may he rung on a given line. It must he noted in this connection, 
however, that all ringers on the same line must he wound to the same resistance, as 
otherwise the low-résista lice ringers will tend to prevent the others from receiving 
the proper amount of current.

In some instruments the ringer i~ thrown out of the circuit while the telephone
- lining used for talking. This i« not the ease, however in the standard Forestry 
Branch instruments. But. although tin ringers in these instruments remain perman
ently hridgiil across the line at all linns, their high rwiatanee effectually bars out the 
talking current, so that, this current pa**es through the receiver to the ground in the 
instruments in use and not through the other path offered through the ringer coils.

It will also 1m* noted in the diagram of the wiring of the standard telephone 
1 Fig. 97) that when the generator of any station is lieing u-ed to ring another station, 
two pa tins are available to the current, one through the line wire to the distant station, 
thence to the ground, and hack to the generator whence it came; the other through 
the ringer of the calling station itself. By this means a portion of the ringing current

- shunted through its own liell and this liell is rung the same as are all other Mis 
n the line. The advantage of this arises from the fuel that the ringer is particularly

liable to trouble due to several causes. It may, for instance, fail to ring owing to 
nipro|K*rly adjusted liell* or armature, or to coils lieing burned out by lightning, or to 
uilty connections in the ringer wiring, or to a short circuit on the line or in the 

orotcctor. Such trouble is immediately noted as soon as an attempt is made to ring 
listant dation when the Mis are (icrmauently connectai across the line.

79211—9
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7—Switch-hook

It Iiih boon previously in dieu tod tluit there niv two entirely different sources of 
electric current in a magneto tea phone set. The one is the local battery : the other is 
the magneto generator. The current front the local battery traverses a very short circuit

r.v. ' • TVl' plioiif switch-hook

through transmitter and primary of the induction coil only, but induces a secondary 
current in the induction c«di whieii traverses the whole line, thus enabling conversation 
to be carried on. The current from the magneto generator flows out over tin- line, 
also, and actuates the bells at all other stations for signalling purpo-es. When the 
instrument is not being used it is obviously undesirable to have the parts used for 
talking connected to the line. If this continuous connection existed, conversation 
between any two stations would be heard at all other stations and as part of the 
talking current would pass through each receiver connected to the line the amount 
received by any one of them would be proportionately reduced. The leakage through 
the low resistance of the numerous receivers and induction coils, moreover, would 
make signalling impossible over long lines with numerous instruments. Furthermore, 
the continuous current that would flow through the transmitter circuit would quickly 
exhaust a battery of the open-circuit type such as is used in the telephone. Accord
ingly, in all telephones a device is installed by which the talking circuit is cut off from 
the line when not in use and the transmitter circuit is opened. ThU is accomplished 
by the switch-hook which is so arranged that when the receiver, which ordinarily is 
suspended from it, is removed, the talking circuit is automatically thrown into the 
line. Conversely, when the receiver is placed back on the hook, the depressing of this 
hook opens the circuit. A large number of devices for accomplishing this have been 
invented. The one shown in Fig. is the type employed in the Forestry Branch 
standard instruments in wall sets and desk sets. In hand sets such as the Id75-A oi 
the 1004-A portable instruments, push-button devices are used to accomplish the sum* 
result. It is well, perhaps, to note that in case one of these push-buttons is depressed 
for any long period, the small battery of the portable instrument is very likely t 
become exhausted. This sometimes happens with the 1375-A hand set where tin 
push-hutten projects proi linently from the side of the hand set and when packed fo
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tran«|iortatioii with iin* ncriwr cord wound around it, ii smiim time* depresn-d t'..r n 
l*'»1» ,imv- "f tin- trouille with exhausted batteries in this -i t j. probably due to
failure to guard against this accident.

x Ai i i'ssoiiv Kiit n»MK\r

In addition to the c-ential parts of the telephone previously described there an 
several pines of apparatus generally tiseil on lore*t lilies ahoiit whim, it js d.-ii .1.!. 
that some information he available to those in charge of micIi lines.

These ineludv the following:

in) < 'ondenser (,/) Switches
i'<) llowler in lopeating coils
(r) l.ightning-arrrster or protector

(ii) If ...............luetoi-s. prefernldx in the form of thin plates Mich as
lay. rs o! tin-toil, arc pla . d close together with a non-conducting material or dielectric 
between them so that they are in .win re in direct contact and are then connected, un
to ouch pole of a voltaic cell, it will I.,- found that a certain amount of current’ will

ROLLED CONDENSER
No. 21

CAPACITY 1 M. F.

Fig. 81 Roiled condenser

flow from the cell to the plates until they become fully charged with static electricity. 
Such a device is called a condenser. The ability of an arrangement of this sort to 
receive an electric charge, generally termed its ra/mcilii, varies in direct proportion 
to the area of the plates, inversely as the square of tin distance between the plates, and 
directly as the s|ieeifie inductive capacity of the dielectric. It is not essential that 
the conductors be in the form of plates, however. Any two surfaces, such, for 
instance, ns the surfaces of two telephone win » placed parallel to each other ami 
insulated from each other as on a metallic polo line, will act in the same manner. So 
also will a single wire line, the earth’s surface forming one plate, the wire the other, 
■uni the air between them acting ns the dielectric. A great many of the difficulties 
encountered in securing good telephonic transmission are caused by this i-leetro- 
-tatie capacity of the lino. This, however, is aside from the subject of condensers as 
vemplified in the accessory equipment of the telephone.

It was previously stated that if the talking circuits of the various in-truments 
•n a lino were left in the circuit continuously instead of being cut out by the switch*

■ the receiver is hung up, it would be impossible to ring up the stations on
fbo line, owing to the leakage of the calling current through the receiver circuit. The 
atne thing takes place when on party lines a number of receivers are taken off the 

hooks by persons “ listening in.” Signals could not be transmittinl over stteli lines 
79*11 *i
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wlifii several persons are “ listening in," were it not for the use of a condenser in the 
receiver circuit. All standard Forestry Branch instruments are thus equipped, the 
wiring being as shown in Figs. 41 and 97.

The condensers used for this purpose consist of alternate strips of tin-foil separated 
from each other by waxed paper. They have a capacity of half a microfarad. A 
condenser acts as a complete bar to the passage of direct currents, or. in other words, it 
constitutes an open circuit. To alternating currents, however, it offers a more or less 
perfect path depending on the character of the current, particularly its frequency and 
the capacity of the i * user. The condensers used in the standard instruments readily 
permit the passage of the high-frequency currents of the talking circuit hut bar out the 
low-frequency currents of the calling circuit almost completely. It i* thus made 
possible to ring through, even though a considerable number of receivers may he off the

Fl*. Si! Howler

Similarly, a condenser is used with the hmvler where vibratory currents an 
employed in signalling as with the 1004-A hand set. These vibratory currents are 
alternating currents of very high frequency which readily pass through the 1-micro
farad condenser, wired in series with the howler. This condenser, however, effectively 
prevents the c*ca|*c to the ground of the low-frequency alternating currents of tin 
magneto generators, so that lnitlt types of signalling devices may In* u-i*d on the one 
line without short circuiting or interference.

(6) 11 oirh r.— For the pur|iose of reducing the weight of the portable instrument
as much as |wissible it was necessary to do away with the heavy magneto generator

15
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'I'hi** was accompli she. I in the HUM A lui ml set by itsi.,g for -ignalling „„ induced 
current of high potential ami high fr«»i|iU‘ti<*.v acting upon a >nvi,ia’ tvp • of t«*1<*i-h->lio 
receiver at tin* «tintant station. Tin- wonderful sensitiven of tl, • r.-ecixer !.. -mall 
currents ot this kind has previously boon oxplainod. Ily this system, thoroforo, it is 
p issilde to work over very faulty lines where the ordinary generator currents are 
out indy lost through leakage or high resistance. The Imwler is the spoeiul form of 
receiver used to receive vibratory signals. It is the same u- the ordinary reeeiver 
already doserilnd exeept that the pdo pieces of the long, horseshoe magnet are 
tittaehed to it at right angles. This is mounted in a wooden block for convenient 
attachment t" the wall and is prov"de I with a small megaphon • which neves t • con
centrate the sound waves given off by the vibrating diaphragm. Howlers are eon 
neeted between the telephone and the protect .r so that they are protected from injury 
by lightning or other high-tension currents and are not likely to get mit of order 
They must be carefully adjusted so as to produce the maximum sound, the adju-t- 
ment being aceomplisheil by tightening or loosening the screw-cap which holds the 
diaphragm in place. The typ of howler used by the Forestrv Braueli is shown in 
Fig. »2.

(c) Ijtuhliiinu-iirrtMfcr.— It is always necessary to protect telephone instrument- 
againsî lightning. This is partieularlv true on m my loi g-distanee forest lines which 
cross through regions of high altitud • where lightning is sometime* very prevalent. 
It is also necessary to provide special protection wherever telophone lines are liable

Fig vl l.lghin.ng protector fur use when* there Bn* no power 
or light wires

i. come in contact, with wire- ltearing e’eetriedight or jMtwer currents. Two types 
i protective devices are employed. In the lightning-arrester us»*d by the Forestry 

I!ranch advantage is taken of the fact that a high-tension current such us lightning 
ill jump a small air gap in seeking the shortest path to the ground rather than p.i-s
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through the long coils of the telephone ringer or other purls of the set. This «neater 
(Fig. <$) consists of n suitable insulating block A on which are placed two jeiir- of 
ropper blocks It, It1 held together by springs but not in direct contact with eac'i other 
because of a thin sheet of mica placed between them. A bva-s bar extends from 
binding-posts G and V to the copper blocks neuiest them. A similar bar extends 
from the inner blocks to binding-post 1>. The line wire i- connectd to po.-t (' mid tin* 
ground wire to post I>. To all ordinary telephone currents the air gap between the 
copper blocks is an effectual bar. Dust collecting between the blocks caus's a short 
circuit but is largely prevented from accumulating by the brass covering cap I" Hy

Fig. 84 Protector With fuses, for use where there 
are power ami light wires. Note 
method of bind I hr edR*- of asbestos 
mat with metal tape

n lightning current, however, the puth tn the ground across the uir gup is taken in 
preference to that through the instrument, and in tlii» way ■ueh current, arc succes- 
fully prevented from damaging the telephone..

The effect of lightning arresters on high-tension eurrenle other than lightning 
i, unmet-hat similar, but time current, are very likely to ho continuous instead of 
merely momentary as are lightning currents. A “cross” with such a current would 
therefore result in a constant sparking neros« the air gap of the protector, which 
Weald almost certainly cause a fire if it did no other serious damage. To prevent
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this a line fuse must In* introihieed in tin lino between tin; prut,-ft.»r and tin* outside 
wiros. This fuse contains a short length of easily fusible metal which nu it» wlnu- 
cver a current of greater strength than tin* fuse is designed to -airy .« mes over the 
"’ire. The circuit- is thus opened and damage by sparking is prevented, as the air 
gap through tin* fuse is entirely too large for any ..rdmary high-tension current t.. 
jump. Fig. 84 shows a prote. or designed n- tard against Mb lightning, and p-mer 
and light currents which has he n adopted h. the F. r stry Hraneh for use win revet* 
Ixtth kinds of dangerous currents arc* etieounv *d.

This means that on many reserve* all instruments must have the « tinned light
ning and high-power protector, been use no matter on what part of the circuit a power 
line is encountered it i* neees»ury that all instruments an that -ironit In- fully protected.

g'SSS

7T- ■ • '■

Fig. 85 Baby knife-switches. (At Sim:> pole, sinch* throw (SI*.S.T » <B) Double pole,
double throw (D.V.D.T.)

(tl) Switches.—For convenience in separating tv hroneli line from a main line, 
for cutting olT stations not in use. for dividiag extra long lines into shorter sections, 
and for other similar purposes, it i* frequently necessary to install switches in telephone 
circuits. As the currents carried are all e<>mpira i i\ wi-uk, u > very el ib «rate 
switching devices are needed, am! a * I tuple. ine\p« aisivt form 1 knife-switch is found 
to serve all purposes adequately. Those iiimiatcd ou a porcelain base as shown in 
Fig. 85 will he found most satisfactory. They are fastened in place with round-head, 
blued screws of suitable gauge and length.

Switches of this kind are classified h\ the number of poles either a* single, double, 
triple, etc. They are also further divided into two ela.*.*. -, depending on whether they 
make one contact or two. Those making hut one contact are called “ single-throw ” 
(S.T.); those making two, “double-throw” (D.T.). For nm»t purposes a single-pole, 

ngk*-throw switch ( S.F.S.T.) is sufficient (see Fig. >5). When* more complex con
nections are involved various multiple-pole switches ol either the S.T. or D.T. type 
may he required, it is always to Ik* remembered in placing switches that the more 
connections that van he made or broken by the movement of one switch, the les» 
.ikcliliood there is of confusion in operating the switchboard. Switchboards should 
11 ways be designed, therefore, to simplify as much as possible the movements required 
y using multiple-pole switches wherever feasible.

(c) licpcalimj coil*.—These are simply a special form of induction coil generally 
mployed for the purpose of preventing the unhahneing of metallic* lines when joining

grounded lines to them. While it is possible to neutralize inductive disturlmm........
metallic lines by proper transposition, this effect is lost if a grounded line is joined 
•lirectly to a metallic line without interposing a repeating coil. By inserting a repeating
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coil in the circuit, direct metallic connection between the two lines is avoided, as each 
is joined to a separate winding of the coil. Transmission, therefore, through the coil 
is accomplished by induction and if desired it may be accompanied by a stepping-up 
or a stepping-down of the voltage in pushing from one line to another. A great many 
repeating coils, however, do not alter the voltage, but have both windings of the coil

~Mc7a7îïcCÏrcoï7

Method of Inserting a metallic circuit section In a grounded line to overcome 
induction disturbances

rig. *«

Fig. 87 Diagram of a phantom circuit

To connect a grounded and a metallic circuit through a repeating coil, both wires 
of the metallic line arc joined to the ends of the same winding of the coil. The single 
wire of the grounded line is then joined to one end of the other windings, the second 
end being grounded. By using two such coils, a grounded line may be transformed 
into a metallic line through a noisy portion of the length, and all foreign noises 
perfectly eliminated. This method of connection is shown diagrammatieally in 
Fig. 86.
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'1 lit- stallulartl Forestry Branch rc|Miitilig «•<*iI in a special type adapted so that 
it may he used for several purismes. In this eoil there are four independent wind
ings, each with a pair of outside terminals. By joining two pa r* of these winding- 
together by juni|iei> between the proper terminals, as shown in Fig. .'»•», a repeating 
eoil of two indejH'iident windings is secured, which may he used for the purpose 
above described. This arrangement of eoil-, however, also make- |N>ssible the making 
of a connection to the exact centre of either one of the two windings, since each is 
composed of two separate but similar windings joined by an external jumper. Such 
a connection to the centre of one of the windings of the repeating eoil i- shown in 
I' ig. by the heavy line leading from the terminal marked •’! and labelled “To 
Phantom.” The coil, therefore, may also be used to secure two distinct telephone 
circuits from a single metallic line as shown in Fig. sT. In this figure the* circuit 
A B is metallic with a repeating eoil at each end. Transmission between the through 
stations A and B over the metallic line take- place inductively through the two coils. 
Fach coil consists of two windings. Winding 1 is similar to I; winding 2, to II. 
The second circuit (' I) is taken off from the centre of winding 2 and winding it, 
thus assuring that the resistance in the coil on both sides of the |»iint of connection 
is the same at each end. To work |ierfeetly the ohmic resistance of the two line 
wires must also be equal. It will then be apparent that current entering at 2 from 
station (’ will divide evenly at 2 and pass over both wires to the coil at station 11, 
where it will again unite and pass through l> to the ground. At any intermediate 
station such a-s E, for instance, no effect will l«* noticeable, because since both wires 
carry an equal current with no difference of imtcntial there is no tendency for cur
rent to fains from one to the other and therefore it cannot flow through the apparatus 
at station F. The circuit taken out of the centre of the coils at 2 and It is called a 
"phantom” circuit and by its use two distinct independent circuits, one grounded, 
the other metallic, may be secured from a single pair of wires. Similarly three dis
tinct metallic circuits may be secured front two pairs of wires, and various other com
binations whereby several independent telephone circuits may be superimposed on 
the same wires are possible.

Section 87—Methods of Connecting Telephones to Line

Forest protection telephone systems are always party lines; that is, there are a 
greater or less number of instruments all connected to the same line at different 
stations ladxveen its terminals. There are two general -ystems employed for con
necting up the instruments on a party line of this kind: the series gy-tem and the 
bridging-bell system. Of these, only the bridging hell system is of any u-e on forest 
lilies and, in fact, tin* series system i- now little used for any purpose.

1—Swims Systkm

This is the oldest method of connecting the several instruments on a party line, 
I nf is now so little us<*d and is so inapplicable to for<*st-prnt action telephone lines that 
idy the briefest consideration is desirable. The method of connection is fully illtis 

trated in Figs. 88 and 89, the first of which shows a series connection on a metallic 
circuit and the second a series connection on a grounded circuit. It will be easily 

' ll from these diagrams that the talking current betw«*eu any two telephone on the 
ne has to traverse all the bell coils of the intermediate telephones. These, thcre- 
re, must be wound to very low resistance, generally about 80 ohms, and even then 

'lie current is so weakened by the combined effects of resistance, inqiednitee, indue- 
' "ii, and leakage that sfieeeli transmission is impracticable except over a short line 

itli relatively few telephones connected to it.
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Fig. SR Telephone* connected In svrltn on n met a 11 e line

Waif) fine

f'rotec *or

Fig. 83 TelephonvH ronnectecl In eerie* <m a grounded line

2—Bridging-bell System

For the purpose of overcoming the diffieultiv* inherent in the series system the 
bridging or multiple method of connection wns adopted and is now the standard 
method of connecting up party lines such as are employed in forest protection. All 
the standard instruments of the Forestry Branch are wired for this system only, ami 
idl lines installed are of the bridged type either grounded or metallic. The method of 
connecting the telephones to the line by this system is shown in Figs. 90 and 91. the
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tir.-it being a bridged, grounded circuit and the second a bridged, metallic circuit. In 
this system, as will lx? seen from the figures, each instrument is on a separate leg from 
the line to the ground or on a “bridge” between the two wires of a metallic circuit.

1 Qtr>una>vd hnc

Fig. 90 Connecting bridging telephone on a grounded line

Fig. 91 Connecting bridging telephone on a metallic line

The bells of bridged telephones are constantly in circuit and each instrument, 
therefore, at all times forms a separate path for both talking and ringing currents to 
the ground or the return wire. It will, therefore, be evident that with low-résista nee 
Ml coils the line resistance between instruments, except on very short lines, might
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easily In* several times an great as tin* resistance of the coils, and the hulk of the cur- 
rent would, therefore, hi* shunted to the ground through the hells of the nearest instru
ments and would not reach the more distant instruments in sufficient amount to ring 
them. Bridging hells, therefore, are wound with coils of very high réinstaller 
L',.r»00 ohms in the Forestry Brimch instruments only h.v this means the ringing ctir- 
rent is made to traverse the entire line and only enough passes to tin- ground through 
each hell to ring it pro|ierly. These high-resistance Im-II «-oils also effectively har out 
escape of tin* talking current. Although this is not so much the result of their resi — 
ta nee as it is of the ini|>cduncc resulting from the |>eculiur const ruction of tilt's»* «*oil«. 
it is thoroughly effective in continitig the talking current to the line and preventing 
leakage to the ground through the iiells which are, as stated, continuously in circuit «m 
all instruments. The importance, however, of having all coils of the same resistance 
will he evident, since the introduction of a low-resistance lu ll will divert to the ground 
an excess amount of current to tin* detriment of all other instruments on the line.

CHAPTER XV
OVKIIATIOX

Section 88—Operating Rules

On every telephone system there should be a detinite set of rules to govern the 
operation «if the lines and stations. Those are usually very simple ami should he 
math* u]» in the form «if a printed or typewritten cart! ami fastened to the wall close 
hesith* the instrument, or directly over it on tin* post or tree support in case of out
door stations. This card slmuld al»..... in tain a complete list of all stations ami <*a)l
signals on tin* line and directions for getting connections through central switching 
stations to other lim*s if necessary. All such switching stations should Ik* mentioned 
with the points to which connections may lie had through them. In many cases, 
instruments are used by |s*rsoiis n«it connected with tin* tire-protection staff to send 
news of tires or other messages during the absence «if tin* ranger, or from a field 
station. 0|M-rnting rules should be framed to enable such persons to use tin* telephone 
line without difficulty or delay.

In all eases ruli*s for operation should provide against perstuis “ ringing in ” on the 
line when it is in use and for “ ringing off” when through using the line. Two rule- 
to cover these provisions are:—

1 Before ringing any station. “ listen in ” on the line and inquire if the line is 
busy. Do uni riny while the line is in fisc bit other».

2 On finishing a conversation, both stations must ring off by giving one short riny.

Section 89—Code Signalling

1—Mktiuhi Km ployed

The calls of various stations are made by long ami short rings variously arranged. 
As a rule not more than four su«*h rings need to he included in any one call or signal. 
'I*hose stations which art* called most often should have the most simple signals and 
those called least often, the most intricate. It must he noted, however, that “longs” 
transmit somewhat lietter than “shorts” over lines that an* in jsior condition, so that 
distant stations should, as a rule, have signals largely made up of long rings while th<-
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nearby stations should have signals composed of “ shorts.” Tin- assumption, of course, 
is that most of the calls originate at one end of the line us, for instance, at a -uper- 
visor's headquarters.

For the “ring off" signal, one short ring will he found m-t satisfactory.
For the main headquarters. one long ring i- generally preferred.

2 List ok Hki.i. ( 'u.t.s

The total numher of {Mtssihle signals made up of not more than four rings is 
thirty. If five rings are used, a total of sixty-two signals may he employed hut thirty
generally suffice. These thirty signals are -

1 One short
2 One long
3 Two short
4 Two long
ft One short, one long 
3 One long, one short 
7 Three short 
s Two short, one long 
!» One short, one long, one short 

It» One short, two long
11 One long, two short
12 One long, one short, one long
13 Two long, one short
14 Three long
là Two long, two short 
I»1 One long, one short, one long, mu 

short

3—Asshamim ot ('tus

iwn below :

17 One long, two short, -tie long 
Is One long, one short, two long 
1!» Two long, one short, one long 
3ft Three long, one short
21 Four long
22 One long, three short
23 One short, three long
21 One short, two long. on. «Iiort 
2.1 One short, one long, one «Iiort, one

2»! Two short, two long 
27 One short, one long, two short 
2s Two short, one long, one «Iiort 
2'.* Three «Iiort. one long 
30 Four short

<)m i mn Stations

I'he first fourteen of these signals consisting of only three elements or le«s «liotild 
■ 'c assigned to the hunier and more important stations. The ones eon-i-ting largely 
of short rings and es p< •oiall.v those heginning with a short ring, should lie given to the 
nearby stations. The remaining sixteen rings consisting of four elements each are 
arranged approximately in the order in which they will transmit In si over long lines in 
|MM.r condition. Of course, nearby «talions may he given a «ignal front near the end 
•I this list, either when they have little business ..r when they have considerable 

business hut there are no short calls available.

I Assies MKNT OK t'\l I.S To |*MNT I I'lKII STATIONS

A nunilug of stations will often In* located on forint lines where it i« not antici
pated that any calls will be put in. The lookout me sets, for instance, mounted
•il jHtsts are usually cut off from the line by a switch and only used for calling other 
Nations. Such telephones, however, should In* assigned a four-element, or if mi«essary 

.1 live-element, call, so that if at any time they are usi*d for an extended iieriod the 
' irions |N»sted lists of calls will show the station signal. It is also advisable to 
reserve two or three of the better-tram three-element or four-element calls for
the use of emergency stations. 99

9



CHAPTER XVI

MAINTENANCE

Section 90 Genet al Principles

Inspection of telephone lines must he mittlc regularly during the tire season, and 
special inspection made by the ranger or other officer in charge immediately after a 
severe wind, snow, sleet, or electrical storm, and after tins. Hangers and guards 
when on patrol duty must watch the telephone lines, cut any trees that may have 
fallen across them, and make any other necessary repairs. Tests must lie made at 
a specified hour each morning during the fire season to see that no trouble exist-. 
Each forest supervisor should establish a regular organization on his reserve for the 
proper inspection and maintenance of cadi Forestry Brunch line. When instructed 
to do so by the district inspector daily service reports on Forestry Form 31" will 
he prepared and submitted for the lines covered by the instructions.

Section 91 Line

1—Qexkhai. Kitaiiis

The entire lino must be g me over thoroughly at least once a year, preferably 
before tin? beginning of the tire season. Each pole should hi* inspected; brackets, 
insulators, ami tie wires which are broken should be properly replaced ; and all foliage 
and interfering timber cleared away. Voles should be examined for butt-rot and for 
twist. In the latter east* it should he determined whether the pole has twisted to an 
extent to permit the line or tie to touch it. Loose guys or braces should be tightened 
and all loose or badly corroded joints renewed.

Line troubles will generally be traced to one or more of the causes given below. 
(Telephone Circular, April, 1910, United Slates Forest Service, District No. fi.)

(1) Broken line wire.
(2) Line wire resting on the ground.
(3) Leaks through slight grounds by the line wire making contacts with foliage, 

trees, poles, or other similar objects.
(4) Cross-talk and cross-ringing by contacts with other lines.
(5) Short circuits and cross-contacts with other lines at switching stations.
(rt) Poor ground».
(T) Bad splices, and loose or corroded contacts at fuse and protector.
tS) Circuits too long for the size of wire employed.
(9) Decay of poles through butt-rot.

2—Tkst-statioxs

On lines more than 1Ô miles long one or more test-stations should be established 
These should be so arrangisl that the line may be loojied into the house or building 
where the telephone is and through two switches placed near the latter. The instru 
ments should be connected to these switches in a way to make it possible to cut off 
either end of the line, while the instrument remains on the end desired, and yet 
bridge to the line when both switches are closed. Tn this way the line may be civ 
by the switches for testing in either direction and line trouble may be more readily 
loentcd between certain definite points.

142
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By opening switc h A, Fig. !t>, the tele| lame ............ to one -ide , f the line
only. By closing switch A and opening switch It the telephone is connected to the 
other end of the line. By closing both switrhe- A and It the line i- in nornial con
dition. < 'are should lie taken after making tests that both of the «witches arc left 
closed, otherwise tin calls can he sent through.

Tf desired, provision can be made at any point on the line for testing it in either 
direction with a portable telephone. In such case- the line wire should he cut and 
dead-ended from both directions on the same pule with a two-piece transposition 
insulator, or two brackets.

l <\s)

Klg. !•- Mel InnI of Inwmllliig n»t**nai.*>ii liiiloms

I lie emls should he left long eiiocgh after dead-ending to he joined together with
a te-t-eonnector, so a- I..... nuplctc the circuit, or a pair of switches may be installed
a- shown in Fig. Ud and joined t • the lim with in-ulatcil wire. Such stations, how
ever, should not he placed where t’-cy arc likely to be tnm|icrcd with. In most eases 
it would he preferable to house the «witches in a suitable Imx kept locked with a 
Forestry Branch standard ck.

The voltmeter test-stations might he u-ed at logical switching centres. The dis
trict inspector should In- consulted, however, before equipment of this kind is pur
chased.

d Disconnkctim; Ihtwi n Links in Wintf.k

Since any trouble occurring on branch lines to a lookout point or ranger station 
may injure the entire telephone system, such lines should be disconnected from the 
main line whenever they will he out of use for a considerable period, e-peeially daring 
tin- winter.

The disconnection from the main line may be made by a suitable p de-gxvitch. 
i roperly niountcl. ns shown in Fig. 40. A Fahnestock test-clamp may also he u-ed 

-r this purpose as in F*ig. 88.

1 -Sri n IlKIXmRCl'MKXT FOR Pol l'S

Poles that have lieeome seri-ai-ly weakened hv hutt-rot near the ground-line 
•add be rrplneed, exe-pt whe e conditions a-e such as to warrant reinforcing them

4
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white No 500 
•.from ms u ta for4 -Comptete turns of No >u seie/ny,

No- tb 0 * S ttubber. covered, 
braided, weot her.proofed, 
twisted pom, copper wire

/• Or/onr * nife-smfrn
/fasten switch With /j"J8 N H 

blue wood screws

Piece of boord with /ere! -- 
surface. no Jed to its Support

To tv&tmy instrument
Note -Test stations should not be

msiotted where they ore not 
necessary.

FI*. !i:i Method of Instnlllivt t«st-station on

l.y mean* of a stuh of long-lived or trtnit« <1 timber. A stuh should ordinarily la- used 
where suitable pole timla-r is not available ami to reinforce pole-* that arc sound abcixv 
tin* ground, im-spectivi' of their eondition at tin- ground-line.

The stuh or post should he peeled and shaved ami roofed, as shown in 1* ig. !• 1.
The sides of the |*»st and of the pole which eoine in eontm-t should he faced above 

the ground-line to « width of 2 to 4 in., so as to give a greater hearing surface.
The diameter of the stuh at the ground-line should he at least as great as would 

lie required for it new pole. The weaker the pole to Ik* reinforced the stouter should 
•la* the stuh.

The stuh should ordinarily Ik* set to a depth of 4 ft. and should extend out o 
the ground about 5 ft., making the total length from !• to 10 It.

Strain on the weakened pole should cause it to hear against the stub. For thi- 
reoson stuh* in general should he set in line with the line wire. Where there are pre
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vailing strong winds from o direction, however, it should be sot on the side oppo
site*. On curves and at corn rs u stub should Ih* sot on each side of the pole in line 
with the line win*. Where any special strain exists, the largest post available should 
be used.

Wrappings consisting of No. 12 iron wire should be placed as indicated in Fig. 
94. Each wrapping, consisting of eight turns around both pole and stub, should be 
made as tight as possible with pliers or other devices and the ends twisted together 
with not less than six turns ami then stapled to the pole. The wires may be twisted 
very tight if an iron rod about 1-in. in diameter or one arm of a pair of eutting pliers 
is inserted between an equal number of turns at a point opposite the line of contact. 
Both sets should be twisted at the same time.

Where it is impossible to secure sufficient strength by wrapping the stub and the 
pole together by wire, through bolts should be used. The nuts, washers, ami holts 
should he of galvanized iron, and the washers alxiut 2} in. square.

No back tilling should be done until after the stub is in place. The same method 
should be followed as described under the beading ** Setting |Miles,” in Section SS.

5—Replacements with Treated Stvhs

In some «if the older Forestry Branch lines many poles wore used which through 
improper preparation <ir use of non-durable species have decayi*d very rapidly and 
must be replaced. In making such replacements where the use of more durable poles 
is specified by the district inspector, some eases will arise wherein treated stubs can 
he employed to great advantage. It. will be apparent that tho treatment and trans
portation of stubs is a much less exp«*nsive operation than the hamlling of full- 
lcngth poll's, ami where durable pole timber f->r making replacements is not availuble, 
the use of treated stubs should bo carefully considered. Stubs of a durable species 
have similar advantages.

In making such replacements, however, careful consideration must he given to 
the condition of the portion of the old pole remaining above ground. Unless this 
portion of the pole is in first-class condition and gives promise of lasting ns long ns 
the reinforcing stub employed, this method of making pule replacements should not 
bo adopted.

<1 -Rkskttino of Shortened Poles

The standard specifications for mm-durable poles call for n 25-ft. length. Where 
such poles have decayed and it is desired to replace with durable is des, this object may 
frequently be attained economically by cutting off the decayed portion of the old poles, 
treating the sound portion remaining, and resitting the same in the line. This, of 
"tirse, reduces tho height of the lend and cannot In* employed where such reduction is 
for any reason undesirable, but in most cases the reduction will still leave a 2<)-ft. poll*

• nil this will often ho sufficient. Projects involving the treatment and resetting of 
shortened poles must always be reported to the district inspector and approved by him '

• fore being undertaken.

Section 92—Apparatus

1—General Repairs

All telephone apparatus at stations and elsewhere on the line should be carefully 
nspected for loose connections or other defects. The inspector should call up the 
- rminal or intermediate stations from each instrument and note particularly how the 
-■••iterator of the instrument rings its own hell and how the hell ring* at the station 

i lied.
The called station should ring hack in order to test the hell at the calling station. 

In making tests it should not Ih* taken for granted that something is wrong if an
79211 -10
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answer is not immediately obtained. If unable to get the station after several attempts, 
call another station and try to get a test with it.

While the standard instruments and apparatus of the Forestry Hraneh are among 
the best made, and liability to trouble with their mechanism has been reduced to a 
minimum, nevertheless the conditions of use of forest lines are such that certain 
defects will develop from time to time and frequent, careful inspections are necessary 
to maintain tbe equipment at maximum efficiency.

FIk 91

6 Wraps of* /2. IV- rt

Q Wraps of * Id. Wire

a

ilI,
Stub reinforcement of poles

The following list of faults taken from the circular of instructions issued K' 
District No. 5 of the United States Forest Service will be of assistance to those wh< 
ore not experieneetl in making thorough inspections of telephone apparatus:—

All parts of receiver should be intact.
Receiver cord should be intact.
All nuts on receiver should be tight.
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Receiver cap should he fairly tight.
Rent, dented, or rusted diaphragm of receiver should be replaced.
Dirt on or under diaphragm should be removed.
All wiring inside of instrument should be in good condition.
Generator should ring the hell clearly with switch open.

Generator ••rank should not hind when turned. When binding comes on gradually 
some operators do not know the difference. It i« caused by gm mhU <>r lack of oil. 
Short circuits may cause either gradual or sudden binding of the generator.

Contacts of the switch-hook should he clean.
Generator should he fastened in the instrument securely.
Contact i>oints of the generator (left side) should make good connection.
All screws inside the instrument should he tight.
Adjusting nuts on hell should he tight.
Resistance of all ringer coils should lie the same.
Nuts on protector should be tight.
Protector blocks should he free from soot, smoke, or dust.
Protector blocks should be metal, not carbon.
Protector should he connected as shown in Fig. I.V 
Protector should he screwed (not nailed) to wall.
Micas should not he cracked or otherwise injured.
Nuts on cut-off switch should be tight 1 if switches arc installed)
Rlades of cut-off switch should make good contact with springs.
Instrument should he screwed (not nailed) to wall.
Ground rod should be standard.
(iround wire should be soldered to ground rod.
Ground rod should he driven into ground within > in. of its full length.
Line wires anil inside wires should he soldered where they connect with each

Spliees in insulated wire should he taped.
Entering wires should run through circular loom or porcelain tubes.
All wiring outside should he insulated pro|ierly from buildings by being attached 

to knobs or insulators.
Insulation should he good on all inside wires.
All battery connections should he tight.
Transmitter arm should he screwed tightly to box.
Transmitter arm should he tight enough to hold it in proper position.
All nuts and screws on transmitter should he tight.
Metal parts of buttery should not touch each other.
Are batteries good i Should be three.
The following instructions may lie of value to officers who have occasion to test 

instruments and limit for faults:—
(1) Test the batteries with the battery gauge to determine whether or not they 

•ire exhausted.
(2) Clean all battery connections, post terminals, and ends of all connecting 

res that have become corroded. See to it that all battery terminals, nuts, or screws 
the binding-posts are thoroughly tightened.
(3) Follow up the wires from the battery to the instrument. Repair them where 

damaged, and staple if they have become loosened.
(4) Tighten all loose connections in the telephone instrument.
(5) See to it that the switch-hooks work freely. Note carefully that a good con

ation between the contact springs of the receiver hook is made when the receiver
ff the hook and the lever is up, and that the contact is broken when the receiver 
70211-10*
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is on the hook nod lever is down. The operation of the switch-hook i> sometimes 
subject to slight imperfections on account of improper working of the switch-urm. 
This is caused by the lifter spring of the switch-arm losing its tension.

5impie Method of Testing

Connect wire A to one side of cot/ 
ho be te sted artet touch w/re 3 to 
other s/de tfc/ich /s heard cod 
/» OX

Fig. 9.*> Receiver test

(D) Inspect the ringer to determine, whether or not the tap|>er and gong* are i 
proper adjustment. If not, proceed to adjust them as directed in Section 93. Ai
re fer to Fig. 9G.

(7) Ciently tap the transmitter to he sure the carbon granules are not packed.
(8) The Receiver. The efficiency of the shaking service gradually declining 

the most common fault in receivers. This is due to the accumulation of filings, dir 
and rust on the pole pieces which restricts the vibration of the diaphragm. To reined 
this difficulty remove the cap, take off the diaphragm with the large end of tl 
receiver down, and gently jar the receiver to remove the filings, etc. The pole pie- 
should he carefully wiped with a clean rag to remove dust, and rust if it is corroded

(ft) Speaking service is also often restricted on account of the diaphragm touel 
ing the pole piece. This is generally caused by the magnet shifting, or by tl 
diaphragm having become weakened by the continual pull of the magnet against 
Ruckled or bent diaphragms are frequently found. This trouble is generally cans» l 
by inquisitive or careless persons tampering with the diaphragm. When this fa>
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\h found, tvm|Hinirv relief may In- provided l.y inverting tin- diaphragm when it 
replaced. A new "in* -hoiild always In* provided us soon or jH»-siblc

(10) 1 lu* receiver casings are -omi times damaged l>y expansion and contraction 
due tu eliange- of t< ni|H*rature. This sometimes causes receiver t rouble. which cnn 
he remedied only hy supplying new casings.

(11) Instating the receiver cord. If the ends are fraymI a short circuit often 
results. If the receiver cord i- Mi-|N*eted of being broken it slioild be removed and 
tested. It is often very difficult to detect a break in the receiver «• *rd. sine* it np|Mmrs
intact at one movement, while at the next it- ..... tiuuity i- bruken. If such difficulty
is suspected a new one should be provided.

(12) Receiver coils are .....a-ionnlly fused or burned by electrical currents dur
ing lightning storms. When this happens new receivers must be provided.

(13) Thu wires of n telephone iii'truinent fr«*>|uently become damaged, and 
break. When this occurs it is sometimes possible to detect the trouble only by testing 
with a buzzer or by the “ receiver test. It the wires are intact the buzzer will hum 
when the wires of the buzzer apparatus are attached to the res|N*etive ends of the 
suspected wire. If the receiver list is applied a click will be heard when the end

I "• the wires leading from the receiver apparatus arc applh-d to the respective ends 
of the suspected wire.

(Id) Induction coils. Fortunately, faults in induction coils seldom occur. They 
are, however, not immune from damage and sometimes are burned by electrical cur
rents during lightning storms, or if the line wire leading to the instrument comes 
in contact with transmission lines carrying high-voltage currents. When damaged, 
a new one must he supplied.

A word of caution, however, must be spoken in regard to the tampering with 
telephone apparatus of those who arc entirely inexperienced and ignorant of the 
mechanism of the equipment. Ilastv action may cause much more serious difficulty 
tlint» that which it is undertaken to correct. Repairs should be undertaken cautiously. 
If the apparatus does not work well do not meddle with it until you have located the 
seat of the trouble and know just what to do to correct it. If the fault cannot be 
found, the instrument should he removed and placed in the hands of an expert for 
repairs.

In most cases it is advisable to send the instrument to the nearest office of the 
manufacturer. To enable this to In* done without interruption of the service, one or 
two extra instruments should he kept on every forest reserve and installed temporarily 
ii the place of any that are undergoing repairs.

2—Rvttkhiks

All dry batteries on the line should be replaced at least every twelve months, and 
•re often if necessary. As far as practicable, all the batteries on a line should he 

!• newed at the same time, preferably at the beginning of the tire season. A fresh 
i ittery should not hi* connected to an old one. The inspector should note whether or 

t battery connections have become loosened. In putting dry batteries back into a 
I* pleine, tin* inspector should see that the zinc binding-post on one coll does not 
neb the zinc binding-post on an adjacent cell (Fig. 13).

\n emergency test to determine whether or not a dry cell is ab'olutelx -k*ad may 
made hy moistening the timer and gripping the zinc bindinu-p st, and then touch 
the tip of the tongue to tly* carlam binding-post. If a very slight acidulocs taste 

noted the cell is not absolutely exhausted, although it may be sufficiently s,> to be 
apable of giving good trnn-mission. In extreme emergencies exhausted dry cells 

h sometimes he temporarily revived to give sufficient current for sending an 
portant message over the line by driving holes with a nail through the zinc shell 
I allowing water to soak in through them.
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L i gilt n i ng- pro tue tu rs should hv inspected, and cleaned if necessary, after all electri
cal storms. No. 00-K protector is cleaned by unscrewing the brass cap from the por
celain base, removing the metal protector blocks, and removing from them any soot 
or smoke or pits which cause the blocks to touch each other, lioth conditions are the 
result of lightning jumping across the air gap provided by the mica sheet. In locali
ties where lightning is particularly had and the stations arc difficult of access two 
micas may he inserted between the blocks, thus increasing the width of the air gap.

H—Oil,INC. (ii muvnat

Once every two or three years one drop of typewriter oil or ‘*3 in 1” should be 
placed in each of the places provided with oil cups, (treat care should lie taken to 
see that no oil falls on any of the contacts or rubber bushings of the g n rator.

4— An.irsTMF.NT or Rincehs

(The following is from Telephone Circular, April, 191 «1, United States Forest 
Service, District No. 5.)

Ringers not in proper adjustment cause unsatisfactory signalling service. Not 
infrequently un extension bell or ringer in a telephone is condemned us worthies-, 
when in fact it is merely in poor adjustment. When in proper adjustment either 
gong, upon one-eighth turn of the generator crank, will transmit a high, clear tone 
of the same sound.

All bells connected to the same line should be of the same ringer resistance. 
One ringer ef different resistance on a line will seriously interfere with signalling. 
Resistance of each ringer coil is usually marked *in>, 109(1, liiflO, etc. A ringer having 
two coils marked 1000 each has a resistance of 2000 ohms; two coils marked 12.*»'1 
each indicate a resistance of 2f>00 ohms.

The ringers of a new instrument are often thrown out of adjustment in trails’i 
When the telephone is installed the ringer should be tested and adjusted if necessary.

(a) Adjustments.—(1) If the ringer is loose on its base, remove the gongs and 
tighten the screw which secures the ringer mounting. Replace the gongs and secure!.' 
tighten the gong screws.

(2) Before commencing the adjustment, the instrument should occupy the po-i 
♦ion in which it will be operated. If it is connected to a line, disconnect it.

(3) Tf a coil spring should he found attached to the ringer, remove and discard V
(4) The base of the clapper rod (the armature) should have very little vertie. 

play. It should not be tight but should not wobble. It. should be adjusted to mo\ 
freely on the pivots. In making this operation pay no attention to the sidv movetnen 
of tin» armature. To adjust, loosen the lock nut 1> i Fig. 9(5), then manipulate tl 
screw E until the proper adjustment is accomplished. Tighten or loosen to provid 
just sufficient play in the armature pivots to be visible.

With the screw-driver hold the screw in place, and with a pair of long-nos. i 
pliers tighten the lock nut. Care should be taken that the threads are not stripp. I 
in this operation and that the screw docs not turn. Only a slight pressure should 
applied In the lock' nut.

The gongs should next be so set that the clapper ball strikes but does not r. 
against them when thrown from side to side. The space between the chipper b. 
and one gong should he about •'Hv. in. when the clapper ball is held against the oth 
gong. To change the positions of the gongs loosen the clamping screws B on \ 
enough to allow the gongs to be moved by the turning of the eccentric adjust ii x 
screws C until the correct position of the gongs is obtained. Let the elampii -r 
screws remain loose until the stroke of the clapper is adjusted. To make this adju 
ment turn the screw A to the right to shorten the stroke, and to the left to length n 
it. Turn the generator handle only enough to cause the clapper to move toward o v
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Hong but not to strike hack to tin* other gong nt each movement of the handle. The 
flapper hall should strike the gongs and rebound just enough to clear the gong. It 
should lie as close ns possible without touching the gong.

Sometimes the clapper ball tends to rest heavily to . no side. If possible tin- 
difficulty should be overcome by moving tin- gongs or by changing the length of tin- 
stroke ot the clapper. If the attempt is not successful, bend tin- <-lap|M-r rod until tin- 
required space is obtained. Then move the gongs to their proper relative positions.

sr

Fig. !'6 Hing.r of No 1J7-F. ••xtvnsiim 11, amt Nos 1317-1*. 1317-S.
30m-n and 1336-j telephones

(h) Testing.—When the gongs and clapper ball appear to r« >t in their pr-|N r |H»si- 
tions, test the adjustment by turning tin.- handle of the generator until tin- clapper 
ball strikes one gong without striking back to the other. If the tones are not satis
factory, continue the adjustment until a clear ring of the same tone is emitted by 
each gong, and nt the same time the stated space- between clapiier ball and gongs must 
be maintained. The damping screws II should be tightened when the adjustment 
is complete.

Adjustment of ringers in extension bells differs only in method of testing. The 
test is made by slowly and slightly tipping the ringer from side to side. It should 
not be jarred.

The 2W2-V loud-ringing extension bell can be more successfully adjusted when 
it is connected to a line. This allows the adjustment to lie tested by signalling to it 
from some distant telephone. The bell should be installed in a true vertical position, 
with the clapper pointed either upward or downward.

The coil to which the clapper is fastened should move freely between the upper 
and lower pivot screws, but not loosely. This adjustment is made by manipulating 
the screws on either side of the armature. The space lietwcen the clapper ball and 
gong should be about ft in. when the clapper ball is held against the other gong. The 
gongs arc adjusted by loosening one at a time the square-headed screws on the face 
of the gong, tuning the gongs to the proper position and then tightening this screw
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before va eh teat. The distance between the dap|icr ball ami the gong after rebound 
of the clapper ball should In* approximately lui in. If in proper adjustment, each gong 
when struck by the dapper should emit a clear, ringing sound.

5—Portable Telephones

The two standard portable instruments, the 1375-A and the 1U04-A, are so con
structed that they are very unlikely to give trouble unless tampered with. Owing 
to the small size of the battery employed in both these telephones it is necessary to 
make more frequent renewals than in the permanent sets. Xo adjustments are 
required in the 1375-A set, but in order to get the best results from the buzzer of the 
1001-A net it is sometimes necessary to alter the spark gap. This should not be 
attempted in the field, and any instruments not working satisfactorily should lie 
returned to the district inspector for repairs.

The 1004-A hand set and the hand set of the 1375-A instrument being of rather 
thin sheet aluminium are very liable to serious injury through denting. Such dents 
may cause short circuits which interfere with the successful use of the instruments. 
When these occur they may often lx- removed by pressing out from the inside, using 
a smooth piece of hardwood with a rounded surface.

Section 93—** Trouble ”

1—Broken Connections and Open Coils

In the instruments that the Forestry Bruneli has adopted as standard the chances 
for trouble have been reduced to a minimum. Lightning is the greatest source of

The ringer coils, which are constructed of fine insulated wire wrapped around 
an iron core, occasionally burn out. When this happens it is m-cessnry to substitute 
a new coil. The armature in the generator may also burn out, necessitating replace
ment. (The armature is the part in the generator that revolves between the per- 
manent magnets. This is eomposi-d of two windings around an iron base on opposite 
sides of the centre. The generators used on some sets are proh-cted to a Certain 
extent by means of a “shunt.”)

In the receiver the small coil of insulated wire wrap|ied around the end of the 
permanent magnet is sometimes burned out by lightning or heavy outside currents. 
The induction mil is sometimes similarly damaged.

The following methods of testing may be used to locate trouble as ju-t described: 
Connect one side of a receiver to one pole of the battery. If when the other side of 
the receiver is touched to the other pole of the battery no click is heard, the receiver 
is open.

By the use of a receiver, if in serviceable condition and the batteries as shown 
in Fig. 05, any of the wire coils may be tested.

A test of the generator may be made by disconnecting the instrument and placing 
the moistened ti|*s of two fingers over the two screw binding-posts on the end of the 
generator. Tf the latter is in adjustment, current will be felt when the crank is 
turned. If no current is felt probably the armature of the generator is open, and a 
now armature must In- obtained. The hard-rubber bushings sometimes carbonize, 
due to oil or grea«e getting on them, and cause generator trouble.

It is impossible to talk through the transmitter when the induction coil is open, 
when the batteries are weak, or when there is a loose connection somewhere in the 
instrument, as at one of the connections on the batteries or at the switch-hook.

2—Detection and Remedy

Trouble in any place is likely to affect the entire system. Inexperienced persons 
should not be allowed to tamper with telephone instruments. It is usually well to
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luivi* a spurc telephone on each reserve, which van hv tuniporarilv installed while a 
telephone or the part of it that is out of order i* sent to *ome Laid, telephone man 
tor inspection, repair or readjustment.

In general, telephone trouble may he in connection with (1) signalling or (21 
talking and hearing. I he generator furnishes current for signalling <n- ringing tin

\/?'.nçer Co net
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Wiring of No. 1317 telephone setPig

hells, sending a < urrent over the line to all hells on its way to the ground. The 
generated current is intermittent, and jumps to the ground or is greatly weakened 
by groundings instead of flowing along the line. The batterie*, furnish current for 
conversation only. It is possible to talk over a wire even when there are slight 
grounds through trees or through the line wire touching' the ground in dry places, 
but it is not possible to signal.

•1 til 11 Hi TO ClÆAHIXfi Thoi hi.i
Trouble No. I, Bell—Cannot ring up anyone; generator handle turns hard; local bell 

does not ring when generator is turned.

Cause.—Protector burned out or dirty. Line wire grounded <>r wires erossed (it 
metallic) ; improper wiring in set or bushings on generator carbonized.
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Uvmi Jy. -When testing to discover tin* cause of this trouble the receiver should 
bu left on the switch-hook. First disconnect the two wires which enter the telephone 
m i from the terminals marked “ Line 1 " and “ Line 2,” (see Fig. 07) ami screw 
down the connections on the wire* coining from the ringer. Now turn the generator. 
Jf it turns easily and the hell rings well, the trouble is not in the telephone set.

Then connect the line wires to “ Line 1 ” and " Line 2 " terminals and disconnect 
tile line wires from the protector, leaving the inside wires to the telephone set 
attached to the protector. Now turn the generator handle. If it. is dillicult to turn, 
remove the protector blocks from the protector and try the generator again. If it 
turns easily, clean the protector blocks, replace the thru piece of mica between them, 
amt put lack into the protector. Now test the generator again, and if it turns prop
erly connect the line wires to the protector and see if the telephone set works as it 
should.

If the generator turns properly when the line wires are disconnected at the pro
tector, but is dillicult to turn when the protector blocks have been cleaned and the 
line wire again attached, the trouble is either in the wiring between the protector and 
the polo, or out on the line, or in the wiring apparatus at otto of the other stations. 
Carefully examine the wiring and the line for a place where one of the wire* crosses 
another (if the line is metallic) or where the main line or drop wire touches some 
ground connection. If in a metallic line the wires are crossed, the generator crank 
will turn hard as above deserilu-d. This is also true of a grounded line if the wire 
Ih-coiiics crossed with some foreign ground. On a metallic line, if one side of the 
wire is touching a ground, a humming noise will be noticeable on the line.

If the generator turns hard even when the lin • wires are diwonneete I from the 
telephone, look for incorrect wiring or crossed wire* in the set or for carbonized 
bushings on the generator. When thi* latter trouble exists the odour of burning 
rubber is noticeable when the door of the telephone is opeied

If every station on the line has the same trouble, call for an inspection of the 
protector at each station, or look for trouble along the pole line or in the terminal 
arrangements where the line is connected t • a switchboard or to another line, and 
inquire on that line, if necessary, or disconnect from it temporarily.

Trouble No. 2. Bell—Cannot ring up anyone; generator handle turns easily; local 
bell rings when generator is turned.

(ViiMf.—Ixmse eoniH'otion or broken wire in set, to protector, line or ground; 
line wire broken, or poor ground.

I!i iih-tly. If a metallic line, look for a loose connection at “ lane 1 ” and “Line 
J " of the telephone set. If a grounded line, look for a loose connection on the main 
line at “ Line I " or on the ground wire which i* attached to “ Line 2“ in the instru 
tuent. Look for a loose connection at the protect >r or where the inside wiring i* 
attached to the outside wires. Look h r an open fuse. If the trouble i* not found 
at these points look for a broken wire or a poor ground.

Trouble No. 3, Bell—Cannot ring up anyone; generator handle turns easily; local 
bell does not ring when generator is turned.

f’tiM.K'. Loose connection or broken wire in set, generator armature fails to make 
contact with spring.

Rcwaly. Look for a loose connection or a broken wire in the telephone set. See 
that your ringers an* in proper adjustment. It may be that one of the wires to the 
generator is disconnected from one of the line wires, or one of the ringer wires may 
have become loose or broken.

Trouble No. 4, Bell—Cannot ring other bells or only feebly; local bell rings all right 
when generator is turned.

Cnusr. l.oose connection between telephone and line or ground; |s»or joints on 
line or leaks; p<Hir grounds.
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Hrmril.u. Look for a louse eoiinei'tioii where line connects with teh-phoiu* >«-t, 
where line ninneets to protector. or at the groiind. It is possible that the trouble may 
he «lue to ii poor or mrroileil spliee in the line wire or to eontnet between tin- line wire 
«ml trees, poles, or other lines. In the ens«* of grounded lines he sun* that the ground 
at the telephone you are trying to eall is in pro|M>r condition, lie sure that your own 
ground is in tla* some condition.

Trouble No. 5, Bell—Local bell does not ring; can ring other bells all right.

CtniMf. I’rokeii wire or loose eonneetion to ringer, ringer adjustment had. or 
coils open.

Hrmt <lii. Look for a broken wire or loose connection in the wires coming from 
• lie ringer. If the eonneetion and wire are all right, >«*«• that the ringer is properly 
adjusted. Make a te-t on your ringer coils to -«••• that they have not Imh*ii hurneil out 
as previously dcscrilicd. If only a feeble ring is received from other stations or when 
ringing your own bell, the trouble is most likely with the adjustment of the ringer 
which has probably been tampcml with. Occasionally the ringer magnet liecome* 
weakened and causes a similar r«‘sult.

Trouble No. 6, Bell—Can ring other bells only feebly; receives a strong ring from 
other stations.

CViium*. Weak magnets or bail eonneetion in generator.
Ht’mrdp. I his may result from weakness of the |H'rmuncnt magnets of the 

generator, but it is more likely «lue to a |>oor connection In *t ween the generator and the 
line. If not in the wiring there may be faulty connection betwwn the shaft of tin* 
armature and the spring against which it presses when the generator is turned. This 
contact must not Is* oiled. Oil at this point offers a high rosistnn«*e that greatly 
rodm*es the ringing current.

Trouble No. 7, Bell—Rings frequently with no apparent cause

Cruise. Intermittent «toss with foreign lines.
Hrinoili/. This trouble can only arise where tin* line is on tin* same poles as a 

foreign telephone or telegraph line. If it makes a contact with such other wires by 
swinging across them the lu lls will be rung but there will be no response.

Trouble No. 8, Transmitter—Can hear others all right but others cannot hear you.

('aum. Loose connection or broken wire in primary «‘ireuit; «•orlioii packed : 
battery weak; s|N*aker -landing too far front transmitter.

Ili’tni'ily. Look for a loose eonn«*etion or broken wire coining from the trails 
milter battery, induction coil, or switch hook. Sis* if the connections to tin* induction 
«•oil arc all right. If this examination «Im-s not show anything wrong, thump tin* 
underside of the transmitter lightly with tin* luiml, as tin* carlsui granules in I ho 
transmitter may hnv«* Im*«*oiih* piwkisl. If this fails to improve matters tin* trouble 
may be du«* to an cxlumstcil battery.

If speech transmitted i- imlistinct with a scratching or grating noise, look for a 
loose connection at tin* battery, imluctiou coil, «»r in the fine wire connecting the 
carbon of transmitter to tin* coni terminal.

Trouble No. 9, Receiver—Cannot hear others distinctly ; others hear you all right.

Ctnisi. Ijoonc eonnei'tioii on n*eeiver «*in*uit; diaphragm bent or dirty.
Hrnirtly.—Istok for a loose connection or broken wire coming from tin* ...... iver,

swit«*h-liook, or induction ooil. Viwrcw tin* car-piece from the reeeiv«*r and brush out 
the inside mi l wipe off tin* diaphragm. Also brush off any particles that may have 
collected on the magnets underneath the diaphragm. If tin* diaphragm is lient in. 
turn it mcr and replace the ear-piwe. S«*r«*w this on firmly, but not very tightly.
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If this does not reveal the vau so of trouble, unfasten the receiver cord from the 
terminals in the telephone set and, while holding the receiver to the ear, touch the 
two terminals of the receiver cord to the terminals of one of the dry batteries. If you 
van hear a click when the cord is connected thus, the receiver is all right and there 
must Ik* some fault in the wiring. If you do not hear a click, it is probable that the 
receiver winding or the cord is broken.

If you cannot hear at all, the fault is due to a broken wire in receiver or cord.
Trouble No. 10, Neither you nor others can hear distinctly.

Cause.—Poor joints or connections, batteries or grounds.
Remedy. -1he trouble :s probably duo to some loose connection or poor or corroded 

joint in the wiring at the telephone station or out on the line, exhausted hattvrhs or 
poor grounds or a loose lightning-rod touching the line.

Trouble No. II, The stations at the terminals of the lines have increasing difficulty 
in ringing or hearing each other plainly.

Cause.—Too many stations on line; too long a line for size of wire used; ground 
rods in too dry soil; corroded splices; jioor joints; excessive line leakage through 
contact with trees, poles, or foliage.

Remedy.—Fix up the entire line. If this improves the talking but not the ring
ing, see that all the telephones on the line have 2,500-ohm ringers. See that the 
generator crank-shaft comes back into place after calling a station on the line. If 
this does not make the ringing satisfactory, cut off some of the stations or divide 
the line into sections, or rebuild the main line, using heavier wire. In extreme cases 
it may be necessary to build a copper, metallic circuit. The fault may be due to 
similar conditions or poor maintenance on a foreign telephone line or switchboard 
to which the Forestry Branch line is connected.

4—Cross-talk

Cross-talk occurs when two grounded lines are strung on the same poles. This 
interference with conversation is reduced as far as possible on a gr ' d line by 
good grounds at all subscribers’ stations. Separate ground rods should be used for 
separate lines. If it is desired to eliminate cross-talk, the circuit must be made 
metallic and the standard method of transposition followed. By making one of the 
two lines metallic, cross-talk is eliminated on the metallic line but may still cause 
trouble on the grounded line. Cross-talk will not generally arise unless the Forestry 
Branch line parallels a second grounded or metallic line, closer than 30 ft., for a 
distance of more than a quarter of a mile.

5—Static Electricity

A great deal of inconvenience may be caused by static electricity. There may be 
no trouble in the morning, but toward noon a frying noise is apparent and in the 
evening it is impossible to carry on a conversation Trouble from static electricity 
is usually greater at high altitudes than at low.

One method of removing static electricity from a line is by the use of a lavite 
coil with a resistance of 48,000 ohm*. This coil should bo installed along the linn 
at intervals of from 3 to lu miles, and attached to a grounded line as shown in Fig. 51 
In a metallic line two coils should be attached, one to each wire. The same ground 
may be used for both coils. The coil should be inclosed in a small weather-proof

Another method of draining static electricity is by the installation of vacuum 
lightning-protectors. These protectors should he installed in the same manner a> 
the Invito coil, except that the fuse may be omitted.

It is sometimes necessary to make a study of static conditions, as the distance 
between coils is not the same in all cases. Before doing so the district inspector 
should be n*ked for definite instructions.

6



CHAPTER XVII 

TELEPHONIC HUN TS

Sectior. 94 Construction
Dun t IniiId telui.lH.ne lines withmit n -vsiemutic plan liased on a careful studv 

ot all the existing conditions and probable developments.
Hont f11il to get a right of way over private lands la-fore starting construction; 

also a permit to cross all railways and power-transmission lines.
Hon t start to build a telephone line until you have all your supplies on the 

ground.
Don't use unseasoned poles. Prepare your |»lcs a year in ............ of construe-

lion, if possible.
M"iit use short-lived poles of MU'lt s|H-vivs as poplar, spruce, or lodgetwde pine, 

unless treat.al with a preservative, except where such use is sia-citically authoriual 
by the Director.

1 1)o,l t l>ut «‘reosote or other preservative on green judes nor on wet or frozen

Dont use unpeeb'il poles or poles without a roof ridge.
Don’t use iron wire smaller than No. 9 B.W.D. for tree lines in any ease or for 

pole lines without special authority.
l)on t try new methods of constructing tri*e lines until you have had ex|>crieiiee 

l.»i>th in building ami maintaining lines in the way specified in this manual. These 
methods are the result of years of experience by hundr.*ds of men, and the ehuneee 
.:re your new scheme was triiil ami abandoned years ago.

Don’t cross roads or trails with lines if you can possibly avoid it.
Don t put telephone wires on the same poles with electrie-light or power-trans

mission lines.
Dm t put grounded lines on pi des with any other wires whatever.
Don t run a tree line nor a grounded line near a high-tension transmission lino.
Don’t use sleeve connectors to make splint* on iron wire and don’t make splices 

any other way on copper wire.
Ihin’t string wire in a lightning storm.
Don’t try to pay out wire from a coil without a reel.
Don t leave the cross-bar, used as a hand-hold in pulling wire, attached to the 

wire after the coil is pulled out.
Don't drag copper wire along the ground as you do iron wire n"r throw the coils 

from cars or wagons.
Don t let any kind of wire lie out on the ground where horses or wagons may 

run over it.
Don’t nick the line wire with your pliers nor burn it in making tics.
Don’t guy to hushes or saplings or driven stakes. Vso standard methods.
Don't attach any guv to the ground at a point nearer than S ft. from the base 

of the pole and preferably at a distance from the base of the pole equal to the distance 
from the ground to the lower bracket.

Don’t put unguarded guy wires on a public road or street.
Don't put brackets on jobs or curves so that tin* line wire pulls away from the

Don't put split insulators on trees on curves so flint the line wire pulls toward 
the tree. Always with split insulators have the pull away from the tree or other

Don’t use brackets and glass insulators on trees.
157
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Don't use tight ties on tin* occasional poles used in tree lines to cross meadow» 
• •r other openings. Consider them as trees.

Don’t pull a tree lino tight. Leave at least I ft. of slaek, more where possible.
Don’t use Buffalo grips on tree lines. Pull all slaek by hand.

Section 95—Installation

Don’t have any more inside wiring than is unavoidable. Determine tin- best 
permanent location for the telephone and bring the wires through the wall as near 
this point as jmssible.

Don't install telephones or extension bells of different resistance ringer coils on 
the same line. All coils must le alike.

Don't put the standard indoor telephone set in a damp place nor where it may 
Ik- exposed to the weather. The metal-covered set has been adopted for such places.

Don’t under any circumstances connect up an instrument without a protector. 
The first lightning storm may ruin it.

Don’t fail to fasten the tension cords on both ends of the receiver cord when 
attaching the latter to receiver and interior binding-posts. This prevents strain 
on receiver-cord conductors and saves breakage.

Don’t attach any of the equipment with nails. I’se only wood screws of the 
proper size and type.

Don't expect a slipshod job of wiring to work satisfactorily. A good workman 
takes pride in the appearance of his work as well as in its working qualities. A 
poor-looking installation is practically always a poor-working one also.

Don't put two wires under one staple. I’se insulated staples only and fasten 
each wire separately.

Don't run wires near metal pipes or drains.
Don’t leave exposed joints in the wiring. Solder and tape properly.
Don’t run unprotected wires through the chinking or between the logs of a log- 

house. Bore holes through a big and put in poie.-lain tubes.
Don't think you can make a good ground on any old iron rod or piece of wire or 

junk that may come handy. Any iron not galvanized will rust and this rust is 
practically u non-conductor. I’se only qalranizrd iron, or copjier, with as large a 
surface as possible, making a moist contact with the earth.

Don't expect to get a good ground except in pennonvnllp moist earth. This 
means earth, not rock, and it means earth that neither dries out nor freezes.

Section 96—Operation

Don’t try to ring with the receiver off the hook.
Don’t ring in on a lino until you have both “listened in” and also inquired 

if the line is busy. The line may be in use even though no one is talking when 
you “ listen ill ”.

Don't think because the station called fails to answer on the first ring that the 
line is broken or nobody at home. Have some nearer station try to raise the person 
wanted. Learn the habits of your man. He may he out after his horse or getting 
in a supply of water for the day. Be persistent.

Don't forget to ring off after talking. There may be others waiting for you to 
finish your conversation.

Don’t be t<H> ready to blame operating trouble on the instruments. Nine times 
out of ten trouble is due to the condition of the line, the ground, or the installation. 
Also nine times out of ten. if the instrument dors get out of order, the fault lies 
with the person using it and is due to carelessness or ignorance.

Don’t experiment with the interior mechanism of the instruments. Learn all 
about the telephone and you won't have to experiment.
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Don't stand too far from the transmitter when talking. Talk from two to six 
inches only from the mouthpiece and directly into it.

Don! shout into the transmitter, hmuiciate distinctly and diiv ily into tin 
transmitter. Clear enunciation, properly placed, transmits U tter than loud tones.

Don't hung the receiver with the diaphragm up. This simply senv. to ndleet 
dust. If the switch'll.Htk is too big to hold the base of the receiver make it smaller 
by bending the arms together.

Don t tap on the diaphragm of either transmitter or receiver with a pencil or 
other article. It the receiver diaphragm is bent, get a new one. It can be removed 
by unscrewing the hard rubber cap of the receiver.

Don t drop the reviver. The shell is hard rubber and brittle.
Don t leave the receiver off the hook for long periods. This exhiuMs the local 

battery. \N ith portable outfits having push-button on hand ». t •. be -it the push
button is not depressed when you pack the set for transportation.

Don t open the door of the telephone out of curb s iy and then forget to fasten 
it again.

Don't allot signals to stations |>r<itiii*ciiously. 11 -ov.s time and patience to give 
the stations most frequently called the shortest signals.

Don't fail to po«t a copy of the •• Operating Rules and Station Calls" at every 
station, close In-side the instrument. This includes out.b r stations, also.

Don’t expect a line through timber to maintain itself. If you imutl have a line 
with the minimum of maintenance, cut a PNi-ft. right of way and build a standard 
|wde line.

Section 97—Maintenance
Don’t try to maintain lines w:th..ut systematic tests. Test daily t » all station» 

and eorreet immediately all breaks or other line or station troubles.
Don't fail to make at least one general overhauling a year ; two are l etter.
Don’t let fallen trees accumulate across tree lines. Keep them cut out and 

make it the duty of every forest officer always to clear the line of tr.is encountered 
on patrol.

Don't fail to inspect and clean lightning protectors after every electric storm.
Don't put paper between the protector blocks. Keep a few extra micas on hand 

for repairs at each station. Also a fuse or two.
Don't fail to put in new batteries at least annually: more often if necessary. 

With portables using small flash-light batteries, get fresh ones every two months.
Don’t replace batteries one cell at a time. Put in an entirely new set.
Don't buy batteries locally unless you can get standard telephone batteries and 

can t.-st them. Motor ignition batteries are the usual kind at local supply houses and 
are not so good for telephones a» the spread brands. Oct your batteries regularly 
from telephone dealers.

Don't forget that dust is prevalent in many forest cabins and that its accumula
tion on the parts of tin- instrument and its accessories is injurious. Keep them clean.

Don’t expect binding-posts and other non-soldered connections to remain tight 
and clean indefinitely. They all have a tendency to work loose, and often corrode, and 
should be fixed up occasionally.

Don't try to make repairs to delicate parts of the instrument unless you are 
an expert. Send it back to the factory and substitute a spare telephone in the meau-

Doti't oil the hinges of the box.
Don’t oil any part of a telephone unless you have the proper equipment for doing 

so mid know where to put the oil. Improper oiling will ruin the generator.
Don’t climb old poles without testing to make sure they are not rotten at the butt.
Don't hesitate to pour water around your ground rod frequently.
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( HÀPTER XVIII 
HELIOGRAPH 

Section 98—The Instrument
The heliograph is a visual signalling device consisting essentially of a plane 

mirror and certain auxiliary equipment by which flashes of light reflected from the 
mirror may be directed toward any given point. For purposes of communication these 
flashes are generally made to form the symbols of the telegraphic code, a short flash 
representing a dot; a long flash, a dash.

The heliograph is almost exclusively used as a daylight signalling device only 
and requires full sunlight for its successful operation. Within certain limits, which 
will be hereinafter discussed, the heliograph is, next to the telephone, the most useful 
communication device that is at present available for forest-protection purposes.

Heliographs are of two main types;—(a) Moving flash ; (6) Fixed flash.
The first type is represented by the British Army heliograph. The second type 

is represented by the United States Army and the United States Forest Service 
heliographs.

Section 99—Use in Forest Protection
Although the heliograph has been used by the army for the purposes of com

munication for a great many years, its use in forest protection is a recent develop
ment. So far as is known, this instrument was first employed in forest protection for 
communication between lookout stations under the direction of the author on the 
Ixaniksu National Forest in Idaho in 1900. This successful demonstration of its 
utility has been followed by a slow but widespread adoption of the instrument for 
certain restricted uses on a large number of the National Forests of the United States, 
and at least one instance of its use in Eastern Canada has been noted. The recent 
invention by Supervisor D. 1*. Godwin, of the United States Forest Service, of an 
improved form of heliograph for forest protection purposes, promises to enlarge greatly 
the sphere of usefulness of this instrument. While realizing fully the limitations of 
the heliograph, especially for use in the East or in a flat country, the author believes 
that its capabilities for enabling the members of a specialized forest-protection staff 
to maintain intercommunication are very far from being fully utilized or even 
appreciated.

Heliograph stations as employed in forest protection are of three classes ; perman
ent. semi-permanent, and temporary.

Permanent stations include mountain lookout stations or other fixed point* in 
the forest improvement system where signals may he sent or received with a high 
degree of dependability during all or part of the fire season. Lookout stations ore, 
from their location and use, heliograph stations of the very first importance, since 
they not only have a wide range of country constantly under observation but may 
themselves be picked up with little difficulty from most of the area within their range.

Semi-permanent stations are those established at or near temporary camps such 
as fire, survey, or construction camps or near ranger stations that are not connected 
to the telephone system. Stations of this class will likely be occupied for signalling

100
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purposes during only u limited portion of tin* day. While tlit*ir dependability for 
sending purposes may be high, they are not adapted for reeeiv'tig messages except 
during the periods when they are actually occupas!. Such periods may be regular or 
not, according to the facilities and organization in each ease.

Temporary stations are those established by moving patrol or other moving units 
ot the forest force merely for the purpose of communicating with some other station 
in tbe forest. As a rule they will he us<*d for sending messages only and will have 
little or no value as receiving stations, since they will seldom be occupied regularly 
but. will generally be established only as the moving unit finds it necessary to com
municate with headquarters or some other station.

It is obvious that in the first two eases the element of easy portability is of much 
h**s importance than in the third. At the most, a heliograph outfit, even of the largest 
>i/.e, is quite easily carried by one man, so that where it is simply a question of setting 
up an instrument in a suitable location at a permanent or semi-permanent station, 
any of the usual types may be employed. No special heliograph equipment is there
to» needed for lookout or headquarters use but, as rigidity is an element of some 
importance and ns range is governed by the size of the mirror, one of the heavier 
models should be selected and the size determined by the ranges over which it. is desired 
to work.

When,however, the heliograph is to form a part of the outfit carried by a foot 
or horse patrolman the question of size and weight becomes extremely important. 
Such patrolmen are usually loaded to their carrying capacity with tools and supplies 
requisite for their work, and every item of their equipment must lie reduced to the 
lowest practicable weight. The ordinary military heliographs even of the smaller 
sizes are too heavy and too bulky to lie made a part of the outfit of either a foot patrol
man or horse patrolman, though they might be used by canoe patrol where few portages 
are necessary, and may he easily carried on any wheeled vehicle used in forest protec
tion except a motor-cycle. This difficulty would seem to Ik* successfully overcome by 
the new Godwin heliograph described herein.

In general the heliograph will find useful application to forest protection inter
communication in the following ways : -

(l) Before the construction of the telephone system, to furnish communication 
facilities to all parts of the forest.

(-) As a substitute for an emergency telephone line, operating from temporary 
camps to lookout or other (lermancnt stations on the main telephone system.

(3) As an emergency equipment at all permanent lookout stations to ensure against 
isolation of the station in the ease of a break in the telephone line.

(4) As a cheap substitute for a telephone on secondary lookout points occupied 
during a limited ]>ortion of the fire season or during an unusually dry season only.

(5) As a cheap substitute for a telephone on lookout |N-aks which it has ie i yet 
been decided arc entirely suited for iktiiiulient occupation.

Section 100—Range and Speed

The range over which the heliograph can Ik* operated dv|iends on the size and jM*r- 
fortion of the mirror, the brightness of the sun, the clearness of the atmosphere, and. 
to a much smaller degree, u|kui the angle at which the light is reflected from the mirror 
and the background against which the signals are seen. While the normal working 
range of the lA-in. square or fi-in. round mirror heliograph is aliout 40 miles, either may 
be read by the naked eye under ordinary conditions at Ô0 miles without difficulty, and 
up to 1M) miles with a gla—. In tin* clear atmosphere of the West, ranges "f loo miles 
have been accomplished. For longer ranges it larger mirror is required. With an •'-in. 
square mirror signalling has been carried on in Arizona between stations 1*0 miles 
apart. Practically, signals may Ik* exchanged lietween any two points which arc inter- 
visible, regardless of their distance apart. Intervisibility will deficnd on their distance 
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apart, their height, and the height of the intervening ground. The curvature of the 
earth is the iui|>ortniit controlling factor, although signals may he exchanged between 
points when the right line joining them passes through the intervening ground. Hu 
account of refraction of the beam of light its trajectory is an upward curve that passes 
above the right line joining the two points. ( For a discussion of the mathematical de
termination of the intervisibility of any two points, see “ Manual of Visual Signal
ling/’ Vnited States Signal Corps, pp. SZÎ-88.)

In actual practice, however, it is seldom necessary to operate over ranges of 
greater than .‘Ml to -lit miles and at these distances any of the types of heliograph etn 
ployed cun he depended upon to give satisfactory service.

Speed is entirely dependent upon the skill of the operators. It is comparatively 
easy to attain the ability to send and receive at a slow rate hut speed comes only with 
training and practice. Twelve words per minute may l*e sent by skilled operators. In 
forest-protection work, four to <x words per minute may generally be depended upon.

Section 101—Types of Heliograph
Although all heliographs operate on tlu* same general principles, there are 

important difference-, in the manner in which they cause the revelation and obscura
tion of the flash. Among tie sc which operate by the moving flash method the type 
employed in tin* British Army is most commonly seen in Canada.

HlUOCNAPH WITH SIC NT i

l-’lg ;iS Hrlllxh Army typv of h«-liovrupli. on»--mirror

1 British Aavv Tvpk

The British Army heliograph consists essentially of a circular mirror mounted 
on a horizontal axis on which it is free to move. By means of an attached linger 
key. this mirror may lie tipped so as to throw its flush on the distant station when 
properly adjusted. Between each revelation of the flash, the light is thrown below
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Vr 0,1 t,lv »“,,ir 1 f tl” «lisant «lîitiiiii nu l i- n.,t li-iblc therefr.... . ThU mirror
is mouille»! directly «*v»-r tli.* head »»f tli • tripod un which the instrument U .sup
ported when in use, and various parts required lor its proper alignment, adjustment,
ami operation are provided. For u« • when the sun i- l.ehind tie "p r t r. a -«.... ..
mirr<»r is empl.-yed. Tin- details of this instrument may lu- *e n in Figs. i«s «lit, 
wherein it is shown as employed with "tie and with two n irror*.

It.'ltisli Armx type e •«graph, txxo-ii.i

List of parts. Figs 'v anil : A. signalling mirror In na tal frame ; H, V arms for ditto; <\
tangent hex with Ini below l>, tangent s- r. .. head: K. key ; F. key spring . <?. cnp*tan screw.
H. collar; I. vertical nul In vertical socket; .1. damping wrew for ditto; k.. Jointed arm.

I', sighting vane and mark; »J. tmsilvi red spot : It. Herman sib i r hall attached to claw R';
3. base plate T. key bridge; I , key bearing; V, anchoring hook; W duplex mirroi ; x!
V arms for ditto; V. butterfly oi pivoting sen W z. tripod

This type of instrument luis the following advantages:—

(1) The sending key is also one of the adjusting screws and the operator eat: 
therefore have both hands on the adjusting screws even while guiding.

(2) Only one tripod is required and no screen is necessary.
(3) The instrument is manufactured in (\ i and more readily procurable 

tlmu other types.
(4) Operators skilled in the use of this type may he secured in Canada. Other 

types arc practically unknown.

There are some disadvantages, however, as compared to other types, several of 
which are particularly objectionable for the uses to which the heliograph i- mostly 
put in forest protection. These will be referred to in considering the advantage* 
of the several other types available.

2 - American Army Type

The heliograph adopted by the Vnited States Army Signal Corps, which is the 
type that has been most extensively employ»*! t«* date in forest-protection eonmmni-

7t>211—lié
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ration, operates on the fixed-flash system. In this system the revelation and obscura
tion of the flash is accomplished not by the motion of the mirror itself but by 
means of a separate screen placed between tbe mirror ami the distant station in such 
a way as to entirely cut off the light when closed but permit it to pass freely when 
opened. Two tripods are r< " one to carry the screen and the other the helio
graph proper. The latter consists of two square plane mirrors, each 4i in. to a side, 
and a mirror bar on which thes.* are mounted when in use. As the mirrors when

1 / ./I

e -

Km IAmerican Arno typ* of heliograph.

KIg lot American Army type «if heliograph, two-mlrnir 
A. square mirror; H. mirror yoke ; t\ mirror ailjustlng screw ; P, unsilverod spot ; K, 

tripod; F. lmok for weight ; <1. slghtlng-rod ; II. slghting-riMl vane ; I. mirror Imr ; 
.1. screen ; K. screen key; I., screen spring

once set and aligned do not need to be moved except to them to follow the
motion of the sun, the auxiliary parts are very simple, consisting merely of two26

79
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tangent *i'iv\v* l-x xvlii -h each mirror umy h turned un it- huriz Mitai ami vertical 
ux<‘s- J he detail* ..1 thi* type are shown in Figs. Uni and 101 a* used both with 
one mirror and with two.

I he screen -1mwit 'i 1'ig. 1<HI i* tl l in. >(|uar<' and i« operate,1 by a downward 
push on the key eaii-,ng the thin vanes of wliieh it i- made to align themselves with 
their edges across the path of the beam of light, thus permitting it t,, pass through 
to the distant station. Once the tlasli is i.ligm-d with this tyjie of instrument it 
remains fixed and all movements are confined to the sereen by which tin- dots and 
dashes of the code leiti-rs are fi rmed.

The advaiitng -s ,,f this type of instrument are es follows :
(1) It is very s.tuple in design with few small parts and none that are suhjeet 

to much wear in operation.
(2) The square mirror has a greater area, for practically the same packing space, 

than a round mirror of the sumo diameter.
(il) The movements in operation being e inline I to the screen, and there being 

no motion to the mirrors, make it much less likely that the latter will I»,- thereby 
thrown out of adjustment.

(4) Vibration caused by high winds has less effect on the tixed flash as seen 
from the distant station than on the moving flush.

(5) There is no possibility of a double revelation of the flash caused by being 
focused too high, as there is with tin- moving flash.

(fl) The shadow spot " by which the adjustment of the mirror is regulated 
rem >: continuously on the guide disk and not intermittently a< with the moving 
flush type.

.1—Forks? Skrvmt Type

There hits recently been invented by 1). P. Godwin of the United States Forest 
Service, a ty|ie of fixed-flash heliograph which is to a certain degree a compromise 
between the British and American types of instruments and which promises to super
sede the army t.v|ies for many purposes in forest protection. This type, while retain
ing the screen and operating by the fixed-flash method, dispenses with the extra tripod 
by placing the scri-en on the tripod carrying the mirror and directly over its head 
where the operation of opening and closing the screen will he least likely to cause
serious vibration of the mirror. Further, the construction throughout is designed
to ensure the least practicable weight and hulk and the utmost simplicity of part-. 
As it weighs only 4A pounds complete and has about the hulk of a common post-card 
size pocket kodak with tripod, it is a thoroughly practical patrol device and much 
superior for this purpose to the other forms. In all essential respects, however, tin- 
iustrument is similar to the American Army type. It- general ap|*carance i* shown in 
Figs. 102 and 103.

Section 102—Heliographs at Lookout Stations
Kxtreme light weight is not a feature of much importance for lookout or other 

permanent, or even semi-permanent, stations. The large types of army heliographs 
weigh from 15 to 20 pounds complete, which is no bar to their successful use at 
stations of this character. On the other hand, for lookout service the qualities 
required are fairly long range, dependability, and especially rigidity when expo*. ,1 
to high winds. These are secured to a greater degree with the two army tyiu\* than 
with the Forest Service instrument.

Either the Ilritish Army form or the American Army form may he u-.-d !' r 
station instruments at lookouts. The -It-inch. square mirror of the latter has almost 
the same reflecting area a* the 5-in., round mirror and therefore the same effective

lu considering the relative merits of the two types of in*trunient it will h« 
noted that tin British type has the disadvantage that the manipulation of the ke.\ - 
liable tn throw the mirror out of alignment. This i* impossible with the American t\ •
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Fig. 102 Forest Service type of heliograph, onc-mlrror

imi



Fig. 103 Forest Service type of heliograph, two-mlrror
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iis the screen is entirely sepnrnte. On the other hand a single operator is in a much 
better position to control the adjustment for sun motion during signalling when using 
the. British type than when using the American. This is because he can have both hands 
on the two adjusting screws constantly, as one of them is used as the key to elevate 
the mirror. This is important as the adjustment for sun motion is needed at extremely 
short intervals and is often a serious handicap to one man when using the American 
Army heliograph. The fact that an extra screen and tripod is required for the 
American instrument is of little importance in station use and is more than offset 
by the disadvantage of the greater number of small parts in the British models. The 
latter also are more subject to difficulties in signalling caused by vibration in high 
winds. This is serious, because most lookout stations are located where winds of con
siderable violence blow more or less constantly. It is believed that for the best possible 
results under all conditions a combination of the British type of instrument with the 
American form of screen will give the greatest satisfaction. The screen should he 
used only when vibration or other troubles render it necessary. It is to be noted, how
ever, that this is a rather expensive equipment and would cost about twice as much 
as the Forest Service instrument alone, this last 1 icing considerably the lowest-priced 
heliograph on the market.

Heliographs cannot he successfully employed on lookout towers. The reason is 
that nearly all such towers vibrate excessively both ns a result of wind and from the 
movements of the operator on the platform. This vibration makes it impracticable 
to keep a heliograph in adjustment. A platform on top of a lookout cabin or ranger 
station it rigidly braced may be sufficiently free from vibration to be successfully 
occupied for heliograph communication.

LFOEND
■■■— Boundory of California Notional Tores* 

Telephone lines >n operation (Season 1912)
...........Main Lines of Heliograph Communication

Û Hehograph Centra/ Control Stations 
O Heliograph Substotions 
▼ forest Supervisor's Heodguarters 
■ District Rangers Headquarters

Fig. 104 Map of California National Forest, showing heliograph system

Heliograph stations on mountain lookouts will generally lie the most important in 
the forest, and this use of the station should always lie considered when equipping 
a forest with a lookout tire-detection system. Direct communication between as ninny 
stations as possible should lie aimed at, and in addition one or more such stations 
should he arranged to communicate with important headquarters on the lower levels 
which nu.y lie joined to the telephone system. An example of this kind is shown in 
Fig. 104.
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Section 103—Heliographs on Patrol Routes

The use of heliographs 1-y patrolmen ur other moving units of u fure.-l-proteeti<u 
l<*r«*o brings up tin* question ot light weight and ready portability, ns previously men* 
"•iied. Such use is only practicable on a forest equipped with a permanent lookout 

system for lire detect ion. and then only under topographie conditions which make it 
readily possible tor patrolmen to find |>oints easily and quickly from which they can 
open communication with lookout stations. This is not often practicable in a heavily 
timbered region ot little relief, but is easily accomplished in any rolling, hilly or 
mountainous country.

I'or patrol purposes, the (iodwin or 1*orest Service heliograph is the only practical 
type. Its weight and size make it an entirely practicable equipment f >r any kind of 
patrol and its range i- sufficient tor mo*! forests where it might be employed. A use 
tor this instrument will exist wherever the standards of protection employed make it 
impossible to secure rapid enough communication b.v message* carried to the nearest 
telephone station. Of cour-e, the degree of development of the telephone system will 
exercise a very considerable influence on this time interval, but ns long as it remains 
necessary to establish a physical connection with a telephone wire in order to use the 
line and as long as maintenance charges remain as they are, very large areas in all 
forest regions must necessarily remain without immediate telephone service. Con
ditions may vary all the way from a protection staff which depends entirely on the 
heliograph for intercommunication between all units to a staff which uses the helio
graph merely as an emergency auxiliary, placing its dependent* primarily on a tele
phone system. The difference will result from the protection standards employed, 
that is the maximum of average annual damage to which the protection system is 
designed to restrict the forest fire loss.

C HAPTER XIX 

USE OF THE GODWIN HELIOGRAPH 

Section 104—Parts of the Instrument

List of Parts

The complete instrument consists of a sole-leather case with shoulder-strap con
taining: (a) One sun mirror, (b) one station mirror, (c) one screen, (d) one sighting 
rod,' (e) two mirror bars; the above in two padd<*d wooden packing blocks; and (f) 
one tripod with leather cup for points.

The heliograph and case is 10j by by 2J in. outside dimensions and weighs I 
pounds t) ounces. The tripod folded is 2 in. in diameter by 23A in. long and weighs 7 
pounds 3 ounces.

(<t "»</ b) Mirrors.—Two plane miirors each in. square are employed. These 
are very carefully constructed so as to have both surfaces parallel, are backed with pure 
silver, and varnished. Each is mounted in a block metal frame and swings in a yoke 
on pivots at the sides. A slow-motion adjusting screw is provided by means of which 
thi* mirrors when set up may be rotated on the line between these pivots as on axis. 
This axis passe* through the centre of the mirror. In the centre of each mirror there 
is an un silvered spot V.i in. in diameter. On the lower side of the yoke there is a 
tapered stud which fits into a hole at the end of the mirror bar when the instrument 
is set up. Ruth mirrors are exactly alike and may be used interchangeably, except 
that when both arc employed at one time it is necessary to paste a ►mall white paper 
disk in the centre of one of the mirrors on which to hold the “shadow spot.” The
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mirror thus equipped is linn known ns the “station mirror” anrl refloats tin* light to 
the distant station. The other reflects the light from tin* sun to the station mirror 
and i> known as the “.-mi mirror.” All metal parts are brass or aluminium bronze and 
are finished in dull black.

O) Screen.—The screen consists of a metal frame in. square. Within this 
frame, swung on pivots, the lines between which are horizontal, are four thin metal 
leaves or vanes. At one .-ide of the screen is a movable bar connected by levers to the 
vanes in such a way that when it i> pressed downward the vanes rotate on their hori
zontal axis through an angle of 90 and thus open the screen. On releasing the bar, 
a spring causes it. to fly back to its original position and with it the vanes, thus closing 
the screen. On the bottom of the screen frame is an angle foot by which it is attached 
to the head of the tripod. Near the bottom of the sliding-bar is a small projecting 
lug with a hole in it through which is passed a string by which the screen or shutter i~ 
opened and closed while being used for signalling. An adjusting screw near the top of 
the retractile spring enables it to be tightened if it becomes weakened through use.

(d) Sighting-rod.—This is a round metal bar ‘1 ! in. long, flattened and pointed 
at one end. To this flattened portion a small metal vane is pivoted which carries a 
white target at the top for use in adjusting. This sighting-rod fits in a round bole in 
one of the mirror bars in which it is held by a set-screw.

(e) Mirror liars.—Two are required. They are similar in construction except 
that the one used with the sun mirror has a hole near the tripod attachment for the 
insertion of the sighting-bar, and a set-screw for holding it in place. This bar is also 
equipped with a tangent adjusting screw at the end. by means of which the mirror 
mounted on it may be rotated on its vertical axis. The bare are 9 in. long, rectangular 
in cross-section and enlarged at the end that fits on the tripod to a circle 2 in. in 
diameter. At the other end, both have a round, tapered hole in which the studs on 
the frames of the mirrors fit. A pivoted catch on the underside of each bar holds 
the mirrors when in place. The glow-motion adjusting screw provided on one of 
the bars together with the similar screw on the mirror enable the operator to rotate 
the sun mirror simultaneously on both its vertical and its horizontal axes. These axes 
intersect at the centre of the mirror at the point where the unsilvered spot is located, 
and by means of the two adjusting screws the mirrors may be made to follow the sun 
while the instrument is in use.

(/) Tripod.—A light but strong tripod with a flat, circular, brass head-plate is 
provided. The cross-section of the legs is one-third of a circle, so that when folded 
the tripod forms a neat cylindrical package. In the centre of the brass head is a 
round hole in which is fitted a bolt having a three-wing nut at the lower end. The 
upper end is provided with a lug. This lug fits in holes in the mirror bars and over 
the angle foot of the screen, and by tightening the winged nut the various parts may 
be attached firmly to the head of the tripod. A cylindrical sole-leather cup with strap 
and buckle fits over the points of the tripod legs when folded for transportation.

Section 105—Using the Godwin Heliograph

1—Skttino Vi»

Set the tripod firmly on the ground with one leg toward the distant station and 
the metal head as level as possible. A station heliograph on hard ground, rock, or a 
wooden platform may have the legs got in pails, boxes, etc. filled with earth. To pre
vent vibration in heavy wind, suspend a bag filled with sand or earth beneath the 
tripod so that it touches the ground just enough to keep it from swaying (Fig. 105). 
In the Godwin type this cannot be done until setting up is completed os the weight 
must be attached to the tripod head-bolt. Other types are provided with special 
anchoring hooks for this purpose.
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ilic posit:■ »n »>f iIn1 "iiii must he the guide for determining whether one or two 
mirrors should he used. When the sun is in front of tin* operator ( that is, in front 
<»f a plane through hi- position at right angles to the line joining the stations) the sun 
mirror nn!,v is required; with the sun in the rear of this plane both mirrors should he 
U'l-d. When "lie mirror is used the rays of the sun are reflected from the sun mirror 
direct to the distant station ; with two mirrors, the rays are reflected from the sun 
mirror t<> the station mirror, thenee to the distant observer. Can- should In- taken to 
note in which direction the «un i* moving so that it may not be necessary to change 
from one mirror to two while signalling.

- Kmim.ov mi nt With Dm: .Mumoit
*»>'“ tin* "ing' d nut down to the hover . nil of the threaded shank of the head- 

holt. I u-h the holt up through 1 la tripod head and slip over the lug the main mirror 
bar (lin- one with Imle for «ighting-har). taking care that tin side of the bar hearing 
the maker s name i- up and that the bar points directly away from the distant station 
and hack toward the operator. Turn the lug on the head-bolt at right angles to the

Fig 105 Forest ranger sending message by heliograph

you stand facing the instrument and the distant station tin- spring of the shutter is on 
the right. To accomplish this, the angle foot of the screen must, of course, be inserted 
from the side toward the distant station. The screen should be at right angles to the 
mirror bar. Clump both bar and screen firmly in place by tightening up the winged
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Plane the sighting-rod in the hole in the mirror bar and hold it temporarily in 
place with the set-screw provided for that purpose. The pivoted vane bearing the 
white target should face toward the operator. Turn this vane down to the left. Pull 
down the shutter key and wedge the shutter open by some simple catch. A weight 
suspended on the end of u string tied to the pin on the sliding-bar of the screen will do.

Place one of the mirrors in the hole at the end of the bar and clamp in place by 
the catch underneath the bar for that purpose. Turn the mirror so that it stands in 
a plane parallel to the plane of the screen at right angles to the mirror bar.

Now sight through the hole in the centre of the mirror and over the point of 
the sighting-bar in the same manner that the peep sight and the front sight of a rifle 
are used, aiming at the distant station. These three points must he brought accurately 
into line by adjusting the position of the sighting-bar and the mirror. To do this 
loosen the winged nut on the head-bolt slightly and turn the mirror bar to the left 
or right. At the same time raise or lower the point of the sighting-bar. It requires 
some practice to perform this operation quickly. Care must he taken not to loosen 
the head-bolt too much and disturb the attachment of the mirror bar and screen.

When these three points have been brought into perfect alignment, clamp head- 
l>olt and sighting-bar firmly, close the screen, turn the white target of the sighting-bar 
to a vertical position and then, by means of the tangent adjusting screws on the mirror, 
turn it on both its vertical and its horizontal axe's until the small shadow spot cast by 
the unsilvered spot in the mirror falls exactly in the centre of the white target. A sheet 
of paper, held so as to intercept the reflected beam of light from the mirror about 6 in. 
in front of it, will assist in locating the shadow spot and in bringing it on to the target 
in this operation. The heliograph is now aligned and adjusted for signalling to the 
distant station hut it is extremely important to' note that the shadow spot must not be 
allowed to move off the centre of the target on the sighting-rod during operation.

3—Employment with Two Mirrors

When the sun is in the rear of the o|K*rator the second mirror and supplemental 
mirror bar must be employed. Place the main mirror bar on the tripod head first, and 
follow it with the supplemental mirror bar and the screen. Turn the supplemental 
bar into the position occupied by the main bar when using one mirror only, and place 
the screen at right angles to its long axis. In placing the screen, it should be put on 
in the reverse position with the sliding-bar and key on the left side, as the operator 
stands facing the distant station. Turn the main mirror far out in front of the screen 
(toward the distant station) and slightly to one side. In this position the two bars 
should form a wide obtuse angle. Place the two mirrors in position at the ends of the 
bars, and clamp. The puri>ogc of the front, or sun mirror is to reflect the sunlight on 
to the station mirror from which it is reflected to the distant station. The front mirror 
is preferably swung out to the left and the operator takes up a position behind it 
where he is in easy reach of the adjusting screws and con readily watch the shadow 
spot on the white disk in the centre of the station mirror. When operating from this 
)H>sition. however, care must be token not to permit the hand to cut off the light reflected 
from the sun mirror to the station mirror. A string or wire about 3 in. long with a 
3-in. ring on the end, suspended from the lug on the sliding-bar of the screen will be 
found to be the best equipment for operating a screen of this type*.

Alignment with two mirrors is accomplished as follows : After setting up and 
placing mirrors as indicated with the station mirror approximately facing the distant 
station, the sun mirror facing the sun, and the screen wedged open, stoop down with 
the head near and in the rear of the station mirror and look over its top into the sun 
mirror. Turn the sun mirror by means of its adjusting screws until the whole of the 
station mirror is seen reflected in the sun mirror and the unsilvered spot and reflection 
of the paper disk accurately cover each other. Still looking into the sun mirror, adjust 
the station mirror until the reflection of the distant station is brought exactly in liue
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with the top of tin* reflection of the disk and the top of tho unsilvered spot of the sun 
mirror; after this the station mirror must not be touched. Now step behind tin- sun 
mirror and adjust it by means of the tangent screws so that the shadow snot falls on 
the centre of the paper disk on the station mirror. The flash will then he visible at the 
distant station.

An alternate method of alignment is as follows: Stoop down behind the sun 
mirror and while looking through the small hole in this mirror turn the station 
mirror on its vertical and horizontal axes until the paper disk on the station mirror 
accurately covers the distant station. Standing behind the sun mirror, turn it on its 
vertical and horizontal axes by means of the tangent adjusting sciews until the shadow 
spot falls on the centre of the paper disk on the station mirror.

In oj>erating the heliograph from a position behind the sun mirror the operator is 
not as favourably placed for watching the distant station as when standing behind the 
station mirror, but he is able to maintain his adjustment more perfectly and conven
iently and on this account will generally secure more satisfactory results.

CHAPTER XX
SIGNALLING WITH THE HELIOGRAPH

Section 106—Selecting a Station

Permanent stations will nearly always be selected with objects in view that take 
precedence over the requirements of tin* signalling apparatus. Such stations may, 
however, be improved artificially, if not entirely suitable.

Semi-permanent and temporary stations are occupied for signalling purposes 
primarily and should be selected with this end in view. Stations should be selected so 
that they are in full view of the station or stations it is desired to communicate with. 
They should he located at as great an altitude as possible, especially when there is 
difficulty about haze, smoke, dust, or undulations of the atmosphere noticeable on hot 
summer days. A dark background is preferable for heliograph stations, so that it is 
not always desirable to locate on the top of a conical peak which would probably ensure 
a sky background. Select a station on the slope. Heliograph stations should be pro
tected from the wind. This may be accomplished by setting up in the lec of a clump 
of trees, a rock, or it building, but care must be taken to ensure that by so doing the 
shadow will not fall on the instrument at any period during the day.

Section 107—Position of Operator

In operating the Godwin heliograph the operator stands directly behind the sun 
mirror with the right hand holding the string by which the screen is opened and the 
left on the tangent screws of the mirror. Both screws must be manipulated with one 
hand and the rate ami direction of movement depends upon the locality and the time 
of day. By means of them the mirror must be made to follow the sun continuously; 
this being accomplished by keeping the shadow spot on the centre of the target of the 
sighting-rod or disk of the station mirror, as previously explained

In using the British Army type of heliograph the position of the operator is the 
same, but with these instruments the key held in tho right hand is also one of the 
adjusting screws. The left hand holds the other. The operator is thus able to use 
both hands for adjusting while signalling. The shadow spot, however, falls on the 
centre of the target only momentarily while a flash is directed at the distant station, 
and not continuously as in the Godwin type.

In using the American Army type, the screen must sometimes be placed so far 
from the mirror that it is difficult to reach lioth screen and adjusting screws at the
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some time. This must be carefully guarded against in setting up the infiniment, us 
otherwise it beeomes nearly impossible for one man to maintain proper adjustment 
during operation.

When receiving a message the operator must be careful to remain in position at 
his instrument so that he may interrupt the sending station if necessary, lie must 
also keep his heliograph in adjustment constantly both when sending and receiving.

Section 108—Maintenance of Adjustment
The importance of careful attention to adjustment arises from the fact that the 

light from a heliograph mirror is projected in the form of a cone, the lateral range 
of which theoretically hears the same proportion to the distance between stations at* 
the diameter of the sun bears to its distance from the earth; that is approximately 
1:107. Thus with the mirror aligned correctly on the distant station, the light will 
he visible on either side of the station up to one-half of the distance between stations 
divided h.v 107; for example, if the stations are >ix miles apart, the Hash theoretically 
will be visible about f»0 yards on either side of the station. In practice, owing to 
imperfections of mirrors, the lateral range is somewhat greater and the intensity of 
the light is less at the outer edge of ♦he cone than at its axis. This fact together with 
the very small lateral distance in winch the light is visible, makes it essential that 
for the best results the alignment hi - made carefully so as to have the axis of the cone 
of light strike the distant station, and the adjustment maintained constantly. Perfect 
adjustment is secured only by keeping the shadow spot uninterruptedly in the centre 
of the paper disk, and, as this spot continually changes position with the apparent 
movement of the sun, when two men are at a station, one should be in constant attend
ance on the tangent adjusting screws. When working alone, operators must watch 
their adjustment very closely to ensure that the light reaches the distant station. A 
little practice will soon show how far tin* spot may move from the exact centre of the 
paper disk before the* Hash becomes invisible at the other station. Extra core bestowed 
upon preliminary adjustment is repaid by increased brilliancy of flash. Kemember, 
the distant observer is unquestionably the better judge as to the character of the Hash 
received; and if, therefore, adjustment is called for when the shadow spot is at tin 
contre1 of the disk, the alignment is probably at fault and should be looked after at 
once.

Section 109—Opening Communication
In forest protection the locations of all permanent heliograph stations will he 

known to all members of the force. To attract the attention of a station once the helio
graph is aligned on it, send a succession of Hashes until answered. The heliograph flash 
is strikingly noticeable, but attempts to attract attention, to he successful, must be 
persistent. They should never be abandoned until every device has been exhausted. 
When acknowledged, each station will then turn on a steady flash and adjust. When 
the adjustment is satisfactory to the station called, it will cut off its flash and the call
ing station will proceed with its message.

The exact location of semi-permanent stations, especially when placed at a low 
level, is sometimes difficult. The compass 1 Hearings of all such stations from the helio
graph stand should always lie taken by each permanent station operator. A still better 
method is to set two stakes about twenty yards apart with the tops directly in line with 
the distant station, marking on the far stake the name of the station that it indicates. 
Where stations are so located that smoke from forest fires is likely to obscure them, a 
whole series of such guide-line posts should be permanently erected showing the line t«' 
each station within the range of communication. With such stakes nocurntelv aligned 
it is then possible to coll any station within range even though the station may be 
temporarily obscured by smoke. To call under these circumstances, loosen the catch on 
the underside of the mirror bar and rotate one of the mirrors by hand until the flash i-
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seen to pans directly aero- the top# of the two range stakes. Move slowly back and 
forth in the azimuth in which the station is known to lie until the call is acknowledged. 
Then adjust on the Hash fr« m the distant station and proceed with the message.

Section 110—Working at Short Ranges

At ranges up to about 10 miles it will he found that the flush from the heliograph 
is extremely tiring to the eyes. For short ranges with 4-in. or larger mirror-, cover a 
part of the station mirror with a pasteboard disk having a In do in the centre 2-in. in 
diameter, or wear smoked glasses. Ixiokout men will generally l>o equipp'd with 
coloured glasses and should wear them when reading heliograph signals. The heliograph 
is more rapid and, at any hut very short ranges, is more easily read than the flag, hut it 
has various disadvantages that will not ordinarily cause it to he preferred to the flag at 
ranges under five miles unless it is necessary to signal through haze or smoke For wry 
short ranges, the tlag described in chapter XXII will be found preferable to the helio
graph and more generally available.

Section 111—Working through Haze and Smoke

A remarkable and extremely valuable property of the heliograph flash in fore-t 
protection is its ability to penetrate smoke. This increases with increase in size of the 
mirror. With tho standard American Army 4A-in. mirror the author has read1 signals 
with the naked eye at a distance of 15 miles, when even the outlines of the mountain 
peak on which the sending heliograph was located could not 1m* distinguished because 
of smoke from forest fire-. At the same time this station was in continuous communica
tion with another. 30 miles distant, although neither was for days able to s •«- the 
mountain on which the other was located. This property, of course, has its limita
tions and very dense smoke will make heliograph communication impossible but prob
ably not till long after location of tir«*s by lookout men has become fully as imprae-

Section 112—Heliograph Codes

Four different codes have been used for heliograph signalling. These are: 
(1) American Morse Code, (2) International Morse Code, (3) Myer Code, Cl) Alpha
betical Square Code.

1—American Morse Code

This code is only used for telegraphic communication in the United States and 
Canada.. It is distinguished from the International Morse code by the ‘‘space” or 
“pause” used between the elements of certain letters. It is not now used fur visual 
signalling although it may be so employed if desired, but has no advantages over other

2—International Morse Code

This is the telegraph code used generally throughout the world except in the 
United States and Canadian telegraph services. It is also called the Continental code 
and is tin* coda most commonly employed fur heliograph signals. All letter- consist of 
combinations of dots and dashes. With the heliograph these are made by short and 
long flashes.

The dash is represented by a flash of about two seconds’ duration.
The dot is represented by a flash one-third as long.
The interval between flashes should be one-half s<*eond.
The interval between letters, one second.
The interval lietween words, two seconds.
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A - 
B 
c 
I»
E - 
F -

11
1 -

K

M-------

INTERNATIONAL MORSE ALPHABET

X------
<)
I» -----------

Q

T —

W---------
X

z--------

1
NUMERALS

«I

0

SHORT NUMERALS

1------

5 -
The short numerals are only used ii telegraphy in the repetition of figures.

PUNCTUATION

Period ------------- Exclamation
( lomma \p > itrophe
Interrogation — -------------- Semicolon
Hyphen or dash — Colon
Parenthesis ---------------------- Cross
Quotation mark

CONVENTIONAL SIGNALS

End of word.....................................
End of sentence.............................
End of message.............................
Acknowledgment, or I understand

Repeat after (word).......................
Send faster.....................................
Send slower...................................
Cease sending...............................
Wait a moment..............................
Move to your right........................
Move to your left............................
Move up.........................................
Move down....................................

Interval (2 seconds). 
Ihuihle interval (period). 
Triple interval (cross).
It

Interrogatory (word).
Q H Q 
Q H S 
Q R T

M It 
M L 
M U 
M D
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It will often Ik- found very a»lvantag»*ous to substitute for the conventional sig
nals given above, the following:

hnd of word.................................... 1 extra long flash (about three times the
length of a dash).

End of sentence..  ...................... 2 extra long flashes.
End of message............................. 3 extra long flashes.

Although this slows up the transmission it is ,\ great help to poorly trained 
operators, and is particularly valuable when sending code messages where it is 
impossible to make out the proper spacing from the. context.

This code is used for signalling with the heliograph by the British and Canadian 
military forces and will probably he the one best adaptai tor use in Canada in forest- 
protection communication. It is adapted not only to visual but also to electric tele
graphic signalling and radio work.

3—Mvkk Cook

1 his code was formerly Used by the Vnited States Army for visual signalling and 
is still employed in certain districts by the United States Forest Service. In this code 
there are three elements, generally designated, 1, 2, and 3. All letters are made up of 
combinations of 1 and 2; 1 being a short flash; 2, two short flash»* in quick succes
sion. 3 is a long flash, like a dash of the International Mors»* <*ode. ami is used to 
indicate certain pauses and in conventional signals. This cod»* has certain ailvantagcs 
for heliograph work, it has now b»*»*n pr»*tty generally abandoned in favour
of the more generally useful International Morse code.

MVKIt COOK M.l'll \IIKT

A.............. 28 O................... . . . . 21
B.............. ............... 2112 1*................... .. .. 1212
r.............. ............... 121 Q................... .. .. 1211
1)............. ............... 222 K................... .. .. 211
K . 12
F.............. T .. ..
<i.............. ............... 2211 r .. . 11«
a............. ............... 122 v..................... . . . . 1222
1............. .............. 1 w.................... .. .. 1121
.1............... ............... 1122 X.................... 2122
K.............. ............... 2121 V..................... . . .. Ill
1................. ............... 221 / .. .
M.............. .............. 1221 Quest ................. .. .. 1112
N.............. ............. tl

NT M Kit AI.S
1................. ............. 1111 fl .. .. 2211
2............... 1222
3.............. .............. 1112 s . .. .. 2111
4.............. .............. 2221 9...................... .. .. 1221
5.............. 0............................ .. .. 2112

ARBRKVIATlONS

A............. ....................\fter T................... The
B............. V...................
C............. Vr.................. Your
h............. W.................. .. .. Word
X............. ............. Not Wi.................. .. .. With
it............. ............. Arc V...................

79211—12

3704
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COW I XTIIIN W.

Mini of word. .3.
End of it sentence. .33.
Mini nf a message. .333.
Acknowledgment,

nr I understand. .22 22 3.

Repeat hint word. .121 121 33.
Repeat, last, message. .121 121 121 333. 
Wait a inomont. .1111 3.
Signal faster. .2212 3.
( 'ease signalling. .22 22 22 333.

I .Xi.i'Haiiktuai. St/i mu Com:

This eode is constructed m"cording to a very simple rule which may he easily 
remembered, so that it is possihlc to improvise the entire code at any time. Aside 
from this it would not appear to have any marked advantage over other codes. The 
code is made by arranging the letters of the alphabet in live vertical columns of five 
letters each, K being omitted and C substituted for K wherever it occurs. Each letter 
is then represented by a number of two places, the first figure being the number of 
the column in which the letter occurs, counting from the left toward the right, and 
the second its place in this column counting from the top downward. This arrange
ment is as follows :

I 2

I a f

h g

:t e I.

I d i

A e j

:t i ;>

\ «I v

USX

u« t y

|> it z

The alphabet follows :

a 1 1 f 2 1 1 3 1 •1 1 1 v l
1. 1 2 g 2 2 ill 3 2 r 1 2 w 5-2
e 1 3 It 2 3 n 3-3 s 4 3 x 5 3
«1 14 i 2 4 o 3 4 t 1-4 y 5 4
■ 1 j 2 ft p 3 -5 it 4-5 * w

Each letter is made by sending short tlashes only, to the number of each cf the 
two elements of the letter, with a short pause amounting to one beat of time between 
these elements. A pause of two beats ot time is allowed between the letters, and 
betwi-en words there is either a pause of three beats or the long flash may be used, as 
with the Myer code. The latter is to lie preferred with imorly trained operators. 
Thus the letter M (3-2) would be represented by three short flashes, a pause of one 
beat of time, and then two short flashes. Experiment has shown that a message may
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Ih' M III will, ill!- .-Mill' I|uiti' II* rnpiill.v II» with till Mm t ciwlv «ml only ,, |in|,.
I'" ,Im" "i'li 'I"' IiiliTimtiiiiml ................ Tin' fai-t that tii<-li l.-iti-r ■•un

■ i«l* Ilf mill III., -vml'iik mill that only 1I..N an- wilt anil n.> da»hi'«.makv* it ani-aeier
I'."1;' ,n e'1"1 int' llitril'li .... I I.I n ail. Tin- r fai't that il I» mail.' a......r.lintt I"
a -ini|i|i’ rnh- a- alna.li i-\|i|aim»l. i- an ailvantairi- in fun -1 |ir«.tirlinn work, wln-rv
ll"' .........r 'I"' hillugraiih .......... .. !.. a .1 tuirti.iii of the year ami wln-n-
"lawnl.ir* will mn.ialli nut la- ahh' !.. k.a|. in nm.'lii-i'. In the ili-lri.l nlnr.' tlii- 
' "'l. i- ' "ii'l 'ii'il Ivr lur. -1 |.rui. ,'ti,,n i*.itmiiunî-'aIi.-tt lia- fnllnwing nnim ral- ami 
i'..nvc'nliuanl -Ignal* havi- laa-n a.lupttal :

m m ail *

II..................................................I II
I ........................................... II
I*.............................................. :l I
K...............................................I .1
y.............................................. M

ll

a
tt

i"iiiia.'tii -i..\ 11 *

Kiiil of word...................................
Knd of sentence or me..snge. . I 6
1 under-tand............................. 2-6
Kepeat last word.....................1-6
lli'pmt Inst iiu-wsiigf.................4-6

Intvrvnl (2 seconds)
Wait a moiiieiit........................ 6 1
Signal faster................ .... 62
(Vase signalling.......................6-3
1 wish to use message code ..61

Section 113 Instructions to Operators
In sending with the heliograph it is of the utmost importance that uniformity 

in mechanical movements of the screen he cultivated, as laek of rhythm in the signals 
of the sender entails unneeessary and vexatious concentration of attention on the 
part of the receiver.

The first position is to turn a steady llasli on the receiving station. The signals 
are made by long and slmrt Hashes. I'se a short Hash for dot and a long steady Hash 
for a dash. The elements of a letter should le slightly longer than in sound signals.

To ni II n k I of ion. Send a rapid succession of short flashes until acknowledged. 
Kaeli station will then turn mt a steady Hash and adjust. When the adjustment is 
satisfactory to the called station it will cut olT its Hash and the calling station will 
proceed with its message.

Ailjnslniinf. If the receiver sees that the sender's mirror needs adjustment, lie 
will turn on a steady Hash until answered by a steady Hash. When the adjustment 
is satisfactory the receiver will cut off his Hash and the sender will resume his 
message.

To hr ml’ or stop tin' siiinnl* from #/».• stmlino ata! ion. Make a rapid succession 
of short flash* s without pause until the Sender stops sending.

To slarl fin st'iufini) tUifion of hr hrmhinii. Turn on a long flash and lie will 
e nnmeneo at the beginning of last word.

‘I'n arh'iioirlnlfii' of o niissiiih. Signal followed by the name
of the receiver.

If the sender discovers that lie has made an error h should make a rapid succès 
sien of short flashes, after which lie I logins with the word in which the error occurred.

To lessen liability of error, numerals which occur in the body of a message 
should be spelled out in full.

76211—12$
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A record of the time of receipt and transmission of every official message should 
he kept.

In receiving messages nothing should he taken for granted and nothing con
sidered as seen until it has been positively and clearly in vioxv. Do not anticipate 
what will follow from signals already given. Watch the communieating station until 
the last signals are made and he very certain that the signal for the end of a message 
has been given.

Attempts to attract the attention of a station to he successful must he persistent. 
They should never he abandoned until every device has been exhausted.

Section 114—Care of Instruments
(1) When riding always e irry the heliograph slung across the shoulders ami not 

attached to the saddle. On a pack-horse it should he rolled in the bedding.
(2) Never leave the heliograph on its stand when the work with it is finished. 

Dismount and replace in its case.
(.'$) Avoid holding the instrument by the V arms or mirror frame.
(4) If the heliograph gets wet, rub the metal |>ortions over with an oily rag 

before putting it away or at the first opportunity.
(5) Always keep the heliograph clean ami free from rust and dust, («rit and 

dust in the tangent screws or sockets of the mirror bars will soon destroy the best 
instrument.

(ti) Occasionally oil the working parts (screen, sliding-bar, vanes, tangent 
screws, bearings, etc), but never leave superfluous oil on any part, as it collects dust. 
Never allow oil to drop on the mirror.

(7) Make adjustments of the Ihnirings, etc,, only when necessary. Be careful 
not to damage or burr the lie-ids of screws, and see that the threads are not crossed 
nr otherwise mutilated.

(S) Before commencing any minor repairs, consider by which means the fewest 
screws and parts need lie removed. Avoid stripping the heliograph on ground where 
the parts would bo easily lost, such as in long grass, e'e. If possible spread a blanket 
or pack cover on which to work.

Section 115—Training Operators
The following, taken from ‘* Systematic Fire Protection in the California 

•Forests ”, corresponds with the author’s experience, and is quot<>d as a suggestion 
to those who may undertake to employ the heliograph in forest, protection:—

“ It has been proven by experience that the average mountain man selected for 
lookout service is quite capable of learning and becoming proficient in the use of the 
heliograph. The first step in installing this system on a forest should he to secure 
the services of an experienced instructor to train the new men.

“ In heliograph work, practice is absolutely essential to fast and intelligible 
signalling. A common fault is the failure to keep the mirror in perfect adjustment 
while operating. This fault is extremely annoying to the receiving station and 
must be eliminated. The actual spelling out of words is not the difficult part: the 
trouble comes in at the ends of words, ends of sentences, ends of messages, getting 
started, failure to observe the conventional methods of calling, breaking signals, 
starting again, acknowledgment of messages, etc. It is only through constant drill
ing. as in the ease of telegraph o|ierating, that the heliograph man learns these 
trick- of the trade.

“ The average speed attained by tin* best Forest Service operators has been 
found t i be about four words a minute. The average fire message need not exceed 
twenty words, so it will be seen that after the discovery of a fire an expert heliograph 
man can get the news to his receiving station in five minutes. Twice this length of 
time should be a safe figure for an ordinary operator.”
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Heliographs have only once liven employed in forest protection in Canada. There 
is no reason, however, wh> they would not lie extremely useful. Suitable atmospheric 
conditions prevail throughout the western forest regions, es|>eeinlly in Alberta and 
the interior of British Columbia and during most of the summer throughout the 
east and north.

One ameliorating circumstance in connection with the impossibility of using the 
heliograph except in full sunlight lies in the fact that with rain or overcast sky 
the need for using it in connection with forest protection is likely to be very much 
reduced. Successful utilization of this instrument, of course, requires the employ
ment of interested and intelligent men and a higher degree of organization and 
discipline in the protection staff than has heretofore been thought nec»*s-sary.

The learning of the alphabet can be taken up indoors by using an inexpensive 
telegraph key and sounder installed with a telephone dry cell. Practice should he 
continued until the letters, numerals, and conventional signals are thoroughly 
mastered.

The operators should then he practised on the heliograph itself and taught to set 
up quickly and align accurately. "Men can practise singly in maintaining alignment 
and also in cultivating rhythmic sending by directing the beam toward an ordinary 
mirror set up at a distance of about 100 ft. and placed so that the flash is reflected 
back to the sender.

When the alphabet has been thoroughly learned and a good sending-speed devel
oped, a practice range equipped with telephones should be installed. The distance 
between said stations may bo as long as conditions warrant but should, if possible, 
bo at least half a mile. If an existing telephone line cannot be tapped, a temporary 
line may be built with emergency wire if available. On this range with two in-tru- 
ments a number of men may be taught to receive messages, to send messages, and, 
especially, they may be given practice in the various “tricks” of sending and receiving 
that generally prove most difficult for beginners. The telephone serves to keep the 
instructor in touch with both sets of men and enables him to correct mistakes of 
sending with the least difficulty.

For use at night or on dull days when the heliograph cannot Ik* operated a couple 
of signal-lanterns will be found highly convenient for instructional and practice 
purposes.

Section 116—Heliographing by Moonlight and Artificial Light

. The heliograph has hern used to send messages by moonlight but the range is 
extremely limited. It cannot be depended upon at any ordinar.\ forest range.

Artificial light may also be employed, the range depending on the strength of the 
light. Only short ranges as a rule may be attained. When using an artificial light 
with the tixed-llash heliographs it will generally In* found more satisfactory to employ 
the screen only, rather than attempt to reflect the light from the mirror.
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Section 117—Signalling-lanterns
Although the variety of lanterns available for night signalling is very great, the 

actual use of such equipment in forest-protection communication has been extremely 
limited. Signal-lanterns arc of two principal types, those which form code letters 
by the display of two colours in the proper sequence, and those which form code letters 
by flashes of one colour only, showing dots and dashes as with the heliograph. The 
range of the first class is entirely too short to be of any use in forest protection. The 
second class offers greater possibilities.

Hash lanterns for signalling purposes arc available, using as the source of light 
acetylene gas, oil, gasolene, limelight, ami both incandescent and electric arc lamps. 
Two principal types are employed; those which burn continuously and operate with a 
screen like a fixed-tlash heliograph, and those which operate with a key and burn 
intermittently only. The oil, gasolene, limelight, and arc lamps arc of the first type. 
The acetylene and incandescent lami*» are of the second type.

1—Types of Signal-lanterns

Signal-lanterns of various forms are employed principally for military and naval 
communication purposes. The ordinary electric searchlight makes an excellent signal- 
lantern and can be used either behind a screen for the sending of Morse signals, or 
the beam can be used to send wigwag signals even between stations that arc not them
selves intervisible. It is nut, however, a practical lamp for forest communication 
because of the large amount of power required for its operation, not to mention its 
great weight and lack of instability.

Among readily portable signal-lanterns two principle types arc available. These 
arc the acetylene lantern, and the electric signal-lantern using dry cells as a 
source of power. Both have to a limited extent been employed in forest-protection 
communication.

(#i) Anhilcnr Lamp*. -The acetylene signal-lantern i> used extensively ly tin; 
American Army Signal Corps, and tin* most read'ily procurable lanterns of this 
type are those adopted by that Service. Two sizes, the field lantern and the station 
lantern, are < mployed. For lookout use the station lantern, which is the larger, is 
preferable as it is as readily portable as the requirements of this service demand 
ami has by far the longer range.

This lantern is built in the form of n small searchlight with n 5-in., aplanatic 
Jens mirror and .‘1-in. focus. It is mounted on a suitaddc tripod ami equipped with 
n special gas-generator, a sighting-tube, and a small reading-lamp, the whole equip
ment weighing about 20 pounds. The generator is hung to the logs of the tripod 
beneath the lantern and is charged with 1 pound of calcium carbide ami 1 gallon ot 
water. This charge is sufficient for about 5 hours' signalling, and recharging 
requires only a few minutes.

The sighting-tube in the form of a small telescope is attached to one side of the 
lantern. It is provided with cross-hairs and is used to direct the beam of light on 
the distant station. Once the lantern is properly aligned, it requires no furtl 
adjustment, in which respect it is much superior to the heliograph.

The supplementary reading-lamp is required with all forms of signal-lanterns, 
as the intermittent flashes of the signals do not afford light enough for reading or 
recording messages. It is an acetylene lamp also, securing gas from the generator 
that supplies the signal-lantern.

182
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This form of lantern may be used with a screen similar to the heliograph screen, 
hut to do so the light must hum continuously during signalling. This mure than 
doubles the consumption of carbide, since one charge of the generator will furnish 
ans for only - hours’ continuous light. The speed of operation with a screen is eight 
to fourteen worth* per minute.

Fig. 1S6 Acetylvno signal-lantern with tripod

A< usually employed, the screen is «lispen-ed with and a sperial form of key 
is used which controls the supply of gas to the burners. A small amount of gas 
is admitted continuously. Depressing tin* key causes a full flow of gas to he admitted 
to the burner, giving a bright flash lasting as long as the key is held down. The 
response to the key is instontaiu'ous. Operated in this manner, less carbide is used 
hut the speed is slightly reduced, In-ing about five to ten words per minute. Smoke, 
fog, rain, and also bright moonlight are the principal impediments to the use of this 
lantern. The range under ordinary conditions of operation does not execs-d !k> miles 
when viewed with a telescope, and about half this when observe 1 with the naked eye.

(h) KIrrtnr Lamp».—For comparatively short-distance work the electric signal- 
lamps, such ns are used by the British Army, are very convenient. Such n lamp is 
the Stevens-Lyon lamp, manufactured in London. This lamp weighs 10} pounds
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complete and may !»*• mounted « n a heliograph tripod. It cam be easily read without 
a telescope at II miles. Th“ source of power in electric lamps such as this is tin- 
dry cell. In order to reduce battery consumption, «ill signal-lamps of this character 
operate with a key or switch, by means of which the circuit is made and broken in 
such a way as to form the letters of the Morse code. In the Stevens-Lyon lamp 
this key is placid on the top of the lamp and is shaped like the ordinary Morse 
key used in telegraphy. A sighting-tube and a small oil reading-lamp are also 
provided and serve the purpose already described. This is a very compact, easily 
portable and easily operated lamp, and within the limits of it* range might often he 
preferred to the acetylene lamps.

For use with it the im it type of dry cell is made up with the excitant in tin- 
form of a dry powder instead of the paste used in the ordinary dry cell, ('ells of 
this type are made ready for use by adding water through a tube placed in the cover 
for the purpose. They have the great advantage of not deteriorating even when 
kept stored for long periods. Such cells, however, are not readily procurable and 
as n rule can be obtained on special order only.

Fig. 107 Fischer high-power electric signalling lamp

"V I

( •' ) l'iMcInr II ii/It-power l.n nip.—The most promising signal-lamp thus for pro
duced is the I* iseller triangulation lamp used by the I nitcd States Coast and 
Geodetic Survey as a night signal on its triangulation stations. This lamp employs 
an 11-in. rellector and. although not as yet fully perfected as to details, it is believed 
it can be produced to weigh about 24 pounds and to cost under $.*»<>. without the dry 
cells. Eighteen cells are employed to furnish the current and these will give about 
!l hours’ continuous service. As used intermittently in signalling they will last a 
considerably longer period, depending on the amount of such use.

Tirs I imp has the usual sighting-tube, reading-lamp, and switch-key. Its dis
tinguishing feature is a specially de-igned, gas-tilled hull» having a highly concen
trated filament which, with a 0-volt, 2.1-ampere current, gives 2.VUK10 apparent 
candle power at 1<H1 ft. The range of this lamp under ordinary conditions is â0 to
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7") mi 1rs, nu trliscu|ir being employed. while under except ionall.\ .........................idi-
tioviii of atmosphere it lui* hern seen with the naked eye at im mile*. On a dull day 
it can he used up to |u or là miles. As with other eloetrie lamps, the speed of 
sending is somewhat reduced heeau.-e the filament requires an appreciable time to 
heat up and cm! off. About five words per minute can lie sent efficiently.

This lamp with the large number of dry cells repaired for its operation is not a 
readily portable ei|uipnirnt and would only l»e suitable for permanent stations. Hiffi 
cult accessibility would indicate a necessity for employ! ig cither wet batteries or the 
inert type ol dry cell, in preference to the ordr.iary type.

- I si: i\ Foiikst I’ltoTM riox

I bus far the only use made of signal-lanterns for forest-communication purpose* 
has been on an ex|H»rimeiital basis by the Vnitisl States Fore*t Servi, e in the -tat. 
ot Washington. Certain advantageous uses for in efficient lamp for hi., units are. 
however, apparent. The case with which hinqis may In- used by one man. repairing, 
as they do, no adjustment after once being properly aligned, makes them especially 
valuable tor training operators to send and receive flash signals, and for assisting 
trained men to keep in practice. Ol course, the signal-lantern as a means of lookout 
communication is subject to nearly the same general limitations as is the heliograph, 
ami it cminot he considered as the principal communication equipment on important 
station- in preference to the telephone, nor can it lie depended upon t.« replace the 
heliograph. Practically all tires are detected during the day and where visual -ignals 
arc depended upon for communication the principal methods must he available for 
daylight operation.

Sigujil-laiitoru*, however, can be operated from towers, while heliographs cannot, 
and, owing to the more uniform conditions that prevail at night, tiny are the most 
reliable of all means of visual signalling.

Although, as stated, the use of signal-lanterns in forest protection is as yet vcr.x 
limited it would seem that a lantern with sufficient range would find the following 
application : -

1 I o serve about the -cine purposi* at night that the heliograph and flag serve 
during the day. that is. |n afford communication on lookout stations before the instal
lation ot the telephone, during temporary interruptions of telephone service, or on 
intermediate temporary stations which are not of sufficient importance to justify 
the provision of telephone euuipment, or stations being occupmiI experimentally.

r I o serve a- a specially convenient instrument for training and practice in the 
sending mid receiving of flash signals.

o To make possible the speedy report of fires detected just before sunset. These 
are particularly numerous in regions where much land clearing i* going on.

4 To make possible the sjieedy report of such fires as are detected at night. Night 
detection is, however, rare.

”» On a dull day when the heliograph cannot he employed the lantern in iy !><• 
usisl for short-range communication. With the Fiseller lamp, daylight signals may 
he sent about 10 miles.

0 To report at night, tires that were detected during the day hut could not In- 
reported immediately because lack of sunlight prevented the o|ierntion of tin- helio
graph. Also, messages not urgent in character, such as orders for supplies, iiersonal 
messages, etc., may lie sent at night.

The signal-lantern is inferior to the heliogr iph in the following respects:
1 Its daylight operation is very uncertain and very limited in range.
2 It cannot he us«*d for communication with a moving patrol because of the 

practical impossibility of picking up stations at night unless their portion has been 
determined and sighted upon before nightfall.
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■) It is slower in operation. This, however, is probably more than offset with 
poorly trained operators by tin* fact that once aligned the lantern needs no further 
adjustment.

4 At mountain lookouts and other stations difficult of access, the providing of 
sufficient electric cells or other source of light may be inconvenient.

The signal-lantern, therefore, can he successfully used only as an adjunct to 
the heliograph in situations where the latter is the principal or only means of com
munication, and only for the purpose of communication between lookout stations or 
from a lookout to a lowland liead'iuarters on the telephone system. For this purpose 
a lamp with a great range, a moderate weight, and a reasonable first cost and power 
charge is essential. These requirements would seem to be met best by the Fischer 
triangulation lamp of the Tinted States Coast and (îeodetie Survey.

(ÜAPTKR XXII
FLAG

Section 118—General Remarks

The ilag as a means of communication is far less applicable to forest protection 
than to military operations. Its principal value lies in the extreme simplicity and 
cheapness of the equipment required1, and in the fact that it may be readily impro
vised and can therefore always be available. It is, further, a convenient signalling 
device with which to instruct new men and keep trained men in practice. The range 
over which it may be used is so limited, however, that in most forest work the place 
it might occupy will be taken by either an emergency telephone line or a messenget

The flag is a day signalling device like the heliograph, but unlike the latter it 
«• in be employed on dull days as direct sunlight is not essential. Dust and smoke, 
however, very greatly limit the range of flag signals, and may act as a serious obstacle 
to their employment.

Section 119—Equipment Required

Flags should be of linen or cotton cloth or s mi • similar smooth material. Gala- 
tea and near-silk serve admirably. The colours used depend on the background 
against which the signals are being made. Dark blue is best for a light background: 
white with a blue or red strip or square in the centre, for a dark background. Sizçs 
used depend on the distance, and run from 2-ft. square to 0-ft. square, which latter 
is about the largest practicable size. For forest use, it is unnecessary to provide1 
poles, but one edge of the flag should be provided with tapes at intervals of l- in. by 
which the flag can be attached quickly to a light pole, cut as required. For tem- 
i'"v " v stations, flags are preferably made of some mercerized cotton cloth in order 
to reduce weight and bulk. Two !-ft. flags of this material can be rolled into a 
package the size of an ordinary dry eell and will weigh 12-ounces.

Section 120—Range and Speed

In military operations, flags are generally read with field-glasses or telescopes. 
This is seldom practicable in the communication work required in forest protection. 
The distance at which flags of a given size can be read depends on the nature and 
colour of the background, the state of the atmosphere, and the power of the telescope 
employed. The greatest distances are possible on days with a clear atmosphere but 
the sky lightly overcast with clouds. Lack of sunlight does not prevent the use of 
flags as it does the heliograph. Smoke and fog. however, are more or less complete
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iili<tnii*tiniis, according In their density. On tin* average, wigwag signals with a 2-fl. 
llag mo.v In- mill with th • naked <ye at a distance of 2A miles, with a 4-ft. ting at I 
mill ', with a ft-ft. Hag at 7 miles, and with six-power hiimritlavs at 4 milvs. 7 milvs, 
ami 10 mih-s. respectively. Mopv powerful glasses nr exceptionally vlvar ntnt* sphere 
will vxti-ml tht'sv (listanv»*s somewhat. it living generally possible to rend a ft-ft. Hag 
at lo miles with the naked eye in Western < amnia Semaphore signalling with the 
--ft. Hags van lie read only about 1 to 2 miles.

The s|i*hh] of sending with Haas is greatest with the small flags, using the sema
phore alphabet, and least with the very large flag, using wigwag The former method 
van he operated at ten to fourteen words per minute, the latter at oii'y fuir to six 
words depending on the size of the flags employed.

Section 121—Use in Forest Protection

Except for instructional and practice purposes, as already indicated, the employ
ment of flags in forest signalling is likely to he limited. The conditions under which 
they are most likely to prove useful are the following:

fa) 1 ernss Impassable Barriers. Park outfits on opposite sides of large rivers in 
flood, and parties unprovided with canoes ,.n opposite sides of lakes, often find a means 
"f communication very desirable.

(b) Loot,out Station to Heatlguartirs.—When the distance is short and no other 
means of communication is available, flags may sometimes he employed between 
permanent lookout stations and district ranger or “smoke chaser** stations at lower 
level>. This is seldom likely to occur as it assumes that neither the telephone nor 
heliograph is available.

(c) Patrolmen to Lookout Stations.—The extreme portibhilit> of the flag makes 
this use readily practicable and it may often he valuable. An urgent message can 
thus he sent from a point to U> miles from the lookout station which might otherwise 
have to he conveyed by messenger. In a mountain country with the lookout station 
on a high peak this might involve much time.

In case the attention of the lookout man cannot he attracted with the flag alone, 
smoke puffs or a small hand-mirror should he used for this purpose. Km »ke puffs are 
made by kindling a small, hot fire and. after it gets a good start, covering it with green 
grass, leaves, or damp, rotten wood, or earth. A blanket or pack cover should he 
thrown over this and the smoke released in puffs.

A much better method is to carry in the outfit a good plane mirror about ft or I 
in. -quare. Set two stake- so that their tops are accurately in line with the distant 
station and use these as sighting points in directing the flash on the lookout station. 
Keep the flag displayed meanwhile, and when the lookout man acknowledges the call 
by raising his flag or turning on his heliograph proceed with the message.

(it) Heliograph Stations to Camps. Heliograph and other long-distance signalling 
stations are necessarily placed on elevated points while camps are as a rule in valleys, 
close to water. It quite frequently happen* that the heliograph operator receives a 
message for the camp foreman to which a reply is expected. This ordinarily involves 
a trip to camp to deliver the message and a return trip to send the reply. Such 
distances are usually short, hut may he a mile or more, and if the two points are 
intervisible this delay can he avoided by the use of the flag.

(e) On Fou st Sur reps.- A great deal of time is often lost in survey work because 
tin* members of a working party are too far apart to make themselves heard in giving 
instructions. It is true that much of this is due to poor organization or to poorly 
trained assistants, hut some of it is unavoidable. This is especially true in open 
country where the members of a party may be a long distance apart. The small flag 
under these circumstances can he of great value in conveying simple instructions over 
very much greater distances than the voice will carry.
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Section 122—General Remarks

Flag signals arc matin by vit her thv semaphore or tliv wigwag system. The forint r 
is tliv more rapid but tin* latter has by far the greater range, and is the method best 
adapted to forest-protection uses. Several methods of wigwagging are employed but 
all agree in having at least two distinct movements of the flag, one representing a tint 
and the other a dash of the Morse code. A third motion is employed in certain con
ventional signals ns is the long Hash or “3” of the Mycr code with the heliograph. 
The wigwag system which employes motions both to right and left is best adapted t< 
the larger flags and therefore to the longer ranges, and should be employed fur forest 
work, although other more rapid methods for short-range work can he easily acquired 
subsequently.

Section 123—Selecting a Station

The general principles stated in Section 100 for the selection of heliograph stations 
also apply to flag stations. With the latter, greater care must he exercised in determin
ing the colour of the background, since this has a very great influence on the range at 
which signals may be read.

To determine the colour of the background, first ascertain whether the com
municating station is higher or lower than, or on a level with, your own. If it he 
higher, the background for your signals, viewed thence, will he the colour of tin* field, 
woods, etc. Iiehitid. and lower than, your flagman. If it he lower, your background will 
he the colour of tin* ground, etc. behind, and higher than, your flagman. If the sta
tions are of equal elevation, then the background for your signals will he that directly 
behind the flagman.

The colour of the flag must contrast as strongly as possible with that of the back
ground. With green or drab, or with earth-covered background, the white flag should 
be used. The distant station is the best judge of background, and should it indicate 
the colour of flag wanted, that flag should be used.

The following table shows the extent of horizon for different heights above sea- 
level: that i*. it shows how far an object at the sen-level can be set'll.

DISTANCKH AT WHICH AN OBJHCT AT SKA-I.KVKI. CAN HK SKKX

Height "i

nliove sea- ; 
level in

Distance

statute

Height of

sea-level

Distance

Statute

Height of

sea-level

Distance

statute

Height of

sen-level

Distance

statute

10 , 4 .VI 0 11.1 14 300 23
IS 5 141 10 130 It 3V)
*0 0 70 11 IV) It'. VHI 30
30 S 5 12 200 IS 700 3.1
40 H ion 13 2” 20 1 «100 40

According to the above figures, an observer whose eye is 30 ft. above sea-level can 
distinguish an object 7 miles distant, providing it is at the sen-level; but if the object 
is F self 15 ft. above the sen he can make it out 7 miles + 5 miles V2 miles.

1R8
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Section 124-—Wigwag Signalling
Mag, torch, hand lantern, or the Irwin of a searchlight may be employed.

1—Motions

One position and thr<*v motions arc used. The one position is with the flag or 
other appliance held vertically, the signalman facing directly toward the station with 
which it is desired to communicate.

The first motion (the "dot” of the International Morse code or "1” of the Myer 
code) is to the right of the sender, will embrace an are of 90° starting from the 
vertical and returning to it, and will be made in » plane at right angles to the line 
connecting the two stations.

The second motion (the "dash” of the Internationa' or ‘‘2° of the Myer code) is a 
similar motion to the left of the sender.

The third motion (“front” or ".*$** of the Myer code) is downward directly in front 
of the sender and instantly returned upward to the first i>ositioti. This i- used t,, indi
cate a pause or conclusion.

Fig 108. Initial position

2—IIandlixu tiik Flaci

Make idl motions rapidly. To prevent entangling of the Hag on its stuff, skilful 
handling acquired by practice is necessary. It is accomplished by making a scoop of 
the Hag against the wind, the movement describing an elongated figure n, thus 00. The 
motions should be made so as to display in the lateral waves the whclo surface of the 
Hag toward the point of observation.
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Fig. 109 "Dot" or motion *T
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Section 125—Rules for Operators and Conventional Signals
(«) To call a Station. Wave the tlag through an arc of 1*0 in a plane at right 

angles to the line connecting the two stations until acknowledged ("r make the 
station's call letter, if known).

(b) To breal• or stop the signals from the sending station. Make the signal QRT 
front.

(r) To start the sending station after breaking.--Make the interrogatory signal 
followed hy the last word received correctly. The -mder will then resume his message, 
beginning with the word indicated by the receiver.

(d) To acknowledge the receipt of a imssagc Signal H front followed by the 
name or call letter of the receiver.

Kaeh word, abbreviation, or eo.iventional sign is followed by front.
To lessen the liability of error, numerals which occur in the body of a message 

must be spelled out in full.
< onvt:\Tioxxi

End of word.......................................front.
Knd of sentence.................... front, front.
End of mi .«sage.. . .front, front, front.
Error.............................................. \A front.
Interrogatory........................■
Acknowledgment,

or 1 understand............. . . .R front
Cease Hgnalling.....................QRT front.
Wait a moment...............................
Repeat after (word).... Interrogatory

(word).

Repeat last message.... Interrogator.'
three times.

Move to your right..................MR front.
Move to your left................................. M.L. front.
Move ...........................................MI' front.
Move down.............................................. MI) front.
I "sc your other flag................................VF front.
Signal faster.........................................QRQ front
Signal slower.........................................QRS front.
Finished (end of work) .. ----- —

Section 126 Wigwag Codes
Any of the codes previously deserilied for the heliograph are equally applicable 

to flag or wigwag signalling. The “ 1 ” of the M.ver code is made by a motion to the 
right, the dot of the International Morse code. The “2” is a similar motion to the 
left. The front is the “ .1.”

In using the Alphabetical Square code, the number of motions to the right will 
indicate the first figure of each symlnd while those to the left indicate the second 
figure of the symlvds. The front may be used as with the other codes. This code 
is hi»it adapted to small flags and short ranges, where the motions may be very rapid.

Section 127—Semaphore Signalling
1 With Flags

In this system the letters depend in the position of one or both arms in relation 
to the body. A point midway between the shoulders may lie taken as the centre of a 
circle, where the arms may be considered as being pivoted so that a complete circle 
may be described by them. This method is rapid but useful only for distances of 
- miles or le**, and require* two flags. It is. therefore, not so well adapted for forest 
communication as is the wigwag. The semaphore alphabet is shown in Fig. 111.

2—With Fixkii Skmapiiork

An interesting application of the semaphore method may lie made with a large 
fixed-semaphore apparatus. This consists of a vertical stall or pole to xvhbdi are 
pivoted the signal arms. The pole should lie high enough so that it is not obscured
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by nearby objects. It may be erected on the roof of a cabin and operated from inside 
if desired, or if placed on top of a tower it may be operated from the ground. The 
arms are flat boards which must he at least 8 ft. long, and these must increase 1 ft. 
in length for each mile over 8 miles at which the semaphore is to be read. As 10-ft
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arms would probably be about the maximum size that could be erected and manipu
lated at a forest patrol or lookout station, the range would he limited to 10 miles. 
The width of the arms should be one-sixth of the length. The arms are moved by 
a system of levers, ropes, and pulleys. The levers an* placid at or near the base of 
the pole brnring tho arms and may reproduce the position of the arms themselves. 
If the semaphore is to Ik* read from only one direction, the apparatus should Ik* fixed 
so that the arms move in a plane at right angles to the line connecting the two 
stations. If it must be read from various directions, it is necessary to place the 
arms on a revolving shell or casing surrounding the fixed pole anil1 provided with 
roller bearings at the base; or the suppirting pole may Ik? set on a ball-and-socket 
joint to |K*rmit of rotation. For signalling by the semaphore method, only two arms 
are ri*i|uirid and those are fixed on the same pivot near the top of the upriirbt pole. 
The letters are made by the position of those two arms just as when using flags held 
in the hands. In addition to the two movable arms it is necessary to have a third 
shorter fixed arm called the “indicator.” This arm is placed on tho right of the 
sender, the left as viewed by the receiver. The code is the same as used with hand 
flags and is illustrated in Fig. 112.
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lo signal with tin- Morse code four arms and tin* indicator are required. An 
arm placed at an angle of 4Ô to the upright post forms a dot of the code; one placed 
horizontally or at an angle oi Oil forms a dash. The signals are read from the top 
down. 1 he front or “•'! ot the Myer or M igwag emit* is 1 y dropping all arms
to the vertical po-ition. Although limited in range and, except in the smaller sizes, 
slow to operate, this apparatus may sometimes he found useful on lookout stations, 
especially those equipped with towers and read from only one direction. .......... .
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l'*ig 112 Two-arm, llxi-il semaphore cn<|p

struction is simple and the signals more easily read than the Hag at a similar dis
tance. Code mi lages are readily set on a fixed semaphore and kept displayed for 
long periods. In fact, this is hy far the most, useful npplieation of the fixed sema
phore to forest protection, and, as ahont 650 code messages can he sent using one 
and two letters only, hy building a semaphore with two sets of movable arms on ft 
lo * peak any one of the 6.10 messages may he set on the semaphore and left dis
played to the view of the entire protection staff within rang • of the station. The 
arms should he painted according to the colour of the background against which 
they are displayed. Yellow or orange with a red strip will generally he fourni nv st 
effective.
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Section 128—Purpose of Codes
Mv>-üigv codes are devised in order llmt preconcerted phrasca or sentences may 

lie expeditiously transmitted. They are widely employed in various lines of activity 
and can lie made extremely useful in forest-protection communication, especially 
where methods of communication other than the telephone are relied upon and the 
operators have had only limited training. In these codes, one, two, or three letters 
of the alphaliet are used to designate each prearranged sentence, and Ly having a 
well arranged copy of the code at each station it is possible to send and receive whole 
sentences or messages in the time needed to transmit only these one, two, or three 
letters.

Section 129—Use in Forest Protection

A message code is particularly adaptable to forest tire detection work. The first 
code used in forest protection was employed by the author, with lookout stations 
equipped with heliographs, in 1!MM. Others have since lieen devised, the latest being 
that of the 1'nitcd States Forest Service in District 1, issued in May, 101(5, To a 
certain extent it is necessary to devise a code to tit the conditions of operation, and 
the main problem li«*s in anticipating the messages that it will be ms-ossary for the 
operator to send. Thus far. m - sage codes have been employed only for the sending 
of messages from lookout stations. A code of this sort is given in the “ Dominion 
Forestry Branch Message Code” (see note below). This code will be employed for 
signal communication on Dominion forest reserves wherever signal equipment is 
installed. If it is found neeessiwy to alter or extend it to fit local conditions this 
may readily be done by following the rules for preparation given in the '* Dominion 
Forestry Branch Message Code.”

Section 130—Combinations Available
With two letters of the alphabet in each signal and with no repetition of u letter 

in any display. 024 combinations are possible, and each may represent a prearranged 
phrase, sentence, or message. By using the single letters of the alphabet and also 
such combinations as A A, B B. etc. 52 additional signals may be obtained, making 
(57b in all. From these, however, it will be advisable to eliminate the various letters 
and combinations used as conventional signals in the International and other codes, 
but there will still remain well over (550 available combinations.

Six hundred and fifty phrases give a range of possibilities that covers rather 
fully the urgent messages that need to be sent by one lookout man to another, or to 
headquarters, and the saving in time is apparent when it is considered for instance 
that by sending simply two code letters the lookout man may be enabled to transmit 
such a message as: “I have sighti-d a fire, the azimuth 1 tearing of which from my 
station is 21 degrees.”

If 050 signals are not sufficient, by using combinations of three letters in addi
tion to those eonqiosed of one and two, more than 10,000 different signals are made 
available.

.Vo/e The precedinti sections tient with coden in penernl, their purimsc nod 
scope. The jut r tic nine code prepared for the use of the officers of the Pominikin 
F m’este ii Branch in. for convenience, put dished in the form of a small, separate hool 
entitled “ Dominion Forestry Branch Messnac Code."

104



( IIAPTKR XXV
DANGER SIGNALS

Section 131—Risk in Fire-fighting

!• wilting forest tiros in heavy timber is a work attended1 with considerable hazard. 
Injuries caused by falling trees are frequent, but loss of life generally due to 
crews being eut olf by tires of the existence of which in their near vicinity they were 
unaware: or by the sudden development of dangerous conditions in the tire they are 
themselves lighting, due to high winds or other causes. Nearly > men wuv thus 
burned or suffocated in the National Forests of Northern Idaho in I'Mo. L.ss of 
life among fire-fighters has occurred to a certain extent in nearly every r. giou where 
an aggressive effort is living made to protect the forests from this enemy. This is. 
of course, in addition to the loss of lives among settlers and inhabitants of forest 
communities in regions where forest protection staffs either do not exist or have not 
the organization and efficiency required to protect the community and confine losses 
to the active field forces who must necessarily take certain risks.

Section 132—Use of Danger Signals
In order to guard fire-line crows us much as possible from the risk attendant upon 

the sudden development of dangerous conditions several protective organizations 
have considered it advisable to adopt a simple code of danger signals to be used only 
in case »>f great emergency on the fire-line. Such signals must be easily made with 
equipment that can be available at all times, and must be of such a character that 
they can be conveyed simultaneously to all the men working on a fire-line of the 
usual length. To avoid any chance of signals being given improperly or by un
authorized persons, it is preferable t> have them made by <onie instrument not likely 
to be in the possession of such persons. The signals that best meet these require
ments are revolver shots or whistle blasts. The distance over which shots may he 
heard in the woods varies with the. wind direction, the size of the cartridge, the inter- 
veiling topography, and the outside noises. In ordinary timber on level ground, with 
no wind or unusual noises, the report of a •38-eolibro revolver may be heard at a 
distance of J to 1 mile. Whistle blasts vary with the kind of whistle employed and 
also with the wind, topography, and outside noises. The type known as a two-tone 
police whistle may be heard under the conditions described above at a distance of 200

Signals of this kind are useful, of course, only to the actual fire-fighting forces. 
Where, as is usually the case, the forest-protection staff also has the duty of providing 
for the safety of forest communities, the general forest intercommunication system 
and the discipline of the staff itself must be relied upon to safeguard these interests.

Section 133—Code of Danger Signals
The following code of danger signals has been adopted by the forest officers in 

the National Forests of the State of California and will also be employed by officers 
of the Dominion Forestry Branch. All men going on the fire-line should he instructed 
in these signals and the officer in charge of the fire will carry a revolver or automatic 
pistol or a suitable whistle.
-- - - - — — (A series of any number of single idiots or short whistle blasts with 
intervals of not less than two seconds between each) “ The fire is in a dangcrou* 
condition. Escape by running down hill.”

79211—181
197,
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— — — (A aeries of any number of double shots or double whistle blasts with 
intervals of not less than two seconds between each pair)-—“ The fire is in a dangerous 
condition. Escape by running up hill”
------------(A series of more than two single shots, generally the gun-fall or discharges
ns close together as possible.)

----------------- (A series of more than two long whistle blasts with intervals of not
loss than 4 seconds between each, repeated , until a response is received)Assemble 
at this point.”

Section 134—Miscellaneous Uses of Shot and Whistle Signals

The usefulness of shot and whistle-blast signals is not, however, confined to 
warnings on fire-lines, although in the vicinity of fires they should be used for no 
other purpose, in order to avoid any chance of confusion. Both, however, may be 
used to advantage by survey parties, cruisers, packers, and others. In hunting strayed 
horses, for instance, it often saves much inconvenience and loss of time if the man 
who first locates the stock conveys news of the fact to the others engaged in the hunt 
by shots or whistle blasts. Many other cases are constantly arising in forest work 
where such signals may be used to very great advantage and with much gain in 
efficiency. A striking example is in the work of “pulling wire” when building tele
phone lines, and in “ pulling slack” on tree lines. A simple code of shot signals 
should always be arranged by wire-pulling crews so that the man watching the reel 
can signal the pulling crew to stop, start, or cpme back, as may be necessary.

It is in fact the duty of every lender of a party in the woods to study the con
ditions under which his men arc working and to devise a simple code of audible 
signals by which they may communicate with each other, using ns the signal-pro
ducing mechanism the handiest equipment in the outfit. Under most conditions this 
will be a six-shooter or an automatic pistol.

APPENDIX A
OUTFIT FOR TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION CREW

The tools and supplies required for the construction of a telephone line will vary 
somewhat according to whether a tree line or a pole line is to be built. The size of 
the crew will probably vary also. In the following lists, however, a ten-man crew 
including foreman, cook, and teamster has been taken as the basis for the calcula
tions. Provision is made for having all the tools that may reasonably be needed on 
the job. Makeshift substitutes or special trips for tools not provided at the proper 
time cost much more than the transportation of a few extra tools.

1—Tf.n-mas Chew for Telephone Constriction

role Line—
1 foreman.

1 teamster or packer.
4 linemen (some of the linemen will have 

to assist In digging holes nn<l setting
poles part "i the time)

2 proundmen.
1 utility man.

Tree Line—
1 foreman.

I teamster or packer.
3 linemen (some of the linemen may have 

to l>e employed part of the time In clear
ing right of way ).

3 groundmen.
1 utility man.
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2—List op Lim Si iti.ils 

Material i>cr mile of Standard (irounded Circuit)
la) Pole Line 

:t" poles. 221 or 25 feet.
320 pounds No. 9 B.W.U. B.B. gatvanlzed- 

Iron telephone wire.
30 12-lneh painted oak brackets.
30 regular pony, long-distance, glass In

sulators.
SO 4-inch and 30 6-Inch galvanized wire

30 2-Inch fence-staples.
Approximate total weight. . 900 pounds.

i h i Tree Line
315 pounds No. !' B W <;.. B.B galvanized- 

iron telephone wire.
55 standard, porcelain, split tree Insulators. 
55 4-Inch or 3-inch iron staples.
5 pounds No. 12 B.W.U.. B.B., galvanlzed- 

iron telephone wire.
Approximate total weight. 350 pounds.

Noth. Additional materials must he provided for braces, guys, and gpec'a! constru i "ii, 
if any. according to the conditions In each individual case.

3—List of Station Si vim.ikn

( Material required per Station)
(a) Standard Indoor Installation—

(For trade description of supplies see List 
of Standard Kqulpmcnt. Section 41 )

1 1317-S type telephone set.
3 dry cells.
40 ft. No. 11 B. & S. gauge, rubber-covered, 

weather-proof, copper wire.
10 ft. No. 19 B. & S. gauge, rubber-covered 

weather-proof copper wire.
1 standard protector.
2 standard protector micas.
4 standard protector blocks.
1 7-ft. standard, galvanlzcd-iron ground rod.
1 12-Inch oak bracket.
1 standard glass Insulator, 
fi No. 4 J porcelain knobs.
6 3-Inch flat-head wood screws.
2 porcelain tubes, 6 by g by »Vi« Inches.
5 11-inch blued, round-head screws.
20 8-Inch Blake Insulated staples.
2 7-amperv tubular line fuses (required only

with 58-F type protector).
1 asbestos protector mat (required only with 

58-F type protector).

4 List of Cons

i a ) Pole-Unr Construction— •
long-handled, round-po'ntei shovels.

5 7-ft. digging spoons.
1 standard tree-trimmer.
5 combined digging and tamping bars.
I standard post-hole auger.
3 double-bitted axes with handles.
1 brush-burning torch (where needed).
4 reversible splicing clamps.
6 8-inch linemen's pliers.
4 pairs eastern climbers with pads and

4 linemen's belts with safety straps.
5 hand-axes. Hudson Bay pattern.
2 Buffalo grips with pulleys.
1 Haven clamp.
1 3-inch double pulley block (with one hook). 
1 8-Inch double pulley block (with hook and

eye. )
35 ft. 2-Inch sash cord.
35 ft. 1-Inch sash cord.
1 wire-reel.
1 pole support (for poles 35 feet and over,

I pike-poles (for poles 3rt feet and over, only). 
1 12-lneh monkey wrench.

2 ft. brass oilcloth binding.
1 howler (required only for receiving vibra

tory signals).
1 condenser ( required only for receiving 

vibratory signals)
Approximate total weight, 60 pounds. 

i b) Standard Outdoor Installation—
1 133fi-J type telephone Sei.
4 3-Inch galvnnlzed-lron lag screws.

wooden cleats. 3 by 4 by IS Inches.
8 6-lnch wire nails.
1 protector mounting-box.
1 fili-R type protector.
4 standard protector blocks.
2 standard protector micas
1 S.I’.S.T. baby knife-switch.
5 2-Inch blue I. round-head screws.
30 feet No. 14 B. & S. gauge, rubber-covered, 

braided and weather-proofed, copper wire.
1 7-ft. galvanized-Iron ground rod.

3-lndi Blake Insulated staples.
2 'h > cells.
Approximate total weight, 115 pounds.

rm ctuin Tools

(a) Pole-line Construction—Con.
1 carborundum grinder.
2 double-bitted axe-handles.
1 brace and B-incli bit (12-Inch twist, 6-lnch 

shank).
3 carborundum whetstones. 4-Inch.
•! 10-Inch flat tiles.
l-12rinch wood rasp.
Approximate total weight, 380 pounds.

• h) Tree-line Construction—

(When an occasional pole will have to be 
set • II a ire., line, sufficient pole-setting 
tools to handle the work must be Included 
in the outfit.)

< double-bitted axes with handles.
1 cross-cut saw ( 2-man).
2 steel felling wedges.

1 brush-burning torch
3 reversible splicing clamps.
I 8-Inch linemen's pliers.
3 Eastern climbers with pads and straps.
3 linemen's belts with safety straps.
4 hand-axes, Hudson Bay pattern.
3 standard tree-trim mers
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4—List of Constri ction Tools.—Continued.

(b) Tree-line Construction—Con.
1 wire-reel.
1 vnrhorumlum grimier.
•i carborundum whetstones. 4-inch.
12 Id-inch lint tiles.
12 8-lneh flat tiles.
1 saw-tiling and saw-setting outfit.
1 12-ineh wood rasp.
I double-bitted axe-handles.
Approximate total weight. 18fi pounds.

(e) Emergent y-line Construction—
(The requirements vary a wording to the type 

of construction attempted. This list is 
the maximum for a line hung on trees or 
hush, and In a pinch most of these tools 
can lie omitted.)

1 pair 6-inch side-cutting pliers.
1 emergency wire-reel.
2 hand-axes.
1 crook-stick.
I roll friction tape.

it ) Emrrt/t ney-linr Conetruetion -Con.
1 hall cotton twine.
60 3-inch nails 
1 pair climbers.
Approximate total weight, 17 pounds.

(tt) Station Installation—•
1 carpenters' hammer.
1 8-Inch screw-driver.
1 4-Inch screw-driver.
1 brace and "in-inch hit (12-inch twist. 6- 

incli shank).
1 gasolene blow-torch.
1 quart gasolene.
1 soldering copper.
1 pound resin-core solder.
I roll friction tape.
1 pair R-Inch oblique, side-cutting pliers.
1 pair 6-inch long-nosed pliers.
I monkey-wrench.
1 knife, electricians'.
Approximate total weight, 16 pounds.

5—List ok Tentage

1 12-by-ll-ft. wall tent with fly (cook tent). 3 7-hy-H-ft. wall tents (sleeping tents). 
1 12-by-l4-ft. wall tent with fly (mess tent) Approximate total weight, 3.70 pounds.

(Ton men for ton
Flour, 100 pounds.
Cured meats, 73 pounds (If fresh meat is 

available, use .70 pounds cured, 2.7 pounds

Potatoes. 100 pounds.
Means, 20 pounds.
Sugar, 40 pounds (If syrup Is preferred, re

duce sugar accordingly ). 
laird. In .7-pound pulls, !<• pounds (If fresh 

meat Is used Increase lard to 13 pounds) 
(irnham flour. .3 pounds.
Pancake flour. 6 pounds.
Salt, 3 pounds.
Making powder 3 pounds.
Soda, 1 pound.
Yeast cake, 1 packet.
Mutter, creamery, 1-pound cartons, io 

pounds.
I tried fruits, 20 pounds.
Rice, .7 pounds.
Coffee, ground, good grade, 1-pound sealed 

tins, 10 pounds.
Tea, 1 pound.
Cocoa, 1-pound cans, 2 pounds.
Cheese, 3 pounds.
Milk, carnation grade, 48 cans.

7—List of Km

(Crew of 10 men, inelui
1 lantern.
2 single-bitted axes
1 sheet-steel cook-stove. No. 8. with 6 Joints

4 frying pans, assorted sizes.
2 granite kettles. 12-quart, with covers.
1 granite kettles. 6-quart with covers.
2 granite stew-kettles. 6-quart, with covers.

Provisions

ilnys-^KM) rations)
Macaroni. 2 pounds.
Corned-beef. 2-pound cans, .7 ini ns. 
Tomatoes, 25-pound cans, solid pack, s cans. 
Peas, 2-|M>uud cans, solid pack, .7 cans.
Corn, 1-pound cans, solid pack, 10 cans. 
Sauerkraut, 3 pounds.
Rolled oats. 10 pounds.
Cornmeal, r> pounds.
Kggs. 10 dozen.
Ketchup. 2 bottles
Pickles, sour, 1 kit (or 2 gallons).
Mustard, ground. 4-ox. can 
Pepper, ground. R-oz. can.
Cinnamon, ground, l-ox. can.
Allspice, ground, 4-ox. can.
Lemon extract. 4-ox. bottle.
Vanilla extract. 4-ox. bottle.
Vinegar, 1-quart bottle.
Soap, laundry, 5 pounds 
Matches, 3 small packages.
Candies, 2 pounds.
Coal oil. 1 gallon.
Chloride of lime, J-pound cans, 4 cans. 
Onions, 10 pounds.
Approximate total weight. 3.7(1 pounds

hex Eqvipmkxt 

fling foreman and cook)
1 granite coffee-pot. 8-quart.
1 granite tea-pot. 3-quart.
2 dish pans, 14-quart.
1 granite rice-boiler, 6-inch.
2 dripping-pans to fit oven of stove. 
1 can opener.
1 rolling pin.
4 tin wash basins.
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I tin wutvr-palls, 10-quart.
:> tin dippi-iM. 1-quart.
14 dozen retinned idntrs.
II dozen retinnvd rups and saucers.
à dozen ret I lined dish-up basins, 2-quart.
1 dozen retinned disli-up basins, 1-quart.
1 dozen porridge bowls.
1 retilined syrup pitcher, 1 -quart.
1 retinned cream pitcher. 1-quart.
2 butcher knives, one 10-inch, one 12-lrvh.
1 butchers' steel.
1 meat fork.
2 retinned stirring spoons 
1 meat saw.
I tin mille pans, 5-quart.
II dozen wood-handled, steel knives and

' pound 10-ounce tacks.
1 •• pounds assorted nails.
I carpenters' hammer.
I carpenters' hand-saw.
1 alarm clock.
111 yards unbleached muslin.
111 yards crash towelling.
Approximate total weight, 325 pounds.

yards 12-ounce duck or light canvas, 36- 
in hes wide (this item is Intended to he 

used for tops for table frames built of 
light poles. Narrow strips of wood, like 

I tth. 36-Inches long, should be tacked to 
the canvas 1-Inch apart. The cover thus 
made can be kept clean quite easily and 
may be rolled up Into a compact bundle 
and readily packed from one camp to an
other. Two covers are provided for 
mess table 0 feet long and for cook's 
table 6 feet long).

14 dozen tea-spoons.
! 1 d z n table-spoons.
1 5-gallon can, galvanized Iron.

Noth The lists of tents, provisions, and kitchen outfit are taken from ' Trail Construction 
on the National Forests." Issued by the Vnlted States Forest Service

APPENDIX H
I si I I I. BOOKS OF HFFFBFXrF

1—Scikxct. of Telethon y

" American Telephone Practice ” l»y Kvmpstvr P». Miller, published by McGraw- 
Hill Hiiok ( 'h., 2:'»'.i West Thirty ninth St., New York City, V.S.A,—price, $1.

"Practical Telephone and Guide t<> Telephone Fxelmiigc” by T. S. Baldwin, 
published by Frederick .1. Drake k Co., BIjKI South Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, 
111., V.S.A.—price. $1.

A.B.( nf the Telephone *’ by .lames F. Homans, published by Theo. Amid 
tV Co.. 72 Fifth Ave„ New York City. V.S.A. price $1.

‘•Telephone Ktigineering ” by .1 nines F. I Ionia ns, published by Thru. Amid k Co., 
72 Fifth Ave.. X« xv York City. V.S.A.—price. $1.

‘* Modern American Telephony ” by A. B. Smith, published by Fn-d J. Drake & 
Co., Chicago, 111.. V.S.A. pri a*. $2.

2 Fini: Constki t tion

#“How to Build Bund Telephone Lines.*’ issued by the Northern Fleet rie Co., 
Montreal, Quebec—price, 50 cents.

*“ Telephone ('oiistruetion and Maintenance on the National Forests,” issued by 
the V ni ted State- Forest Service, sold by the Superintendent of Documents, Wash
ington, D.C., V.S.A.—price 15 cents.

telephone ( oiistruetion Methods and Cost” by Clarence Mayer, published by 
Myron C. Clark Pub’g Co., 527 South Dearborn St„ Chicago, 111 - price, fry.

“ Fleetrical Instruments and Telephones of the Signal Corps,” issued by tlio 
Vnited States Army Signal Corps, sold by the Superintendent of Documents, Wash
ington. D.C., V.S.A.—price, (15 cents.

“ Instruction in Army Telegraphy and Telephony,” Vol. II, issued by the General 
Staff. War Office, Great Britain, obtainable from the Department of Militia and 
Defence, Ottawa—price, 50 cents.
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3—Preparation and Preservation of Poles

Tin* following books have boon issued by the United States Forest Service, nnu 
may be procured from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington. D.C., U.S.A.. 
at the prices indicated :—

"Prolonging the Life of Telephone Poles” (reprint from the Year Book of the 
United States Dept, of Agriculture, 1905)—price, 5 cents.

“ Seasoning of Telephone and Telegraph Poles,” United States Forest Service 
Circular 103—price, 5 cents.

“ Brush and Tank Pole Treatment,” United States Forest Service Circular 104— 
price. 10 cents.

“ Test of Kooky Mountain Woods for Telephone Poles”—price, 5 cents.
“Preservative Treatment of Poles,” United States Forest Service Bulletin 84- 

price, 15 cents.

4—Military Signalling and Telephony

*“ Training Manual—Signalling ” (provisional 1915), issued by the General Staff, 
War Office, Great Britain; obtainable from the Department of Militia and Defence. 
Ottawa—price, 25 cents.

“Signalling” by K. J. Solano, published by John Murray, Albemarle St., London, 
W., England—price, 25 cents.

*“ Manual of Visual Signalling, 11» 15,” issued by the Signal Corps, United States 
Army, sold by the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.- price, 
35 cents.

*“ Electrical Instruments and Telephones of the United States Signal Corps,” 
sold by the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.—price, 65 cents.

“ Instructions in Army Telegraphy and Telephony,” Vol. 1, by the General 
Staff. War Office, Great Britain, obtainable from the Department of Militia and 
Defence, Ottawa—price, 50 cents.

*“Field Telephones for Army Use” by E. J. Stevens, published by Crosby, 
Lockwood & Sons, London, England—price, $1.

*“ Field Equipment for Signal Troops,” issued by the Signal Corps, United State- 
Army, obtainable from the Army Signal School, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, U.S.A.— 
price, 25 cents.

“ The Buzzer and Other Devices for Induction Telegraphy,” issued by .and obtain
able from the same authorities as the preceding—price, 25 cents.

*“ Signal Book, l nited States Army ” 1916, sold by the Superintendent of Docu
ments, Washington, U.S.A.—price, 20 cents.

5—Telephone Troubles

*Uyde s “ Telephone Troubles and IIow to Find Them,” published by W. IT. Hyde 
& Co.. Milwaukee, Wisconsin, U.S.A.—price, 25 cents.

Xotk.—Most of the books on Telephone Science and Line Construction listed 
herein contain chapters on the location and clearing of trouble.

6—Specialized Fire Protec tion

*" Fire Protection in District No. 1- -Mise. Pub. 0-7,” issued by the United State- 
Forest Service, sold by the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.- 
priee. 15 cents.

*“ National Forest Fire Protection Plans,” issued by the United States Forest 
Service, sold by the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.—price, 
I» cents.
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7- -Periodicals

*’ Telephony ” ( weekly) published by Telephony Publishing Co., :'.41 Monndnoek 
Block. Chiengo, 111., V.S.A.—price, per year.

** Western Electric News(monthly) published bv the Western Electric ('■> . 
(company organ).

' -Trade Cataloc.i es \\n Handbooks

‘‘Handbook of Insulated Wires and Cables” issued by Phillips Insulated Wire 
Co.. Pawtucket. U.I.. V.S.A.

“ The Simplex Manual” issued by the Simplex Wire and Cable C<>., 201 | Iw un- 
shire St.. Boston, Mass.. V.S.A.

Wire in Electrical Constrtietimi * ’issued by John A. Ruebling's Son- 
Trenton, X.J., V.S.A.

“ Electrical Wires and Cables ” issued by the American Steel k Wire Co., Montreal. 
Quebec.

“ Northern Electric Telephone Apparatus and Supplies, Catalogue No. .‘Î ” issued 
by the Northern Electric Co., Montreal, Quebec.

(*) The books and government documents marked with this symbol will be found 
particularly suited to those who have made no previous study of telephone science but 
desire to secure some elementary knowledge of the instruments and of signalling 
methods in general, with the use that may be made of rapid means of communication 
in forest protection.

A great deal of useful information may be secured from the trade catalogues 
issued by the various manufacturers of telephones and telephone supplies and also by 
the manufacturers of iron and copper wire. These will always Ik? furnished gladly on 
application, are nearly always profusely illustrated, and often contain much valuable 
data that is available nowhere else.

APPENDIX (’

TELEPHONE COSTS

1 Factors Invm.xi:n in tin. Estimation of Costs of Pole and Thee Telephone Lines 
The cost of forest-protection telephone lines depends upon so many variable 

factors that general statements are of very little value. Particularly is this true since 
the In •ginning of the European War. Materials and equipment have increased enor
mously in price, some have even become unobtainable and great delays in delivery must 
be expected in nearly all supplies. Labour has also both increased in price and to a 
certain extent decreased in quality. As in other construction work, estimates of 
supplies must be based on quotations and freight rates to point of delivery. Esti
mates of transportation away from railways must be based on daily cost of transport 
equipment, average load, and average daily trip. Estimates of labour must lx» based 
on daily wage scale with proper allowance for board, and a knowledge of what con
stitutes a reasonable day’s task under the existing conditions that to a certain extent 
differ with each project. This can only be done properly by a study of conditions 
along the proposed route, coupled with an accurate knowledge of actual costs on 
similar projects. Classified project costs are being accumulated by the Forestry 
Branch but os yet are not available for the general information of the field staff.
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In preparing nil ostimato fur a telephone line, the costs should he elussitied undei 
the heads shown in the following schedule:—

1 Estimating Cost of Cole Limn 
(a) Survey of route, 
i b l Tools.
(c) Line materials.

i 2) Insulators, brackets, and nails.
(8) 1 'oles.
( 4 ) (luys, braces and miscellaneous.

Id) Station materials.
(r) Transportation.

< 1 ) Wire and miscellaneous supplies. 
12) Poles.
<3) Camp moving.

(/) Line clearing.
(1) Cutting.
(2) Burning.

i n) Line construction.
(1) lagging holes.
12) Selling poles.
Cl) Pulling wire.
< 4 ) Tying in.
I 5 ) Miscellaneous adjustments, guys, etc. 

Ih) Station installations.
« 1 ) Outside work.
(2) Inside work.

Estimating Costs of Tree I.iocs 
(a) Survey of route. 
i b) Spotting trees.
<c) Tools.
id) Line materials.

(1) Wire.
(2) Insulators and staples.
(3) Miscellaneous and poles ( If any). 

(c) Station materials.
If) Transportation.

( 1 ) Wire and insulators.
(2) Camp moving.

(0) Line clearing.
11 ) Cutting.
( 2) Burning.

•/i ) Line construction.
(1) Pulling wire.
<2) Tying in.
cl) Pulling slack.
(4) Setting poles (if any).

10 Station installation.
11 ) Outside work.
(2) Inside work.

2—Approximate Costs or Sippi.iks and Averm;e Time Reqi ired for Variovs Opéra
tions in Telephone Line Constri ction

'All figures based on quotations in Prairie Provinces prior t • the European War)
1— Supplies—

la) Tools tper ten-man new).
11 > For pole line. $200.
(2) For tree line, $120.
13) For station work, $25.

I b) Line materials (per mile).
<1 ) Wire, No. 9 B.W.O., $12.
(2) Insulators, etc., $2.
« 3 ) Poles, 25 feet, $18 up.
< 4 ) Miscellaneous, $1 up.

(c) Station materials each, $15.
2— Transportation—

This is a cost that depends so much on local 
condition that no average figure has any 
value. The weight to he transported 
may be determined from the lists in 
Appendix A.

3— Spotting Trees—■
(а) Very open timber—2 men, 2 miles per

(б) Very dense timber—3 men, 1 mile per

I Line Clearing—
This Is a cost that depends entirely on local 

conditions. In general, right of way for 
tree lines should seldom cost over $25 per
mile for clearing, with labour at 30 cents 

per hour, but under exceptionally un
favourable conditions may run to $15 per 
mile. In fair-sited timber with little 
underbrush the cost may be as low as $2 
per mile. For pole lines the cost will be 
materially higher, depending on the 
width of clearing.

5- Line Construction, Tree lines 
<«) Bulling wire.

( 1 ) Best—2 men and 1 liorse, 1 mile 
per hour.

(2) Worst—5 men, 4 mile per hour. 
lb) Tying in.

(1) Best—14 miles per man, per day.
(2) Worst—4 mile per man, per day.

c ) Bulling slack—2 men, 1 mile per hour. 
On pole lines all these costs will be reduced 

from 15 to 50 per cent.

0 Creeling Coles. 224 <>»' 25 feet 
to) Digging holes.

(1) Soft ground—1 man, 3 holes per

(2) Medium ground—1 man, 1 hole per

(3) Hard ground—1 man, 4 hole per

(6) Setting poles—3 men, 24 poles per hour.
(c) Attaching lightning-rods 1 man, 4 rods

per hour.
(d) Buying and anchoring—2 men, 2 an

chors per day.

7—Station Installation
(a) Best—1 man. 3 hours (Indoor).

2 men, 2 hours (outdoor). 
lb) Worst—1 man, 5 hours (indoor).

2 men, 4 hours (outdoor).
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REGI RATIONS OF T1IK BOARD OF RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS FOR 
CANADA REGARDING WIRE CROSSINGS

N". Wires Erected Aix»x<i or Across Raii.wwk

By section 7 of chapter 22, 1-2 George \’ (1U11), section 4 of chapter 5u of the 
Statutes ol I'.Hu was repealed, and the following was enacted as subsection of section 
-4«i of the Railway Act :

“ Ô An order ot the Hoard -hall not he required in ea-e- in which wires or other 
conductors for the transmission of electrical energy are to he erected or maintained 
over or under a railway, or over or under wires or other conductors for the transmission 
of electrical energy with the consent of the railway company or the company 
owning or controlling such last-mentioned wires or conductors in accordance with any 
general regulations, plans, or specification- adopted or approved h.v the Hoard for such 
purposes.”

Note. -The above applies to construction across the railway only. Where the 
wires or other conductors are to he erected along the railway, an order of the Board 
is necessary.

General Order No. 231 of the Board of Railway Commissioners
fii III( matter of section iJ(G of the Hail way Act, as amended by chapter •17 of l lie 

Acts 7-.S' (ieorge V, section for the carrying of teins and cables atony or 
across the tracks of railway companies under the jurisdiction of th> Hoard.

Fpon the report and recommendation of the Electrical Engineer of the Board,— 

It is ordered:—
1 That the conditions and specifications set forth in the schedule hereto annexed, 

under the heading, “ Rules for Wires erected along or across Railways,” he, and the 
same are hereby, adopted and confirmed as the conditions and specifications applicable 
to the erection, placing, or maintaining of electric lines, wires, or cables along or 
across all railways subject to the jurisdiction of the Board, part 1 being applicable 
where the line or lines, wire or wires, cable or cables, is or are carried along or over 
the railway ; part 2 being applicable where the line or lines, wire or wires, cable or 
cables, is or arc carried under the railway.

2 That any order of the Hoard granting leave to erect, place, or maintain any 
line or lines, wire or wires, cable or cables, along or across the railway and referring 
to “Rules for Wires erected along or aero.-s Railways,” shall be deemed a- intended 
to be a reference to the conditions and specifications set out in that part of the said 
schedule which is applicable to the mode of crossing authorized.

3 That any order of the Board granting leave to erect, place, or maintain any 
line or lines, wire or wires, cable or cables, along or across any railway subject to the 
jurisdiction of the Board, shall, unless otherwise expressed, be deemed to be an order 
for leave to erect, place, and maintain the some according to the conditions and specifi
cations set out in that part of the said schedule applicable thereto, which conditions 
and specifications shall Ih* considered as embodied in any such order without specific 
reference thereto, subject, however, to such change or variation therein or thereof as 
shall be expressed in such order.
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4 Thnt tlio general order of the Board No. 113, dated November 5, 1013, approv
ing of “ Rules for wires crossing railways,” and the conditions and specifications 
adopted thereby, be, and the some is hereby, rescinded.

H. L. DRAYTON,
May G, 1018. Chief Commissioner.

Schedule

Notice to Applicants

When the interested company's consent cannot be procured and an application to 
the Board becomes necessary, send to the Secretary of the Board (postage free) with 
the application, three copies of a sketch or drawing about 8 by 10 in. showing :—

(«) The location of the poles or towers, or the location of the underground con
duit in relation to the track: the dimensions of the poles or towers ; and the material 
or materials of which they are made.

(b) The proposed number of wires, or cables, the distance between them and the 
track and the method of attaching the conductors to the insulators.

(c) The location of all other wires adjacent or to be crossed, and their supports.
(d) The maximum potential, in volts, between wires, the potential between wires 

and the ground, and the maximum current, in amperes, to be transmitted.
(e) The kinds and sizes of the wires or conductors in question.
(/) On circuits of 10,000 volts, or over, the method of protecting the conductors 

from arcs at the insulators.
(fl) The numlier of insulators supjtorting the conductors. (See also “ J " in 

Specifications.)
N.B.—Place a distinguishing name, number, date, and signature upon the draw

ing. Mark the exact location of the lines or wires upon the drawing, by stating the 
distance in miles from the nearest railway station—N., E., R. or W.—so that this 
point can readily be identified.

Standard Conditions and Specifications for Wire Crossings

PART I—OVER-CROSSINGS 

Condition#

1 The applicant shall, at its or his own expense, erect and place the lines, wires, 
cables, or conductors authorized to be placed along or across the said railway, and shall 
at all times, at its own expense, maintain the same in good order and condition and at 
the height shown on the drawing, and in accordance with the specifications hereinafter 
set forth, so that at no time shall any damage he caused to the company owning, operat
ing or using the said railway, or to any person lawfully upon or using the same, and 
shall use all accessory and proper core and means to prevent any such lines, wires 
cables, or conductors from sagging below the said height.

2 The applicant shall at all times wholly indemnify the company owning, operat
ing, or using the said railway, of, from, and against all loss, cost, damage, and expense 
to which the said railway company may be put by reason of any damage or injury to 
persons or property caused by any of the said wires or cables or any works or appli
ances herein provided for not being erected in all respects in compliance with the 
terms and provisions of this order, as well as any damage or injury resulting from the 
imprudence, neglect, or want of * kill of the employees or agents of the applicant.

3 No work shall at any time be done under the authority of this order in such n 
manner as to obstruct, delay or in any way interfere with the operation or safety of 
the trains or traffic of the said railway.

4 Where, in effecting any such line or wire construction, it is necessary to erect 
poles between the tracks of the railway, the applicant, lie fore any work is begun, shall
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give the railway company owning, operating, or using the sahl railway at least seventy- 
two hours’ prior notice thereof in writing, and the said railway company shall be 
entitled to appoint an inspector, under whose supervision such work shall he done, and 
whose wages, at a rate not to exceed three dollars per day, shall he paid by the nppli- 
• •ant. When the applicant is a municipality and the work is on a highway under its 
jurisdiction, the wages of the inspeetor shall he paid by the railway company.

4 (a) It shall not, however, he necessary for the applicant to give prior notice 
in writing to the railway company as above provided in regard to necessary work to 
ho done in connection with the repair or maintenance of the lines or wires when such 
work becomes necessary through an unforeseen emergency.

Ô Where the wires or cables are to be erected at the railway and carried above,
below, or parallel with existing wires, either within the span or spans to In.....nstructed
at the railway or within the spans next thereto on either side, such additional pre
cautions shall he taken by the applicant as the Engineer of the Hoard -hall consider 
necessary.

»• Nothing in those renditions shall prejudice or detract from the right of the 
company owning, operating, or using the railway to adopt at any time the use of 
electric or other motive power, and to place and maintain along, over, up n, or under 
its right of way, such indi-s, lines, wires, cables, pipes, conduits, and other fixtures and 
appliam-es as may bo necessary or projN*r for such purposes. Liability for the cost of 
any removal, change in location or construction of the poles, lines, wires, cables or 
other fixtures or appliances erected by the applicant along, ov r or under the tracks 
of the said railway company, rendered necessary by anv of the matters referred to in 
this paragraph, shall he fixed by the Hoard on the application of any party interested.

7 Any disputes, arising between the applicant and the said railway e nnpany as 
to the manner in which the said wires or cables are to be erected, place 1 or main
tained, used or repaired, shall be referred to the Engineer of the Hoard, whose decision 
shall he final.

5 The wires or cables of the applicant shall he erected, placed and maintained 
in accordance with the drawings approved by the Hoard and the specification* folk .ving. 
If the drawing and1 specifications differ the latter shall govern unless a spoeifie state
ment to the contrary appears in the Order of the Hoard.

!» In every case in which the line of a railway company is to he constructed 
along or under the win* or cables of a telegraph or telephone company, th • construc
tion of the telegraph or telephone line or lines of the company shall he made to con
form to the foregoing specifications, and any ehanges necessary to make it so conform 
shall be made by the telegraph or telephone company at the cost and expense of the 
railway company.

OVERHEAD LINES

Specifications

\ TMlinn of poles. Pol. s, towers, or otlrw wire-supporting structure- on each 
side of and adjacent to railway crossings, to be equipped with durable labels showing 
(a) the name of the company or individual owning or maintaining them, and (h) 
the maximum voltage between conductors; the characters upon the labels to be ei-ily 
distinguished from the ground.

H Separate lines. - Two < r more separate lines for the transmission of ehs trieal 
energy shall not Ik* erected or maintained in the same vertical plane. The word 
“ lines.” as here used, to mean the combination of conductors and the latter’s support
ing poles, or towers and fittings.

C Location of poles, etc.—Pole;, towers, or other wire-sup *orîing structures to 
he located generally a distance from the rail not less than equal t » the length of the 
poles or structures used. Poles, towers, or other wire-supporting structures must
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under in* consideration lui placed less tlmn 12 fl. from lin» mil of n niiiiii line, or loss 
Mum •! fl. from the mil of a siding. Al loading sidings sufficient spa v to I v li ft 
for driveway.

1) Scltinp ami sire mith of pahs, l’oles loss Mum 50 ft. in length to ho sol not 
loss than 0 ft. and polos over 50 ft. not lex than 7 ft. in solid ground. Poles with 
side strains to he reinforeed with liraees and guy wires. Poles to lie at least 7 in. 
in diameter at the top mountain cedar poles to lie at least x in. at the top. In 
soft ground poles must he set so as to obtain the same amount of rgidity as would 
he obtained by the above speeifieatioiis for setting poles i:i solid ground. When the 
line is loeated in a seel ion of the eouutry where grass or other tires might hum them, 
wooden poles to be covered with a layer of some satisfactory tire-resisting material, 
flitch as concrete at least two in. thick, extending from the butt of the pole 'r a 
distance of at lea>t ft ft. above the level of the ground. Wooden structures to have 
a safety factor of 5.

K Si IIInti ami slrmutli of other structures. Towers or other structures to be 
firmly set upon stone, metal, concrete or pile footings or foundations. Metal and 
concrete structures to have a safety factor of 1.

K Leniilh of Span. Span must he as short as possible consistent with the rules 
of setting and locating of poles and towers.

< i /•'ill Inns of ir noil i’ll poll's for tclct/rapli. hie phone. or similar low-tension linos.
The poles at each side of a railway must he fitted with double cross-arms, dimensions 

not lex than •'! in. by I in., each equipped with 11-in. hardwood pins, nailed in arms, 
or some stronger support and with suitable insulators; cross-arms to In- securely 
fastened to the pole in a gain by not less than a 8-in. bolt through the pole; arms 
carry rig more than two wires or carrying cable must be braced by two stiff iron or 
substantial wood braces fastened to the arms by 8-in. or larger bolts, and to the pole 
by a 8-in or. larger bolt.

II Fitlinqs of all pahs, lowers. or other struct ares. All wire supporting structure s 
to be equipped with fillings satisfactory to the Kiigiucer of the Hoard.

1 (Iminis. Where cross-arms are used, an iron hook guard to he plaml on the 
ends of and securely bolted to each. The books shall be so placed ns to engage the 
wire in the event of the latter's detachment from the hisulntors.

.1 Insulators. All wires or conductors for the transmission of electrical energy 
along or across a railway to he supported b.v and securely attached to suitable insula
tors.

Wires or conductor* in HMNHl-volt (or higher) circuits, to be siip|Kirted by insula
tors capable of withstanding tests of two and one-half times the maximum voltage to 
he employed under operating conditions. An affidavit describing the tests to which 
the insulators have been subjected and the apparatus employed in the h»sts shall lie 
supplied by the applicant. The tests upon which reports are required arc ns follows:- -

Jn Puncture or rupture test. The insulators having lieen immersed in water for 
a period of seven days, immediately preceding and ending at the time of the test, to 
lie subject for a period of five minutes to a potential of two a:td one-half (2-5) times 
the maximum potential of the line upon which they are to be installed.

.lb Flash-over test. State the potentials that were employed to cause arcing or 
(lashing across the surface of the insulator between the conductor and the insulator's 
point of support when the surface was (1) dry, and (2) wet.

K lleifiht of wires (a) Low-tension romluctors. The lowest conductor must not 
lie less than 25 ft. from top of rail for spans up to 145 ft.; 2$ ft. additional clearance
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of mils or oilier wins must lie given for every 2<> ft. or fraction thereof additional 
length u| spun. I lie word» “ low-tension,” ns here used, to menu conductors for 
tclegrnph, telephone, mid kindred signal work, ns well ns cimductors connected with 
grounded seeondnry eirctiit' of transformers below itût> volts.

Kh All primary conductors. ungrounded secondaries, and rnil.vay feedvrs to he 
ninintniiied at least oil It. above the top of rail except when 'pecial provisions arc 
made for trolley wires.

I\c High-tension eonduetois. those between which a pot n iai of 10,iitlil volts or 
over is employed, to he maintained at least lîô ft. above tin top of rail.

I. I Iraninr>s. Sale elearancc' between all conductors to be maintained at all 
•‘ini' Die following d -tances to be providi d wherever pos-ible ; at least •*$ ft. elcar
at M*e from low-tension wires: at least .*» ft. hetweeii low-tension wires, primaries, 
ungrounded secondaries, and railway feeders employing le»s than lo.iMHI volt': at 
lei-t 10 It. between high-ten»ioii wires and all other lines.

M hmi wires. t inx win » at railway crossings to be at least a' strong as 7 strand 
N". Id Stub’s or New Hritish Standard gauge galvanized steel wire, and to be elearlx 
indicated as guy wire on tin- drawing accompanying the application. One or more 
'train insulators to be placed in all guy wires; the lowest strain insulator to hr not 
less than s ft. above the ground.

Xu II ins nml ollirr I'nmliirlurs. \\ here open telephone, telegraph, signal or 
kiudnsl low-tension wires are strung across a railway this stretch to consist of 
copper wire, or copper-clad steel wire, not less than Xu. 1!l New Hritish Standard 
gauge. OÎIJ in. in diameter. Wire is to lie securely tied to insulators by a tie wire not 
Jess than l'h in. in length and of the same diameter as the line wire.

XI» Where No. It H.W.t•.. or larger, galvanized iron or steel wire is employed in 
a circuit, and where there is no danger of deterioration from smoke or other gases, 
the use of this wire may he continued at the crossing.

Xe Where a number of rublicr-oovcrcd wire» are strung aero»» a railwax they 
may be made up into a cable by being twisted on each other or otherwise held together 
and the whole securely fastened to the poles.

Xd W ires or other conductor' for the transmission of electrical « nerg.x for pur* 
poses other than telegraph, telephone, or kindred low-tension signal work, to he com
posed of at least seven strands of material having a combined tensile strength npiiva
lent to or greater than No. I H. »V S. gauge hard-drawn copper wire. The...........
duetors to be maintained above low-tension wires at the crossing, to be free from 
joints or splices, and to extend at least one full span of line beyond the poles or 
towers at each side of the railway.

Xe Wires or other conductors subject to potentials of IO.ihmi volts or oxer, to be 
reinforced by clamps, servings, wrappings, or other protection at the insulators to 
tin1 satisfaction of the Kuginccr of the Hoard.

Xf Conductors for other than low-tension work to have a factor of safety of l* 
when covered with ice or sleet to a depth of 1 in. and subjects! to a wind pressure 
of X pounds tier square ft. on the ice-covered diameter.

Xg All conductors to lie dead-ended or so fastened to their supporting insulators 
at each side of the crossing that they cannot slip through their fastenings.

O Positions nf wins. Wires or conductors of low potential to In- erected and 
maintained below those of higher potential which may lie attached to the same poles 
or towers.

I* Trolley wins. Trolley wires at railway crossings to lie provided with a trolley 
guard so arranged ns to keep the trolley wheel or other rolling, sliding or scraping 
device in electrical contact. The trolley wire, trolley guard, and their supports to be 
maintained at least ‘J'J ft. it in. above the top of the rails.
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(j Cubici—Cable to be carried on n suspension wire at least equivalent to seven 
strands of No. 13 Stub’s or New British Standard gauge galvanized steel wire. When 
cross-arms are used, suspension wires to be attached to a ?-in. iron or stronger hook, 
or when fastened to poles to a malleable iron or stronger messenger banger bolted 
through the poles, the cable to be attached to the suspension wire by cable clips not 
more than 20 in. apart. Rubber insulated cables of less than ? in. in diameter may 
be curried on a suspension wire of not less than seven strands of No. 10 Stub’s or 
New British Standard gauge galvanized steel wire. The word “cable” as here used, 
to mean a number of insulated conductors bound together.

PART II—UNDF.RfiROVXD LINKS

Conditions

1 The line or lines, wire or wires, shall be carried along or across the railway 
in accordance with the approved drawing, and a pipe or pipes, conduit or conduits, 
cable or cables shall, for the whole width of the right of way adjoining the highway, 
be laid ut the depth called for by, and shall be constructed and maintained in accord
ance with the specifications hereinafter set forth.

2 All work in connection with the laying and maintaining of each pipe, conduit 
or cable and the continued supervision of the same shall be performed by, and all 
costs and expenses thereby incurred bo borne and paid by the applicant : but no work 
-hull at any time be done in such u manner as to obstruct, delay or in any way inter
fere with the operation or safety of the trains, traffic or other work on the said rail
way.

3 The applicant shall at all times maintain each pipe, conduit or cable in good 
order ami condition, so that at no time shall any damage be caused to the property 
of the railway company or any of its tracks be obstructed, or the usefulness or safety 
of the same for railway purposes be impaired, or the full use and enjoyment thereof 
by the said railway company be in any way interfered with.

4 Before any work of laying, removing, or repairing any pipe, conduit or cable 
is begun, the applicant shall give to the railway company at least seventy-two hours 
prior notice thereof, in writing, accompanied by a plan and profile of the part of 
the railway to be affected, showing the proposed location of such pipe or conduit and 
works contemplated in connection therewith, and the said railway company shall be 
entitled to appoint an inspector to see that the applicant, in performing said work, 
complies, in all respects, with the terms and conditions of this order, and whose 
wages, at a rate not exceeding $3 per day, shall be paid by the applicant. When the 
applicant is a municipality and the crossing is on a highway under its jurisdiction 
the wages of the inspector shall be paid by the railway company.

4a It shall not, however, be necessary for the applicant to give prior notice in 
writing to the railway company, as above provided, in regard to necessary w >rk to he 
done in connection with the repair or maintenance of the line when such work becomes 
necessary through on unforeseen emergency.

ft The applicant shall, at all times, wholly indemnify the company owning, operat
ing, or using the said railway of, from, and against all loss, costs, damage, and 
expense to which the said railway company may be put by reason of any damage or 
injury to person or property caused by any pipe, conduit, or cable, any works or appli
ances herein, or in the order authorizing the work provided for, not being laid and 
constructed in all respects in compliance with the terms and provisions of these con
ditions, or if. when so constructed and laid, not being at all times maintained and 
kept in good order and condition and in accordance with the terms and provisions of 
said order, or any order or orders of the Board in relation thereto, os well os any 
damage nr injury resulting from the imprudence, neglect, or want of skill of any of 
the employees or agents of the applicant.
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»• Nothing in these conditions shall prejudice or detract from the right of any 
company owning or operating or using the said railway to adopt, at any time, the use 
<»t electric or other motive power, and to place and maintain upon, over, and under 
the said right of way such poles, wires, pipes, and other fixtures and appliances as may 
he necessary or proper for such purpose*. Liability of the cost of any removal, change 
in location «*r construction of the pipes, conduits, wires, nr cables constructed or laid 
hy the applicant rendered necessary by any of the matters referred to in this para
graph, shall he fixed by the Hoard "ii the application of the party interested.

7 Any dispute arising between the applicant and the company owning, using or 
operating said railway as to the manner in which any pipe or conduit, or any works 
or appliances herein provided for, arc being laid, maintained, renewed, or repaired, 
shall he referred to the Engineer of the Board, whose decision shall he final and 
binding on all parties.

VNOKKOROl XI) LINKS

Specification*
A.Y Conduit. \ itrified clay, ereusotol wood, metal pipe, armoured cable or fibre 

conduit may he used.

BB Depth.—The excavation to be of sufficient ' to allow the top of the <hiet 
to be at least three ft. below the bottom of the ties of the railway track.

CC Lanina.—'The conduit or duet to be laid on a base of :$ in. of concrete, mixed 
in proportion, 1 of cement, of sand, and 5 of broken stone or gravel. Where stone 
is used, such atone is to be of a size that will permit of its passing through n l in. 
ring. After ducts are laid, the whole to he encased to a thickness of :t in. on top 
and sides in concrete mixed in the same proportions as above.

Where the track is on an Tcment a pipe may be driven through the latter.
Dl) Fillin') in. The excavation must he filled in slowly and well tamped on top 

and side.

EE Guard.—The excavation must at all times ho safely protected by the appli-

APPENDIX E
FORESTRY BRANCH STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS

1—Specifications for Galvanizing

(a) General.—All iron and steel materials requiring galvanizing shall be pre
pared according to the following requirements:—

The galvanizing shall consist of a deposition of zinc laid on by either the hot 
or electric process; this coating shall he evenly and uniformly applied over the entire 
surface; all holes, grooves, threads, or other irregularities of surface shall he thor
oughly coated, and there shall lie no excess deposit, rough places, or other imperfec
tions. All galvanizing of parts intended to fit together shall he so perfori... . that
such parts can Ik* readily and projierly assembled.

(h) Test.—All galvanized equipment shall he required to pass the following test, 
a reasonable quantity of each shipment not to exceed lo per cent being selected for
test and the shipment passed or reject* d on the lasis of test :

The su sKall be immersed in the standard solution of copper sulphate for
one minute, removed, wiped dry, and cleaned. This process -.hall lie repeated until

79911 14
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four (4) immersions in nil have been made, and thereafter if any deposits of copper 
or any red sjiots appear on the sample, or if the galvanizing appears corroded or 
removed, the sample shall he considered defective and the shipment represented by 
the sample rejected.

(r) Standard Solution.—The standard solution of copper sulphate shall consist 
of a solution of commercial copper sulphate crystals in water having a specific 
gravity of 1185 at 70° F. The temperature of the solution shall not exceed 70° F. 
nor fall below 60° F. while the sample is being tested.

2— Specifications for Galvanized-iron Telephone Wire
General description.—The finished product desired under these specifications 

consists of galvanized B.B. wire as hereinafter specified.
Finish.—The wire shall be cylindrical in form and free from scales, inequali

ties, flaws, splints, and other in»l>erfections. The finish of the wire shall he in 
accordance with the best commercial practice. Kaelt coil shall be warranted not to 
contain any weld, joint, or splice in the rod before drawn.

Galvanizing.—Tho wire shall be well galvanized in aee >rdance with tin* speei- 
fieations for the galvanizing of iron and steel given in Specifications No. 1.

ELECTRIC XI. HFx/l IREMENTS

Electrical resistattcc.—The resistance of the wire in ohms per mile at a tempera
ture of A8° F. shall not exceed the. quotient arising from dividing the constant 
number, fifty-six hundred (5.000), by the weight of the wire in i>»unds per mile.

M ECU XXICAL REQl I REM ENTS

Dimensions.—The diameter of the galvanized xvire shall lu- within the limits 
given in the folloxving table:—

of unlvaniznl wire, in Diameter nf gnlvnnizeil wire, in
1 h.Ïv.cj! inches 111,-lie»

Maximum I <Sauge j Minimum Maximum ( Snuge Minimum

<1 *MI? 0-203 1 0 1 UK 10 0 138 0 134 i 0-130
o-ieo (MM ! (Mill 0-112 0 100 0 105
(I 152 0 Us 0 144 11 •■*** 0 083 0 (180

Breaking weight.—The breaking weight of the xvire shall not be less than two 
and eight-tenths (2-8) times the weight of the xvire in pounds j»er mile.

Torsion.—The xvire shall be capable of withstanding at least fifteen txvists in a 
length of 0 in.

Coil*.—The length of the xvire in each coil shall he as folloxvs : No. fl H.W.G., 
approximately £ mile; Nos. 8, 0, 10, 12 and 14 B.W.Ü., approximately A mile.

In the case of xvire less than 0 134 in. in diameter, one-third of the coils may have 
txvo pieces to a coil, joined by the ordinary twist joint carefully soldered and galvanized.

In the case of wire 0*134 in. in diameter, and larger, each coil may consist of two 
pieces only, joined by the ordinary twist joint carefully soldered and galv'onized.

Binding.—Each coil of xvire shall be securely bound in at least four places with 
galvanized iron wire. A tag shall lie attached to each coil giving the size and grade 
of wire in the coil.
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3—Specifications for Hard-drawn Copper Telephone Wire
(u ni1 nil.-- I lit* material shall he cop|M-r of such quality and purity that when 

drawn hard it shall have the properties and characteristics la rei i required. The 
manufacture, workmanship, and finish must be in accordance with the best commercial 
practice.

Manu fad urc.—-I'.ikrh coil shall hr drawn in one length and be exempt from joints 
or splices. All wire shall he truly cylindrical and shall conform to gauge within the 
limits oi variation permitted by these s|>eeifications. It must not contain any scale, 
inequalities, flaws, cold shuts, seams, or other imperfections.

MKCHAXK XL AND KI.KCTRICAL KKQITHKMKXTS
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Shipping.—The wire shall be made up into coils the eye of which shall have a 
maximum diameter of 22 in. and a minimum diameter of 18 in., and shall be securely 
tied by not less than four separate pieces of strong twine, and shall Ik* protected by a 
sufficient wrapping of burlap so that the wire may not Ik? injured during transporta
tion. The wrappings shall he placed upon the wire bundles, after they have been coiled 
and secured by the twine. Each coil shall have its gauge, length, and weight plainly 
and indelibly marked upon two brass tags which shall he secured to the coil, one inside 
the wrapping and the other outside.

4 Specifications for Emergency Wire

(Jetterai.—This wire will he used under all climatic and weather conditions and 
will Im* laid out on the ground, or on trees, in continuous lengths not exceeding 30 
miles, and without the use of insulators. The quality of the material used and the 
method of manufacture shall In* such as to ensure for the wire the properties herein 
specified.

Comlurtor.—This wire shall have a conductor consisting of ten strands of Xo. .‘10 
B. & S. gauge hard-drawn copper wire twisted together, the twUts per foot not to be 
less than eight and not more than ten.

Ilard-Jrairn Copper Wire.- The hard-drawn cop|K*r wire shall 1m* free from IkmkIs, 
cuts of any dimensions, nicks, splits or splinters, spills, grooves, scraped surface, wavy 
surface, flat-sided or oval wire, corrosion, or any irregularities. The diameter of No. 
30 hard-drawn copper wire shall not Im* greater than *01013 in. nor less than • 00093 in.

Corering.—A double reverse serving of cotton shall bo applied to the twisted 
conductor so as to form a close, smooth covering.

Weather-proofing.—The cotton covering shall he thoroughly saturated with a per
manent weather-proof compound of such a nature as to preserve the strength of the

79211—141
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cotton wrapping, ahull not act injuriously thereupon, and shall be insoluble in water. 
The compound shall adhere firmly to the cotton covering and shall not drop or run 
when the finished wire is subjected to n tem|K»rnture of 150° F. for thirty minutes, 
and shall not crock when the wire is subjected to a temperature of 10° F. for thirty 
minutes.

The diameter of the completed wire shall not be more than -048 in. and not less 
than -043 in.

Spooling. -The wire shall lie evenly wound on wooden spools weighing approxi
mately three-quarters of a pound.

The inner end of the wire shall he brought out through the spool head.
The length of the wire shall he 2,040 ft. plus 100 ft.
The exact length of the wire shall he marked on the spool.
The wire on each spool shall be one continuous length.
Splice*.—Spliced joints shall he equal to or stronger than the wire itself and 

shall lie so made as not to materially increase the diameter of the conductor at the 
point where the splice occurs.

Weight per mile.—The weight per mile of the finished wire shall not exceed 
nineteen and a half (10.5) pounds and shall not he b*s* than seventeen and a half 
(17-5) pounds. This does not include the weight of the wooden spool.

Tensile Strength.—Tests shall he made on wire from the ends of which the insula
tion has been removed. The finished wire shall have a minimum breaking weight of 
forty-five (45) pounds and a minimum elongation' of one-half of 1 per cent in a length 
of 2 feet.

Resistance.—The resistance of this wire shall not lie more than 00 ohms per mile 
at a temperature of 68° F.

5—Specifications for Rubber-covered Copper Wire

General.—The quality of the material used must be of the best, and the manu
facture, workmanship, and finish must bo in accordance with the host commercial

Manufacture.—The conductor shall 1k> in one continuous length, cylindrical in 
section, and uniformly drawn, so that the variation over or under the specified 
diameter shall not exceed one (1) mil (one one-thousandth of an inch), it shall 
ho uniform in quality, free from factory joint», scales, splints. Haws, and other 
imperfections. To ensure the removal of defect* from the conductor the manufac
turer shall cut off 25 ft , or as much more as may be necessary, from each end of 
every coil.

Each conductor before being insulated shall In* thoroughly and uniformly tinned. 
The tin coating m ist conform to the following requirements: The tinned conductor 
shall lie immersed in a current of pure hydrogen sulphide gas, saturated with water 
vapour at a temperature of not less than 75 F. ami not more than 71»0F. for four 
hours. At the end of this time the conductor must exhibit no signs of blackening.

Insulation.—The tinned conductor shall In*, evenly and smoothly covered with 
vulcanized rubber of the best quality, which is impervious to moisture, or some other 
approved weather-proof, insulating compound to such a thickness as hereinafter 
specified.

The dielectric shall adhere firmly to the conductor and shall not act injuriously 
upon it. The wire shall be well centred in the dielectric. The dielectric sha'1 not 
soften sufficiently to allow decentralization at a lower temperature than 130° F.
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The insulated conductor shall he sufficiently flexible to stand being twi»te l three 
times about itself, left for at least sixteen hours, and untwisted without the dielec
tric; showing any signs of rupture.

filectricnl Requirements.—The insulation t<*-t shall be made on tie* outside dis
tributing conductor whilst in water, the conductor having been previously submerge i 
in water for at least twelve hours prior to the test. All conductors. No. Itî It X* S. 
gauge and over, shall show an insulation resistance of not less than 500 megohms 
per mile: and conductors under No. Id lî. X* S. gauge shall have an insulation 
resistance of not less than 250 megohms per mile. The temperature at which test 
is to he made shall not 1>c less than 00° V. nor more than 70°F.

The test for insulation resistance shall be made with an electro-motive force of 
not more than 550 volts, the insulation resistance to be figured from the deflection 
obtained with the negative pole of the source of potential connection to the conductor 
and after an electrification of one minute. If unequal deflections are obtained with 
the positive and negative poles connected to the wire, the insulation shall be considered 
defective.

Mechanical Requirements.- These include breaking weight, elongation, and braid
ing.

The breaking weight for No. 14 11. X* S. gauge wire shall not be less than one 
hundred and ninety (199) pounds ; for No. 16 Tl. X* S. gauge wire, not less than one 
hundred and twenty-five (125) pounds ; and for No. 10 B. & S. gauge wire not less than 
seventy (70) pounds.

The elongation in two feet shall not be less than 1 per cent for No. 14, No. lfi, 
and No. 19 11. X* S. gauge wires.

As to braiding, each insulated conductor shall l»e covered with a close, smooth 
braid, which shall be thoroughly impregnated with a permanent weather-proof com
pound. The impregnated braid shall then In- uniformly covered with a continuous 
layer of the compound which shall adhere firmly to the braid.

The compound shall not act injuriously on the dielectric or the braid, ami shall 
not melt when subjected to a temperature of 125° F., nor crack at a temperature of 
30° F„ and shall be insoluble in water.

Packing for Shipment.—The finished conductor shall be delivered in coils of one 
continuous piece, the eye of the coil to be about nine inches. Both ends of the coil shall 
be accessible.

Each coil shall l»e securely bound with strong tape or twine in at least four 
separate places, and shall then be wrapped with burlap or strong paper to prevent 
mechanical injury during transportation.

Each coil shall have its gauge and length plainly marked on two strong tags, one 
tag to be attached to the coil and the other to the outside of the wrapping.

6 Specifications for Glass Insulators

The material desired under tlu^e specifications consists of gla-s insulators of 
the style and dimensions hereinafter described.

General.—The specifications and drawings are intended to include all instruc
tions necessary to guide the manufacturer in his work. They are intended to co
nfiera te with and supplement each other so that any details indicated in one and not 
in the other shall be executed as if indicated in both.

Workmanship.—All workmanship shall be of the best c •mmereial grade.
Material.—The insulators shall be made of transparent colourless or green glass.
Dimensions.—The insulators shall l*e of the style and dimensions shown in the 

drawing attached hereto and1 made part of these specifications.
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Where maximum ami minimum dimensions are shown the dimensions shall be 
within the Hints specified. Where limits are not shown the dimensions shall Ik* 
approximate.

The diameter of the thread shall be such that at least two revolutions of the 
insulator will he required to tighten it on tin* standard insulator gauge, and when in 
this position the end of the r gauge shall not be more than one-eighth of an
inch from the crown of the im *r.

'i'- d

4 threads to the inch

Al Iowa ble Variations
over under

O •A- o
X »Al- o
y o
d Ve‘ y&*

S|K*v|fln«tluiiK <■ In ni mi < f Forestry Hnnch standard pony glass Insulator

The thread of all insulators shall In* smooth and of uniform pitch. The thread 
shall be well centred in the im >r so that, when in plnee on the standard insulator 
gauge, the gauge will not touch the inner surface of the jietticoat.

Insulators conforming in all other respects to the requirements of the*c specifi
cations, but having on the lower edge of their petti<*oats a series of projecting points, 
may lie accepted under these g|H-eiticntions.

Finish.—The im rs shall have a finish ensuring, so far as is consistent with
the best commercial practice, smooth even surfaces and fre * from flaws, crocks, 
blow-lndes, sharp edges, and other defects.

7—Specifications for Split Tree Insulators

Molt rial.—Split tree im rs shall be made of the best grade of insulator 
porcelain.

Finish.—The surface shall he brown-glazed exce|»t the faces which are to be 
placed in contact in attaching the insulator around the line wire. Time may be left 
white and unglazed. The glazed finish shall be smooth, without rough spots, cracks, 
sharp edges, or other defects.
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Workmanship.—All workmanship shall he of the best commercial grade.

Dimensions. -The Insulators shall be of the type and dimensions shown in the 
drawing attached hereto, and made a part of these specifications.

Tree Insulator

Specifications T Iifslgn of Forestry Hrimvh standard split tree Insulator

8—Specifications for Cedar Poles
Purchased |Mth*s not cut under the supervision of the I>< minion Forestry Branch 

shall be required to conform to the specifications of the Northern White Cedar Asso
ciation if secured cast of tin* Rocky mountains, or to those of the Western Red Cedar 
Association if secured west of the Rocky mountains. For convenience and reference 
extracts from these specifications are reprinted below:—

Xorthem Whitt• ('tolar Association Specifications
" Sizes, 4 in., 2Ô ft. and upwards. Above ]ioh* must be cut front live, growing 

cedar timber, pivled, and reasonably well prujMirtioucd for their length. Tops must 
lie reasonably sound, must measure in circumference as follows : seasoned 4-in. jiolc*, 
1l' in.; 5-in. poles, 15 in.; 6-in. |>olos, 1M in.; 7-in. |ni1cs, 'J'J in. If poli* are gm-n, 
fresh cut, or water-soaked, then 4-in. polos must measure 12J in.; 5-in. poles. Hi in.; 
it-in. poles, 101 in.; 7-in. poles, 22? in. in circumference at top end. Lengths may be 
one-half inch, scant for each 5 ft. in length, and six inches long for any length from 
1*0 ft. up.

« One way sweep allowable not exceeding I in. for every 5 ft. ; for example, in 
a 25-ft. (Mile, sweep not to exceed 5 in., and in a 40-ft. pole, * in. Measurement for 
sweep shall he taken as follows : That part of the pole when in the ground (ft ft.) not 
being taken into account in arriving at sweep, tightly stretch a tape-line on the side 
of the pole where the sweep is greatest from a point ft ft., front the butt to the upper
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surface at top, ami having ho donc measure widest point from tape to surface of pole 
and if, for illustration, upon n 25-ft. |>ole said widest j>oint d<M*s not exceed 5 in., 
said pole comes within the meaning of these specification*. Butt-rot in the centre 
including small ring-rot outside of the centre; total rot must not exceed 10 per cent 
of the area of the butt. Butt-rot of a character which plainly seriously impairs the 
strength of the pole above ground is a defect. Wind-twist is not a defect unless very 
unsightly and exaggerated. Bough, large knots, if sound and trimmed smooth, arc 
not n defect.”

Western licit Ceitar Issoriatinn Spécifications

“All poles must be cut from live, growing cedar timber, peeled, knots trimmed 
close, butts and to]« sawed square, tops must be sound and must measure as follows 
in circumference:—

4- in. top, 12-in. circ. 7-in. top, 22-in, eire. 9-in. top, 28-in. circ.
5- in. top, 15-in. circ. 8-in. top, 25-in. circ. 10-in. top, 31-in. circ.
6- in. top, 184-in. circ.

“ No pole shall have more than one crook and this shall he one way only, the 
sweep not to exceed 1 in. to every 6 ft. in length. Same to he determined in the fol
lowing manner :—Measurement for sweep shall he as follows : 'l'lnit part of
the polo when in the ground (6 feet) not taken into account in arriving at
sweep, tightly stretch a tupe-lino on the side of the polo where sweep is greatest, from 
a point 6 ft. from butt to the upjwr surface at top, and, luiving so done, measure 
widest point from tape to surface of pole and if, for illustration, upon a 30-ft. polo 
said widest point does not exceed 5 in., said pole comes within the meaning of these 
specifications.

“ Butt-rot in centre, including small ring-rot. shall not exceed lu per cent of 
the area of the butt. Butt-rot of a character which impairs the strength of the pole 
above ground is a defect.

“T^irgc knots, if sound and trimmed r*mooth, are not a defect.
“A perfectly sound, dead or dry streak shall not he considered a defect when it 

does ml materially impair the strength of the pole.”

9
64
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9 Specifications for Wooden Spools for Emergency Wire
The spool on which the emergency wire is to he wound is to he nmde in accord

ance with tin1 drawing attached hereto and made a part of these specifications. The 
material is to he clear, straight-grained, thoroughly seasoned pine; the manufacture

Sketch of Emergency Wire Spool

Specifications i* Design of Forestry Branch standard emergency wire spool

is to he of the best grade and the spools are to be finished with two coats of shellac 
varnish. The weight ot the finished spool should he approximately three-quarters of 
a pound.

10—Specifications for Creosote

The oil used shall he the best obtainable grade of coal-tar croosote, that is, it 
•diall be a pure product obtained from coal-gas tar or coke-oven tar and shall be free 
from any tar, oil <>r residue obtained from petroleum or any other source, including 
coal-gas tar or coke-oven tar; it shall lx* completely liquid at 38°(\ and shall be free 
from suspended matter; the specific gravity of the oil at 3*°C. shall be at least 1-03. 
When distilled by the common method (that is, using an 8-ounce retort, asbestos- 
eovered with standard thermometer, bulb A in. above the surface of the oil) the creo
sote, calculated on the basis of the dry oil, shall give no distillate below 200°f\, not 
more than Ô per cent below 210°(\, not more than 2"» per cent lxdow 235°f\, and the 
residue above 355°0. if it exceeds f> i>er cent in quantity, shall be soft. The oil shall 
not contain more than 3 per cent water
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11—Specifications for Wooden Brackets

The article's desired under these specifications consist of oak pole-brackets, fitted 
to take the standard insulator.

Workmanship.—All workmanship shall be of the best commercial grade.
Material.—All brackets shall be made of sound oak, free from knots, chocks or 

crocks, sopwood, worm-holes, and brash wood. The grain of wood on all brackets 
shall be practically parallel to the axis of the threaded portion of the bracket. The 
grain from the right-angled corner at the end of the bracket shall not run below the 
bottom thread on the opposite face of the bracket.

Pole Line Brochet
Allowable Valuations

-<*C
d
c .ltd

Specifications 11 la-Hlgn of Forestry Branch standard wooden bracket

All brackets shall be thoroughly seasoned before being offered for inspection.
Dimensions.—The seasoned brackets shall be of the style and dimensions shown 

in the drawing attached hereto and made part of these specifications. Where maxi
mum and minimum dimensions are shown, the dimensions shall be within the limits 
specified. Where limits are not shown, the dimensions shall be approximate. Figures 
upon the drawings shall be followed in preference to scale measurements.

Thrnul.—The threaded portion of the bracket shall be as nearly as possible of a 
circular cross-section. The thread shall be smooth and of a uniform pitch, and such 
that a standard insulator can be readily screwed on to the bracket until the end of the 
bracket touches the top of the insulator. When in this position there should be no per
ceptible rocking or play of the insulator on the bracket.

Kn U hoirs.- K a ch bracket shall have two nail holes as shown in the drawing 
attached hereto. The nail holes shall be well centred and shall be perpendicular to 
that face of the -bracket which makes an angle with the axis of the thread.
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12—Specifications for Outdoor Protector Mounting-boxes

The box used for mounting protector and switch for installation outdoors with 
the 1330—J telephone set shall lie made of clear, straight-grained, thoroughly 
seasoned pine, spruce, or Douglas fir, according to the drawing attached hereto, and 
made a part of these specifications. Hinges ami hasp shall he of 1 rass fastened by 
brass screws.

• SIDE • ELEVATION •• EEOMT • tltVATION • • BUCK • ELEVATION

Spwifleution* 12 I iiulgn of outdoor protector mounting-box

Finish.—The hox shall he planed smooth inside and out and treated with a coat 
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. specifications, as follows: No. 3438 for 40-60 
inside and out with two coats of best paint either grey, dark green, brown, or black.

APPENDIX F
SOLDERING—MKTHODS AND MATERIALS

Approved Solders.—Approved solders are those made in accordance with the 
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. specifications, as follows : No. 3438 for 40-00 
tolder; No. 3439 for 45-55 solder; No. 3440 for 50-50 solder ; No. 3441 for resin flux 
wire solder.

Ai>provcd Fluxes.—Approved fluxes are: (1) plumbers’ candles for plumbing and 
cable work; (2) resin; (3) the stick forms of flux made by the Northern Electric Co., 
and (4) that known as “Allen’s” stick. No other form of flux (such us paste or 
liquid soldering salts) is to be used.

I* roc ess.—All parts to be soldered must first be thoroughly cleaned by scraping, 
filing, rubbing with emery paper, or some other method. In cleaning galvanized iron, 
take care not to scrape off all the galvanizing.

Heat the joint with the soldering-iron. Do not attempt to the solder with
the iron. Heating should be just sufficient to melt the resin of resin-core solder or of 
the soldering etiok, and the parts should then be thoroughly coated with the flux.

4
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Copper rupidly oxidizes when heated in contact with the air, and solder will not 
adhere to oxidized copper. The purpose of the flux, therefore, is to cover the surface 
to be soldered while the temperature is still low, and prevent oxidation. Continue 
the application of the hot iron until the joint has become hot enough to melt the solder 
which will then flow readily. Do not try to apply resin-core solder with a hot iron 
and its own flux to n cold surface nor to an oxidized joint.

Solder.—This solder is to be used for joining split sleeves in cable work, 
and for large surfaces of metal which are to be soldered. It is also to be used in making 
joints in old galvanized-iron wire, and similar work. In joining old galvanized wire, 
clean the ends which arc to he soldered with emery cloth and make a Western Vnion 
joint; then solder by means of a ladle, using as a flux one of the approved stick forms. 
Do not use more than is necessary to cause the solder to flow, and apply by rubbing 
before the first pouring of the solder over the joint. If m•cessary. apply again after the 
joint has been heated. A large well-tinned soldering iron may Ik* used, if preferred, 
instead of pouring the solder over the joint. In such a ease the iron must be pressed 
against the joint so as to warm it just enough to melt the flux when it is held against 
it. After a coating of this has adhered, apply the hot soldering-iron again and, at the 
same time, apply the 45-55 wire solder to the joint (do not put the solder on the 
soldering iron). When the solder melts, having derived its heat from the joint and 
not from the iron, it will flow readily. A slight tap on the wire will help it to run 
into the joint well. This solder is furnished in the form of i-in. wire in 10-pound 
coils, or in bars of H pounds weight, nnd orders must state in which form it is 
required.

Resin Flux Wire Solder.—Resin flux wire solder is to Ik* used in soldering all wire 
connections other than galvanized-iron wire, hut it may also Im* used for this pur|>ose 
in new work, when it is done with a soldering-iron. It is also to be used for all work 
where copper and brass are to Ik* ' red. To use this solder for work, such
as w-ire joints and terminals, apply to the joint a well-tinned soldering-iron, of suffi
cient size for the work. In soldering terminals, first clean off all old solder and hits 
of wire by mea^is of a hot iron and then give only one turn of the wire which
is to In» soldered around the terminals. In larger wor!;, use any convenient means to
heat the joint, rememlH-ring to get a coat of resin on before enough heat has been 
applied to the metal to oxidize it. and that the metal to l»e soldered must be hot enough 
to melt the solder and burn off the su|Karfluous resin. This solder is furnished in 
5- ami 10-pound coils, and orders must state which size is rispiircd.

To Solder to Rlacle Iron Pipe.—
(1) First thoroughly clean a strip on the pipe about J-in. wide and 2A-in long;
(2) Heat the cleaned place, either with the of a gwolenc torch or a heated

iron, until it is hot enough to melt the ' ring-stick;
(3) Distribute a coat of flux over this point by rubbing it with a soldering-stick ;
(4) With a well heated soldering-iron distribute 45-33 solid-wire solder over the 

cleaned space ;
(5) Tightly wrap the wire, well cleaned, around the pipe, leaving at least 2 in. 

between each turn ;
(tt) Fasten the end of the wire at the end of the coil by twisting it around the 

wire leading from the pipe;
(7) Apply an additional coat of flux;
(K) Apply the 45-55 solid-wire r in the regular maimer.
Tinning Solderinp-Iron.—File the iron to the required shape and brightness, and 

heat until it is only just hot enough to melt the resin of resin-cored solder but not 
hot enough to change the colour of the bright copper by oxidation. When in this 
condition, mat the part to be tinned with resin and apply bent until the solder melts 
readily, when it will lie found to flow freely on the iron. Do not let the flame come in 
contact with the tinned part of the iron.

7 3

6
7

4
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TABLE 8—COMPARISON OF WIRE G A VUES*

The sizes of wires are ordinarily expressed by mi arbitrary series of numbers. 
Unfortunately there are several independent numbering methods, so that it is always 
necessary to specify the method1 or wire gauge used. The following table gives the 
numbers and diameters in decimal parts of an inch for the various wire gauges used 
in this country, Great Britain and the United States.

Number of wire 
RUUItO

lloebling or Wash
burn and Moons

Brown and Birmingham 
or Stubs

English h-gal 
standard

( ild English or 
London

ln„h im-h
6 0 (1 400 0-464
» » 0-430 0 432
4 0 0-393 <1 414 0-400 0-4.140
3-0 0 362 0-4000 0 425 0-372 11-4250
2-0 0 331 0 3048 0-380 0-348 0-3800

0 0-307 0-3249 0 340 0 324 0-34(8)

I 0 283 0 289.3 0 300 0-300 0-3000
2 0-203 0-2576 0-284 0-276 0 2840
3 0 244 0■2204 0-259 0 252 0 2590
4 0-22.1 0-2043 0-238 0 232 0-2380
5 0-207 0 1811) 0 220 0-212 0 2200

«1 0 102 0 1020 0 203 0-192 0 2030
7 0 177 0 1443 0 I SO 0 176 0 18(81
8 0-102 0 1286 0 165 0-160 0-1650
11 0-148 0 1144 0-148 0 144 0 1480

III 0-13.1 0-1019 0 134 0 128 0-1340

II 0-120 0 (11)074 0 120 0 11B 0 1200
12 0 10.1 0 08081 o 100 0-104 0 1090
13 0 01)2 0-07ID0 0-09.1 0-002 0 00.10
14 a (mi 000408 0 083 1) 080 0 0830
IS 0 072 0-05706 0-072 0 072 0-0720

111 0-003 0-05082 0-065 0-064 0 0650
17 0-054 0-04525 0 056 0 0580
IN 0(147 0 04030 0-048 00400
111 0-041 0 03589 0-042 0-040 0-0400
20 0-035 0 03190 HIM 0 036 0 0350

21 0 032 0-02840 0-032 0 032 0-0315
0 028 0 02.134 0-028 0-029.1

23 0-02.1 0-02257 0 024
24 0-023 0 02010 1) 1)22
2.1 0-020 0-01718) o 020 0-020 0 0230

20 0-018 0-01.194 0-018 0 018 0-0205
0-01410 0-016 0-0164 0 01875

28 (1 010 0-01204 0 1)14 0 1)148 0 01650
211 0-015 0-01125 0-013 0-0136 0 01550
30 0 014 0-01002 0 012 0-0124 0 01375

31 0 0135 000893 0-010 0 0116 0-01225
32 0-0130 0 009 0-0108 0-01125
33 0-0110 0(8)708 0 OHIO 0-01025
34 0 1)100 0 (81030
35 0 0095 0 00861 0-005 0 0084 0-0000

.30 0-0000 0-00500 0 004 0(8)76 0-0075
in sail

38 0-0080 0 18)397 0 18)57
39 0-0035.3 0 0050
41) 0 00,0 0(8)314 ow*

Knglish Legal Standard Gauge.—Also called New British Standard Gauge, or 
British Imperial Standard, and very commonly used in Great Britain and this 
country.

Ritmingham Gauge.—Used largely in Great Britain and some of the British 
Dominions for the measurement of wires of all kinds. In the United States it is 
applied mostly to the measurement of iron wire.
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Brown <£ Sharpe Gauge.—The United Stotes standard fur wires fur electrical 
purposes.

Law of the Brown & Sharpe G an go.—The diameters of wires on the B. & S. 
gauge arc obtained from the geometric series in which No. 0000: 0.4000 inch and 
No. 30= • 005 inch, the nearest fourth significant figure being retained in the 
areas and diameters so deduced.

Let n = gauge number ((XNMi — 3; 000 — 2 ; 00 —- — 1).
d diameter of wire in inches.

Then d = 0-3249
ÜÎ2ÿ

Sheathing core.—The numlier (.V) of sheathing wires having a diameter (d) 
which will cover a core having a diameter (It) is

v n+d

TABU-; 4-TENSILE STRENGTH OF BAKE COPPER WIRE

Numbers, B. A S.C1.

Breaking weight ! 
in pound*

Bryaking weight 
in pounds

Hard-drawn Annealed Hard-drawn Annealed

0000 8,310 8. 017 340
000 0,5X0 4.480 10. 480

INI 5,220 II. 3*8 210
0 4,55* 2,818 12 307 174

1 1,740 1.8M 13......................................... 244 138
2 . . 3.127 II 103 100
:t 2.480 1,406 16 153 87
4........ 1.807 i lit is 133 00

5........ 1,550 888 17. 07 SI
0 1.237 7IMI ; 18. 77 43

OHO 555 10. 01 34
8 778 440 , 20. 48 27

The strength of soft copper wire varies from 32,000 to 30,000 pounds per square 
inch, and of hard copper wire from 45,000 to 68,000 pounds per square inch, accord
ing to the degree of hardness.

The above table is calculated fur 34,000 pounds for soft wire and 60.0(H) pounds 
for hard wire, except for some of the larger sizes, where the breaking weight per 
square inch is taken at 50,0:H) |s>unds for 0000, 0(H), and 00, 55,000 for 0, and 
57.000 ;xnmds for 1.

TABLE 5 PROPERTIES GF HARîMîRAWN COPPER TELEPHONE \NI> TELEGRAPH
WIRE

Sise 11. A 8.G. Rexislame 
per mile

Breaking
strength

Weight 
per mile

Furnished Approximate sise 
in roils ns E. It. It. iron wire 
followi equal • <- copper

in conducti\ ity

Ohm* Pounds Pound* Miles
0 4 30 025 :’oo Hi 2

10 5 40 525 100 12 3
II 0 00 420 131 0 52 4

8-70 330 KM 0 05 0 Iron-wire gauge

IS 10*80 270 w 1 20 6)
14 1.3 70 213 00 1 VI s It w (1.)
IS 17*40 170 52 2 00 0
IS 2210 130 41 1 20 10
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In handling this wire the greatest euro should be observed to avoid kinks, bends, 
scratches, or cuts. Joints should Ik* made only with copper splicing sleeves and 
connectors.

On account of its et tivity being about five times that of E. B.B. iron wire, 
and its breaking strength over throe times its weight per mile, copper may be used 
of which the section is smaller anti the weight less than an equivalent iron wire, 
allowing a greater numl>er of wires to he strung on the poles.

Besides this advantage, the reduction of section materially decreases the elec
tro-static capacity, while its non-magnetie character lessens the self-' ' tion of the 
line, both of which features tend to increase the possible speed of signalling in tele
graphing, and to give greater clearness of enunciation over telephone lines, especially 
those of great length.

TAItl.E 6- Vlt< IffiRTI ES OF ItIMKTA I.I.K WIRE '

Xumlier*.
It A H.G.

ÏÏSj- Weight* Breaking 
per mile weight in 
in pound* iioumfs

if a" si;.
in mil*

Weights

in |Miunils

Breaking 
weight in 

pound*

(NNNI 4 no 3,200 10,500 - 144 314 1 210
410 2,537 s.iitio s 12* 240 1 020
.305 2,022 7,ihhi 9 114 203 850

(1 32.1 1,020 5.700 10 102 157 000
1 2*9 1,204 4,000 It 91 127 520

2 258 1 003 3.K00 12 *1 too 410
ft 229 ,797 3,20<l 14 04 03 200
4 204 10 51 40 11)0
5 .. .. 1*2 490 1 790 Is 10 25 100
a 162 398 1.500

'Adapted from " Win* in Klertrirnl t’onstrurinm " by John A. Ruehlinx'e Sons Co.

This wire consists of a steel centre with a cover of copper. Its conductivity is 
about 65 j»er cent of that of pure copper. The percentage of cop|H*r and steel may 
vary a trifle, hence the strength and weight must he approximate.

TABLE 7—properties of galvanized telephone AND TELEGRAPH WIRE.1

Sise
It. W. (1.

Diameter

circular

Approximate 
weight in pounds

Approximate breaking 
strain in pounds

Resistance per mile i Interna
tional ohmslat 68°F.or 20° 

('.

per 1000 
feet

per
E. It. It. It. It Steel E. II. It. It. It. Steel

0 340 115.000 313 1.655 4.138 1.014 4.905 2 84 3 38 3 93
1 300 ‘.Ml. 1M MI 244 1,2*9 3,223 3.009 3,867 3 65 4 -34 5 04
2 2*4 21* 1.155 2,888 3.234 3.405 4 07 1 85 6-63
3 259 07.0*1 182 «.MSI 2.400 2,880 4 90 5-83 0 77
4 288 50.644 153 *11 2,028 2.271 2.433 5 *0 0 91 8 01

5 220 48,400 131 093 1,732 1.940 2.079 0-78 8-08 9 3*
0 203 41,209 112 590 1.475 1.052 1.770 7 97 9 49 II 02

1*0 .32.400 87 403 1.158 1.290 1.3*9 10-15 12 HI 14 m
8 105 27.225 74 390 975 1,092 1.170 12 05 14 36 16 71

9 14* 21,904 60 314 785 *79 942 14 97 17 84 20 70
10 134 17,950 49 258 045 722 774 IS 22 21-71 25-29
II 120 14.400 39 200 515 577 01* 22-82 27 19 31-55
12 109 11,881 32 170 425 470 510 27 05 32 94 38-23

13 95 9.025 25 129 310 347 372 37 90 45-16 52-41
14 Kl 0,889 19 99 247 277 297 47 4* 56 50 05-00
15 72 5.1*1 14 74 185 207 03 52 75-08 *7-84
10 05 4.225 II 01 152 171 183 77 05 91 -80 100-55

'From Amern-an Steel unit Wire Co.

56

5
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TABLE h PROPERTIES OF GALVANIZED STEEL WIRE’

Sise
B.W.O.

îgt
Approxi-

weight

pounds
per

1.000
ft.

Approxi- ,

breaking
strain in Resist- j
pounds, ance 1
figured j in | Size
on the I ohms | B.W.G.
basis of i per
100,000 1,000
pounds I ft.

per sq. in.)

SJC
Approxi-

pounds
per
1.000
ft.

breaking 
strain in 
pounds,

* iimm*»

Per sq. in.

Haunt-

per
1.000
ft.

u 340 31.1 9,079 0-74 ' a 148 60 1,720 3-92
1 300 244 7,01)8 0 95 10 134 49 1,410 4 79
2 284 218 6,335 1 07 i 11 120 39 1,131 5 98
.1 219 182 5,208 1 28 I 12 109 32 933 7 24
4 238 153 4.449 IS2 | 13 95 25 709 9 93
.1 220 131 3,801 1-78 14 83 19 541 12 44
II 203 112 3,237 2 09 15 72 14 407 16-64
7 180 87 2,545 i 2 06 Hi 65 11 332
8 105 74 2,1.38 3 16

‘From the .Simple* Manual

The strength of steel wire varie-* from 60,000 pounds per sq. in. to 300,000 poimdi 
and over, depending on the kind and treatment of material.

By using the values of breaking strain shown in the above column the breaking 
strain figured on any other basis than 100,000 ixninds per sq. in. may easily be 
computed. For example, with a wire with a breaking strain of 80,000 pounds per 
sq. in., take eight-tenths of the tabulated breaking strain for whatever size of wire 
the actual breaking strength is desired.

TABLE 9—PROPERTIES OF RUBBER-COVERED. LEAD-INCASED COPPER CABLES.»

Sise B. à 8.

Number 
>f wires in 
conduct-

Thickness 
of rubber

lions of an

Thickness

lions of an

List
diameter

of load

lions of an

Approx.

per
1000 ft., 
pounds

4........................................................................ 1 4 -64 3-64 774 2944 477
0................ 1 4-*V4 3-64 776 24-44 391
8........... 1 3 04 3-44 778 22-64 298

10................ 1 3 64 344 780 21-64 256
If . 1 3 64 2 IB 782 18-64 156
14 1 3 64 2 44 784 16 64 138

1 4 -32 444 794 39 64 773
6............................ 1 4 32 4 44 796 36 44 686
8 ... 1 4-32 4 44 798 34 44 596

1 1 732 5 4M 743 53 44 1.282
4 1 7-32 3 32 744 55 44 1,485

0.................................................. 1 5-32 4 64 745 4044 764
0 1 6 32 5-64 746 46 64 1.061
0............. 1 632 3 32 747 48 44 1.211
0............. 1 7-32 5 61 748 50 IB 1.186
0 1 7-32 3-32 749 52 44 1,367

8................ ..................................................... 1 5-32 444 750 38 44 722
1 632 5 44 751 44 64 993
1 6 32 3-32 752 46 44 1,171

R 1 7 32 » 44 753 48 44 1,114
8...................................................................... 1 7 32 3 32 754 50-64 1.306

’Adapted Irani America Steel and Wire Co.
70811 15



TABLE 10—PROPERTIES OF STANDARD WIRES FOR TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION ON DOMINION FOREST RESERVES 8

(Iauge Number
No. 6 

B.W.G.
B.B.

No. 9 
B.W.G.

B.B.

No. 12 
B.W.G. 

B.B.

No. 14
k w < ; 

B.B.

No. 8
B. A S.G. 

hard-

No. 12 
B.^A S.G.

No. 14 
B.^A S.G.

No. 14
B A^S.G.

copper

No. 19
B A^S.G.

copper

No. 20
B A S.G. 
stranded 
insulated 

emergency

No. 30
B. A S.G.

hard-

copper

Diameter of conductor in mils . 203 148 109 83 128-490 80 808 64 084 64 084 35-390 31 961 10 025
Area in circular mils. 41.209 21,904 11,881 6,889 16,512 6,528-6 4,108-8 4,108-8 1,288-8 1.00000 100 00

Diameter outside insulation in
203 156 045

Weight per mile in pounds......... 590 314 165 99 262 0 105 0 65 0 65 0 20 7 16 4 16

Weight per 1,000 ft. in pounds 
iConductor with insulator).

32 15 3-504

Weight per 1.000 ft. in pounds 
(Conductor only).

112 «0 37 19 49 98 19 77 12 43 12-43 3 90 3-042 3042

Feet per pound.... ................. 8 9 16 6 32 2 52 6 20 040 50 6.59 SO 580 SO 580 264-136 331 13 3.311 258

Breaking stress (pounds). 1.652 879 476 277 843 343 219 219 68-8 54 7 5 4

Resistance per mile in ohms at 
68° F............. 17-84 32 94

Resistance per 1.000 ft. in ohm.- 
at 68e F...... . ........... •6271 1 586 2-521 2 521 sow 10 14 103 0

- - ^ 2. * » s s' a » fee?? ? ? ? !F 5 ? r ? ? SI >>>>>>>>> > >>
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INDEX

Acetylene lamps, 182
A<lams portable telephone, 3v. lus. llu, ISO, 

1®2, 152
Adjust ment of heliograph, 174 

of ringers, 1*50 
Alignment of tree lines, 68 
Alphabet, International Morse, 176 
Alternative routes, 26 
American Army heliograph. L63 
Ampere, «leflnltlon of, IIV 
Arilols lanterns. 15 
Armature, generator, 128 
Attachment, split tree Insulator, TO 
Auger, post-hole, 3S

liars, digging and tamping. 3s 
Batteries, dry, types of. 3V. s5, 108. 121, 125 

Inspection of. 14V 
installation of. 85 
removal of, so 
renewal of, 87 
testing of, 88

Bell, l’rofessor Alexander Graham, 121 
Bells, extension, altering tones of, 101- 

exteneion, types of, 3V, 101 
used as signals, 15 

Belts. linemen's, 37 
Books, reference, IVV 
Braces, pole, 54 
Bracing of poles. 54 
Brackets, wood. 37. 50. 52, 7U. 74 

wood, attachment of. 52 
wood, iKisitlon of, 52 
wood, specifications for, 2U8 

Branch lines, S2
Bridging-bell system of telephone connection.

British Army heliograph, 102 
Brush method of treating poles, 4x 
Buffalo grips. 3s. «4. 15s 
Butt-rot In poles. 142. 1 43.
Busier telegraphy, HI. 113

Cahlua, lead-encased, properties of. 225 
«'alls, telephone, list of. 111 
Camp management. 3, 12 
Capacity, definition of, 131 
Carhollneum, 48 
Cell, Inert. 184 

voltaic. 127
voltaic, definition of. 118 

Cells, closed circuit, 126 
open circuit, 125 

Circuit, definition of. 118
grounded, 28. 32. 00, vu 
grounded, connection to metallic, lu4. 100 
grounded, definition of, 32 
light. 32
metallic, 28. 32, Oil, 68, VII
metallic, connection to grounded. 104. i:
metallic, definition of, 32
phantom, pot, lt7
power, 32

Clamp, Blackburn ground, VI 
Fahnestock test, 82, 143 

Clamps, ground, types of, 41 
Climbers, linemen's. 37

Code. Alphabetical Kquare, 178 
American Morse, 175 
International Morse. 15. 114, 175, 193 
My or. 177 
ringing. 128, 140

Codes, heliograph, 175 
Message. 1 V'4

Cod, Induction, definition of. I lV
induction, use of in telephone, 125 
telephone Induction, Inspection of. 14V 

Coils, lavlte, VS. 150 
protection of, V8 
repeating. 40. vs. lot, 135

Commissury, 3, 11 
Condenser, definition of. 120 

types of. 4 0 
use of. 85. '.III. 131, M2 
use of. in vibratory signalling. V6, 132 

Conductor, definition of, 118 
Connectors, emergency. 11-5 
Construction materials, free grant of, 34 
« 'onventloiril signals. International Morse. 176 
Cooking outfit, list of, IV#
Co-operative telephone lines, 33 
Cord, receiver, 123. 14V

receiver. Inspection of, 149 
«"oats, telephone construction, in different types,

telephone construction, elements of. 201 
Cradle, Mobley wire, 46 
Creosote, specifications for, 217

Crew, emergency liiu- construction. 75. 74» 
telephone construction. 46. 196 

Crews, equipment of, 46 
Crossing divides, 73

meadows and parks. 73 
rivers and canyons, 73 

Crossings, extra long, 78 
foreign. 78
high-tension transmission lines. 78 
Railway Board Regulations governing, 203 
railway right of way. 78

submarine, so 
Cross-talk. 32. 62. 142 

elimination of, 156 
«'rossties, 71, S3 
Current, alternating. 127, 128

alternating, definition of, 120 
direct, definition of. 120

I lead-ending. 71, 82, 83 
Detect Ion of forest fires, 3, 5 
Detonations, use of. as signals, 16 
" Dont's " In telephone construction. 1«57 

; in telephone installation, 158 
ill telephone maintenance, 159 
in telephone operation, 158

Edison, Thomas A. 125 
Electric lamps, use of, In signalling. 1-83 
Electro-motive force, definition of. Ill 
Emergency communication equipment, use of. 9

2?7
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Emergency lines, connecting to permanent. 75 
maintenance of, 76 
pole setting on, 76 
taking up wire on, 76 
use of, 74

Emergency telephone kits, types of, 39 
telephone kits, use of, IPS, 114 

Equipment of construction crews, 46 
standard list of. 36 

Exchanges, private, «2 
External telephone systems, 24 
Fire boss. 18
Fires, forest, detection of, 5 

forest, prevention of. 3, 4 
forest, suppression of, 7 

Fischer hlgh-power lamp, 184 
Flags, range of, in signalling. 186 

■speed of, in signalling, 1*7 
use oT In Yorest protection. 22. 4*7 

Flux, 40, 219
Forest protection force, functions of, 3 
Forest .Service heliograph, 165 
Free service on Forestry Branch line», 35 
Frequency, definition of. 120 
Fuses, types of, 39 

use of, 88, 135
Galvanising, specifications for, 209 

: I V
wire, comparison of, 222 

Generator, electro-magnetic, 120 
oiling of, 150
telephone magneto, 121, 127 
telephone magneto, repairs of. 145, 147 

Ground rods, portable, 41 
portable types of, 41 

Grounds, 32, 90 
multiple, 92
precautions in locating, .91 
temporary, 116 

Guy rods. 38 
Guys, anchor, 66 

pole, 54 
rock, 57 
tree, 66

Hammers, claw. 41
Hand set, Adams. 39, 108, 110.000, 132, 162 
Haven clamps, 38
Haxe, effect on range of heliograph, 175
ii- llograph, ISO

adjustment of, 174 
American Army, 160, 1-63. 173 
British Army, 160. 162, 173 
Forest Service, 160 
Godwin, 160, 1*5, 169 
mirrors, 169 
parts of, 169 
range of. 161 
screens. 170 
rtghtlng-rods. 170 
speed of. 161 
stations, 21, 160, 166 
tripods. 170
use of In forest protection, 21. 160 
use of at lookout stations, 166 
use of on patrol. 169 

Heliographs on towers, 16\
Hellographing by artificial light, 181 

by moonlight, 1*1 
with one mirror. 1711 
with two mirrors, 172

High-tension Une», Interference from, 42. 60, 
62. 7*. 104

protection from, 89, 94, 134 
Hitch, barrel, use of, 76 
Holes for telephone poles, digging of, 60

Howlers. 40, 96, 132
use of In vibratory signalling, 96

Induction, electro-magnetic, definition of, 119 
electro-static, definition of, 120 

Insulator, definition of. 118 
Insulators, glass, specification» for, 213 

glass, types of. 37, 52 
glass, use of, 27, 74 
split tree, attachment of 70, 73 
split tree, specifications for, 214 
split tree, types of, 37 
split tree, use of, 29. 30, 42, 44 
strain. 41, 71

Internal telephone systems, 25, 36

Joints, emergency wire, 7-6 
insulated wire, 93.
Western Union, 65

Kitchen equipment, list of, 19»
Knives, electricians’, 40 
Lanterns, acetylene, for signalling. 182 

electric, for signalling. 183, 184 
Fischer hlgh-power, 184 
signalling. 182

Lightning arresters, types of. 29 
arresters, use of 88, 133 
danger of, In construction, 60 

Linemen, 29
” Listening 111,” 131, 132
Location of telephone lines, factors influencing.

Lookout men. permanent, in forest protection, 
17. 18

station», 7, 21, 26. 36, 73. H65, 1*5, 187 
station telephones, 94 
stations, heliograph at, 165

Magnet, definition of, 118 
Magnets, use of, in generators, 128 

use of. In ringers. 129 
Magneto telephone, description of, 117 
Materials, emergency line, 74 

line. 59, 69 
standard, list of. 36 

McIntyre sleeves, 38, 65 
Message codes, 194 
Microphone, carbon, 123 
Mil, definition of. 121 
Mobley wire-cradle, 43 46 
Monkey-wrench, 41
Mounting-box, protcctqr, specifications for, 219 
Nulls, 37

milonltc, 40, 94
Numerals, International Morse, 176 
Ohm. definition of, 119 
( Hun's Law, 119
Open-tank treatment of poles, 48 
operator», heliograph, training of, ISO
Pack-frames. Klondike, 45, 46 

Mobley, 43, 4 6 
I'uckmuster, 10. 18, 19 
Party lines, definition of. 137 
Patrol, railway speeder, portable telephone for,

Patrolmen in forest protection, 18, 21, 25.
Permanent forces, direction of, 9
Pigeons, carrier, 14
Pike-poles, 38
Pipes, grounding on. 9-1
Plans, fire. 9

telephone system, 23, 26 
Plate», ground, type» of 41, 91 
Pliers, linemen's, 37, 40
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I’ole lines, definition of. 27 
Poles, cedar, specifications for. 215 

dimensions of, 47
lasting qualities of various species of, 47 
number per carload, 221 
preservative treatment of, 47 
seasoning of, 47 
self-supporting, 57 
setting of, .'i2
shortened, re-setting of. 14-5 
weights of various lengths and tops, 221. 

Pole-steps, 41, 52
Preservative treatment of poles, 47 
Prevention of forest fires, .*1. 4 
Private telephone lines, 33 
Protection standards In relation to telephone 

lines, 35
Protectors, in fully exposed stations, 89 

in partially exposed stations. 89 
location of. 89 
repair of, 147 
telephone, types of. 38 
telephone, types of. 39 

Provisions, list of, 19S 
Public roads, use of for telephone line», 4 4 
Punctuation, International Morse. 176

Quartermaster, 11, 12, 18

Hallways, crossing of, 78 
Hake, In pole-setting, 50, 52 
Receiver, head, 38

telephone, 121, 1*31. 152 
telephone, repairs of. 146. 149 

Reconnaissance in Are protection, 3. 11 
Heel, emergency wire. 38. 75 

pay-out, 38. 60 
Relay stations, 26 
Repeating coils. 40
Reserves, In forest protection forces, 9 
Resistance, definition of, 119 
Right of way, clearing of. 44 

securing of. 42 
Ringers, telephone. 121, 128

telephone. Ohm resistance of. 23. 129, 139 
telephone, repairs of. 148. 150. 152 

Roads, crossing of. 78 
Rods, ground. 41, 91

ground. Inspection of. 147 
ground, portable, 116 
lightning. 39, 52

Roof ridge of poles, position of, 53 
Rules, operating. 140

Sag allowance, 29, 62. 70
distribution of, on pole lines, 63 

Screw-drivers, 40
Scouts and scouting in forest protection, 3, 

18, II
Semaphore, fixed, 191

signalling with flags, 188, 191 
signalling with fixed., 191 
signals, 14

Scries system of telephone connection, 137 
Shovels, types of, 38 
Signalling, busier or vibratory. 113 
Signals, audible, 14. 15, 22 

chronosemlc, 14

colour. 16 
danger, 22, 195 
electro-telegraphic, 15 
flash, 15 
shape, 16 
shot. 196 
visual, 14 
whistle. 194$

Smoke, effect on range of heliograph, 175 
“ Smoke chaser," 7, 9. 18, 19, 25 
Solder, 40
Soldering copper. 40

methods and material#, 219 
Spacing of poles, 60 
Splicing clumps. 37

Spools, emergency wire, 74, 75, 76
emergency wire, specification for, 217 

Spoons, digging. 3K 
Standards, I». K. B. construction, 60 
Staples. Blake Insulated, 40 
Static electricity. 156 
Stations, heliograph, selection of. 173 

signalling. 173. 188 
Strand, galvanised steel, 41, 71 
Strategy, fire suppression. 3, 12 
Stubs, as pole reinforcements, 143 
Submarine telephone lines. 80 
Supervision, fire-fighting. 3. 8 
Supervisor, forest, is. 19, 23. 34, 35 
Supplies, pole-line, 197 

station. 197 
tree-line. IK

Supports, in forest protection forces. 9 
Suppression, fire, 3. 7

forces, maintenance and direction of, 9 
forces, mobilization of. 9 
staff officers, lo

Survey of route for telephone line, 42 
Survey», forest, use of signals on. 187 
Switchboards, lfltl. 135 
Switches, 131, 135, 142 

repair of, 147 
Switch-hook, 121, 180 

inspection of, 147

Tactics, fire suppression, 12 
Tamping around poles, 60. 54 
Tape, electricians', 40 
Telegraph, 20 

lines, 32, 78
simultaneous operation with telephone, 106 
wireless, 14. 16 

Telephone, desk set, 38
instruments, types of, 38 
lookout-station sets, 94 
magneto, description of, 117 
portable, 25, 30, 107, 108 
portable, Adams, 39, 108, PI0. 130. 132. 152 
portable. Forest Service Special, 39, l os, 

1114. 130, 162
simultaneous operation with telegraph, 106 
wall set, 38. 85 
wireless, 14, 16 

Tension, definition of, 120 
Tentage for telephone crew, 198 
Test sets. 107

stations, 26. 142 
Ties, regular. 63

" figure 8," 63. 64. 70. 78 
Timber conditions. Influence on telephone con

struction of. 30 
Tools, emergency line, 74, 198 

linemen's, 37, 46 
line-stringing, 3S, 46. 197 
tK>le-setter», 38, 46, 197 

Torch, soldering. 40
Tree lines contrasted with pole lines, 28 

cost of. 28, 201 
definition of. 27 
development of methods, 29 

Transmitter, telephone, 121. 123 
telephone, inspection of. 147 
White (or solid hack), 123
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Transportation in forest protection, 10 
Transposition, 32. 62. 68 
Trimmers, tree, 41 
Tripods, as line supports, 57 

heliograph, Kill, 170
Trouble, telephone, guide to clearing. 153
Trumpet blasts, used as signals, 15
Tubes, porcelain, 40, 92
Tying-1n wire, 63
Vibratory signalling. ‘>6. 113
Volt, definition of. 118
Voltmeter test-stations. 142
Whistle blasts, used as signals, IB
Wigwag codes, 191

signalling with flags, 189 
signals, 14

Wire, bimetallic, properties of, 224.
copper. 28. 33, 37. 60, 61. 81, 83. 92 
copper, properties of. 223 
copper, specifications for. 211 
copper, tensile strength of, 223 
I» K. B. standard, properties of, 226 
emergency, 27. 37, 74 
emergency, specifications for. 211. 
galvanized-Iron, 23. 28. 33, 36. 59. 69 
galvanized-lron properties of. 224 
galvanized-iron, specifications for. 210 
galvanized steel properties of, 225 
ground, 9*3 
man-packing of, 46 
rubber-covered, specifications for. 212 
stringing of, 29. 60, 70 

Wiring. Inside building. 93 
outside building, 92




